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In the summer of 1942 when Professors B. D. Meritt and A. E. Raubitschek
suggested that I edit the still unpublished horos mortgagesstones from the Athenian
Agora, I thought that I was undertaking a purely epigraphical task. The war intervened before I had been able to do much more than assemble
the
then
squeezes
available at the Institute for Advanced Study and make a start on decipherment.
In the summer of 1946 I resumed work on the project. It soon became clear that some
sort of commentary on the types of contracts publicized by these inscriptions would
be necessary. At first I hoped that the commentary could be brief and that for fuller
treatment of the various problems it would be sufficient to refer to the writings of
such men as Hitzig, Schulthess, Beauchet, and Lipsius. After studying the novel
interpretations of Paoli and Meletopoulos, however, I realized that a re-examination
of all the evidence was essential. Their views may be erroneous, as I believe they
are, but these two scholars have successfully revealed on what shaky foundations
many of the earlier interpretations rest. Chapters IV-VII of the present work, therefore, are devoted to an analysis of VOOqK7, arTonpqa, and rpac-5 Ert XvCOE, the
usual contracts employed by the Athenians when real property served as security.
Because of the nature of the evidence and the unorthodox theories of Paoli and
Meletopoulos these chapters are largely polemical. Nevertheless, I have tried to
present an intelligible exposition of each transaction as a whole, omitting only those
undisputed matters of detail which are adequately discussed in standard works on
Athenian private law.
The conclusions reached in Chapter VIII-Mortgage and Land Tenure-are in
flat contradiction to certain generally accepted notions about sixth and fifth century
Athens. In Part I of this chapter I have attempted to discover the date at which the
mortgage contract was adopted at Athens. I could find no evidence for the existence
of this transaction in Attica before the PeloponnesianWar and only very few instances
of its use prior to the fourth century. This lack of evidence can partly, but only partly,
be accounted for by the nature of the extant sources. In Part II I have tried to find
a satisfactory explanation for this apparent late appearanceof the mortgage contract
in Athens. This attempt naturally led to an examination of the Athenian system of
land tenure, for it is obvious that the fully developed mortgage cannot exist unless
real property is alienable. The results of this investigation were startling, for both
the evidence and the significant absence of evidence point to the conclusion that
Attic land remained inalienable until the old taboo on alienability was gradually
underminedby the terrific impact of the Peloponnesian War and the plague.
I realize that the subject matter of this book belongs to a field of research more
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appropriate for a trained jurist than for a general student of Hellenic antiquity. I
suspect, moreover, that my lack of formal legal training may have caused me to make
certain statements which, in the eyes of legal experts, will seem unprofessional and
possibly even naive. Nevertheless, in studying Athenian private law the novice has
one advantage which is denied to the professional. He can approach the subject free
from all preconceived notions derived from other legal systems. I have a suspicion
that this advantage is of some value, for Athenian legal institutions in the fifth and
fourth centuries were very flexible and can be interpreted, I believe, only by means of
contemporaryAthenian evidence.
It is a pleasure to express my gratitude to those friends who have helped me
in the writing of this book: to Professor B. D. Meritt for inviting me to edit these
Agora inscriptions and permitting me to use all the facilities of the Institute for
Advanced Study; to Professor Paul Clement, the former editor, and to Professor
Lucy Shoe, the present editor of Hesperia, for many courtesies and helpful suggestions; to Professor John H. Kent, who, while at Athens, took time from his own
researches to examine various horos stones for me; to Professor A. E. Raubitschek,
who, particularly in the early stages of this work, was the source of innumerable
stimulating suggestions; and above all to Professor Allan Chester Johnson. My debt
to him in all respects can properly be understood only by those who have had the
privilege of close association with him.
JOHN V. A. FINE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

MAY1951
*

*

*
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The following works of U. E. Paoli to which constant reference is made in Chapters IV, V, and VI
are abbreviated as follows:
Studi. = Studi di Diritto Attico, Pubblicazioni della R. Universita degli Studi di Firenze, Facolta di
Lettere e di Filosofia, N. S., vol. IX, Firenze, 1930
"Datio in Solutum " " La ' Datio in Solutum ' nel Diritto Attico," Studi Italiani di Filologia
Classica, N. S., X, 1933, pp. 181-212
Diritto
Sul
Pign. =" Sul Diritto Pignoratizio Attico," Archivio Giuridico, IV Serie, vol. XXIV,
1932, pp. 161-178
*

*

*

The following two reviews of U. E. Paoli, Studi di Diritto Attico, are usually referred to only by
the names of the authors of the reviews.

V. Arangio-Ruiz, Archivio Giuridico, IV Serie, vol. XXIII, 1932, pp. 245-253
G. La Pira, Bullettino dell' Istituto di Diritto Romano, XLI, 1933, pp. 305-320
*

*

*

A.J.A. =- American Journal of Archaeology
A.J.P. = American Journal of Philology
Annuario = Annuario della Regia Scuola Archeologica di Atene
'ApX. AArT. =-'AXatoXoytKov
=
'ApX. 'EMO.

AeAXL'ovT-sSr?oat'as

eKSraoevaews

'ApXatoXoyUKi'Eqt~cpi

Arch. Pap. = Archiv fur Papyrusforschung und Verwandte Gebiete
Ath. Mitt. = Mitteilungen des deutschen archiiologischen Instituts. Athenische Abteilung
B.C.H. = Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique
B.S.A. = The Annual of the British School at Athens
C.A.F.
Comicorum Atticorum Fragmenta, edited by Th. Kock, 3 volumes, Leipzig, 1880-1888
Daremberg et Saglio, D.d.A. = Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et Romaines, 1877-1919
Et. Magn. == Etymologicon Magnum, edited by T. Gaisford, Oxford, 1848
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G.D.I. = Sammlung der griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften, edited by F. Bechtel, H. Collitz, and
others, 4 volumes, G6ttingen, 1884-1915
Inscr. Jur. Gr. = Recueil des Inscriptions Juridiques Grecques. edited by R. Dareste, B. Haussoullier, and Th. Reinach, 2 volumes in 3, Paris, 1891-1904
Jahrbuch = Jahrbuch des deutschen archaologischen Instituts
Jahreshefte = Jahreshefte des 6sterreichischen archaologischen Institutes in Wien
J.H.S. = The Journal of Hellenic Studies
J.R.S. = The Journal of Roman Studies
Mnem. = Mnemosyne, Bibliotheca Classica Batava
P.A. - Prosopographia Attica, edited by J. Kirchner, 2 volumes, Berlin, 1901-1903
R.E. = Pauly's Real-Encyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft, edited by Georg Wissowa
and others, Stuttgart, 1894Rev. de Phil. = Revue de Philologie de Litterature et d'Histoire Anciennes
R.E.A. = Revue des }itudes Anciennes
R.E.G. = Revue des i2tudes Grecques
Savigny-Stiftung = Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fur Rechtsgeschichte, Romanistische Abteilung
S.E.G. = Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, edited by J. J. E. Hondius and others, Leyden,
1923Berlin
Akad. = Sitzungsberichte der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften
Sitzb.
Syll.3 =--W. Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, third edition, 4 volumes, Leipzig,
1915-1924
T.A.P.A. = Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association
Tod = A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions, edited by M. N. Tod; volume I, second
edition, To the End of the Fifth Century B. c.; volume II, from 403 to 323 B. c., Oxford,
1946-1948
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1 (Plate 1). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on January 14, 1936, in Section
T. The top and left side apparently preserve their original surfaces, but elsewhere
the stone is broken.
Height, 0.164 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.076 m. Height of letters, 0.013 m.
Inv. No. I 3280.
opo [ 9 X)(Opov Kat]
oiKia [s a iroryo/c]a
pa [
7rat]
"
o'l
[a OEv---]

The type of contract recordedhere is the subject of Chapter V.
The name of the deceased father-in the genitive case-was inscribed on line 3.
The restoration of several names is equally possible. In line 4 the demotic seems
assured. The names of the orphans also may have been inscribed, but, if so, all
recognizable traces of the letters have been obliterated.

2 (Plate 1). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on April 21, 1937, in a modern
wall in Section ?*. The stone has been broken at the top, and a slight amount has
been lost from each side.
Height, 0.223 m.; width, 0.165 m.; thickness, 0.092 m. Height of letters,
0.013 m.-0.018 m.

Inv. No. I 4759.
[opos, Xop]
[to aTror]

[]? 7aTo [9]
[A] cpo---

5

*.o[f]

ra

[] 8(ov<>tXo
KXo09 [K

]

[D] tXopyo
vacat
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Lines 4 and 5 should contain the name and demotic of the deceased father, but
the right half of line 4 has been so thoroughly worn and damaged that the traces
of the letters are almost illegible. John H. Kent, who was kind enough to examine
the stone for me, reads line 4 as follows: QPO A H. The line could be read as wpovp-,
but this seems to make no sense. The name of the father, of course, may have been
simply A""pos.According to Kent there are three possibilities for the first letter of
line 5. In order of descending probability they are kappa, chi, and upsilon. covo[f]
suggests the genitive of a proper name rather than a demotic, but in this type of
document the substitution of the patronymic for the demotic would be most unusual
(but see I.G., II2, 2734, 2741, and No. 26, below; also Chapter II, No. 24). The third
from the last letter in line 8 was obscure until Eugene Vanderpool, by removing some
cement which was adhering to the face of the stone, showed that it was clearly rho.
3 (Plate 1). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on June 8, 1939, in a
cistern in Section BB. Parts of the top and bottom are preserved. The right edge is
broken and the left side, although preserving all the letters, is probably not original.
The back is rough, but the inscribed face is chisel-dressed.
Height, 0.175 m.; width, 0.175 m.; thickness, ca. 0.055 m. Height of letters,
0.009 m.-0.013 m.
Inv. No. I 5873.
e&riIl? [ OLt8$rovap]
267/6
XOVTOS[opos x(piov]
alTroTrL)[ pua ira8&]

5

X
'AvT
[ov - - --]
lpo{ev[o)t]
vacat

The letters are unusually neat for a horos inscription, but, even so, the stonecutter made an extra vertical stroke after the nu in line 4. The name of the archon
is certain, for no other archon's name begins with the letters Ilet except that of
Peisistratos in the sixth century B. C. If [rat&8] is correct in line 3, line 4 probably
ended with the demotic of Antiphilos. If [raw-i] is the correct restoration, the name
of the other child must have been cut either at the end of line 5 or in line 4 in place
of the demotic. It would also be possible to restore [7rpoLKo6] in line 3. Then lines
4-5 would presumably read: 'AvrtiX [v71OvyarpL]I Ilpoe'v [ov demotic ( ?)].
4 (Plate 1). Fragment of Pentelic marble, heavily veined with greyish-green
quartz, found on June 8, 1939, in Section NN. The stone, which is broken on all sides,
is a very thin sliver.
Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.014 m. Height of letters,
0.01 m.-0.015 m.
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Inv. No. I 5878.
[opo ] s x [pov]

[ 7ma]
[a7o] T4.L
[. .. ]oKC [ ....]
[7ra]8 Ti[ ----]
5

(genitive)
(dative)

[A]a/pi [rp?Cs(]
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Restoration of the names of the deceased father and the orphan in lines 3 and 4
respectively is undesirable since there are too many possibilities.
5 (Plate 1). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on April 21, 1948, in Section
00. The top and right side are preserved, but elsewhere the stone is broken.
Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.061 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 6107.
opo;
[x] p o

[s a']~rorntu
5

[ rjI]aros
[Ira] t805
T-A

B
AIIOTIMHMA IIPOIKO0

6 (Plate 1). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on October 10, 1938, in Section
BB. The back is rough-picked. The stone is broken on the bottom and the left side,
but the top may preserve its original surface. A slight amount of the stone apparently
has been lost on the right edge.
Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.04 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.011 m.

Inv. No. I 5579.
[?]rl KXEdp[Xov]
[a]pxovro op [os]
[o ] K;ag

TrpOLK

[5s a]7rori,/.
5

[ua

'-]xa----
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The type of contract recordedhere is the subject of Chapter VI.
If [parog] is restored in line 5, then the first letter of the wife's name might begin
with the trace of a horizontal stroke which seems to be present before the chi. It is
also possible, however, since this inscription is not stoichedon and since mu occupies
a large space, that the horizontal stroke belongs to the sigma of [paro] S. In that case

the wife's name would begin with chi, a common initial letter for a woman's name.
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7 (Plate 2). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on November 22, 1938, in
Section EE. Parts of the top and sides may be preserved, but elsewhere the stone is
broken.
Height,

0.145 m.; width, 0.182 m.; thickness, 0.078 m.

Height

of letters,

0.014 m.-0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 5629.
Opoq

owHtaa
JTpO&KOS

[-q]
'ApxiXX
5

Ip

For the omission of a1roi7),ua, compare I.G., II2, 2666, 2670, and see the discussion below in Chapter VI, p. 118, note 20.

8 (Plate 2). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on March 10, 1939, in the
wall of a modern house in Section BB. The top and part of the left side are broken
away, but elsewhere the stone probably preserves its original surfaces.
Height, 0.15 m.; width, 0.19 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. Height of letters, 0.012 m.-

0.03 m.
Inv. No. I 5698.
[opo].s

[x].pio
[7T] pOKO6&

vacat
For the omission of alror /./a, compare the preceding inscription.
C
IIPAIS EII ATZEI

9 (Plate 2). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on May 17, 1932, in Section
IT. The back is rough-picked. Part of the top and right side may be preserved.
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Height, 0.084 m.; width, 0.074 m.; thickness, 0.047 m. Height of letters, 0.027 m.

(line 1) and ca. 0.016 m.

Inv.No. I 238.
[opo] s
[x) pov
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5

Ka&] o;

[ KWLarog] Te
[Irpapkevwvc]
[Tr Xvaet ---]

The type of contract recordedhere is the subject of Chapter VII.
For oKpcL,aroT, lines 2 and 3, compare I.G., II2, 2735. It satisfies the requirements

of spacing better than the word OL'Kia which is usual in such documents.

10 (Plate 2). Fragment of blue-white marble, found on April 24, 1934, in the
mouth of the aperture in the round basin beneath the second Temple of Apollo Patroos
in Section OE (Compare Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 88). The stone, rough-picked behind,
is broken on all sides.
Height, 0.135 m.; width, 0.228 m.; thickness, 0.097 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 1888
[<po]

oiEda [,

E]

[Xree ------]

The letters are very crudely cut. The wide spaces between omicron and iota in
line 1 and between epsilon and nu in line 2 and the fact that the omicron is so much
out of line are probably to be explained by some imperfection which was present in
the stone when it was inscribed (compare I.G., II2, 2676 and No. 15 below).
John H. Kent, who has examined this stone, comments as follows: " There was
a line three, apparently, but the letters are rubbed off. Below this third line the
inscribed surface has been roughly picked off, and there are no further traces of
anything."

11 (Plate 2). Fragment of bluish stone, probably granite, found on November
3, 1934, in Section 0. The bottom and right side have been broken off, but the top
and left edge apparentlypreserve their original surfaces.
Height, 0.141 m.; width, 0.152 m.; thickness, 0.047 m. Height of letters,
0.010 m.-0.023 m.
Inv. No. I 2058.
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opo0
X(wpo [v]
Treirpap[ vov]
[t

XV]arl[t--]
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Line 3 was either erased or has been badly worn. At the lower right, part of the
seems to be visible, but it is strange that no other traces of a line 4 are
word Xvcr~e
discernible.

12 (Plate 2). Two fragments of white marble, found on December 21, 1934, in
Section II. When fitted together, they form probably most of the original stone. The
inscribed face is pitted and worn, and the stone has been burned.
Height, 0.285 m.; width, ca. 0.32 m.; thickness, 0.044 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.013 m.
Inv. No. I 2251.
[opo]s

X(piov

KOK o&Ktas

VY' Xiv[oe']
[iT?r]papz'V)cv
1rpo[K] O XX

M ...ca...

5

A... c.7.

AIKYPIQ

AITEI
vacat

The readings of lines 4 and 5 have been checked by John H. Kent who has
examined the stone. He writes that in place of mu, line 4 might possibly begin with
lambda upsilon, while the last two letters of the line could be tau omicron. The most
reasonablerestoration of these two lines seems to be:
M[. *.C...

*K] at

Kvp

[]

If this restoration is correct, apparentlywe are to understand that the farm and house
were sold m7iX)ovEas security for the dowry to M-and her kyrios, A--of Melite.
This interpretation would be strengthened if there were traces of the kappa in the
[K]al and of an iota, the final letter in a woman's name in the dative case, but in view
of the condition of the stone the absence of any sign of these letters is not strange.
Just before the space where the iota would be expected, there are certain marks which
on the squeeze and photograph look somewhat like sigma. Kent, however, states that
all that can be ascertained from the stone is that some letter had been cut there.
It should be remarkedthat there may have been other numerals after the XX in
line 3. That part of the inscription is badly mutilated; possibly the line was deliberately
erased after the expiration of the contract.
This is the first occurrence on an Attic horos of the word kyrios (before mar-
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riage, the father or some male relative; during marriage, the husband). In horoi
from the islands, reference to the kyrios is common; e.g., I.G., XII, 7, 57-58
contract as security for a dowry, see
(Amorgos). For the use of the rpar'o &t Xvo-vE
the discussion in Chapter VII, pp. 162-163.
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13 (Plate 3). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on March 30, 1935, in
the destruction debris near the floor of the Polygonal building (L.R.) in Section II.
The top and back apparently preserve their original surfaces.
Height, 0.05 m.; width, 0.082 m.; thickness, 0.045 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.

Inv. No. I 2728.
[Em

-

a

p] xov [Tro]

[opos xcop,ov] 7'rp[a/p]
[vov

EiT

XvrE --]

14 (Plate 3). Block of Hymettian marble, found on February 18, 1936, in a
modern wall in Section T. The surface is very badly weathered, but the stone probably
preserves roughly its original dimensions.
Height, 0.281 m.; width, 0.25 m.; thickness, 0.09m. Height of letters, ca.
0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 3450.
[o]pos o.[K(v

1r7eTpa]

pvCO [v ETL Xvio]

[ ]__l

[H] uata[vt]e []

5

X
vacat

For one horos serving as a marker for more than one house, compare I.G., II2,
2725. In line 5 the only numeral now visible is X, but originally there may have been
others.

15 (Plate 3). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on February 29, 1936,
on the ground near the foundations of a modern house in Section S. Parts of the top
and left edge preserve their original surfaces.
Height, 0.108 m.; width, 0.113 m.; thickness, 0.028 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.016 m.
Inv. No. I 3647.
opo [

oKlKiaf]

Kat X[piov

TrElrp]

ap I[ev (v ETI Xv]
0-[E------

]
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The fact that the chi in line 2 is out of line and smaller than the other letters is
probablyto be explained by some flaw in the original stone (compare No. 10 above).
16 (Plate, 3). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides except the
left, found on March 6, 1936, in Section N. The left edge, although damaged, is
probably original.
Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.23 m.; thickness, 0.172 m. Height of letters, 0.014m.-
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0.025 m.
Inv. No. I 3682.
O0poSKO1T[p^VO]
[K]ai OK7

[aT&o`v]

[7rEr]]p[apE'vwv lET]
[XIw ]t

Above the first line transcribed here there are certain marks on the stone which
could be traces of letters. Thus this inscription may have begun with an archon's
name. Regarding line 3 John H. Kent, after examining the stone, writes in answer
to my query: " The spacing favors the letter in the fourth letter space; hence I prefer
[7re?] p a/[aiV)v] to [a7'r]o [Tp,rpa]."

The restorations in lines 1 and 2 can be supportedby reference to I.G., II2, 2742,

Kas
and to I.G., II2, 2496, lines 9-12, where we find that a
[op]os oita,K[oarp]
|acvos,
,r"V irpoo-ovo-av avnrti
rTO
of
men
leased
group
pyaoc.rplov Tr ev HetpaGe KaU TrI'v O&Ko&VW
TOe7'LTOVKoTrpcvo,eLtTOva7ravTa xpovov.
KalTOolKr7laaToov

Epigraphically it would be equally possible to restore KOTr[pov] in line 1. A
manure pile obviously can be of considerable value, but, since it would have been
so easy for either the creditor or the debtor to reduce its value through use, it seems
unlikely that it would have been employedas security.

17 (Plate 3). A slab of Hymettian marble, found on March 7, 1936, in Section
P. The inscribed face has a rough uneven surface, but the back is smooth-finished.
The stone probably preserves its original shape except for the surface break in the
upper right corner.
Height, 0.18 m.; width, 0.225 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. Height of letters, 0.012 m.-

0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 3701.
Opog xwpt [ov]
Kal o0Ka [ITwe]

'A[cr]
Trpal*ev7)
e]
aX[f?]& [ X]1XT[
5

vacat ev

o
XXX

0

-oea
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For the singular ending of the participle, line 3, modifying two nouns, compare
I.G., II, 2687 and 2701. Lines 4 and 5 are very difficult. John H. Kent, who has
kindly examined the stone for me, writes: " I don't think lines 4-5 are erased. I think
the surface there was badly worn before engraving, and has been worn some more
since." Concerning line 4 in particular he says: " I am not at all sure of the second
letter; if it is alpha, it is very crowded. Next comes the bottom left tip of a diagonal
stroke, then two empty spaces, then something that is either pi or yr. Then two more
empty spaces, then either dotted kappa or dotted iota sigma." The restoration given
above diverges from what Kent suggests only by having three letters-a e-in his
two empty spaces and by substituting dotted upsilon sigma for his dotted iota sigma.
Since 'Auo-aXvnis an attested Attic name (P.A4., 2666) and since the name of the
purchaser (creditor) can precede the expression Ec XivcEt(I.G., II2, 2722), the restoration of line 4 can be consideredas almost certain.
Line 5 may have begun with the demotic. The epsilon nu at the end is puzzling.
The only suggestion I can offer is that those letters should be connected with the
letters in the next line which follow the numerals. Kent reads those letters as o4EX
which could be part of the name 'O'Xag, but it is hard to explain the presence of
another name in this part of the inscription. The photograph seems to show an iota
before the lambda. Could we not have, therefore, at the ends of lines 5 and 6 some
form of the verb evo4etLXEv? (In earlier inscriptions the simple verb was sometimes
spelled 64oeX-;cf. I.G., I2, 91, line 3). In I.G., II2, 2762, the following expression
occurs: [o]poI XTcopiLov
rI , evobeLXo/ev
o4X
/ . In our inscription the verb may have
been abbreviated to Ev|ojeLX,or the appropriate ending may have been crowded into
the space at the end of line 6 and just below. If the verb was not abbreviated,probably
the form was Evfo4eFLX[ou,\Evcov],
in agreement with the case of the numerals which, if
had
been
written
out
in
they
full, presumably would have been in the genitive. Even
if this restoration is correct, admittedly it does not explain why the verb EvooEL'XELv
was
for
it seems merely to repeat the idea of indebtedness which is inherent in
inscribed,
the rest of the inscription.

18 (Plate 4). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides except the left,
found on May 6, 1936, in the wall of a cesspool in Section N. The inscribed face is
very much worn.
Height, 0.128 m.; width, 0.176 m.; thickness, 0.065 m. Height of letters, ca.

0.014 m.
Inv. No. I 4134.

[o]pMag[p]
XicEL 1Err[pa]
_ _

_

_

_
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In this inscription the usual order of the formula is reversed by placing the
participle after the words ErT Xv'EC.
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19 (Plate 4). An unworked stone of Hymettian marble, found on June 1, 1936,
in Section P. It is probably complete except for the upper left edge of the inscribed
face.
Height, 0.33 m.; width, 0.28 m.; thickness, 0.08 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 4231.
[gpo]

5 oK&

KaKa

c

[7]71xE&iov Kal K7IT

5

ov ireirpa/Jevwv
elrT X`CrE&
KaXkkXr
L aXrlqpEl:
Pi
rwat

vacat

A Kallippos Phalereus is mentioned in the great inventory of the priests of
Asklepios, I.G., IP2, 1534 B, lines 244 and 246. This record covers the period from
Peithidemos, 267/6, to Diomedon, 247/6 (See W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The
Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, pp. 32-34). If Kair/7Xdov is to be translated as
"tavern," it is interesting to note the association of a garden with it.

20 a and b (Plate 4). Fragment of Hymettian marble, inscribed on two faces,
found on June 10, 1936, in Section KK. The stone is broken all around, but the
original dimensions may be roughly preserved.
Height, 0.11 m.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.045 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 4245 a and b.
Face b

Face a
[o]pos o0 []
op
[7rp]
[&]as
[alev

-

-

-]

rap.y.

!

'Api-rc. [v]
[]
[Trov----]

Face a is very rough and the letters are crudely cut. False strokes were madein the
two sigmas and in the pi of lines 1 and 2; also the epsilonwas not completed. All definite
traces of line 3, which presumablywas inscribedas restored, have disappeared. I see no
was written; possibly it was omitted as in I.G.,
way of determiningwhere the Em Xv1ae&
II2, 2763 and 2764. The two sigmas in line 4 may belong to a propername or may form
part of the word Epavtr-{-}raZF,misspelled as in No. 26 below. The latter possibility
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would explain why face b begins with a proper name in the genitive case. The
restoration, following the usual formula (compare I.G., II2, 2699), would then be:
r{qr}[rai rot ,/eraT]'Apio-r.o[v] o,. Since the first line of face a is preserved,
[EpavL]o
'Apo-Tc[v] must have constituted the first line on face b. The trace of a horizontal
mark at the top left of face b is puzzling. To assume that it is the tau of UEicra,thus
postulating an elision of alpha, is hazardous, since such an elision, I believe, would be
without parallel in this type of document. This mark, however, is probably a nick in
the stone rather than part of a letter. It is possible, of course, that a considerable
portion of the bottom of the stone has been lost. In that case, line 1 of face b might
be the continuation of a second document which began at the bottom of face a.
In answer to my query about line 2 of face b, John H. Kent, after examining
the stone, writes: " The third letter could be epsilon or gamma; the fourth, lambda,
alpha, or delta; the fifth, rho or beta; the sixth, tau, epsilon, sigma, or gamma. Following this are two upright strokes that seem to belong to an eta." (Italics mine).
The restoration of the demotic Gargettios, therefore, seems certain.

21 (Plate 4). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, found on
January 25, 1937, in Section X.
Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.135 m.; thickness,0.057m. Heightof letters, ca. 0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 4468.
p
[- -E]
--

5

Trp[a,vwv
Kat -'
Hp

- -]

-- eOvpla [rdar, - -]
pdPrpa[t-----]

There are too many unknowns in this inscription to permit certain restorations.
There seems to be no way to determine how much of the stone has been lost on both
sides. Consequentlythe p in line 1 could belong either to opos or xeopov. Presumably
Kat olKiaS, or its equivalent, was also inscribed, but there may have been no brm Xvcret
(compare No. 20). Before and after Kai, line 3, proper names apparently were
inscribed. The demotic in line 4 seems assured; a dative plural ending might be

preferable. Line 5 is puzzling. The usual expression is bparepo- rog
t/lera'

and then

a proper name in the genitive case (compare I.G., II2, 2723), but here we obviously
have the dative singular (or plural) of bpa6rpa.

22 (Plate 4). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on March 22, 1938, in
Section '. The top and bottom, except for minor fractures, may preserve their original
surfaces, but elsewhere the stone is broken. The inscribed face is badly battered and
worn.
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Height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.155 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. Height of letters, 0.02 m.0.03 m.
Inv. No. I 5357.
OpoS[xtpiov]
[K]a[l&

OlKWag IrT-]

cmT,]

[pa] li)v[v
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--]e
[Xvire

?

John H. Kent has examined the stone and he assures me that the last preserved
letter in line 3 is omega and not omicron.
23 (Plate 5). An irregularly shaped slab of poor quality Hymettian marble,
found on March 29, 1938, in Section P. The front is roughly dressed with a toothed
chisel, and the back is rough-picked. The edges are irregular, but, except for minor
fractures, the stone is intact.
Height, 0.26 m.; width, 0.275 m.; thickness (maximum), 0.063 m. Height of
letters, 0.014 m.-0.024 m.
Inv. No. I 5376.
OpoSowtag
irerpa/Ev
Tt )F&II

T

5 CtKEpap/Ao
v XXX

Until the discovery of this inscription, I.G., II2, 2670 was the only opos mortgage
stone extant which recorded a deme as one of the contracting parties. In that document an estate was establishedas security for the restitution of a dowry of one talent.
The excess value of the estate was mortgaged (V7rocKEtraL) to a tribe (Kekropis), a
genos (the Lykomidai), and a deme (Phlya); see below, Chapter VI, note 100.
According to the Agora inscription, the deme Kerameikos had made a loan of 3000
drachmas to the mortgagor, receiving as security a house which was subject to
redemptionby the debtor.
Demes possessed considerable amounts of real property which they were accustomed to let to lessees (compare I.G., II2, 2492). From the accruing rents, from the
tax known as rTOEKTqTiKOV, and from fines they derived the major part of their
revenues. The money not needed for current expenses they would frequently lend
at interest on good security as illustrated in the present inscription. A typical procedure is given in I.G., II2, 1183, a decree concerning the administration of the
revenues of the deme Myrrhinous, where it is stated in lines 27-29: eav 8e r[wv 8e] IEf
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Kat opov

E. [u-r]rdvat. For the financial affairs of the demes, see B. Haussoullier, La Vie
Municipale en Attique, Paris, 1884, pp. 62-79; Schoeffer in R.E., s. v. A3//ot, pp. 17-20.
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24 (Plate 5). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on May 31, 1938, in
Section t. Part of the left edge may be preserved, but elsewhere the stone is broken.
Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.13m.; thickness, 0.035m. Height of letters, ca.
0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 5507.
[opos xsp;]
ov sre ^[rpap]
EVOV
T?T
..T

-

-

-

-

?.

Apparently the name of the purchaser precededthe Es Xiv'ore
as in No. 17 above,
or possibly the ri XvorEtwas omitted as in I.G., II2, 2763 (compare No. 20 above).

25 (Plate 5). Fragment of grey stone, found on March 30, 1939, in a modern
wall in Section BB. Part of the top may preserve its original surface, but elsewhere
the stone is brokenaway.
Height, 0.145 m.; width, 0.16 m.; thickness, 0.058 m. Height of letters, 0.014 m.0.025 m.
Inv. No. I 5748.
[opo]s x) [p]
[ov]

rTrp[a]

[t~]?VOV [Tp]
[o]:KO& - - -

The bottom of the stone has probably been lost where the wife's name, the
formula cE Xiv'e, and the value of the dowry were presumably recorded. Compare
I.G., II2, 2681, and see the discussion of this type of document in Chapter VII,
pp. 162-163.

26 (Plate 5). Two fragments of Hymettian marble, found on June 17, 1939,
in the wall of a modern house in Section NN. When fitted together, they form most
of the original stone, although parts of the top and left side have been lost.
Height, 0.25 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. Height of letters, 0.012 m.0.022 m.
Inv. No. 1 5881.
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K

'T

vos BarO.ev
vacat
Second Hand

XHHH
5

[e]pavw-{or}al5Z r[o]
[z].

[e]ra B.Xe.r.[rv]

A glance at the photograph of this inscription will show that it is a difficult one
to read. After prolonged study of the squeeze and photograph, since I was still in
doubt about certain letters, I appealedonce again to John H. Kent. After examining
the stone carefully he reached what I believe is the proper explanation of some of
the peculiarities and difficulties-namely, that the stone is a palimpsest. He writes:
"You note that in the first three lines, and down to AYIEI in line 4, the letters are
all the same kind. They are scrawly, out of line, and on the whole pretty awful, but
at least they are consistent in two respects: first and most important, they are cut
with fairly deep and very thin strokes-the letter-cutter has used a thin and very
sharp blade; second, they are all approximatelythe same size, within a millimeteror so.
Following the word AY EI , however, the lettering changes character. Letters are all
at least twice as clumsy as before, twice as wide, twice as high. Also they are much
shallower than before, and broader-the engraver has used a thicker and a blunter
cutting tool. This second hand takes up with the numerals of line 4 and goes all
through lines 5 and 6."
The following comments are based on, or quoted directly frotn, Kent's letter,
unless stated to the contrary.
Line 4. Under the cross of the chi there is visible part of an upright stroke cut
by the first hand-probably part of the numeral H. [I cannot detect this stroke either
on the squeeze or in the photograph.]
Line 5. The first preserved letter is rho (second hand), but within the loop of
the rho is visible a letter-probably delta-(first hand). " The third letter, nu (second
hand), has been cut on top of another delta, and between this nu and the following
iota (second hand) is a very clear iota which was cut by the first hand. At the end
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of the line, following the sigma (second hand), is something that I read r, but I am
not sure which hand cut it."
Line 6. At the left edge there is a tip of a horizontal stroke (second hand)
possibly belonging to a tau or a sigma. Then alpha ( ?) (second hand?)-[restored
as mu in my transcription above]. " The next space has a very clear kappa, cut by
the first hand, with heavy strokes by the second hand above and below it-." Then
tau (second hand). " It is followed by an alpha (second hand) in whose right
diagonal there is preserved part of a vertical stroke by hand number one. The next
space is the worst mess of all. As I read it, hand number one cut a tau, but it is
surroundedby crazy circular strokes by hand numbertwo - - -. The only reading I can
get out of the second hand is an uncial delta - - -, possibly the letter should be read b,
but I think 8/ is impossible." [As stated below, I question Kent's interpretation here.]
Next comes probably the right diagonal of lambda, alpha, or delta (mu, unlikely),
then epsilon and pi (second hand), then alpha or delta (second hand), iota (second
hand), and, at the edge of the stone, gamma or tau. [As stated below, I question
Kent's interpretationconcerning the gamma or tau.]
Line 7. Kent believes that this whole line was engraved by the first hand.
If Kent is right in recognizing this inscription as a palimpsest, as I believe he is,
the documents recorded on it can probably be explained as follows. Originally the
property was sold ET X1vOEfor a sum which no longer can be identified in full. The
name of the creditor (vendee) was written on line 6-possibly beginning at the end
of line 5. Kent believes that the first letter in line 7 is iota. I suggest that it is nu
and that in vos we have the ending of a patronymic. Patronymics are very unusual
in such documents, but I.G., II2, 2734 and 2741 (cf. No. 2, above, and Chapter II,
No. 24) are examples. At some later period the same (?) property was again sold
EcTXvcret-this time to some eranistai. The same horos stone was used to record the
transaction, and, since the wording through XvOc&e
(line 4) was still applicable, the
words were left unchanged. The new amount and the new creditors were engraved
over the former lettering, which was somewhat erased. In line 6, I have restored
the name Blepaios despite the fact that Kent thinks beta is impossible here. Phi,
however, makes no sense, as he readily admits. Kent believes that the last visible
letter in line 6 is gamma or tau, but in the photograph and even more so on the
squeeze an omicron seems to be discernible. Possibly the gamma or tau which he saw
was a remnant of hand one. The name Blepaios is well attested for the middle of the
fourth century B.C. (P.A., 2876).
If the Blepaios restored in this inscription was from Bate, that would probably
explain why the demotic inscribed by the first hand in line 7 was not erased.

27 (Plate 5). Fragment of blue limestone, found on April 4, 1947, in Section
00. The stone is broken on three sides, but the right side, except for chipping, may
represent the original surface.
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0.014 m.

Inv. No. I 5970.
o
[0po XWop]
[TE7rpa] .e,vo
----

5

'Ava

[4Av]o[T]t[w)]
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Above line 1, as recordedhere, an archon's name was probably inscribed. In line
4 the iota almost certainly is the last letter in the creditor's name and 'Ava-the
beginning of the demotic. If the sigma in line 5 is correct, then, since there is one
letter space between it and the iota, Anaphlystios must be the demotic.
D
IIPAYIS

28 (Plate 5). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found in the period January
16-21, 1939, in Section NN. The stone is broken on all sides, although parts of the
top and the bottom may be preserved.
Height, 0.167 m.; width, 0.143 m.; thickness, 0.039 m. Height of letters, 0.006 m.-

0.014 m.

Inv. No. I 5639.

-NA
UII
('

TA

P,AN
TOY

,/A
H P<rTp1 A2A

AX\rN
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It is hard to make an accurate drawing of this inscription because certain strokes
may be merely dents in the stone rather than parts of letters. Of the preserved letters
only two, I believe, are really questionable: the iota at the end of line 2 and the eta
at the end of line 7. The first letter of line 8 which looks somewhat like an omicron
in the photograph appears as an almost certain omega on the squeeze. Although the
major portion (including parts of the top and the bottom) of this document has been
preserved, restoration is very difficultbecause the formula and the transaction recorded
appear to be unique. This very uniqueness, naturally, makes restoration and interpretation particularly desirable. Consequently, with great hesitation and many doubts
I submit the following restoration and commentary.

5

[apaJB](cL rov p6v[ov]
[roV Tr]EVTcaKoo-oSp[ax]
[p,ov] 7rXrqpwrp&a
An

[,u)?cf] i) av 8&?

e

vacat

Before proceeding to a detailed commentary on this inscription, I should make a
few general remarks on the principles of restoration I have tried to follow. The first
two lines suggest that about three letters should be restored in each succeeding line
at the left edge. Certainty in this matter is impossible, however, since the inscription
is not stoichedon and since the length of lines on horos stones is frequently irregular.
The stone probably had a slanting fracture on its upper right side when it was
inscribed. This assumption would explain why down to line 6 the lines extend
progressively further to the right although in no line is it necessary to restore more
than two letters at the right edge. The restoration of line 8 is somewhat dependent
on the length of the woman's name of which the first two letters are preserved at the
end of line 7. I have assumed that the stone (at the time of inscribing) came to a
point at the end of line 6 and then fell away sharply to the left. Consequently, it has
seemed unnecessary to make any restorations at the ends of lines 7 and 8. Since the
letters in line 8 are rather widely spaced, it is reasonable to believe that the letters
EAOHI formed part of a line 9 rather than that some of them were crowded into the
end of line 8. If we assume that the stone did not fall away to the left after line 6,
then it might be possible to restore the relative pronoun ov before the first preserved
letter of line 7 and also (not so probably) the copulathi at the beginning of line 8
(the woman's name having been completed in line 7). Although the restoration of
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these two words might make the Greeka little smoother and although such phraseology
would be natural in view of the definite article in line 5, the restoration given above
seems preferable to me from an epigraphical point of view. The sense, however,
would be the same in either case.
The inscription, as restored above, can be translated as follows: Horos of a house
sold to " Diotimos " of Melite, for the price of which he has pledged his deposit (payment, contribution) in the five hundred drachma eranos loan. " Demo " is plerotria
until the loan shall have expired.
Commentary

Lines 1-3. The restoration of these lines can be considered certain except that the
name" Diotimos " is given merely exempli gratia. The dative singular ending omicron
iota rather than omega iota is uncommon,but an example of this usage can be seen in a
horos inscription from the year 315/14 (see below, Chapter II, No. 17, line 13). It
was inscribed. Hence, this document publicized not
should be noted that no era Xtvroe
a mortgage, but a sale (cf. I.G., II2, 2763-2764; also Chapter II, No. 28, below, and
possibly Nos. 20, 21, and 24, above).
Line 4. Although [eyyv]7 is epigraphicallypossible, [rn-]q] seems necessary because
of the general context. At the end of the line, after the eta, John H. Kent, who
kindly examined the stone for me, thinks there is an empty letter space. This may be
correct, but, to judge from the photograph, the stone is sufficientlyworn there so that
traces of a letter could have been obliterated. Even if the suggestion is accepted that
the word ended with eta, the letters eveyvrVmust be an abbreviation for a verb form
rather than for, e. g., EvE^yrV1k(an impossible spelling), because the first word in
the next line is apparentlyin the accusative case. This can only be explained by assuming that eVEyvV7represented a verb. The aorist form, 'ryyvi [ore], would be more

normal, but the verb is sometimes treated as a compound, as it is here (cf. Liddell
and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, new ed., 1925-1940).
Lines 5-6. Epigraphically the restoration of a proper name-e. g., [Kip]cova-is most
suitable. Such a restoration, however, is subject to serious objections: (1) The lack
T pda[ov].
of an identifying demotic. (2) The difficultyin explaining the genitive-rov
in an
involved
(3) The peculiarity of emphasizing that the surety had 500 drachmas
eranos loan. Was this the only evidence for his financial soundness? The restoration
[Kow] &vamakes sense as far as translation is concerned,but it seems inexplicable that
a surety should be identified only by the appellation " partner." The context appears
"
to require a word meaning share." The most plausible suggestion I can offer is
(see Liddell and Scott, op. cit.).
[apa,/]ci,va-sometimes written with a single rho
"
It is true that the basic meaning of appaf!3v is the earnest," i. e., part-payment of
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the price in advance (see most recently, Fritz Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale,
Weimar, 1950, pp. 333-429), but it may be legitimate to assume that the word could
also signify more generally the ideas of deposit, payment, contribution, etc. Such a
meaning, at any rate, would make sense in this inscription. According to this interpretation, then, " Diotimos," who had bought the house on credit, guaranteed the
payment of the price to the vendor by pledging his contribution in an eranos loan. An
eranos loan, as is well known, was a " friendly " loan, presumably with no interest
charged. It usually was a joint loan by several persons to a needy friend (for a discussion of eranos loans, see Th. Reinach in Daremberg et Saglio, D. d. A., s. v. Eranos,
pp. 805-808; Beauchet, IV, pp. 258-271; Lipsius, pp. 729-735; E. Ziebarth in R.E.,
s.v. 'Epavog,pp. 328-330). In the inscription under consideration each of the lenders
"
(including Diotimos ") had apparently contributed 500 drachmas. A parallel to
the wording of lines 5-6 can be found in the register of dowries from Mykonos (Syll.3,
1215, lines 1-11). There it is stated that Sostratos had furnished his daughter with
a dowry of 1300 drachmas. Of this amount 1000 drachmas were ev rn e'pdvam
r [wc] 7rTEVTaKoro-W8pdX,ojL,
ov ovv cXeev 'AXsFLKXqg,ov /LETEX[ev] IKaXXto-rayopaq.Presumably Sostratos had lent to both Alexikles and Kallistagoras 500 drachmas each, or
possibly, since Sostratos and his father agreed, if necessary, to help the son-in-law
exact the repayment of the loan, we are to understand that father and son each had
lent 500 drachmas. It is interesting that in both the Mykonos and the Agora inscriptions the money placed in the eranos loans was used to guarantee a future obligation.
In the Agora inscription, the 500 drachmas which "Diotimos " had put in the eranos
loan may have been equal to the full amount he had agreed to pay for the house, or
they may have representedonly the balance due after an initial down payment.

Lines 7-8. These lines are difficult and exceedingly interesting. To begin with, I
should remark that if the form-8p [aX] [/iov] had been abbreviated to 8paX. (cf.

I.G., II2, 2758, line 3) or to 8p., there would be space to restore another word. The
word rrX7)pwrpta
occurs here, I believe, for the first time. It is certainly to be interpreted as a feminine form of the masculine noun irXa)pworr;cf. KO Tw-Kop,wTpuLa,
(I.G., IF, 1292, line 23). I1X?1pw7nT
means one who fills
epavw-rrT---rpoepavtorp

out or completes, and is used technically of one who contributes to an eranos loan7rX7qpwr'r
'pdvov;cf. Demosthenes, XXI, Against Meidias, 184; XXV, Against Aristogeiton, 21; Hyperides, Against Athenogenes, 9. Presumably, then, in this inscription
rAXqp
,rpta signifies a female contributor to an eranos loan. Consequently, the following letters-AH-are
probablythe initial letters of her name. For the purposes of
this discussion we may call her " Demo," although epigraphicallya longer name might
be preferable. Her name was recorded to identify the loan. When a person took the
initiative in soliciting contributions to an eranos loan for a needy friend, the loan
apparentlywas called after the name of the initiator (cf. Aeschines, II, On the False
Embassy, 41, and Hyperides, Against Athenogenes, 11; see Lipsius, p. 731 ).
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It is strange to find that a woman was a contributor to an eranos loan, but the
seems to demand this explanation. Since there is no reference to
word TrXtlqporpta
"Demo's" 'KVpLo, presumably she was not an Athenian citizen. She may have been
a metic-possibly a hetaira. In [Demosthenes], LIX, Against Neaira, 30-32, we are
told how the hetaira Neaira collected an eranos for herself. This " Demo " may have
belonged to an eranos society. Such associations had female members (cf. I.G., II2,
2354; 2358); in one inscription (I.G., II2, 1292, lines 23-25; 29-30), there is mention
of a Nikippe who held the office of irpoEpav&'rpta.The Agora inscription is certainly
concerned with an eranos loan, but, of course, that loan could have been granted by
members-including a woman-of an eranos society. The term 7rXrppcrpta,however,
has reference to the loan, not to the society. It is true that Reinach, op. cit., p. 806,
and Beauchet, IV, p. 259, note 3, claim that the expression, 7rXpwrrTij,used in connection with eranos loans, was borrowed from eranos associations. Their references,
however, are to the iTrXqprai E'pdvov,mentioned above, who were contributors to a
loan. To the best of my knowledge, there is no evidence to connect the term Xrqppw`rrns

with the eranos association.
means a contributor to an eranos loan, it may be possible to
Since irX'qpcormi
reinterpret certain inscriptions which have always been explained as referring to

I.G., II2, 2721, reads: [Op]og Xto)po re I [r]papevov<t> Em XVcEI
is the technical word
XXX. Since TrX7pcorT7
[K]al crvvepavurrTa&i
AEcoXaape7rX7)poTreit

eranos societies.

for a contributor in an eranos loan, it seems to me that the natural translation for
this document is: horos of a farm sold with right of redemption to Leochares the
contributor and his associates in the eranos loan. These men may or may not have
been members of an eranos society, but certainly there is nothing in the inscription
to compel us to recognize them as such. If it is possible-or even probable-that this
document recorded the security offered for an eranos loan, how should we interpret
such inscriptions as I.G., II2, 2699-2701, 2719, 2722, 2743, 2763, 2764, and those
transcribedin this book: Nos. 20 and 26, above, and Chapter II, below, Nos. 14 and
28? Three of these inscriptions almost certainly refer to eranos societies. I.G., II2,
2763 (cf. 2764), reads: o3posXopto irEIsrpaaevoEpa vurras Tols\ ,pLeraKaXX[ ] IrEXo,
Xvo-e were carelessly omitted, the
HH HHAA. Unless we assume that the words mrT
statement that property was sold to eranistai seems to preclude the possibility that
these men were contributors to an eranos loan. In I.G., II2, 2701, it is recorded that
some real estate was sold Or XVO-e to an individual, to AcEKa8w-raZ-Kat aTrorTLj7 a
The linking of these eranistai with two
'IKaptS,.
epavworaL, rol [S] | /rETa @?EOmTEOOVS\
other creditors, one being some sort of association, inclines one to recognize the
eranistai as members of an eranos society. The other inscriptions, however, leave
room for doubt. The formula, in those cases where it has been sufficientlypreserved
not to be questionable, is: opo9s XspovOrerTpaUevov

EV

XvO-EepavL-rTat rol/tlraE

A.

Such documentscertainly can be explained as referring to eranos societies. The person
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mentioned after the preposition iErdT,then, is to be thought of, presumably, as the
leader or president of the association. In view of the interpretation of I.G., II2, 2721,
suggested above, however, it seems possible to me to translate epav-crat ro.s pera A
as " the lenders in an eranos loan associated with A." A, therefore, would be the
T7rXqpwfr'--theinitiator of the loan and the person after whom it was called-, while
his associates in the loan-epavm-rat'-would be the equivalent of the cavvepavLa-Ta.
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Lines 8-9. The first preserved letter in line 8 is either omicron or omega; the photograph suggests the former, whereas the squeeze strongly favors the latter. After
the sigma there is an unexplained blank space. John H. Kent writes that no letter
was ever cut there. A probable restoration for the first half of the line is [Eflc av.
If this is correct, then the following letters presumably are the beginning of a verb
in the subjunctive. Since the sense of lines 7-9 seems to be-" Demo " is plerotria for
the duration of the loan-, and since the horizontal stroke at the end of line 8 probably
belongs to a zeta, xi, or tau, I suggest, exempli gratia, the verb form &8ef/
[eX,Ov]. The
restorations offered for lines 8-9, I realize, have no counterpart in any preserved Attic
horos stone, but, as stated above, this inscription is unique. The nearest parallel for
these lines which I have been able to discover occurs in a manumission document
from Chaeroneain Boeotia (I.G., VII, 3376, lines 10-11) : 'o av rTXoqXal,8?6o'pavwos.
The meaning of lines 7-9 in the Agora inscription is clear, I believe. The pler6tria
" Demo" was the initiator .of this particular eranos loan which,
accordingly, was
identified by her name. At the expiration of the loan " Demo " presumably would be
the person responsible for seeing that the other contributors recovered the money
which they had subscribed. Since the 500 drachmas which " Diotimos " had contributed were pledged to pay for the house which he had bought on credit, it was
necessary that this information about the pler6tria " Demo" be included in the notice
of the sale.
In conclusion it will be well to summarize the results which have emerged from
my interpretation-admittedly somewhat speculative-of this interesting, but perplexing document. (1) The inscription publicized not a mortgage, but a sale on
credit. Throughout his book on The Greek Law of Sale, Pringsheim emphasizes that
in a Greek sale ownership was not transferred until the full price had been paid. In
the transaction recorded by the Agora inscription, " Diotimos " had agreed to buy
the house and presumably had taken possession. Since he had not yet paid the price
and, ronsequently, had not acquired ownership, the horos stone was set up to notify
any third party that the vendor still retained ownership and would continue to retain
ownership until "Diotimos," after recovering the 500 drachmas which he had contributed to an eranos loan, paid the price in full. (2) A woman could contribute to an
eranos loan. Since " Demo " was designated as irXk)pcrpta, presumably she was the
initiator of the loan, the person after whose name it was called, and the person
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responsible for seeing that the other contributors recovered the money which they
had subscribed. (3) Since in this inscription the term fr)X-pqrptais employed in connection with an eranos loan, it seems probable that in I.G., II2, 2721, the rpans eir&
KaUo-vvepavTcr-aLt-were fellow contributors in an
Xvio creditors-AEwX6apeLirXqpaoreZ
eranos loan rather than members of an eranos society. It has always been uncertain
whether in Athens an eranos loan was ever guaranteed by security (cf. Lipsius, p.
733, note 209). If the suggestion about I.G., II2, 2721, is correct, it is clear that the
borrower in an eranos loan sometimes offered security by selling e7r XvrE some real
property to the lenders. Presumably the borrower remained in possession and, since
the loan was a " friendly " one, paid no interest on his debt. The creditors, however,
since they had acquired ownership of the property through the 7rp&rtgert Xvce, were
protected in case the debtor did not pay back the loan at the stipulated time. The
X&ve
erv
inscriptions listed above (p. 20) with the formula--pos xowplovrErrpapdvov
epavurratl roLu,eTra A.-can

also, like I.G., II2, 2721, probably be interpreted as record-

ing security offered to contributors in an eranos loan rather than to members of an
eranos association.
E
TYPE OF CONTRACT UNCERTAIN

29 (Plate 6). A slab of Hymettian marble, found on February 1, 1935, in
Section N. Although the top and both sides are battered, the stone probablypreserves
roughly its original shape.
Height, 0.28 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.018 m.

Inv. No. I 2339.
About 4 lines erased
X

The erasing was so thorough that any restoration of the surviving traces of
letters is probably impossible. This stone may have been used to mark a boundary as
I.G., II2, 2562, or it may have been a mortgage horos. The amount of the numeral
and the very fact that trouble was taken to eradicate the inscription would lead one
to believe it was a mortgage stone. In either case it is a good illustration of the custom
according to which frequently only the surface intended to bear the inscription was
smoothed,while the bottom was left unfinished,presumablyfor insertion in the ground
(see Chapter III, p. 45).
30 (Plate 6). Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on February 15, 1935, in
the cellar wall of a modern house in Section II.
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Height, 0.207 m.; width, 0.128 m.; thickness, 0.053 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.017 m.
Inv. No. I 2441.

--8[--]
'Epx []w
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This stone was reported as having its right side preserved. It seems more probable, however, that what remains of the rough left side is the original surface and that
the right edge was cut away when the stone was used for some new purpose. Two
considerations, namely that the inscription ends with what is presumably a demotic
(compare No. 4 above), and that the bottom of the stone was left rough, probably
for insertion in the ground (compare No. 29), suggest that this is a fragment of a
horos mortgage stone.
31 (Plate 6). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, found on
April 25, 1935, in Section N.
Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.053 m. Height of letters, 0.015 m.-

0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 2817.
[pop - -- KX.-]

oXX[o]?8[&pot] ?
Kv8aO['qvat? ]

In the space immediatelybelow the numerals there are certain traces which might
have been letters. It seems probable,however, that only three lines were ever inscribed
on this fragment and that the wide space between the preserved lines 1 and 2 is to be
explained by some original defect in the stone-possibly the indentations in the
present fragment (compare No. 10 above). An Apollodoros, son of Apollodoros, of
Kydathenaion (P.A., 1426) is known from a tomb inscription (I.G., II2, 6562)
assigned to the second or first century B.C. The name Apollodotos, of course, could
equally well be restored. The proper name and demotic have been restored in the
dative case on the assumption that this is a 1rpacr- r XIret&
inscription.

32 (Plate 6). Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on May 26, 1939, in
Section NN. The stone was roughly tooled. The right edge may be original, but
elsewhere the stone is broken.
Height, 0.12 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.042 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 5851.
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This stone was originally reported as showing traces of letters above line 1.
The squeeze and the photograph, however, reveal nothing definite. If there were
letters above the present line 1, it is necessary to assume that two lines have been lost
from the top of the inscription-a space sufficiently large to hold the formula er'

-?-

apXovro.

33 (Plate 6). Fragment of whitish limestone, found on April 16, 1947, in
Section 00. The original top is preserved, but elsewhere the stone is broken.
Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.133 m.; thickness, 0.045 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 5971.
[,po]s

ovvoLKia[s9]

ITHiE

'T\

This is almost certainly a horos mortgage stone, but it is too fragmentary to
permit satisfactory restoration. The final letter in line 2, which I have written as 1?,
could be gamma. The trace of a vertical stroke at the right edge, then, would belong
to another letter. Possibly in line 3 we should understand TX. If so, the apartment
house was mortgaged for at least 7000 drachmas.

ADDENDUM
UNPUBLISHED

EPIGRAPHICAL

I

MUSEUM

INSCRIPTION

a (Plate 6). E.M. 12867.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.-0.02 m.
OpoSX [p]
Ka OK [l]
[ &]
[a]X7rerpa [;,]

5

[ixEVCE.-.]
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AREA

b (Plate 7). Permission to publish this inscription, of which a squeeze is available at the Institute for Advanced Study, has kindly been granted by Dr. John
Threpsiades, Director of the Acropolis, Athens, Greece.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.-0.02 m.
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ho [pof]
ireirpa

The letters, arranged stoichedon, are unusually neat for a horos mortgage stone.
The presence of the spiritus asper is uncommon in such inscriptions (cf. Chapter
Xv'-re&
III, p. 49). The words mr~
may have been inscribed below line 4, or this document may have publicized a sale rather than a mortgage (cf. No. 28, above; see also
Chapter III, note 5).
ADDENDUM

II

The following two horos stones from the Agora have been published previously
in Hesperia, but without photographs. They are republished here in order to make
the photographs available and, in the case of the second, to offer a different restoration.
a (Plate 7). Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 65, no. 58 (B. D. Meritt). Pentelic marble.
Part of the top and left side is preserved.
Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.065 m. Height of letters, 0.023 m.
and 0.013 m.
Inv. No. I 273.
Op[o5]

s [.. ]

55

-----

This is one of the few horos mortgage stones from the Agora or elsewhere which
were inscribed by a skilled stone-cutter. After the first line the letters are arranged
stoichedon. As Meritt remarks, the wording was probably similar to that of I.G.,
II.,
2653. The failure to mention the property designated as security is unusual.
b (Plate 7). Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 65, no. 57 (B. D. Meritt); Hesperia, XI,
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1942, p. 313 (A. E. Raubitschek); Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 163-164 (S. Dow and
A. H. Travis).
Hymettian marble. The top is damaged and the right side is broken away.
Height, 0.139m.; width, 0.195 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.013 m.
Inv. No. I 293.
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E[

apX]

-t

ovro~ opo<
vl,<e>vEf T

o[iKtaq E]

[----]

[A]<E>KEXE<<t>9

5

[a

r[au&i]

]

vacat

The restoration of the archon's name in line 1 has caused great difficulty. A
definitive answer to the problem, I believe, is impossible. Meritt, the original editor,
tentatively suggested Chairondas, Raubitschek proposed Simonides, and Dow and
Travis argued for Phanomachos. With the photograph herewith published as a control for the reading of the squeeze, I thought that Kleomachos might be a possible
restoration. John H. Kent, however, to whom I appealed for help, writes as follows:
" Line 1. I fear that your restoration doesn't look possible from the stone. I read
the following: First letter the bottom of an epsilon, followed by two empty letter
spaces. Then a letter that could have been kappa, but more probably chi, then a faint
diagonal stroke that could belong to anything, then an upright (or rather the bottom
of it), then iota, then a curious curved stroke that could be the bottom of an omicron,
then a space, and last a slanted stroke that could belong to alpha or lambda (delta
not possible). On the whole, I think the best reading would be 4[ir] X.apio[v] a[pX]
but I don't guarantee it."
In the four centuries from 500 to 100 B.C. only two archons by the name of
Charias are known, one for the year 415/14, and the other, an obscure figure, who is
assigned to the year 164/3 by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt in The Chronology of
Hellenistic Athens, p. XXIX. Either date would be surprising for this inscription,
for the former would make it by far the earliest dated horos mortgage stone, while
the latter would place it almost a century after the inscription bearing the name of
Lykeas, ca. 259/8, the latest dated horos mortgage stone known up to the present
(see Chapter II, No. 27). Dating private documents of this sort by letter forms is
extremely hazardous (cf. Chapter III, pp. 48-50), but, since W. S. Ferguson has
shown that the practice of including the archon's name on these horos stones did not
begin until 315/14 under the regime of Demetrius of Phalerum (see Chapter III,
pp. 53-54), the year 415/14, I believe, can safely be eliminated as a possibility for
this inscription. The year 164/3, admittedly, is suspiciously late, but is not impossible.
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The matter, then, must be left with the statement that an able epigraphist, after
examining the stone itself, considers Charias to be the most probablerestoration.
Previously r [pooK6O]has been restored in line 4; r[a$8t] obviously is equally
possible. The name in lines 2 and 3, then, would have to be that of the orphan son.
The restoration as given above has the advantage of making the lines of the inscription more consistent in length. If r [polKwo] is restored, then the name in lines 2 and
3 would have to be that of the wife. Raubitschek's restoration [<>Xo]|v,z())vet is
attractive, because of the known connection of a woman of that name with a Dekelean
family, but it makes line 2 suspiciously long. A preferable suggestion might be
a name attested at Athens in an inventory of dedications to Asklepios
[KX][vp<E'>ve&,
from the year 340/39 (I.G., II2, 1533, line 11).
is preferable to TLT,a reading suggested
Concerning line 3, Kent believes that Yqj
as a possibility by Dow and Travis. Kent writes: " The horizontal stroke seems to
have been intended to touch the left vertical. Notice that the top stroke of the ....
[unquestioned] T comes nowhere near the iota that precedes it."
As is evident from lines 3 and 4 the stone-cutter had an unexplained predilection

for eta rather than for epsilon. The omega in [A] <e>KEXW<co>seems to be a compound

of omicron, rho, and omega.
Werner Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, p. 163, has reached the same conclusion
about restoring this inscription as that offered above except that he believes the
archon should be [Xa&p]W'v[8ov]. His restoration of the father's name in line 3T7 [XAqov]-should be considered exempli gratia.
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The previous chapter was devoted to the editing of thirty-five new horos mortgage stones, all but two of which were found in the excavations of the Athenian
Agora. In this chapter I have attempted to give transcriptions of, or references to,
all other known inscriptions of this sort. Chapters I and II together, therefore, provide a corpus of all the horos mortgage stones which I have been able to discover.
For the large number of these inscriptions published in I.G., 112, and I.G., XII, it has
seemed sufficientto give the proper references without repeating the texts. For those
published elsewhere, I have presented the texts and brief descriptions and, where
necessary, a few comments.

ATTICA
I.G., 112, 2642-2770'
MIXQ113SI OIKOT

1 and 2. Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 65, nos. 57 and 58. For the texts, see above,
Chapter I, pp. 25-27, Addendum II, a and b. It should be noted that the assignment
of these two inscriptions to this type of contract is uncertain.
3. Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 52, no. 14 (B. D. Meritt). Photograph. Pentelic
marble. Broken slightly on all sides. Athenian Agora. Inv. No. I 3031.
Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.151 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.012 m.

5

o iK

[o]

Ka

[a]

&
drorq,

[a]t8& DLXoKX

I.G., II2, 2631-2632, although not mortgage horoi in the usual sense, should be mentioned.
These two identically worded inscriptions, erected probably simultaneously by an association
termed Eikadeis, state that no one should make any kind of contract (ovx AXXEtv)on the xopiov
concerned. An ordinary horos mortgage stone, since it publicized an existing lien, gave warning
to a third party of the encumbered status of the property. These two inscriptions apparently gave
public notice that no member of the association was allowed to encumber any part of the common
property.
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4. Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, p. 35, no. 38 (Werner Peek). Grey limestone.
Width, 0.35 m. (only dimension given). Fine letters of the second half of the fourth
century.
Height of letters, 0.022 m.-0.025 m.
opo? Xwptov aro
Tt/iJamTOs irat
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crf TO&,EvOvVKpa

rovs
'EpX&vo)

5. Ibid., no. 39 (Werner Peek). Grey limestone, broken on the right side and
the bottom. Peek speaks of clumsy letters of about the middle of the fourth century.
The squeeze, however, reveals unusually neat letters for a horos mortgage inscription.
Found at Liopesi.
Height, 0.23 m.; width, 0.295 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.015 m.
opo? XWpLoaLrOT[lJ7ll.]

a Ttp/OKpaTO,HI[aLa]

Peek apparently did not realize that this stone, which had been overlooked by Kirchner, was originally published (somewhat inaccurately) by N. Kyparisses in 'Apx.
AEXr., X, 1926, HapaprTuau, p. 76, no. 24.
6. 'Apx. AEXT.,XIV, 1931-1932, IIapadpropa, p. 31, no. 2 (I. Threpsiades).
White marble. Faint letters., Found at Eleusis.
Height, 0.35 m.; width, 0.24 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.015 m.

opos x(wp[o]
alronr/,//ptar
os wrtao'v 11v
o87rXov<DaX7

5 .pEc

Threpsiades read lines 2 and 3 as a'rorntLa T| [oZ]s-, but the squeeze shows clearly
that the reading should be as given above.
AIIOTIMHMAIIPOIKOI

7. Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 54, no. 18 (B. D. Meritt). Photograph. Pentelic
marble. Broken on the left side and the bottom. The first four lines, which have been
cir Xkve inscription (see below, No. 14). On the lower
erased, contained a rpac&rL
half of the stone, the following inscription was engraved. Athenian Agora. Inv. No.
I 1978.
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Height, 0.128 m.; width, 0.195 m.; thickness, 0.041 m. (both inscriptions).
Height of letters, 0.006 m.-0.01 m. (both inscriptions).
[eir Ka]pi,ov

apXovro

308/7

asir

[Apo, o] Kiag irpotKO

[orIt7 lja XtLaAXEt

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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8. Hesperia, SupplementVII, 1943, pp. 1-2, no. 1 (A. E. Raubitschek). Photograph. Hymettian marble. The top and most of the left side are preserved. Found
in the area of the Pnyx.
Height, 0.189 m.; width, 0.29 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. Height of letters, 0.013 m.
0o[p]os otKuca a7rOTe[Tl,L]
1rpo,KCO

7)fV7)S

E[ip ?]

vy 'Avr8zwpov Aev [KOVOt]

5

eoW OvyarptX apa[xLi'Sv]
oXWL TXAeovos iai e [Tr,70]
'AyXao7iLrEt ITo?Ke[Frai]

H
H

HH Kal rekvpa,o
FHI-HKal ate T o
[..]

[. . . ]

..4.

v.[..ca.5.]Tr(,U[..C'6...]

See the discussion of this inscription below, Chapter VI, p. 141.
9. A.J.P., LXIX, 1948, pp. 202-203, no. 2 (D. M. Robinson). Photograph.
Stele of white marble, complete except for chipping. The lower part of the stone was
left rough. Found at Anavyso.
Height, 0.28 m.; width, 0.29 m. (max.); thickness, 0.06 m. Height of letters,
0.01 m.-0.015 m.
opoS

xowpio a7ro
'rl,ltipJaro
o

5

'%Inroo'Tp

ar'e ' rpo

!x
KOg

HH

vacat

The numerals are difficultto read, but Professor Robinson, who has studied the stone,
squeezes, and photographs, feels certain that 5200 is the correct amount.
10. Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 23-24 (D. M. Robinson). Photograph. Complete rectangular stone of rough schist, rather micaceous. Much of the surface not
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smoothed, in particular the upper and lower right-hand corners. Found at Dionysos
(ancient Ikaria).
Height, 0.195 m.; width, 0.475 m.; thickness, 0.290 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.02 m.
opo0 XopLov Kat
O&KtaS
a/roSi!Z,la
srpOlKOS

Davo/,azXet Krorawvo,

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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E Kep XXX

IPAXII EII AT_EI

11. Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 93-94, no. 14 (B. D. Meritt). Photograph. Rough
fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides. Athenian Agora. Inv. No. I 1117.
Height, 0.133 m.; width, 0.209m.; thickness, 0.031 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.011 m.

opo0xtcopo[v]
Twerpapevov
eCT XvCed. [H

12. Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 53, no. 16 (B. D. Me'ritt). Photograph. Fragment of
Hymettian marble, broken on all sides except the bottom. Athenian Agora. Inv. No.
I 1455.
Height, 0.176 m.; width, 0.132 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.02 m.
[o] ITre[irpa/]

[C]et: XH---

As the original editor states, the bottom of the stone was left rough, but I believe
there are traces of a fifth line-presumably containing the name of the creditor
(vendee).

13. Ibid., p. 54, no. 17 (B. D. Meritt). Photograph. Irregular fragment of
Hymettian marble, broken slightly on the left and right sides, but elsewhere the stone
probablypreserves its original dimensions. Athenian Agora. Inv. No. I 1973.
Height, 0.205 m.; width, 0.215 m.; thickness, 0.063 m. Height of letters, 0.014 m.0.026 m.
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[oI]

opo0
Ktag Ter?Tpa,?v7 [ s

XF1

vacat
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14. Ibid., p. 54, no. 18 (B. D. Meritt). Photograph. This inscription, which
was slightly erased, was written above the inscription transcribed above, p. 30, No. 7.
The lettering of the two documents is very similar.

[m AnJ]./ujrppov
apXov

309/8

[T0o Op]o 9 o&K&aS
,rElrpaI,
V'L: PHH
[e'7V]E7rFLXm
[spa] vcTrrat

15. Hesperia, XIII, 1944, pp. 16-21 (D. M. Robinson). Photograph. Hymettian marble, almost complete except at the bottom. Probably found at Marousi.
Height, 0.19m.; width (max.),

0.18m.;

thickness, 0.03 m.-0.04 m. Height of

letters, 0.01 m.-0.02 m.
Opo; Xopto

Ire rpaplV
o Er&X?E[&]
Ka&oKtag

5 XX

(&LXoKT77

pov&'AOzo
vet O@OKXe

[f] 'AQFgovel

16. A.J.P., LXIX, 1948, pp. 201-202, no. 1 (D. M. Robinson). Photograph.
A rough stone, but probablypreserving approximatelyits original dimensions. Letters
badly cut. Found near Sounion.
Height, 0.30 m.; width (max.), 0.245 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. Height of letters,

0.015 m.-0.02 m.
opo? XJpto
KaU o0&Kag IEirp

amavwv e X
(DXo0e
v(Oe&
5

6)L(DpeappL
o~ Xm
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17. Ibid., pp. 203-204, no. 3 (D. M. Robinson). Photograph. A fine stele of
Hymettian marble, broken somewhat at the upper right and lower left corners. Red
paint remains in almost all the letters. Found at Vari.
Height, 0.59 m.; width, 0.24 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. Height of letters, 0.008 m.-

0.02 m.
ETmIlpa
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t,ovAXov

315/14

apxovros
opos

5

OLKWa

9 KaCtXp'ov
Kat oiKtaa T71t

ev a-rI,

IrTEiT

ErTL
pa.LEVcOV
Xv'?E&XXX

10

Mvoro-wv'AX
aE Mvro/r,3o

vAXw
'AXat

XapivoL'AX

vacat

18. Ath. Mitt., LIX, 1934, p. 42, no. 4 (Werner Peek). Brown limestone,
almost complete,tapering towards the bottom. Found in Herakleion.
Height, 0.30 m.; width, 0.20 m. (at top), 0.11 m. (at bottom) ; thickness, 0.055 m.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.
opo? Xopitov
Kat

OtKtag

[c]
ire7rpaiJuEv
v mt Xvo' [E]

5

'Ayvo87/. i]co
l Kai

Orvvev

ytrlraZ;
XXX

19. Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, pp. 35-36, no. 40 (Werner Peek). Limestone
fragment, broken or damaged on top, bottom, and right side.
Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.17 m.; thickness, ca. 0.05 m. Height of letters, lines
ca.
0.017 m.; line 6, ca. 0.014 m.
1-5,
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Opos X [ pio]
TrelTpapev
E7rt VO'E,

0

EViOvpiV[El]

5 P.1HHHH
Ev,covv [eZ]
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Peek believes that line 6 was inscribed at some later time.
20. Ibid., p. 36, no. 41 (Werner Peek). Bluish limestone, broken at bottom.
Height, 0.185 m.; width, 0.14m.; thickness, ca. 0.07m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.015 m.
op09 XoApLo

1Trerpaplevo
E'T%LXVT-Et
er
Evi
XwviclgK

K Ke
XCXoVLw

5 palwe'ov
FR

This stone, overlookedby Kirchner, was first published in 'ApX.AEXr.,XI, 1927-1928,
Ilap., p. 51, no. 163, by Kyparisses who, according to Peek, incorrectly read the
creditor's name EvITcXwvtas Ev|Trpowv.The name Eutelon seems to occur here for
the first time in Attic prosopography.
21. Werner Peek, Kerameikos. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen. III. Inschriften,
Ostraka, Fluchtafeln, Berlin, 1941, pp. 19-20, no. 19. Photograph. (Photograph also
in Jahrbuch, Arch. Anz., 1940, p. 336). Bluish limestone, probably complete. Fine
letters.
Height, 0.32 m.; width, 0.22 m. Height of letters, 0.02 m.-0.022 m.
OpoSXoop
OV Ka

as

O&K&i

Treirpa

.LEVCOV6

5

tXvcoret
XX

vacat
Peek transcribes the inscription as having 5 lines, but the photographs show clearly
there were 6 lines as given above. This inscription was also transcribed by T. J.
Dunbabin in J.H.S., LXIV, 1944, p. 80.
22. Ibid., no. 20. Fragment of bluish limestone (?), broken on the right side
and the bottom.
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Height, 0.14 m. Height of letters, 0.02 m.

op[o5xwpi]
o rTe
[ rpac.]
vo [&mXIv]
- - - -

p

5 V
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The pi rho in line 4 could be the beginning either of a proper name or of the word
rTpotKoS. Cf. No. 25 below.

23. Ibid., no. 21. Irregularly shaped stone of Hymettian marble, broken on the
top, elsewhere complete. Put together from 10 pieces. Photograph.
Height, left side, 0.20 m.; right side, 0.38 m.; width, 0.46 m.; thickness, 0.095 m.

Height of letters, ca. 0.02 m.
[?po0 xop)plov i]
[Irpap/vov Eir Xv]
l
[cr-e T& S,Em

'Avayvp]
aoT& rRKara rTa rwv
5

Oi]Kaqat KeLvTratrapa
Ilpcor&eu 'EeKECTOV
'AvaKaLeZ

vacat

The dative case of the demotic, line 4 ( [IvX] lacra. equally possible) makes it almost
certain that this stone recorded a 1rp&r&,cr Xa-cetor a vrou?K'q (cf. No. 26, below)
contract.

24. 'EXX/VLKa,
VIII, 1935, pp. 223-228 (Ch. N. Petrou-Anagnas). Photograph.
Whitish-yellow limestone, complete except for slight chipping. Found a little to the
west of Kalyvia Kouvara.
Height, 0.51 m.; width, 0.32 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. Height of letters, 0.017 m.0.029 m.
opoS Xwplov
Kat olKiaS rE?T[p]
apEvwv

5

eT

X

[v] ?retAlo X(wm
AbiXLSovIip
oc'raXTki&' XX

XHHAAAA'

K

ara c-vvf7Ka [s i]
10

[a] s KEiqLEvas iTra
pa roto fecro,Uo[0]
!TaUs
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25. IIoX,uwcov,
III, 1947-1948, p. 133, no. 10 (G. D. Androutsopoulos). Fragment of stone found at Marathon (Arnos) on November 12, 1932. Careless, shallow
letters.
Height, 0.24m.;

width, 0.26m.;

thickness, 0.19m.

Height of letters, 0.02m.-

0.04 m.
[Opp] o

x)pio

[v]
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7T?erpapi I[vov]
,D \x,
XlVECt Xr
ETLm
-

[poL]KO

--

contract as security for a dowry, see the discussion
For the use of the irp&nseir XVaret
in ChapterVII, pp. 162-163.
TIIOOHKH

26. 'APX.AEXr.,XIV, 1931-1932, Iapaprqrua,pp. 31-32, no. 4 (I. Threpsiades).
Unworked stone, completeexcept on right side. Found at Eleusis.
Height, 0.21 m.; width, 0.21 m.; thickness, 0.065 m. Height of letters, 0.01 m.-

0.015 m.
eT 'Ap&crnwv/ov

ca.

291/0

Opos oiKias

apXovros

Nawvra [p]
aTcoJ'EXevCwrLo&
HHKara Ta -u(r[v]

l[oK] ?e&pv7f

5

O7rKas raT KesL,eiva

,rapa?Oeo$
[p]oW&Oiv

27. Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, pp. 36-37, no. 43 (Werner Peek). Photograph.
Left half of an oblong (when complete) slab of Pentelic marble. Back roughened
(as if for placing on wood ?) except for raised band (on left) 0.035 m. wide. Fine
letters.
Height, 0.147 m.; width, 0.182 m.; thickness, with raised band, 0.045 m.; with-

out band, 0.04 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m.
ca. 259/8

&EriAVKEOV
apX [ovTro5]
op0o

X06pLOV Kal [otKa

I&
aw lakXawinW
X 8paXu.u)v I,

-

V7TOKEtFLEV]
13-14

--

- - -10

5 eiov Kara ,rvv[oIKasTas KEJV]
asg rapa Adx

[rt

12---]

vacat
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Peek writes the iota at the end of line 3 without a dot. Since a demotic is to be
expected after the name, kappa or eta, I believe, should be considered as possibilities.
For the last half of line 4 and the beginning of line 5, Peek suggests restoringo^os rov 8av] \edov. As he admits, this is awkward, but I have been unable to
T&r[p,g7
discover anything more satisfactory.

IIPA~II
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28. Hesperia, Supplement VII, 1943, pp. 2-3, no. 2 (Raubitschek). Photograph. Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken all around. Letters carelessly cut on
a surface badly damaged by a later incised rectangle. Found in the area of the Pnyx.
Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.24 m.; thickness, ca. 0.04 m. Height of letters, ca.
0.013 m.
[opos]
[o]

Kiaas ,. [

[4]oTag

p]

TO&? 14671

'A[,ua]
5 a Ttpoao-rrparo
7t XX Ate[v]
[ ]av]r
[xe, Mvp]p,voc [ic) ]

Unless the words er Xvioe were omitted by mistake, this inscription presumably
publicized the sale of the house to the eranistai. The horos stone probably recorded
the fact that the eranistai, although they had not yet taken possession, were now the
owners. See Chapter III, note 5. The name inscribed in lines 6-7 is puzzling. Restoration in the genitive case would apparently place it in a parallel construction with the
name in line 5. If the dative is correct, then Dieuches must have been either (1) a
co-vendee with the eranistai or (2) the vendor. A " dative of agent " construction
referring to the vendor would certainly be unusual.

II
AEGEAN ISLANDS
AMORGOS
I.G., XII, 7, 55-61; 412. The types of contracts recorded on these inscriptions

are as follows: 55,2 frpa&r e1JiXvre&;56-57, a&roripTpa7rpotKog; 58 and probably 412,
2 No. 55 does not include the word 5pos,but it records, in much greater detail than was
customary at Athens, a rpauts rl XAvaEttransaction. For a discussion of this inscription, see below,
Chapter IV, pp. 71-72.
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V00roO7K,.Nos. 59-61 are very fragmentary, but they are almost certainly horos

mortgage stones.
I.G., XII, Supplementum,p. 143, no. 3313, /o-tcoo-

oKov.
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LEMNOS
I.G., XII, 8, 18-22. No. 18 is re-edited in I.G., XII, Supplementurn,p. 147.
These inscriptions are all concerned with irpaon5 e& Xvoct except no. 22 which
apparentlypublicizeda prpu&r.
Mario Segre. " Iscrizioni Greche di Lemno," Annuario della Regia Scuola
Archeologica di Atene, XV-XVI, 1932-1933, pp. 289-314, nos. 6; 11-13:
ANTICHRESIS(?)

6. Dark stone, broken on right. Photograph.
Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.21 m.; thickness, 0.035 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m.
esr Mevatx/uov [apxovros opos]
oKiaTo

ViTOK[?EtJVOV -

7)q
.LETaLKvptov A ----VVECo8paXJWV [-- 5

'Orp]
fxe EX]

ELi Kat KpareWv [Kara ra,

O7rKagTas

KEl?

-]

oavv]

[evaa]

irapa KaXX-Tr [paTco&]
Aa,urTTpe

Despite the fine lunar sigmas, Segre believes that the other letter forms point to a
date not later than the third century.
11. (Plate 7). Numerous fragments, found at Mudro, put together by Goffredo
Ricci, who sent his copy of the inscription to Segre. Segre reproducesthe drawing.
Segre transcribes the inscription as follows:
Right side of the stone
[HCpos]
xopmo

5

Kal ot[K]

H

6a[s] 7[E7r]

HH

pa[p'v]

H

o[v] Ef=[X]
vr [EL'A]
yavw(o)

[r]ico[& ?-8 E. Ziebarth, " Neue attische Grenzsteine," Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1898, p. 784, reports a
mortgage stone from Amorgos which apparently has been lost: " Im Inventar der Archaeologischen
Gesellschaft steht: 2981 Amorgos (iv Trd4), 1878 fur 4 Dr. angekauft. *Opos ,rpoucos e, Avact,,
ioXoBos v ,et, q'.0. 20, 7rA.0. 15."
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Since the letter forms of this inscription are most interesting, it is very unfortunate
that our evidence consists only of a drawing of the assembled fragments. In lines 3
and 5 A occurs (reproduced as A in Segre's commentary). At the beginning of line
2 Segre believes + should be recognized. This seems very questionable to me. Since
the reportedvertical stroke presumablyoccurs at the edge of a fragment and since no
trace of a horizontal stroke is recorded, it is rather hazardous to speculate on the
shape of the chi. Beside these older forms, there occur open H, X, and Q. Segre is
impressed by the archaic characteristics and believes that the later letter forms can be
explained by Ionian influence. Consequently he recognizes in A at the beginning of
line 8 an archaic gamma and restores the uncommon name 'Aywov(6)
r)to0. He concludes that this inscription cannot be dated later than 480-thus placing it in time
almost a century earlier than any other horos mortgage stone, Attic or Island.
I find it very difficultto believe that the A at the beginning of line 8 is a gamma.
I suggest, therefore, for lines 7-9 the following restoration. The names naturally are
only exempli gratia.
VI[E

rE]

Xavm&
[&]
[K] LuItvo]

For reXco'w, son of Herakles, see Herodotus, IV, 10. A name reminiscent of the
Herakles legend is not inappropriatefor Lemnos. The same can be said of the name
K4fuov.Such a restoration does not necessitate assuming with Segre that at the end
of line 8 the stone-cutter by mistake wrote omega when he should have written omicron. If this, or a similar restoration, is possible, then the initial letter of line 8
would be lambda rather than archaic gamma. If the creditor recorded in this inscription was an Athenian, as is probable, his demotic may have been engraved on line 10.
In Attic horoi the patronymic is usually not included, but there are at least three
exceptions: I.G., II2, 2741, containing both the patronymic and the demotic, and I.G.,
II2, 2734, where the demotic also may have been written on the following line which
is lost. No. 24 above is another example of the inclusion of the patronymic, as may
also be Nos. 2 and 26 in Chapter I.
In opposition to Segre, therefore, I see no valid reason for making this inscription unique by assigning it to the early fifth century. B. D. Meritt, who has studied
Segre's drawing, expressed the opinion that the letter forms could perfectly well
belong to the end of the fifth or the early years of the fourth century.
It may be relevant to call attention to I.G., II2, 2689. In this Attic horos mortgage
stone the name of the creditor in line 5 was erased and a new creditor, Charias, was
recorded in large crude letters. This Charias Phalereus, although his name was
written in rather archaic letters, may well have been the Charias son of Theunion
of Phaleron, a diaitetes known from the second half of the fourth century (I.G., II2,
1927, lines 114-115).
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12. Five fragments of a dark stone which tapered to a point for insertion in
the ground. Photographs. Found at Parachiri, not far from Kaminia.
Height of letters, 0.025 m.
*po0X(pio
7rerpap,evo
err XAoe'
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irr NLKo
5 Evaivecu&
'EpX^Z[rTS

A&o&8]
]p)w&'Ep

10

XLd]
X

Segre assigns this inscription to the late fifth century because it was found near a
tomb presumably dating from that period. Such an argument obviously is not very
convincing. The fourth century is certainly an equally possible date for this stone.
13. Stone found at Vounochori, not far from Kalliopi. Photograph. Segre
gives the following dimensions from a squeeze.
Height, 0.39 m.; width, 0.35 m. Height of letters, ca. 0.05 m.
[i]ov IrETTpa
WAvovE1rT [X]
VOfE MV [EK]

5

X8Et 'A,u[a{]
avrTE

The height of the letters, as reported (ca. 0.05 m.), seems excessive. Segre dates the
inscription about the middle of the fourth century.
NAXOS

I.G., XII, Supplementum,p. 104, nos. 193-195. The types of contract recorded

on these inscriptions are as follows:

193, uncertain; 194, /ur-Tro-t

oKcov; 195,

alrort4rllua TrpoLKO9.

SKYROS
I.G., XII, Supplementum, p. 173, no. 526,4 rrpaTf mfrXvcre&.
4I.G., XII, 5, 707, from Syros, deserves mention. It resembles a horos mortgage stone in
appearance, but the word opos is not included.

It reads: 'Hyo-oIovs TSKA1EO?o|pToV

Gvyarpoj [s]

Jpoi

This inscription, therefore, instead of stating that the property was security for the wife's
dowry, merely records that the xwplov was her dowry. See below, Chapter VI, p. 118, note 20.
TOxOptL
ov.
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Horos stones were a common sight throughout Attica. Generally speaking, they
were used for three different purposes. First, and most commonly, they served as the
so-called boundary stones, a large number of which have been published in I.G., I2,
854-907, and II2, 2505-2641. Many of these stones presumably did not delimit actual
boundaries,but rather called attention to the nature of a particularobject, for example,
a tomb or a shrine.'1 The employment of such boundary horoi, of course, was not
restricted to Attica. There are numerous references to them in Greek literature and
many of the stones themselves have been discovered throughout the Greek world. The
frequency of their use is well illustrated by an inscriptin from Chios 2 where it is
recordedthat the city sold an estate which was bounded by seventy-five horoi.
Horos stones were also employedin connectionwith the leasing of property. A good
description of the procedureadopted is to be found in the letting of some land by the
deme Aixone (I.G., II2, 2492). In lines 20-24 the following instructions are give to the
treasurers:

El

r7'rv 8e /tiXTOwtLv avaypdLaavTa
raTuaa
UTT7JXaaq XLvaO s ToVTVovs
er
ATOuoro0evov
S87RpxLpXov<K> ro-Trat rT7v ,Jev ev TS ?Epc
E
XEaoE-O,
T71js HBf3 l' 8\ovV,TYv S'ev Tre
Kal pov<s rt TtS X(c)pt&t/171 \ Xarrov 'q TpiTroSagEKaTEpc)Oev ovo. The horoi mentioned

in

this inscription may have been uninscribed or inscribed with the word opos alone,3
serving merely to delimit the property, but it is possible that, like certain horos mortgage stones (e. g., I.G., II2, 2701), they contained a reference to the contract with
some such formula as KarmaTs,a o-vv'Kai
ras KEinueva irapa A. - - -.4 To the best of
this
is
is
the
Attic
my knowledge
only
inscription in which instructions are given as to
the number and size of the horoi to be erected. The height was considerably greater

than that of most of the preserved mortgage stones.

1It is possible, of course, that, although often only one stone referring to a particular piece
of property is extant, originally a sufficient number were set up actually to define the boundaries.
Examples of real delimitation are four horoi for the Kerameikos (I.G., II2, 2617-2619, and
Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 267), two horoi for the Agora (Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 205-206; IX,
1940, p. 266), five horoi for the trittyes of Akamantis, Leontis, Oineis, and Antiochis (Hesperia,

VIII, 1939, pp. 50-51; IX, 1940, pp. 53-56), and two horoi for the tomb (ao/a)

of Onesimos (I.G.,

II2, 2581). For a discussion of such boundary stones, which are beyond the scope of this study,
see the old, but interesting work of C. F. Hermann, Disputatio de Terminis eorumque Religione
apud Graecos, Gottingen, 1846; also E. Caillemer in Daremberg et Saglio, D.d.A., s.v. Horos, and
W. Larfeld, Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik, I, pp. 569-570; II, pp. 187 and 930-931.
2 B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 231, lines 6-7 (= G.D.I., 5653; E. Schwyzer, Dialectorum Graecarum
Exempla Epigraphica Potiora, Leipzig, 1923, no. 688). The penalties set for tampering with the
horoi are somewhat similar to those suggested a century later by Plato, Laws, VIII, 842e-843.
3 Cf. H. J. W. Tillyard, B.S.A., XI, 1904-1905, p. 64.
4 The lines quoted in the text below
(p. 42) from I.G., II2, 1165, might well refer to such horoi.
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The third purpose for which horoi were used was to publicize liens on real
property. These are the so-calledmortgage stones, of which thirty-five new specimens
have been edited in Chapter I. These three categories 5 of horoi were in such extensive use that no matter where an Athenian went in Attica he was constantly aware
Athenians
the
of
is well illustrated by the following ancient documents. Theophrastos in his description
of the p.tKpoXkyos6 says: Ka rTov o6povs 8E'TtcKore^-Oat o6o-qfLEpatEt 8auLevovcTv ot avroi.
In a decree of the tribe Erechtheis in honor of Antisthenes of Lamptrai we read:'
'
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aTa Kat ot
av ['EpEX] 0e 18at e8tc [ctv arT] avre
covKTrf'v
8E Kat *fto/a
Eav
XOTW
EypaWfe
a
ra Krla.ra
S ToV evtavTov
8aiIovTre5 TErL
Ef7rq.EXpTraLOi alE KaOUTTafLevotKar evtavrov
rta TEXspia
E7TrO'KoTrovra

dl yeWpyELr al KaTa Tra5crvvOr`Ka%EKal TOVs opovS El fie?cTr7KacrLV

Kara Tr\ avrd. In neither of these cases is it possible to identify with certainty the

type of horos referred to, but the concern felt for the horoi is none the less obvious.
Another document which specifically mentions horos mortgage stones reveals very
clearly the importanceassigned to the horoi. It is a decree of the deme Myrrhinous 8
concerning the administrationof its finances, and in lines 27-32 the following instrucrov &epEa[5]
tions are given to the priests: edv 8e Tr[tVl 8] ej ta&eietv
dpyptov,
ov
av
Ka
oKtat
cooKcat
7
7rT[Itxopi]] 1
[Lo-]raTva, v
vpove
aoxpelto
el [Oeov 7]ra] pae]v 8e y 6p'i[
[vJrov av el Tr dpytpto[v'
orqt avrd6 ?],| (I beitXEv
fITOKEU
TOv
Twt OElt oV av Et lepe['
Kal
ra
el
ov av
0eoV LEpEVS
av]
p['/jara

ypdaovra

TOV ,epea

E`vos.

Since horoi were so closely associated with the business life of the Athenians, it
will be appropriate,in a study devoted to various aspects of the Athenian mortgage, to
allot some space to an examination of the use and the physical characteristics of the
stones. The discussion will be limited to the mortgage stones, for the other types,
except for occasional references, are irrelevant to our subject. When Adolf Stolzel
wrote the first article on these horoi, only about a dozen of the mortgage stones were
known. Thirty years later E. Ziebarth 10had many more at his disposal on which to
It might be better to add a fourth category, for there are extant a few horoi, usually grouped
among the mortgage stones, which publicized sales rather than mortgages. This category includes
I.G., II2, 2762 (probably), 2763-2764; Syll.3, 1193 (Lemnos); possibly Nos. 20, 21, and 24 in
Chapter I, above; Chapter I, No. 28; Chapter II, No. 28. These stones apparently recorded one
of two situations. (1) Some real property had been sold on credit and the purchaser had taken
possession. The horos stone, therefore, gave notice that the vendor was still owner, since he had
not yet received the full price (see the discussion of inscription No. 28 in Chapter I). (2) The
sale had been completed by full payment of the price, but the new owner had not yet taken possession. The horos stone, accordingly, recorded the fact that the purchaser was now owner. Cf.
Pringsheim, pp. 163-165.
6 Characters, X, 9.
7I.G., II2, 1165, lines 17-22.
8 I.G., II2, 1183.
9 " Ueber die opot des attischen Rechtes und die Tabulae der 1. 22. ? 2 Dig. quod vi aut clam,'

Zeitschrift fur Rechtsgeschichte, VI, 1867, pp. 96-108.
10Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1897, pp. 664-675; 1898, pp. 776-784.
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base his observations. In the intervening years up to the present still more such
stones have been discovered until now the number known is about 192 from Attica
and about 22 from certain islands of the Aegean. Accordingly, the following remarks
will be made on the basis of about 214 stones. (See Chapters I and II.)
The fullest definition of the purpose of these horoi-affording an explanation
which is substantially correct 11-is to be found in Bekker's, Anecdota Graeca, I
(Lexica Segueriana), p. 285, lines 12-19: 'Opo: -- -. 'rn e o6 pposKat o-avictov rTO
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raTg OtKLat& Kat
E?rLTMJOELEVOV

Totl

eyKaTa7MVyWeVOV
xw)pWtot

TOLg

EV?EXVPaopi4lEVotg -rpog

a

6EtXovo-wv otl 8EO-scToraiat,Kat E'rfyEypa7TrTat avrotg avrTo TOVTO, OTa 7rpob aveLov
KaTEXErTa
roc To) xCpLov, 70e ? oKla, EvEKa Tov pVr7Seva crvL/3aXEWV Trol 1TpoKaTreor-X7/Lvot.

The horoi, then, since they publicizedthe fact that there was a lien on the property
concerned, were set up in the interest of the creditor and of any third party, who,
thereby, was warned that the property was encumbered. To achieve this end any
available stone was used. Since the limits of many private properties were often
marked by uninscribed stones, it is only natural that the mortgage notice was frequently cut on them.12 Although, judging from certain inscriptions,13it would seem
that one horos was sufficient to call attention to the encumbered status of several
objects, it is certainly wrong to imply that only one mortgage notice was ever set
up to publicize a particular transaction.14Demosthenes on various occasions uses the
plural when he speaks of the placing of horoi on one item of mortgaged property.15
Thus it is conceivable that, if the creditor so desired, each one of the existing
boundary stones was inscribed with the mortgage notice. If no boundary horoi were
at hand, then any stone capable of receiving an inscription was employed. The
following two examples illustrate clearly the varied forms these notices could assume.
11The identification of opos and aavtStov is questionable; see below, pp. 56-60. The verb
usually means to seize as a pledge-i. e., to attach some movables of a delinquent debtor;

eveXpapdetv

see Chapter IV, note 4, and Chapter VIII, note 9. The words TroLScVcXptloIJ&VOLt in this definition,

however, should be translated " which are offered as security." This is clear from the use of the
present participle and also from the final clause. If the creditor had already attached the property
of the debtor, there would have been no need to erect a horos to warn a third party not to make
a loan on that property. The horoi, of course, were set up when the contract was first made in
order to publicize the fact that the property concerned had been offered as security. This is proved
by [Demosthenes], XXV, Against Aristogeiton, I, 69; XLII, Against Phainippos, 5; Isaeus, VI,
On the Estate of Philoktemon, 36. See also the following definitions-: Pollux, III, 85; IX, 9;
Harpocration, p. 226, lines 3-4, s.v. 'Opo;; p. 62, lines 14-16, s.v. *ACrTtKTov X(plov; Bekker, Anecdota
Graeca, I, p. 455, lines 20-23, s.v. "AaTKTrov
X(wpov. The final clause in the definition quoted in the
text correctly emphasizes that the horoi served as a warning to a third party. It should not be
taken to mean, however, that " second mortgages" were impossible, for, as will be seen later (see
especially Chapter IV, pp. 94-95), they were permissible under certain conditions.
12 Cf. A. St6olzel,op. cit., pp. 97-98.
13E.
g., I.G., II2, 2718, 2725, and No. 14 in Chapter I, above.
14
As does H. T. Wade-Gery, Melanges Gustave Glotz, Paris, 1932, II, p. 879.
15E. g., XXXI, Against Onetor, II, 3; XLI, Against Spoudias, 6; 16.
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Ziebarth calls attention to an unusually large unhewn boulder, still lying in his time
at the northern part of the Amyneion in the path leading to the Acropolis, on which
space for inscribing only three lines had been slightly smoothed.16Very possibly this
rock was lying before the house at the time it was mortgaged. I.G., II2, 2678, is an
even better example of the use of any available stone for a horos notice, for this
inscription, recording the mortgaging of a house, was cut on a segment of a round
marble bowl.
The great majority of these horoi consist of slabs of Hymettian or Pentelic
marble or of various sorts of limestone. They do not have any prescribed size or
shape. A few are very large while others are only small plaques. The following table
will serve to illustrate the range in size and shape.17

I.G., 112,2657.
2735.
"tt""
A.J.P., LXIX, 1948,
p. 203, No. 3.
I.G., 112,2728.
"t"t " 2665.
No. 23 (Chapter I, p. 12).
Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 23.
I.G., II2, 2660.
2705.
" "t
"" "
2741.

Height
0.79m.
0.63m.
0.59 m.
0.48 m.
0.315 m.
0.26 m.
0.195 m.
0.18 m.
0.14m.
0.10m.

Width
+ 0.46 m.
0.73 m.
0.24 m.

Thickness
0.18 m.
0.34m.
0.06 m.

0.15 m.
0.215 m.
0.275 m.
0.475 m.
0.13 m.
0.20m.
---

0.05 m.
0.055 m.
0.063 m. (max.)
0.290 m.
0.03 m.
- -- --

Most of the stones naturally fall somewhere between the extremes given in
this table. Just as the stones vary greatly in size, so do the letters inscribed on them.
For example, I.G., II2, 2659, has unusually large letters, measuring 0.035 m. in height,
while the letters of I.G., I11, 2660 and 2741, are only ca. 0.01 m. and 0.007 m. high
respectively.'8
With a few exceptions these stones are comparatively flat slabs. The majority
are rectangular in shape, but a good number are roughly square.'9 Some were
16Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1897, p. 665, no. 2, and p. 670; the inscription is now edited as I.G.,

II2, 2671.

Only completely preserved (or practically so) stones are recorded here except for I.G., II2,
2657, which is somewhat broken on the left side and, consequently, was originally wider than 0.46 m.
No. 4 in Chapter I, with a thickness of 0.014 m., would be the thinnest stone known if it were
certain that the original back is preserved. A few of the dimensions given by Kirchner in I.G., 112
need correction. Judging from the squeeze, 2643 has a width of 0.17 m., not 0.07 m. The original
editor of 2754, Skias, in 'E+. 'Apx., 1894, p. 200, no. 17, gives the thickness as 0.08 m.; Kirchner's
0.95 m. is most unlikely. Similarly the figure 0.85 m., reported by Kirchner as the thickness of
2664, is almost certainly a misprint. The height of the fragment, 2646, listed by Kirchner as 0.91 m.,
must be a mistake.
18 In I.G., II2, 2742, the height
theof
letters is reported as 0.07 m.; they are really ca. 0.02 m.
23
Plate
No.
See
5,
I).
(Chapter
19
17
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obviously meant to be sunk in the ground.20 In such horoi usually only the upper part
of the stone was somewhat smoothed to receive the inscription, while the bottom was
left rough. The fact that some of these stones were driven into the ground is even
clearer in those cases where the stone tapers downward to a point; I.G., I2, 2670,
2711, and 2728 are horoi of this shape.21
When one realizes that many of these horos stones were only about a foot high
and some only a few inches high, it is evident that frequently they could not have
served their publicity purpose if placed on the ground where they soon would have
been covered with vegetation. It is only logical to assume, therefore, that the mortgage
notice was often cut on a stone which formed part of the house wall. In the case of
I.G., II2, 2761, this assumption becomes a fact, for the stone belonged to the ruins
of the walls of an ancient house and until recently, at least, was in situ. I.G., II2, 2729
was found in the front wall of a house dating from the late Greek or early Roman
period and, according to D6rpfeld,22was probably transferred there from an older
building. These examples, then, are in accord with Harpocration's definition of opo9
-- - T
erTa
a Taa vfroKTKEJeEvaa
o&KtaLaKat xOptot
o ypa,Lara -- -. If the house wall
offered no proper surface for the cutting of an inscription, it was apparently possible
in various ways to insert the inscribed stone in the wall. I.G., II2, 2758, was probably
so inserted, and Ziebarth calls attention to traces of mortar still visible on the stone.23
In connection with this problem of where and how a mortgage notice was recorded,
the horos inscription recently published by Werner Peek is instructive.24 The right
half of the stone is missing, but its height, 0.147 m., is apparently intact. The
original stone, therefore, was rectangular in shape with a width of ca. 0.40 m. On
the preserved left side of the back there is a raised band, which presumably was
present also on the right side. In a stone so shaped it seems clear that we have an
example either of a mortgage notice cut on a stone which formed part of the house wall
or of a horos stone which was fitted somehow to the wall at the time when the house
was offered as security. I.G., IIJ2 2759, is an interesting stone, the location of which
unfortunately is no longer known. Kumanudes, the original editor,25described it as
a rectangular stone, cut with straight lines on all four sides. He gave the dimensions
as, height, 0.217 m.; width, 0.305 m.; thickness, 0.050m. He remarked that the
stone was probably made to be inserted in the face of the mortgaged building just as
to-day metal tablets are affixed to buildings. Technically speaking, this stone is not
an inscription, for the lettering was not cut with a chisel, but yeypapLei
q
Xeavt. I.G.,
20

See Plate 4, No. 19 (Chapter I), and Plate 7, a and b.
See Plate 7, c.
22Ath. Mitt., XIX, 1894, p. 504.
23
Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1897, p. 670. It seems somewhat hazardous, however, to assume that
the traces of mortar date from the period when the inscription was first set up.
24 Ath. Mitt., LXVII,
1942, pp. 36-37, no. 43; see above, Chapter II, No. 27.
25'AOvatov,IX,
1880, pp. 235-237.
21
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II2 2741, must also have been fitted in some way on a wall. It is a very small stone
with a height of only 0.10m. The neat letters are arranged stoichedon and are so
minute (0.007 m.) that they can be read only at close range. The same statement can
be made about I.G., II2, 2660, a completely preserved stone, the dimensions of which
are: height, 0.18 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.03 m.; height of letters, ca. 0.01 m.26
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These horos stone have long been known as among the crudest and most difficult
to read of all Attic inscriptions. A glance at the photographs of the new Agora horoi
publishedin this study is sufficientto confirm this opinion. A few of these inscriptions
were unquestionably cut by professional stone cutters. In this group belong such
stones as the one transcribed in Chapter I, Addendum II, a, and I.G., II2, 2747, a
good-sized slab of marble with well-cut letters, at the top of which, in imitation of
official style, the word ?EOI was inscribed. The great majority, however, apparently
were cut by one of the contracting parties himself or by some unskilled local stone
cutter. This assumption explains why almost any available piece of stone was considered adequate for recording these mortgage notices. Sometimes only that part of
the stone which was to be inscribedwas smoothed,while at other times the whole stone
was left rough. In certain cases the letters had to be spaced so as to avoid flaws in
the stone.27On occasions both the front and back surfaces of the stone were inscribed.
In No. 20 (Chapter I), apparently the same mortgage notice was continued on the
back, but in I.G., II2, 2697, the inscriptions on the two surfaces probably referred to
two different contracts.28 I.G., 112, 2693, has two inscriptions on the same surface,
the second one being upside down in relation to the first. In what was probably the
first inscription, it is recorded that some property has been sold er Xtive to two men
for 1100 drachmas; in the second document it is stated that the same(?) property
had been sold cm Xv1-cEto only one of the previously mentioned two men for 2200
drachmas. Presumably one creditor had been repaid his share of the original loan
and the other creditor had agreed to lend an additional sum. It is strange that the
notice of the original contract was not erased. Possibly, since the stone was large
(height, 0.62 m.), the end which bore the record of the cancelled contract was
inserted in the ground. I.G., II2, 2735, also has two mortgage notices inscribed on the
26I.G., II2, 2705 (height, 0.14 m.; width, 0.20 m.; heightof letters,0.012m.), althougha 5pos

xopiov,wouldhavebeenalmostinvisibleif set up in a field,unlessplacedon somesort of stand;
cf. I.G., II2, 2680, 2702, and 2704.
27E.
g., No. 10 in ChapterI above,and I.G., II2, 2676.

28Thestoneis too fragmentary
to permitthedrawingof anycertainconclusions.Twoseparate
of distinctpiecesof propertyto differentcreditorsmayhave
contractsreferringto the mortgaging
presumably
beenrecorded.On the otherhand,if the samepropertywas listedin bothinscriptions,
the secondinscriptionregisteredan increaseor decreasein the sum borrowed,accordingas the
loanfromhis creditoror a partialrepayment.It is possiblealsothat
debtorhadmadean additional
loans on the same propertymadeby two or more
the two inscriptionsrecordedsimultaneous
see ChapterVII,
creditors.On the problemof severalcreditorsin a wrpatn a7rtlXAvrettransaction,
pp. 154-156.
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same face. Since two creditors are recorded and since in one document an olKla and
in the other an o0^i7rKa are mentioned as the security, it seems clear that this stone
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recorded two different contracts according to which two distinct objects were sold
&ri X?v'eE. The lettering of the two inscriptions seems to differ somewhat-a fact
which may suggest that the second contract was made and recorded at a later date.
There are examples also where, before a horos stone was used to record a second
contract, the first inscription was erased.29In such cases the first contract presumably
had expired either through repayment of the loan or through default.
Even a rapid perusal of the horos inscriptions published in I.G., IP2, 2642-2770,
and of those edited subsequently would reveal numerous cases of erasures, and of
mistakes and misspellings committed by the stone cutter. A few examples will suffice
for illustration. In I.G., II2, 2686, line 7, the last two numerals of the sum H H H H
were deleted, presumablyafter part of the debt had been paid. In I.G., II2, 2689, line
he
creditor was erased and another name was inscribed in
5, t nformer
the of
creditor was somewhat
large clumsy letters. In I.G., I2, 2726, line 5, the name
erased; inlin e 6 the stone cutter apparently failed to record the full amount of the
loan, for in the next line an additional sum is inscribed in smaller numerals. I.G., II2
2673, line 2, reads TpOLK' Tro-,but the squeeze shows very clearly that the stone
cutter first wrote POIArpo0and then, realizing his mistake, corrected matters as
best he could.30 Similar mistakes are frequent among the newly discovered Agora
horoi, but, since they have been commentedupon in Chapter I, it will not be necessary
to repeat those remarks here.
A small but interesting point is raised by such inscriptions as I.G., II2, 2694,
2706, 2711-2715, and Nos. 13 and 21 in Chapter II, above. They e all documents

in which normally both the
belonging to the category known as irpacrqi emr X1v0E&

creditor's name and the amount of the loan were recorded. The inscriptions listed
above, however, omit either the sum or th mename
of the creditor-and in two cases
both-although on each stone there is an ample vacat below the last inscribed line.
I.G., II2, 2714 for example, reads: Opo<sxO)pLov\7r7TpapJevovJ
em XvcrOEl
vacat. Such a
notice, of course, would advertize the fact that the property was encumbered, but
the omission of the sum and the name of the creditor is somewhat puzzling. Since
the lettering of these particular inscriptions (so far as I can judge from the available
squeezes) is either good or reasonably good, a plausible explanation is that it was
possible for one of the contracting parties to go to a stone cutter's shop and purchase
a ready made horos stone, i. e., a stone already inscribed with the appropriateformula

See, for example, Chapter I, No. 26 and Chapter II, Nos. 7 and 14.
I.G., II2, 2760, line 3, 6roicage -, the stone cutter wrote rho rather than omicron as is clear
from the squeeze and also from the photograph published in 'ApX.'E+., 1911, p. 242. For the last
line of I.G., I2, 2769, Kirchner records 7rwpat'Iep [v -. Actually, as is clear from the squeeze, there
is only one iota in the line.
29

30 In
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and in some cases with such round numbers as represented amounts commonly borrowed. If this suggestion is correct, then we can recognize in these inscriptions which
have come down to us either unsold stones from the stone cutter's shop or stones
which had been sold but on which, for any of a variety of reasons, the purchaser had
neglected to inscribe the name of the creditor or the value of the loan, or both. It is
possible also that the pertinent data were added to these ready made stones in paint,
all traces of which have disappeared in the course of time. The use of paint would
obviously make the inscription more conspicuous, a desirable quality in a stone set
up to publicize a lien.31
The dating of these Attic horos mortgage stones raises a difficultproblem. Only
21 of them contain an archon's name and consequentlycan be referred to a particular
year.2 The archons mentioned span the period from Charikleides, 363/2 (I.G., II2,
2654), to Lykeas, ca. 259/8.33 A few stones can be dated approximately because the
names of the persons recordedon them are known. I.G., II2, 2670, for example, contains the name of Demochares of Leukonoe, the uncle of the orator Demosthenes.
The great majority of the mortgage horoi, however, possess no criterion for dating
except the letter forms. To a person with a sceptical turn of mind, dating an inscription by the character of the writing is always unsatisfactory. Such scepticism is
especially justifiable in the case of documents like the horoi, since many of them were
inscribed not by professional stone cutters who would conform to current usage, but
by the contracting parties themselves, a large number of whom, to judge from the
results, were not particularlyliterate. Nevertheless, on few matters are the majority
of scholars so uniformly in agreement as in insisting that none of these horoi on the
one hand goes back to the Peloponnesian War or on the other hand extends down to
the Roman period.34Their almost unanimous verdict is that the time span of these
31 The
suppositionthat paintwas sometimesused on these horos stones is corroboratedby I.G.,
II2, 2728 wheretraces of red coloringare visible in the numeralsrecordedin lines 7-8, and by the

horos inscription published in A.J.P., LXIX, 1948, p. 203, No. 3 (see above, Chapter II, No. 17),
concerning which Professor Robinson reports that " red paint remains in almost all the letters."
32
I.G., II2, 2654-2657, 2678, 2679 (two archons), 2680, 2724-2727, 2744, 2745, 2762; Chapter
I, Nos. 3, 6, and Addendum II, b; Chapter II, Nos. 7 and 14 (one stone, but two archons), 17, 26,
27. Nos. 17 and 27 in Chapter II were published after the appearance of the article by Sterling
Dow and Albert H. Travis, Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 144-165. Their list of " Dated BoundaryStones" includes I.G., XII, Supplement (1939), p. 147, No. 18, and I.G., XII, 8, No. 19. Since
these stones are from Lemnos, I have omitted them, although the Lemnian archon Nikodoros may
be the same as the Athenian archon for 314/3 (Dow and Travis, p. 164). I have also omitted
I.G., II2, 2630 because it is not a mortgage horos stone.
33
Chapter II, No. 27. For the date, see W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of
Hellenistic Athens, Cambridge, Mass., 1940, pp. xx and 99. If Charias should be restored in
Chapter I, Addendum II, b, then the last recorded archon is to be dated ca. 164/3.
34
E. g., S. A. Kumanudes, 'A9vaLov, IV, 1875, pp. 122-123; IX, 1880, pp. 236-237; Beauchet,
III, pp. 348-349; E. Ziebarth, Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1897, p. 664; Larfeld, Handbuch der Griech-
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mnortgagehoroi is from the fourth century to the middle of the second century B.C.,
with the majority falling in the second half of the fourth century.
At first glance the spelling HOPOX in I. G., II2, 2712 and 2728, is reminiscent of
an earlier period, but the shapes of the other letters and the knowledge that the sign
for the spiritus asper in certain conventional formulae did not disappear with the
archonship of Eukleides have convinced many epigraphists that these are fourth
century inscriptions.5 Conversely the occasional use of the lunate or cursive epsilon
and sigma on certain horos stones would lead one to think that at least those inscriptions on which these letter forms appear must belong to a period later than the second
century B.C. As stated above, however, there is general agreement that no mortgage
horoi are later than the middle of the second century. The relevant inscriptions are:
.G., 112, 2677 2679, 2758, and 2759. Kirchner, who, except for 2759, had squeezes
at his disposal, follows Koehler and Kumanudes in recognizing the cursive letter
forms in these four inscriptions. According to Dow and Travis 36 the lunate sigma
does not occur in 2758. Koehler had reported one at the end of line 1. Since the
squeeze available to me is defective at the edges, I cannot control the reading. For
2759 we are dependent on Kumanudes' account,37since the location of the stone is
no longer known. Kumanudes reported that the letters were painted, not cut, on
the stone, and he explained the cursive epsilon and sigma by suggesting that the
letters had been painted rapidly with a brush. He insisted that all the other letter
forms in the documentwere clearly those of the pre-Roman period. The lunate sigma
occurs twice in 2677, a document which is unusually well inscribed for a horos stone.
Koehler,38who copied the inscription himself, states categorically that it is to be dated
before the Roman period. Certainly, except for the form of the sigma, there is no
reason to question the ascription of this stone to the third or fourth century. Number
2679 should be of significance for this discussion. In this document which is dated by
two archons, Euxenippos (305/4) and Leostratos (303/2), the original editor,

ischen Epigraphik, II, pp. 188-190;Kirchner,commentaryon I.G., II2, 2642; Inscr. Jur. Gr., I, pp.
122-123.

Hillervon Gaertringen,
I.G., I2, p. 233, however,insiststhat,sinceIonicletterswereusedat
timesby privateAtheniancitizensin the fifth century,the possibilityshouldn9t be excludedthat
someof thesehoroidatefromthatperiod.G. A. Stamirestellsme thathe is of the sameopinion.
M. Segre maintainsthat a fragmentary
horosmortgagestone discoveredin Lemnosshouldbe
assignedto the earlyfifth century.A muchlaterdate,I believe,is equallyor moreprobable(see
aboveChapterII, pp. 38-39). EvidencefromLemnos,moreover,
cannotbe considered
as evidence
fromAttica.

35'E. g., E. S. Roberts and E. A. Gardner, An Introduction to Greek
Epigraphy, Cambridge,
England, 1905, II, p. xiii; Tillyard, B.S.A., XI, 1904-1905, p. 64; Wade-Gery, Melanges Gustave
Glotz, II, p. 877, note 2.

1943,p. 163.
37'AOvatov,
IX, 1880,pp. 235-237.
38
Commentaryon I.G., II, 1152; cf. Ath. Mitt., II, 1877, p. 281.
36Hesperia,XII,
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Koehler, reported that the first letter of line 8 was a lunate epsilon.39 The squeeze
which I have seen is too blurred at the edge to offer a check on Koehler's reading, but
Kirchner, who had both a squeeze and a photograph, also recognizes the lunate form
in this inscription. On the basis, then, of the reports of two distinguished epigraphists
it seems that there is definite evidence for the occasional use of cursive letter forms
as early as the end of the fourth century B.C.
In the following pages the probable reasons for the gradual discontinuance of
the use of the horoi will be discussed. There is nothing inherent in these reasons, I
believe, to preclude the possibility of isolated instances of the employmentof horoi in
a later period, in case one is loath to accept the sweeping statement that none of the
mortgage stones can be assigned to a period subsequent to the middle of the second
century B.C. As to the insistence of epigraphists that none of these stones antedates
the fourth century, since I feel incompetentto pass judgment myself on this question,
I am obliged to defer to the verdict of experts in the field. I might mention at this
point, by way of anticipation, that the results of the investigation in the final chapter
of this work corroboratethe opinions of the specialists, for it is pointed out there that
there is no evidence for the existence of the mortgage contract in Athens until the
last quarter of the fifth century. To infer from the absence of evidence that the
contract was not in use is, of course, an argunmentun ex silentio, but one which receives
some support from the conviction of most scholars that all the preserved mortgage
horos stones are subsequentto the fifth century.40
39Ath. Mitt., II, 1877,
pp. 278-281; I.G., II, 1137. If it is desirable to include evidence from

Lemnos, it should be noted that a horos mortgage stone from that island, containing five lunar
sigmas, is assigned by its editor, M. Segre, to a date not later than the third century (see above,
Chapter II, p. 38). Cf. also I.G., XII, 8, 22-late fourth century ( ?).
40 Wade-Gery, Melanges Gustave Glotz, II, pp. 879-882, argues that horos mortgage stones
were used in the fifth century, although he agrees (p. 877) that none of the extant stones can be
dated with certainty before the fourth century. He bases his conclusions on Thucydides, IV, 92,
4, where the Boeotarch Pagondas, while addressing the Boeotians after the Athenian invasion in
424, says: (Xpi) Kat yvWva Ort Trols pEv aXXotsgol trtr7tLOX6pXOL
7repty7OSO'pwvrags!uaxa 7roLovvrat,q'!xv 8
avrTlXEKTro7ray7ferTaL
iEareXOovreyap fTia ra ipTre?pa
Utovtitv. Wade-Gery
es 7ra&av,?v vCKO),Oj?EV,
eLSOpoSOVK
maintains (p. 881) that, since a single boundary-pillar cannot delimit a property, it is necessary to
see in this passage a reference to " a ' single pillar recording' the contract between Attica and
Boeotia, or the status of Boeotia." Thucydides could employ this figurative language because he and
his audience were familiar with horos mortgage stones. This interpretation of Jesopos, in my opinion
at least, is unconvincing. Since the majority of scholars believe that none of the extant horos
mortgage stones antedates the fourth century (Wade-Gery has no quarrel with this verdict), it is
rather hazardous to infer the existence of mortgage horoi in the fifth century, unattested elsewhere,
from a passage in Thucydides which itself stands in need of explanation. It seems more natural,
therefore, to assume that Thucydides, when he wrote lk O'poS,had in mind those horoi which were
so extensively used in the fifth century (cf. I.G., I2, 903-907) and later, such as opos /txv/aTro or
opos rit/xaroT.These stones were frequently singletons and, hence, were not always strictly speaking
boundary stones, but served to proclaim the nature and sometimes the owner (or the person
interred therein) of a particular object (that such horoi were often singletons seems assured from
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It was stated above that the purpose of these horoi was, in the interest of the
creditor and any third party, to publicize liens on real property. When one stops to
think about these stones, however, considering the irregularities of their shapes, the
crudeness of the lettering, the difficulty of seeing those which were set up in a field,41
and the ease with which they could be tampered with,42the conclusion seems inescapable that these horoi did not serve as an official record of indebtedness. The literary
sources support this inference, for, except possibly in the case of the a7irori,uq7aoffered
in the leasing of an orphan's property 4 and less probably in the case of the a6oropt,u/a
offered as security for a wife's dowry,44there is no evidence that the setting up of
horoi was requiredby law. The presence or absence of mortgage stones could furnish
a presumptionas to the status of the property concerned,as is clear from the eagerness
of certain persons mentioned in the orators to set up or remove horoi, depending on
the particular circumstances,45but in court a litigant could not rely on the evidence
of horoi alone. To support one's claim in a trial it was necessary, in addition to arguments based on horoi, to produce the contract and above all to furnish witnesses, the
most important type of evidence recognized by Athenian law. The need for the
evidence from the mortgage stones to be coupled with that from the contract is
demonstratedby a passage in the orators where it is explicitly stated that the presence
of both the contract and the horoi was definite proof of the existence of the debt.46

the common practice of inscribing on them the dimensions of the property; cf. I.G., II2, 2561-2566
etc.). Since mortgage horoi were not always singletons as Wade-Gery maintains (see above, p. 43,
and note 15), his argument loses much of its force. When it is remembered that a mortgage contract
ordinarily was an ephemeral transaction, which could be entered into and terminated at the will of
the debtor, it is evident that Thucydides' els opos, if referring to such a horos, would have less
poignancy than if it contained an allusion to the absolute ownership of the conqueror. One further
observation may be ventured.

Since stones marked opos I/vr/lcaos were so common in Thucydides'

time, might not his eJs opos have suggested to his readers an inscription worded something like opos

/UVl7uaros TrV BouOrTv

?

In Chapter VIII it is argued that the mortgage contract slowly began to develop in the course
of the Peloponnesian War. Consequently, mortgage horoi may have been employed occasionally
in the last years of the fifth century (see Chapter VIII, p. 207, and note 145). Their employment,
however, must have been so uncommon and spasmodic-if they were used at all-that Thucydides'
et 5oposcould hardly have referred to them figuratively as Wade-Gery suggests.
41
See above, p. 45. The procedure described in [Demosthenes], XLII, Against Phainippos, 5,
is revealing. The speaker with some friends makes the circuit of his opponent's farm to ascertain
whether any horoi had been placed upon it and then, to be sure that he had not overlooked
something and to protect himself against chicanery, he calls upon his adversary to state whether
there was any horos on the land.
42See note 45.
43
Isaeus, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 36. This institution, J/09uaLos OtKOV, is the subject
of Chapter V.
44Demosthenes, XLI, Against Spoudias, 6; 16. This type of contract is discussed in Chapter VI.
45Demosthenes, XXXI, Against Onetor, II, 1-4; 12-13; [Demosthenes], XLIX Against
Timnotheos,12.
46
[Demosthenes], XXV, Against Aristogeiton I, 69. This passage, which is quoted in full on
p. 56, is probably authentic fourth century testimony (see below, note 68).
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The significant role of witnesses is well illustrated by the speech of [Demosthenes],
XLII, Against Phainippos, 28-29. In that passage the speaker, in order to prove that
Phainippos' farm was not encumberedas alleged, is not content merely to emphasize
that no horoi were on the land, but he presents the testimony of former creditors to
whom Phainippos had been forced by a court decision to repay their loan.47
It is clear, then, that the horoi, although they were of service to the creditor and
to any third party, were not an official record of mortgages. If the evidence which
they afforded was not considered conclusive, it may reasonably be asked why was the
use of them so widespread in Attica in the fourth century and later. The answer to
this question is to be found in Theophrastos' famous work, liept vo6bv, a few fragments from which fortunately have been saved.48 In a passage preserved by
Stobaeus,49Theophrastos describes the means employed by various Greek cities for
publicizing not only the transfer of ownership of property but also the establishment
of mortgages.

He says: 'V&oiSe&(KeCX'ovor-) 1Tpoypaetvw orapa rTj apX frpo? 7Jrfepv rO,'

'T
Ka To Tptlevov
Ka
eXarrov 7) E'7KOT
TrqL,
EKaTroornv T7OEva&t
p , 'AO'
OrC)g 8ta cftrf3r8qTqjaaiTe E{'y Kal 8ta&/apTvpaorOat r4 /3ovXope'vy, Kal 6 8tKacWg Ecovi1J.Evog
vTEV6
po r7 T \?EXE&.
lTPO TOV KaTaKVpCJO)vat
avepb
Trapa &ETUTl 7pTOK7pqVTRTEV KEXeVOVTL

7),qepag aV?ex(Sg

El TL evoviacrraat 1 aVTvTrOEcTatTOV KT?71JaTOG 77 Tr7) OiKtag- woaVTco

ra
TrV VfrOOE(rE,V tCOOEp Kai Ev

e

MrogKV vKWv&,V.A few lines further on occurs the

following important sentence: ov Xp7

oXc osra

Trpos Tdag

4u7c/rT7)r1cEL
T7
7TTvT

rap OLSyap avaypa'fr
1aOEv, elt eXEvOepa Kal ave7ra4a
lOETral

8e Kal

8'ayvoev,

EOT

KaL
Kal a& 7pOiK)pVeEl
ort al irpoypaba
ETEpOV vo,Uov
ra TXEcrTa8t' e'XXtL

KaL TOWVcvp/J3oai)v,
cE EKeLVOV CMTm
KTuaTwv EcrTTL
Kai
avrov
ra
TrCXdZ&Ka"LOW
L?ETEyypaE?t 7i
KaL
evOvgsyap
Tv

It is clear, then, that in Theophrastos' time Athens was one of the
which
had
no dvaypa(f) rTwvKr1LarcovKat rTwvo-vu8oXativ.50 The Athenians
Greek cities
TW 3(v1l.'vov.

dpx(

47 On

this unofficialcharacterof the mortgage horoi, see the excellent remarks of Beauchet,
355-358.
III, pp.

A useful collection of these fragments with translation and commentary was made by R.
Dareste in Rev. de Legis. ancienne et moderne, 1870, pp. 262-294. For the text of the fragment
with which we are concerned, I have used Otto Hense's edition of Stobaeus, vol. IV, Berlin, 1909.
49Anth., IV, 2 20 (Hense)-XLIV,
22 (Meineke).
50
By avaypacqb rTv KrTtafaTov KaL TrWv0Vl,p/oXavv Theophrastoswas probablyreferringto records
of the type known for the Hellenistic period such as the famous register of sales of real property
from Tenos (I.G., XII, 5, 872; Inscr. Jur. Gr., I, pp. 63-106). This document, in addition to providing detailed information on the transaction of each sale, occasionally records a lien on the
property concerned. The register of dowries from Mykonos (Syll.3, 1215; Inscr. Jur. Gr., I, pp.
48-62) also offers some data on mortgages which were given to guarantee the payment of the
48

dowry. The records maintained at Athens by the collectors of the

eKarooUT7

(I.G., II2, 1594-1603),

apparently kept only in connection with immovables sold by temples, associations, etc. (see Lipsius,
p. 740, note 236), with their meagre data on the price paid and the amount of the tax collected,
certainly cannot be considered the equivalent of the avaypacrn, mentioned by Theophrastos, from
8Kalw. See the interesting
which it was possible to ascertain, el ;XevOepaKal aveCra4a Kal rTa avrov 7rwXtEZ
discussion of this question of publicity in Beauchet, III, pp. 319-344.
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apparently had no official machinery for giving publicity to mortgages except the
requirement, mentioned by Theophrastos in the passage just quoted, to give public
notice of the intent to enter into such a contract. Because of this lack of any official
registry of mortgages (8t' 'XXEUIWv
erpov v6oov), therefore, they had recourse to the
rather primitive system of setting up horoi to provide the necessary publicity concerning liens existing on real property. It is interesting to note that a similar custom
prevailed in those islands which were in particularly close relations with AthensLemnos, Skyros, Naxos, and Amorgos.51
Theophrastos in that part of his work fro which the passage quoted above has
been preserved was clearly recommending that cities adopt the system of public
registration of sales and mortgages. His recommendationdid not go entirely unheeded
in Athens as W. S. Ferguson brilliantly demonstratedin an article published in 1911.52
Ferguson (pp. 268-270) discusses the debt of Demetrios of Phaleron, the law-giver,
to Theophrastos, the jurist, and shows how the former, without actually enacting
such a law as the latter hadattempted
at least to accomplish some of the
urged,
objects which the philosopher had contemplated. To prove his point Ferguson calls
attention
fact that of the horoi
thate to the timefact
him at the time the earliest one
the known tothe
dated by an archon belongs to the year 315/4. Consequently, from the list of dated
horos mortgage stones, he draws the following inferences (p. 265): "(1) that the
the
practice of indicating
year in a boundary record was established by the law-code of
Demetrius of Phalerum, and (2) that this code was promulgated in the year 316/5
B.C." He also shows (p. 266) that there is no evidence for the recording on a horos
of the name of the person with whom the contract (o1wVVKa&) was deposited prior to
draws the following conclusions as to the measures taken
315/4. From t hes
by Demetrios in partial fulfillment of the teachings of his master Theophrastos (p.
270): "To create a new bureau for the public avayparb TCv KT7qlaT&V Kal rTv
-crv,ufloXatwvwould have doubled the work of administration and led, to violent interferences with the traditional ways of doing business. It would have precipitated, in
fact, an administrative and economic revolution . . . . With much less machinery
and much less inquisition into private affairs than a public anagraphe would have
involved Demetrius seems to have aimed to provide the courts with a working basis
for settling disputes over real estate by requiring the deposit of the crO-VVO^KaL, 8aO^c,
or other documents carefully dated, with third parties, who were, doubtless, made
legally responsible for their safe-keeping." 53
51See

above, Chapter II, pp. 37-40.
The Laws of Demetrius of Phalerum and their Guardians," Klio, XI, pp. 265-276.
53When Ferguson wrote his article, only 12 dated horos
mortgage stones were known. The
subsequent discovery of other horoi has confirmed his conclusions, however, as has been clearly
shown by Sterling Dow and Albert H. Travis. In a section (pp. 159-165) of their article on
"Demetrios of Phaleron and his Lawgiving," Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 144-165, they reexamined
52"
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The use of written contracts and the custom of depositing them with a third
party was common practice, of course, in the fourth century as is clear from the
evidence of the orators," but Ferguson's study has made it clear that Demetrios
apparently was the first Athenian to incorporate definite regulations to this effect in
an officialcode of laws. By insisting that all contracts be carefully dated and deposited
with a reliable third person Demetrios was attempting to make investment in real
estate a safer transaction for the well-to-do than it formerly had been. Demetrios,
naturally, was concernedwith the original contracts and not with the notices of them
inscribed on the horoi.55 Consequently,although the horoi reflect the usage required
for the contracts, it is not surprising that after 316/5 examples are found of mortgage stones containing the archon's name without a reference to the contract, or a
reference to the contract without the inclusion of the archon's name.56Unless a horos
mortgage stone is found, however, dated by an archon prior to 315/4,5 there is no
reason to doubt Ferguson's conclusionsthat in Demetrios' code, promulgatedin 316/5,
there were stipulations concerning the dating and depositing of contracts concerned
with transactions in real estate.
unanimous verdict of scholars that none of
It was stated above
58 that it is the
the extant horos mortgage stones should be dated later than the middle of the second
century B.C. Since no reasons are given in the ancient sources for the discontinuance
of the use of these stones, any attempt to explain their abandonment can only be in
the form of speculation. It has been suggested59 that after the practice of depositing
Ferguson'stheoryon the basisof the 22 datedstonesknownto them (includingNos. 3 and 6 in
ChapterI, above). The followingresultsof theirstudyshouldbe noted: In I.G., II2, 2654,the
archonCharikleides
(363/2) is mentioned.Since,however,his nameoccursat the end of the
wherethe noticeof anothercontractwas recorded,it is logicalto explainthe
inscription
preserved
thetwocontracts.I.G.,II2,2655,archonEuboulos,
as
anattemptto distinguish
name
of
his
presence
on the basisof letterformsprobablyshouldbe referredto the thirdcentury(ca. 272/1) rather
thanto 345/4 (Kirchner).I.G., IP2,2656: the archon'snameshouldbe restoredas Philippides,
265/4, ratherthanSimonides,311/10 (Kirchner).I.G., II2, 2724: Nikodoros,314/3, is a more
319/8, (Merittand Kirchner).I.G., II2, 2762: both in
probablerestorationthan Apollodoros,
was
340/39and313/2 a Theophrastos archon;sincethe stoneis lost, the choiceof the latterdate
of course,on Ferguson'sdatingof the legislationof Demetrios(For Hesperia,III,
is dependent,
of Dow and
no.
1934,p. 65, 57, see above,ChapterI, pp.25-27). The resultsof the investigations
corroborate
Ferguson'sconclusions.
Travis,accordingly,
of theirstudy,two moredatedhorosmortgagestoneshavebeenpubSincethe appearance
lished(see above,notes32 and33): archonLykeas,ca. 259/8 (WernerPeek,Ath. Mitt.LXVII,
315/4 (D. M. Robinson,A.J.P., LXIX, 1948,
1942,pp. 36-37,no. 43), and archonPraxiboulos,
also
these
on
dates
The
no.
inscriptions conformto Ferguson'sconclusions.
p. 203, 3).
Beauchet,IV, pp. 60-64.
43.
5Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 267-268; HellenisticAthens, London, 1911, p.
164-165.
and
Dow
160-161;
cit.,
Travis,
op.
pp.
56
57 Unlessan earlier
archoncanbe readilyexplainedas in the caseof I.G.,II2, 2654;see above,

54Cf.

note53.
58

Pp. 48-50.

59Inscr. Jur. Gr., I,

pp. 122-123.
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contracts with a trustworthy person was adopted-from Ferguson's study we know
this became a legal requirement-, the need for the unofficialnotices on the horoi was
no longer felt and hence their use gradually declined. This explanation is only partially
satisfactory, for, although the depositing of a carefully dated contract would offer
protection to the first creditor, it did not publicize the lien on the property, thereby
giving to a third party the necessary warning about the status of the property on the
security of which he might have intended to make a loan. A more comprehensive
hypothesis to account for the disappearanceof the horoi from the Attic scene is that,
to assure proper publicity, a system of official mortgage registers was ultimately
developed. These records may have been kept on perishable material and accordingly
have not been preserved.60If this supposition is correct, then presumably the Athenians in the course of the second century adopted the use of some kind of avaypa^q rcv

KTr,LaTCTvKal r
T

0v u,v3oXakWvsuch as Theophrastos had advocated, from which one
could discover Et XEv0OEpa
Katav,Eraba Kaia
r& avro0vrcOXELZ
&Kacou. To judge from these

words an avaypasrn of this type was an official register of properties and contracts,
open to the public, and hence different from the records maintained in various Greek
cities in the Hellenistic and Roman periods in a place frequently designated as the
it is believed, was an office maintained by the state
X)(p?EvdXaKov.6'The XPE?okVXaKtov,
as a depository for contracts; it thus performed a useful service to each contracting
party, but, presumably, unlike the avaypacfx, it was not open to the public.62 I am
unaware of any reference to a XPEWOVXaaKLOvin Athens, but the formula in one horos
inscription 63-Kara a.vlJo'
that at some
Kaa ra KeOfevas 0rapd
OEoloOErcTL-a-suggests
time the thesmothetai, in addition to their regular duties, may have assumed responsibilities similar to those of the custodians of XpEWovAaVKtain other cities.
Before ending this general discussion of the use and physical characteristics of
horos mortgage stones, there is one extremely perplexing problem which deserves
consideration. As is well known, the earliest allusion to horoi, which presumably had
some connection with the employmentof real property as security,64occurs in Solon's
famous line, opov davEtXov
iroXXaX,1rE1r7yoTra.65 After this solitary example a full two
centuries elapse before there is another certain reference to a horos of this type.66
Turning from the literary to the epigraphical sources, we find a similar situation
obtaining, for, as was stated above, the majority of scholars agree that none of the

60Beauchet, III, p. 349.
61See the list of cities which had such an office,
and the various synonyms for XpE?wvX\aKiov,
given by R. Dareste, B.C.H., VI, 1882, pp. 241-245.
62
Beauchet, IV, pp. 65-66.
63
'EAAXvTca,
VIII, 1935, pp. 223-228; see above, Chapter II, No. 24.
See below, Chapter VIII, pp. 181-184.
65
Aristotle, Ath. Const., XII, 4.
66
Wade-Gery, Melanges Gustave Glots, II, pp. 879-882, sees such a reference in Thucydides,
IV, 92, 4,-incorrectly, I believe; see above, p. 50, and note 40.
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extant mortgage stones antedates the fourth century. In view of the large number
of fifth century inscriptions which have been preserved, this apparent lack of horos
mortgage stones among them is certainly surprising. A possible explanation, of
course, for the absence of mortgage horoi among sixth and fifth century inscriptions
is that in that period they were made of wood and hence have not survived. Scholars,
in general, have either accepted the existence of wooden horoi or, at least, have
admitted the possibility that they could have been made of that material.67 The
problem is important and requires investigation, for the question as to whether
mortgage horoi of some type were in use before the fourth century is intimately
connected with the obscure subject of the date at which the mortgage contract was
adopted by the Athenians.
Since some 192 horos mortgage stones belonging to the fourth century and later
have been discovered in Attica, it is obvious that they were commonly used in this
period. Consequently, it is logical to assume that the numerous references in the
orators to horoi are allusions to these stones. Since, however, the orators naturally
did not define what they meant by horoi, the possibility must be considered that to
the Athenians this word also connoted a different kind of mortgage notice from the
ones with which we are acquainted. In this connectiona passage from [Demosthenes],
XXV, Against Aristogeiton, I, 69-70, is very instructive. In an effort to emphasize
the fact that Aristogeiton is a State debtor, the speaker draws a contrast between
the ways in which private and public debts are recorded and publicized. He says:
a
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In these lines [Demosthenes], when referring to a private debt, uses the terms
with which we are familiar-orvvOKat and opot. In the comparison with a public debt
OrvvOl2,Kat are likened to vo,6ot and opot to o-av,s. It is important to observe that there
is no identification of Opotwith cravg. On the contrary, it is specifically stated that
for publicationpurposes opotwere the medium for private obligations and a-avi for a
public obligation.
On the basis, then, of what is most probablyauthentic fourth century testimony,68
it is clear that the wooden tablet known as cravt'was not used as a synonym for opos.
This fact, although it is not proof that horoi were never made of wood, must be kept
in mind as we examine the pertinent definitions of the lexicographers, the relevant
passages from whom are quoted below.
E. g., Inscr. Jur. Gr., I, p. 128; Beauchet, III, p. 350; Lipsius, p. 694, note 61.
68See Georges Mathieu, Demosthene, Plaidoyers Politiques, Tome IV, 1947, pp. 134-139
(Bude).
67
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Two definitions of o-avts may be mentioned first. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I
(Lexica Segueriana), p. 303, 23-24: :avts: o-avt`e&,ev at, avEypacLovro o? rT ITroXE
aXXo t& &K?7KOTEg. Etymologicon Magnum, 708, 13-15: cavis: Olov

o4EXikovTe Kal ol

'rapa TO Tera-Oat,

Tavcs,

TO E71T/.L7KEgevXov. lavtSe5

os, ev atl

Eyypa/ovrat

otl

O6fElXOVTE?

Tr Kal ot 7)SLK77KO&TE9
ri.

Since the definition in the Anecdota Graeca specifically refers to debtors nr To6XEL,
it seems probablethat oi o4eL'XovTEin the almost identical wording of the Etymologicon
Magnum are also debtors rTj Tro6Xe.Thus in these two passages o-av/t apparently is
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defined as in the lines of [Demosthenes] quoted above-with the addition of the well
known fact that indictments were commonly written on -cravie which were then
posted in public.69
Pollux, III, 85 (Bethe): opovs e-Qrrdvat xwptcpcravis 8' 0v crrXq
r7
'

e-TVrv VTOxpEv

TlV
rTIo

S vAXoiaos

XWpLOV.

In this definition, contrary to the evidence already given, there seems to be a clear
identification of opos and roavtq. Two manuscripts (A and C) of Pollux, however,

read Xi0oosfor oravts. Despite Bethe's preference for the reading 0o-avt, Xl0os seems
more probable to me, for it is rather difficult to understand the likening of o-avig to
c-TrX,7. In fact, the reading XiOog83'v 7(rrAX71 Ts is an apt definition of opos since, as

we have seen, many of the preserved horoi are nondescript stones while others are
shaped like stelai. If the reading Xi0oois accepted, then we have in this passage a
definite statement that a horos was a stone. This interpretation is confirmed by
Pollux IX, 9 (Bethe): o 8' 6pi covOpLOTi7, .Kat TO viroXPEWV XapioV CpLOp-LEVov,Kac X
EVerTTr7Kvla
(rrTX7opos, and by Hesychius (Schmidt): 5opos.
7 O-rrT)X,
,
v6p,o'o, Oe(rlo.

KaraTre7rryvtacXm

opl

7)

ouaK.

Bekker, Anecdota

TOoVO,Laeypa;ero

e

Graeca, I, 192, 5-6: 'Opov e'rOE'tvat Xwppit': Tov 8avEao-apvov
a
e& Tov aypov.
(ravtia, Ka E'KpE?,aTO

In these words o'posand cravriare explicitly equated. Anyone familiar with the
horos mortgage stones, however, will immediately recall that on them the name of
the creditor only was inscribed. If this passage were a correct definition of a mort-

gage horos, Tov Savi-cravros rather than TOV8avesoratLevov should have been written.70
The statement that the name of the borrower, i. e., the debtor, was inscribed ei o-avtSa

is similar to the information given in the passage of [Demosthenes] quoted above.
It seems probable, therefore, that the author of this definition has confused the
mortgage opos on which the name of the creditor in a private transaction was inscribed
with the o-avti on which the names of public debtors were listed.
The final words of this notice-Kat E'KpELTaro
e7r Trovaypov-are
69

untranslatable as

Lipsius, p. 820.

70

A similar remark can be made concerning the definition from Et. Magn., 708, 13-15, quoted
above, for ot oekcXovres were not recorded on horos inscriptions. The only horos including the
name of the debtor also is one from Lemnos, published by M. Segre. See above, Chapter, II, p. 40.
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they stand. They should be considered in connection with the following definition
given by Hesychius
ToV
EypacLovroTrpoao

(Schmidt):
KaKovpyov.

ev X aL ypaabaa 'AOrmIovrw
o-avi. Ovpa. XESKCo/Ua,
8E Kat c roTV(cr)ravpov. The statement that

TLOeTat

the -cravt was a whitened tablet on which indictments were recorded we know is
correct.71 What is meant, however, by the remark that it was placed &mrov (a-)ravpov?

The manuscript reading is ravpov;as emendations Scaliger and Casaubon suggested
o-ravpov and rmEravpovrespectively. Strange as it may seem, the manuscript reading is
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the most likely one. In a recent study G. P. Stevens has shown that the location of
the bull dedicatedby the Areopagus on the Acropolis,72mentioned in Pausanias, I, 24,
2, was probablyjust to the northwest of the Parthenon. It is entirely possible, then,
that the definition in Hesychius contains a reference to this ravpog. Such an assumption provides a reasonable explanation for the unintelligible words--KpeaTro Ert Tov
(Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I, 192, 5-6), quoted above. A o-avm cannot be hung

aypov

on a field, but it can be hung on the statue of a bull. The passage, consequently,should

probably read EKpE/aTroE= ravpov-or

possibly Emrrov ravpov; it is easy to imagine

how the corruption in the text could have occurred. In this connection the phrase
describing the o-aviy in the passage of [Demosthenes] quoted above assumes imcravr X irapa r-j OCeqKELltEV1. If the location suggested by Stevens is
portance-correct, the statue of the bull of the Areopagus was bounded on one side by the
Parthenon and on another by the Athena Promachos.73 Since we know that state
debtors were publicly registered on the Acropolis ([Demosthenes], LVIII, Against
it seems very likely that certain acavw'8Ewere
exposed to view suspended from the bull of the Areopagus,74just as other 0caviL8e
were posted in such places as rrpor&vEorwvvuovin the agora.75
Theokrines, 48; cf. 19 and 50-52),

There is one further definition which must be considered. It was quoted earlier
in this chapter,76but, in order to have all the relevant passages grouped together, the
pertinent words are repeated here. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I, 285, 12-16: UOpoa
-

- -CEOT

T7jyvtJUjVOV
71

Kal craviS&ov

of

o po

ToiD
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TO eifrTOE.evov
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. .

. .

XWPLoV

EyKara-

The same word-

Lipsius, p. 820.

The Setting of the Periclean Parthenon, Hesperia, Supplement III, 1940, pp. 19-24. Professor A. E. Raubitschek kindly called to my attention Stevens' study on the location of the bull
of the Areopagus.
3 Walther Judeich, Topographie von Athen2, Munich, 1931, p. 241 and note 1 (following
Pausanias) locates the bull of the Areopagus, which he believes was dedicated in the fourth century
or earlier, on the north side of the Processional Way, an area which also could be described as
72

7rapa r-w..

If the above reasoning is correct, it seems certain that the definition in Anecdota Graeca, I,
192, 5-6, refers to a public, not a private debt.
75Demosthenes, XXI, Against Meidias, 103; see Lipsius, p. 820, and C. Wachsmuth, Die Stadt
Athen im Alterthum, Leipzig, 1890, II, 1, pp. 387-390.
76 See p. 43.
74
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632, 27-30. In these lines opos and
ing is to be found in the Etymologicon Magnuntm,
craviSLov are unequivocably identified. lavi&ov,

of course, is the diminutive of cravig
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and whenever it occurs in Greek literature in the meaning of tablet, record, etc. it
refers, like o-av11,to some sort of public register. To the best of my knowledge, it is
only in the tenth or eleventh century Lexica Segueriana and in the even later Etymologicon Magnum that the word is used in reference to a mortgage horos. The information contained in these volumes is often extremely valuable, but, when one reflects
that even second century A.D. lexicographers like Pollux and Harpocration deemed
it necessary to explain an obsolete meaning of opos, one is certainly justified in
questioning the accuracy of the information available to these compilers of the Middle
Ages. It seems to me that scepticism is particularly called for in this case in view of
the careful distinction made between opos and a-aviqin [Demosthenes], XXV, Against
Aristogeiton, I, 70. Is it not possible that these mediaeval lexicographers or their
sources were misled by the juxtaposition of the words-5pos 8'" cravis-employed by
the orator ?
One might expect that the expressions used to designate the setting up or the
removing of horoi would throw some light on the physical characteristics of these
mortgage notices. For the sake of completeness, therefore, there are listed below
those phrases from the ancient sources which give some information on this topic.77
Expressions for setting up or removing horoi, referring to land.
Demosthenes, XXXI, 1. riW,r0o-v
opovS -

Demosthenes, XXXI, 3. ro'v (opovg)

TO
XrCop;ov.

E--

E't roiv
xcopov

'
TL
O
[Demosthenes], XLII, 5. ov8et<sopo EIrTEO-r
Pollux, III, 85. opovs eLo-ra'va Xowpiy.
Pollux,

IX, 9.

7) eveT7rKv&a (crX,77

TEOrdKEV.

EoaTrLa.

opos.

X KTaraETEyvta
Hesychius. opos: ?o-rT7X7,

'co
x'

pt

.

Anecdota Graeca, I, 192, 5. opov vrwfFevatXcopw.
Anecdota Graeca, I, 285, 13-15. E'o-rt 8 6 opos Kat craavi$ov TO ---

Kai

TroL XwpLto

eyKaTa7rr7ywvvJevoV.

Demosthenes, XXXI, 4. avetXev TOVr
opovg.
[Demosthenes], XLIX, 12. TroV opovs a'vE'7raKEV.

Such phrases merely indicate that when horoi were set up in a field, they were
either placed on the surface or were driven into the ground. They could be removed

by pulling them up (avacr-r,v).

The verb avatpetv need imply nothing more than to

destroy or to remove them.
Expressions for setting up or removing horoi, referring to houses.
Demosthenes, XXXI, 1. ri-Oo-vwOpovS 'T] nV oittav.
Demosthenes,

XXXI,

3. roV' Erm 7 ^ oLKKtaopovs --- '

E7KEV.

77Someof theseexpressions
will be foundlistedin Beauchet,III, p. 350.
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rt r)qvoiK'av.
Demosthenes, XLI, 6. opovs enrurrorat --Harpocration, 226, 3. opos. OVTrwEKaaXOV oi ATTLKO Ta Etrovra tats vTroKefLEvat'
Kal XXpwovt ypaqLLarTa.
oLtK&ati
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Hesychius. opos. O-(rrXrl,7) Kara7reTrr)yvma EC Xopi( 77 oLKia.
Anecdota Graeca, I, 285, 13-14. E&F8e 6 opos Kat cravt8tiovto E7vrtOe,uevovrats olKiais.
Demosthenes, XXXI, 3. roV opovs aTro T7^) oK'aK' adatiped.
Absolute certainty about the mechanical procedure referred to in these expressions is impossible, but it is probably justifiable to interpret them as meaning that
horoi were laid against houses, were affixed somehow to them, were actually imbedded
in the walls, and that sometimes the inscription was cut on a stone in the house wall.
No definite conclusions on the possible use of wooden horoi, it is clear, can be
drawn from the language employed to describe the setting up and removal of these
mortgage notices, for, except in those cases where it is specifically stated that a horos
was a stone, the phrases are appropriateto designate wooden objects or stones of the
type discussed earlier in this chapter.78
The results of this investigation into the possible existence of wooden horoi can
be summarizedbriefly. Horos mortgage stones were widely used in the fourth century
and later, and presumably the numerous references to horoi in the orators are to
these stones. Because of its durable quality, stone seems a more likely substance than
wood for the recording of notices, set up in public, intended to publicize a lien. The
only unequivocalreferences to wooden horoi occur in two mediaeval lexica, the Lexica
Segueriana and the Etymologicon Magnum. The definition in those compilations of
horoi as c-avi8a is completely at variance with the contrast between opos and o-avcs

made in [Demosthenes], XXV, Against Aristogeiton, I, 69-70. It seems strange,
also, if such a simple device as a wooden o-avit&ovcould serve as a mortgage notice,
that the Athenians had recourse to the more troublesomemethods not only of inserting
stones in, or affixing them to, house walls, but also of cutting the appropriateinscription either on a stone which formed part of the wall or which happened to be lying
in the vicinity.79 Since wooden horoi, if they ever were used, naturally would have
perished, it cannot be dogmatically asserted that they never were employed. The
evidence for their existence, however, is too tenuous to offer a satisfactory basis for
any hypothesis. Consequently,it does not seem justifiable to explain the fact that no
horoi are extant from the time of Solon until the fourth century by assuming that in
the intervening two centuries the Athenians used perishable wooden -avi8ta rather
than the horos stones with which we are familiar for a later period. The mystery
concerning the lack of any preserved mortgage horoi from the fifth and sixth
centuries, therefore, still requires explanation. We shall return to this problem in
Chapter VIII.
78

See pp. 42-46.

79 See

note 78.
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A glance at the inscriptions edited in Chapter I or at those listed in Chapter II
reveals the fact that the great majority of the horos mortgage stones publicized
OLKOVor a1rorjuLqia TpoLKoS)
contracts concerned with adrort/rj,/xa(whether dia-Owcr&t
or the transaction known as 1rpao-tEirm
Xiv-et. The following three chapters will contain
discussions of these institutions. Before approaching that task, however, it will be
advisable to investigate certain aspects of the Attic hypothec, the institution which
is usually considered to be similar to the modern mortgage. An examination into the
nature of the hypothec will necessitate a discussion of various other problems concerning the Athenian system of real security and, therefore, will provide a useful
background for the study of those institutions with which the horoi were particularly
associated. Such an investigation is especially needed at the present time since many
of the generally accepted ideas about the Athenian hypothec have recently been
vigorously challenged by U. E. Paoli.2
According to the traditional view, Athenian law recognized three forms of real
security: eveXvpov, VwTOO1Kr),and wrpao-Ler Xv(re.3 In eve'vpov, which referred
'Real security is used throughoutthis work in the sense of the holding of property as

security in contrast with personal security, i. e., suretyship, or the use of one's own person as
security.
2 See the works listed on vii.
p.
3 Hitzig, p. 1; Beauchet, III, pp. 176-180; Lipsius, pp. 690-692; La Pira, Bullettino dell' Istituto
di Diritto Romano, XLI, 1933, pp. 305-306. These three forms of real security can be roughly
equated with certain institutions in Roman law as follows: Cw'xvpov
and pignus, { ro6Kr and
br Xvareand fiducta (cum creditore); cf. W. W. Buckland, A Text-Book of
hypotheca, rpao&ns
Roman Law from Augustus to Justinian, Cambridge, England, 1921, pp. 470-474.
4 The word
evexvpovand its cognates are used in a wide range of meanings. In Aristophanes,
Ecclesiazusae, 753-755, and Plutus, 450-451, K,Cevapta,and Owpat and aoits, respectively, are referred
to as ev'Xvpa. [Demosthenes], XLIX, Against Timotheos, 48-54, is enlightening on the procedure
followed when a movable was offered as security for a loan. According to Timotheos, the Boeotian
admiral had borrowed 1000 drachmas from Pasio and had offered xaXKOsas eveXvpov. The speaker,
who denies this statement, asks who brought the copper to Pasio, who received it, and who weighed
it. This passage also proves the important fact that it is incorrect to characterize as
V7roOtK every
contract which is described by the verb V{roraeOvat,for frequently in reference to the fivexypovthe
appropriate form of that verb is employed; cf. Demosthenes, XLI, Against Spoudias, 11. In
bottomry loans sometimes the security was called evexvpov;cf. [Demosthenes], LVI, Against
Dionysodoros, 3 (a ship). In [Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, 10, the ship, which
served as security in a irpants eir Xiav contract, is designated as evexvpov. The term apparently could
be used even of immovables; cf., for example, Harpocration, s.v. 'ArorqTraTaL. In extant Attic
sources, however, eveXvparegularly denote movables.
To be distinguished from this use of Evexvpov
referring to security for a loan is its employment
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usually, if not always, to movable property, the object offered as security passed
immediately on the formation of the contract into the possession of the creditor. In
which referred usually to immovable property, the debtor remained in
vITO O7K19,
possession of the security until the maturity of the loan, at which time, if he were
delinquent, the creditor could foreclose on the property which had been offered as
the borrower sold, subject to redemption presumably
security. In 7rpac&nEmrXvo-e&
within a specified time, the object offered as security to the creditor who accordingly
immediately became the new owner. The actual possession, depending on the terms
of the contract, could either remain with the debtor or pass to the creditor.
Concerning Eve'Xvpovand rpaor-t EmrXvoEt, although there is disagreement on

matters of detail, most scholars have been in accord on the chief features of the
institutions. The nature of V70woOfrK,
however, has given rise to considerable controthis
into
Before
controversy one significant and, I believe, previously
entering
versy.
unnoticed peculiarity of the hypothec should be emphasized. Although scholars universally speak of the Attic hypothec,the word V'roOQ'Kq, in the meaning of real property
serving as security, never occurs in fifth or fourth century Attic authors. When the
word is used in the Attic orators, it always refers to the security (ship or cargo, or
both) in a maritime loan.5 The contract, called hypothec by modern scholars, is
or VroKeLO-faL.This does
invariably designated by some form of the verbs viTrortOeva&
in
exist
fourth
did
not
the
that
not mean, of course,
century Athens, but
hypothec

the restricted meaning of the noun

V'oO5K-9

is interesting and perhaps significant.

In view of this fact, it is certainly hazardous to claim without question as a hypothec
every contract referred to by the verbs inorTevat or vroKEZo-Oca. The possibility must
not be excluded that these verbs might have had merely a general meaning, signifying
any type of contract in which real security was involved.6
Until recently two main theories concerning the hypothec have held the field, one
advocated by Pappulias and the other by Hitzig. Pappulias,7reviving an older idea,
maintains that the Attic hypothec gave to the creditor only a ius vende.ndi. According
to this doctrine, if the debtor had not repaid the loan by the time of maturity, the

XLVII,
debtor;cf. [Demosthenes],
to designatemovablesseizedby the creditorfroma delinquent
41-42
and
XXIV, Against Timokrates,197;
Demosthenes,
passim;
Against Euergos,37-38;
21. Sucha seizurewascalled exvyparaandthe verbto describe
Aeschines,III, AgainstKtesiphon,
the act was evexvpaEtv (see Chapter VIII, p. 170, on this word in Aristophanes' Clouds). 'Evexvpaaia

couldbe authorized
by an executoryclausein a contract(I.G., II2, 1241,lines 33-39;2492,lines
7-9-in connectionwith non-paymentof rent), by a court decision ([Demosthenes], XLVII,

Against Euergos, 57), by governmental decree (ibid., 36-38), and in various other ways. For a
general discussion of evecvpaata, see Beauchet, III, pp. 223-234; C. Lecrivain in Daremberg et
Saglio, D.d.A., s.v. Enechyra, p. 617, and E. Caillemer, ibid., s.v. Foenus, p. 1218.
5 E. g., [Demosthenes], XXXIV, Against Phormio, 6-8; 22; 50; XXXV, Against Lakritos,
10-13, 18; 52.
6 Cf. note 4 above.
7
Pp. 141-174.
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creditor had the right to foreclose, but he had to sell the security on which he had
seized. If the sum resulting from the sale was greater than the value of the obligation,
the creditor was bound to return this " excess " (ra&vrepEXovra, q vlrEpoX)7) to the
debtor. If the proceeds of the sale, however, were less than the amount of the debt,
the creditor had the right to exact the balance (rOEXXEZrov)
from the debtor. Hitzig,8
on the other hand, argues that, if the debt was not repaid by the time of the expiration
of the contract, the creditor by means of qE'l/aTEvo-rv
took possession and acquired
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Since the relative values of the security and the obligation
ownership of Tra nToKEL/uieva.
were not considered, the creditor did not have to return to the debtor Trav7rEpEXovra
from the debtor.
and, conversely, he was unable to exact T'OEXXEZrov

In the theories of Pappulias and Hitzig, although there is disagreement on the
ultimate effects of the hypothec, there is complete agreement that for the duration of
the contract the debtor remained in possession of the property offered as security.
Paoli,9 however, insists that in the term VITO
o0K7 it is necessary to recognize two
different institutions-or at least two different aspects of the same institution. In
the first case possession remainedwith the debtor. He determinedat some time before
the maturity of the obligation what objects should be subject to seizure by the creditor
in case of non-repaymentof the loan. Such contracts, according to Paoli (pp. 144-145)
were common both in commercial and civil transactions, but they gave to the creditor
only a simple right in personam and not a right in re (p. 147). For the creditor to
have a right in re-a " real right " (diritto reale) which protected him against the
claims of other creditors-it was essential for him to have possession of the object
offered as security (pp. 147-148). This second aspect of the hypothec Paoli (p. 144)
describes as follows: " the transfer by the debtor to the creditor, as security for the
payment of the obligation, of the possession of an object; thereby there is constituted
in favor of the creditor a preferential right (diritto di prelazione) over all the other
creditors."
Not only does Paoli insist that for a creditor to possess a " real right of security"
(diritto reale di garanzia) he must be in possession of ra lvroKEiL,eva,
but he also
the
theories of both Pappulias and Hitzig concerning the ultimate effects of
rejects
the hypothec contract. According to Paoli (p. 157) the civil hypothec (which granted
a "real right "), as contrasted with the commercial hypothec, was not subject to

maturity in the Attic period. Both the vroO04K and the eveXvpovhad a continuative

character (carattere continuativo); they were institutions by means of which a
transfer of possession and not of ownership was effected, and they operated in a
provisory and not in a definitive way. Paoli expresses his view very clearly in the
following sentences (pp. 157-158): "The pledge and the hypothec, in short, in
the form which they assume in the civil law, do not have a maturity whose effect is
8

Pp. 81-94; cf. Beauchet, III, pp. 264-282.

9Studi, pp. 141-165.
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either the falling of the security (cosa) into the ownership of the creditor, or the
authorization of the sale. This explains why in the Attic sources references to the
maturity of the pledge and the civil hypothec never occur, while it is mentioned so
frequently for those forms of pledge (forme pignoratizie) in which maturity is
certain; and this also explains why the institutions of the rpao-ts Eirt Xvio-Eand of the

were so flourishing,-institutions which are more efficacious, because not
provisory, than the continuative hypothec and pledge, but which would be useless and
less perfect duplicates if the hypothec admitted of a maturity, and above all if the
maturity gave rise to sale. But from the sources it constantly appears that the pledge
in civil law, by effecting the transfer of possession and not of ownership, has a
continuative character."10
Paoli (pp. 163-165) lays stress on the importanceof evolution in legal institutions
and emphasizesthat the pledge (pegno) of commerciallaw influencedthe development
of the pledge of Attic civil law. Under such influences " the iVroO4K'q (of the Attic
period), which either is not a 'real right,' or, if it is a ' real right,' is a pledge, was
transformed into an institution more akin to the modern hypothec "-but this development was not completeduntil the Hellenistic Age.
Such, in brief compass, is Paoli's thesis concerning the Attic hypothec, a thesis
which he attempts to support by an analysis of specific evidence. The only way,
obviously, to test the validity of his conclusions is to examine the sources he marshalls
in behalf of his theories. Before investigating his contention that a hypothec (conferring a right in re) was marked by possession of the security on the part of the
creditor and by a continuative character, however, a few comments should be made
concerning his insistence that the hypothec, in which the creditor was not in possession,
did not furnish him a " real right" which protected him against the claims of other
creditors. To substantiate this statement he 1 refers to a passage in Aeschines and
to two inscriptions from Arkesine in Amorgos.
Aeschines,12after explaining why Demosthenes had a claim for one talent against
the city of Oreos, says: avayKa0o/Evot 8Eot 'fpelTra Kai OVKEvrIopovvTe, vTreOEo-avavrt
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a7rortprifa

Trpoco8OVK9,Kai TOKOV7veyKav
drSocrav.
va,Sa Co TO KcdXatov

To TraXavrov rTa SlocrOias

A^/xocrOeve Trov ScopoKoK7LXaTro

w
8paXl'V

Since Demosthenes,

T7)
Tov uL7vbOs

although

obviously not in possession of the security, nevertheless received both interest and
principal, it is rather difficult to discover in these words any evidence for the contention that this contract-the various clauses of which are unknown to us-afforded
inadequateprotection against the claims of other possible creditors.
10In their reviews (for references, see p. vii), Arangio-Ruiz and La Pira both reject Paoli's
contention that for the duration of the contract possession resided with the creditor. The continuative character of the hypothec is rejected by Arangio-Ruiz, but accepted, with slight modifications,
by La Pira (see below, p. 83).
11Studi,
pp. 144-145.
12 III,
Against Ktesiphon, 104.
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Hellenistic inscriptions from Amorgos are not good evidence for legal procedure
in fourth century Athens, and the two documents13 cited by Paoli certainly do not
support his thesis. Since their wording is almost identical, it will be sufficient to
comment on only one of them (no. 67). It is recorded there that a certain Praxikles
lent to the city of Arkesine a sum of three talents-aKLvvvo/, Ira[v] I[fr]o KLvS8vov
IlpatKAXd (lines 39-40). In lines 42-44 the security covering the loan is described
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as follows: v7rE'Oero8E l pat:KXrj5Td r[E]
18ta ra 'ApKecOrveCv Kait r5v OlKOvvI [ir] aw

[K]OVwa

r r[T[']

7r6XEroca7ravr[a K]ai [r]a
E'yyata KUatVTep-

Ev 'ApKEc-ivYL ViTarpX[ovra]

lrovrta. Then follow detailed and drastic executory and penal clauses which were
agreed upon for the protection of the creditor, and finally it is stated emphatically
that nothing whatsoever shall take precedenceover this contract with Praxikles (lines
76-81) : r 8e (rvyypawbf)rf r^o-Se| [d)] p/oX6y7rrav 'ApK[eu-tv]j EtJ rSev e/vat KvptCOTEpOV
/I7)TE VOI.LOV /r7Te q[r7] | [(] t(o-La jL7)TE 8[oyjLL]a
[/7)]TE
cTTpaTtIy0V
prLTE
apx)rvX aXXa
7 ra rT[E
p
ev
/p7.Te aAXo
yey[p]alpl,[Eva]
i7q0XO v lp.re
o'vyy]vpaO&
TEvr-iv
.LVrTEaira[pE] vpecTE /L78Eie/tat, aXX elvat rrv crvyypar^y
Kicvpav\ [oIv a]v E'MOEepE? o SaVeicrav
7) ol rpa- r[-ovr]e, Vrep avrov. Since it would be difficult to imagine a contract in which

Kpivov\ ['-]av

the rights of the creditor are more scrupulouslyprotected,14Paoli's comment "Da una
convenzione simile non sorge un diritto reale " is somewhat surprising, to say the
least."5
Paoli 16 also insists that it is not the priority of the loan but the possession of the
security which affords real protection to the creditor. To support this statement he
assembles evidence from certain speeches of [Demosthenes].17 The transactions
referred to in these orations, however, are all concernedwith maritime loans, and Paoli
himself elsewhere 18 quite properly emphasizes that evidence derived from a contract
established according to commercial law is valueless for the interpretation of a contract based on civil law. Maritime loans were notoriously hazardous. Unless the
creditor went on the voyage himself, or despatched a trusted agent, the debtor was
13I.G., XII, 7, 67 and 69.

W. W. Tarn, " The Social Question in the Third Century " (in The Hellenistic Age,
Cambridge, England, 1923), pp. 108-112, and M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the
Hellenistic World, Oxford, 1941, p. 223.
15 Regarding these inscriptions Paoli
(p. 145) writes: "in questi casi il negozio ha senso solo
se si intende che nella convenzione vi sia una semplice predeterminazione dei beni sottoposti
all'eventuale esecuzione: inammissibile l'ipoteca, a costituir la quale gli V1roKEl'Eva sono disadatti per
natura e sproporzionati per valore all'obbligazione garantita." Such an interpretation is certainly
not borne out by the Greek quoted in the text above, or by lines 57-64 of the inscription where it
is stated that in case of non-payment of the debt Praxikles or his agents may exact with impunity
double the amount of the loan in any way they wish from the public and private property of all
the inhabitants of Arkesine.
6 Studi, pp. 146-147.
17
XXXIV, Against Phormio; XXXV, Against Lakritos; XLIX, Against Timotheos.
8 Studi, pp. 157; 161-164.
14 Cf.
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completely free from the creditor's supervision until the return to the original port.
Naturally the creditor tried to protect himself by a carefully worded contract 19and
by taking possession of ship and cargo on their arrival.20To judge from one passage,21
if the debtor did not pay principal and interest within twenty days after the return
of the ship, the creditor had the right to sell the security. This taking of possession
on the return to port was necessary, for, since the security consisted of movables, an
unscrupulousdebtor could easily abscond with them.22
In a maritime contract, then, it is clear that the creditor derived his best protection from taking possession of the security as soon as the ship returned to port.
Otherwise he was dependenton the honesty of the debtor and the hope that the courts
would uphold the validity of the contract.23It is obviously erroneous, however, to use
the procedure followed in such maritime contracts as evidence for the procedure
adopted in the matter of loans secured by real property. A debtor cannot abscond
with immovables. Consequently, in any effort to ascertain the nature of the fourth
century Attic civil hypothec-i. e., a loan secured by real estate-, it is imperative to
rely on evidence derived from civil and not from commerciallaw.
This brief discussion of the passage in Aeschines, of the inscription from
Amorgos, and of the maritime contracts treated in certain orations of Demosthenes
is sufficient,I believe, to demonstrate that such evidence does not prove Paoli's theory
that the hypothec established according to civil law, in which the debtor retained
possession of the security, did not furnish the creditor a " real right." It is now
necessary to examine his fundamental contentions that in a civil hypothec which
granted the creditor a right in re the creditor was always in possession of the security,
and that such a contract had a continuative character. If the texts which he adduces
in support of this thesis are convincing, then, since there is abundant evidence for
possession on the part of the debtor, it would appear that Paoli is correct in maintaining that the Attic hypothec comprised two different kinds of contracts. The
problem is a basic one for the understanding of Athenian economic and legal institutions and will require extensive investigation. It must be remembered,however, that
the transactions called hypothecs by modern scholars are designated by fifth and
fourth century authors only by the verbs vrIorLOevatand v1'oKeto-Oa&.24 Consequently,
in the ensuing pages we must attempt to ascertain not only whether the creditor or
debtor was in possession of the security, but also what type of contract is under
consideration.
19[Demosthenes],XXXV, Against Lakritos,10-13.
20
Demosthenes,XXXII, Against Zenothemis,14; XXXV, Against Lakritos, 11; XLIX,
Against Timotheos, 35.
21
[Demosthenes], XXXV, Against Lakritos, 11-12.
22
For an attempt to abscond, see [Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, 9.
23
[Demosthenes], LVI, Against Dionysodoros, 1-2; 48-50.
24
See above, p. 62.
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This examination into the nature of the Attic civil hypothec will be divided into
three parts. Part I (pp. 67-80) will be devoted to an analysis of the evidence adduced
by Paoli. This evidence, I believe, will appear inadequate to prove his contentions.
Part II (pp. 80-89) will contain a discussion of evidence, not mentioned by Paoli,
which seems completely to refute his theories. In Part III (pp. 89-95) an attempt
will be made to describe the evolution of the Athenian system of real security and
the role played therein by the hypothec.

Paoli 25 first examines certain cases which Hitzig,26 in order to explain the fact
that the creditor is (or seems to be) in possession, claims are examples of security
which has passed into the ownership of the creditor as a result of foreclosure. Two
of the passages 27 can be dismissed without discussion since one refers to a maritime
loan and the other to a wrparmE'i X;o-Et. Sections 11-12 of [Demosthenes] XLIX,
Against Timotheos, however, are very germane to our problem, but unfortunately
they are exceedingly difficult to interpret. Since Paoli makes frequent use of them
to support his contentions, it will be useful to quote the pertinent sentences. After
mentioning that Timotheos was in great need of money, the speaker (Apollodoros)
proceeds: 7?p,evyap ovrmia vfroxpe&og v prac
ra, Kat opot avT'r EcTacfrav, Kat aXXo&EKpaTroVw
TESUp dypo
o6/LEv ev rIE
a1oTzL7ya
rai8t rT EqvjX 80ov
Ka?OEtc'rT/KELc,
geKOVTa 8E rpL71papTO
v
XOT t -vvEKwTXEvcraoltv
avrovs
ip aXX7owvLaVIEKELro as ovTros
ETTr/Va KacrTr
avrTG

oTparT71yv

6oyT

7)VayKaco-e

a1rr1veyKEV

To5

TavraC TOTE, ko/8
ooveEvo

lvag

vavrag

Tpo4hv

8&aoLva

EK ThWVCTaTTaT)UtK&V X(p7/aTOV

IEl?vJ8o,?Evo5, 8avea-a

/7

1TOLELTat 't

1TEL8r)

avroS

EKacrTov

avrwcv

TCal EiTrd
E?l5 rad vavs
otl rp&papXoL Kal cXEyX-eyrat

8eE&K()<5

KaTa/LapTvp77crw(ArV avrov

ta irap

8eaEr1TOXELPOTo0V7)0eLsev rTO

rTa vT"oTW0cV
ETrrTa ,LvasKa Kal

avTroFL TI/VovvaLav, as Wvv avTovg; a7rocrTpef Kat TOVSOpov, avETcraKcV.

Thus Timotheos was in dire need of money, because all his property was encum-

bered (vr6XpEco)), the farm in the plain serving as a'oroTtp//ua for the son of
Eumelidas,28and the rest of the property serving as security (vrwEcETro)
for the sixty

trierarchs, to the amount of seven minas each. Timotheos had forced these trierarchs
to dispense seven minas each as subsistence to the sailors; in his official account he
reported that he himself had distributed this sum from the military fund, but, afterwards, fearing prosecution at the hands of the trierarchs, he regularized the com-

pulsion he had exerted upon them by admitting that he had obtained a loan (SvEu,rIoa
25

Studi, pp. 150-154.

26 pp. 82-83.

27
Demosthenes, XXXII, Against Zenothemis, 14 (bottomry); XXXVII, Against Pantainetos,
10 (7rp&o-st
Av'xvc). From such contracts obviously no safe conclusions can be drawn concerning
the civil hypothec.
28
According to the contract known as alcrOwatsotKov; see Chapter V.
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7oetorat) from them. As security for the loan he offered that part of his property
which was not already designated as dawror4t/La; thus each trierarch obtained security

for his particular loan of seven minas.29 Subsequently, according to Apollodoros,
Timotheos tried to deprive them of their money, and he had dug up the horoi.
The chief difficulty in this passage lies in the sentence: ] ,Ev yap ova-ia vT6oXjpew
,v alTvaa, Ka&opoL airris esTraorav,Kat aAXXo EKparovv. Hitzig deduces from the aXXot
EKparovvthat the creditors were in possession as a result of foreclosure. Paoli cor-
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rectly rejects this explanation by pointing out that appropriation would have ended
the transaction and consequentlythe property no longer could be called woTXepw. He
adds (p. 152), " We ought to see here a sure indication that from the possession of
the creditor it is not legitimate to infer the expiration of the contract (zincolo
obbligatorio)." Thus here and also later (pp. 168-169) when he is discussing the
arorTTjfLragiven in the Ouw&xoi OKov, Paoli uses the expression aXXot,eKparovvas

evidence that in that form of hypothec and of aroorqi,a which provided a " real
right," the creditor was in possession of the object offered as security from the moment
the contract was made. The trouble with this assertion obviously lies in the fact that
despite the expression aXXo &cpadrow,it is clear from the words in section 12- as

wv

avrovT

daro`TepeL Kal rov opovs aveaTTaKEV-(cf.

section 61) and from the tone of

the rest of the speech that the debtor Timotheos remained in possession. In regard
to the a7roTi4rqna we shall see in the next chapter that Paoli (pp. 190-194) argues
that, when the aronr'//a was serving as a " real right of security," it became custom-

ary for the horoi to symbolize a fictitious possession on the part of the creditor, the
actual possession remaining with the debtor. In his review of Paoli's book ArangioRuiz 30 remarksthat in regard to the debtor retaining actual possession, Paoli, through
what he denies for VITOOIK?.
his theory of fictitious possession, admits for a'rortq,q.ka
Paoli 1 in response to this comment admits that possibly the theory of fictitious possession on the part ofthe creditor should be extended to the hypothec also. He insists,
however, that this admission does not impair his theory that in Athenian law, as
contrasted with custom, a " real right of security " was provided only by possession
on the part of the creditor.
raised by
words
Probably no definitive answer can be given tohe problemthie
aXXotEKparovv. One thing, however, is certain. Since it is clear from the speech as
a whole that the debtor Timotheos remained in possession of his encumberedproperty,
29 Paoli, Sul Diritto
Pign., p. 166, note 1, seems to imply that Timotheos' debt to the trierarchs
described in section 12 is different from the one mentioned in the preceding section. It is clear,
however, that in section 12 we merely have an explanation of how the contract mentioned in 11
was constituted.
80 Pp. 249-250. Arangio-Ruiz also quite properly emphasizes the difficulty of interpreting this
passage of the Against Timotheos, because part of the property was encumbered as abrorin.llpaand
part (presumably) as Vwro0OKq.
31
Sul Diritto Pign., p. 166, note 1.
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the creditors obviously could not also have been in material possession. Incidentally,
the picture of sixty creditors in actual possession of Timotheos' property is somewhat
startling. Regarding Paoli's theory of fictitious possession, I question whether such
a thesis is capable of proof or disproof, but it seems to me there is a simpler solution
to the difficulty raised by the word c'Kparovv. Why is it necessary to insist on assigning
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a technical meaning to the word ? The Athenians, as is well known, were very careless
in their use of technical terms, and the orators were particularly-and undoubtedly
deliberately-vague in distinguishing between ownership and possession.32 It is true
that in the expression 6oTE XETV Kal Kpare4E 33 we may have a technical formula for
the idea of possession, but that does not mean that Kcparetvis invariably so used. I
believe it is quite possible that the aXXotE'Kparovv of Against Timotheos, 11, may mean
"
nothing more than others had the upper hand," i. e., had Timotheos at their mercy.
Some such translation would fit the context perfectly and would eliminate the need
of postulating so questionablea theory as that of fictitious possession. If this rendering should be proper, the passage would merely state that all Timotheos' property was
encumbered,that his creditors were pressing him hard, but he was still in possession.
It must be admitted that this interpretation harmonizes well with the content of the
speech as a whole.
It should also be noted that the term VITOOr'Ki1is not used in reference to this
transaction. The verbal forms VTE'KE1LTOand irorTOo'vowonly are employed, and, as
remarked above,34it is extremely arbitrary to maintain that these words always
designate a hypothec. Since the horos inscriptions show that the Tpacr-s Ei Xv-Etwas
the commonest type of contract to furnish real property as security for a loan,35the
possibility must not be excluded that Timotheos, to satisfy the trierarchs, entered
into such a transaction with them. In this particular case the sale price would have
been the sums already owed to the creditors, who, according to the contract, now
became owners. They, as frequently happened in a mpacat emir Xtva-e,allowed Timotheos, now a rent paying tenant, to remain in possession of the property which he
had sold E' Xv'oet.36
In I.G., II2, there are two similar inscriptions, 2758 and 2759, which are very
pertinent to the subject under discussion. No. 2758 reads as follows: opo, Xowpiov Kal
O
oa
HHH| 8pax: (corTeEXEWV
v
Ka'Kpa leJtv [r] OEVuEVOV
WTOKEl,UEVCv
KaTra|YVVOKas

Tal KE?IEWva\
I|

apa Aetvat Eivvtz/~.

Paoli37 misrepresents Hitzig when he says that the

German scholar claims that the immovables have passed into the ownership of the
creditor as a result of the maturity of the debt and the consequent 4/6,arTeVCrt. Actually
Cf. Arangio-Ruiz, pp. 247-249.
33I.G., II2, 2758.
34 P. 62.
35
See below, Chapter VII, p. 142.
36 Cf. Inscr. Jur. Gr., I,
pp. 125-126.
37
Studi, pp. 153 and 158, note 2; Sul Diritto Pign., p. 173, note 1.
32
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Hitzig 38 says: " Die Meinung ist, dass bei Verfall der Oe'vo cEXE&VKal KpareLvdiirfe,
d.h. dass er dann Besitz ergreifen diirfe." Paoli is certainly correct in denying that
this inscription describes the effects of a foreclosure, for the word V1roKE^Evwv implies
very clearly that the contract was still in existence. It seems impossible to decide,
however, whether he is right in maintaining that we have here a reference to a present
rather than to a future possession of the creditor.39The precise significance of joTrE
(or c' o re as in 2759) EXELVKat Kparetv rov OE,LEvov,of course, is dependent on the
terms of the orvvOicKaL, about which we shall never know. Hitzig, Arangio-Ruiz,40
and La Pira '4 all believe that the reference is to a possible future possession of the
creditor. Manigk 41also adopts this interpretation and remarks concerning the controversial formula that " es weist vielmehr auf den aus der lex commissoria folgenden
Eigentumsverfall des Grundstiicks selbst." Another possible explanation of these
inscriptions is to recognize in them examples of the contract known as

caT9xpJYc&.48

This suggestion raises a very difficult problem. Were the fourth century Athenians
familiar with such an institution? Although the transaction termed antichretic loan
is well known from the papyri," until recently the only occurrence of the word
itself was to be found in two brief passages in the Corpus Iuris Civilis.4
avr'Xpy'Y]oa
In 1933, however, A. G. Roos published a papyrus in which the word occurs twice,
but in a context which adds little to the understanding of the institution.46 Manigk,
discusses fully the various ways in which the contract was
in his book on avrWtxp9ncJs,

used, but, since the evidence is almost exclusively from the Hellenistic and Roman
periods, it is irrelevant to our purposes. The only example he claims for Attica is a
transaction describedin Demosthenes' first oration against Aphobos, a problemwhich
38 P. 9.

39Sul Diritto Pign., p. 173; " Datio in Solutum," p. 203.
Pp. 248-249.
41 Pp. 310-311.
42Alfred
Manigk, Gliiubigerbefriedigung durch Nutzung, Berlin, 1910, p. 40.
43 Cf.
Beauchet, III, pp. 212-214. Paoli himself, on one occasion (Studi, p. 158, note 2),
calls these two inscriptions examples of avr'Xpcr7f.
44 See the list of such contracts in A. C.
Johnson, Roman Egypt, Baltimore, 1936, p. 156. Cf.
E. P. Wegener, Some Oxford Papyri (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava, III, A, 1942), pp. 45-48,
no. 11.
45 D.
XIII, 7, 33, Idem (Marcianus) libro singulari ad formulam hypothecariam Si pecuniam
nam cum pignus sit, hoc
debitor solverit, potest pigneraticia actione uti ad reciperandam avTrVtv:
verbo poterit uti. D. XX, 1, 11,1, Marcianus (ibid.) Si is qui bona rei publicae iure administrat
mutuam pecuniam pro ea accipiat, potest rem eius obligare. Si avtXop(nT facta sit et in fundum aut
in aedes aliquis inducatur, eo usque retinet possessionem pignoris loco, donec illi pecunia solvatur,
cum in usuras fructus percipiat aut locando aut ipse percipiendo habitandoque: itaque si amiserit
possessionem, solet in factum actione uti.
46 Papyri Groninganae (Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te
Amsterdam; Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, Deel XXXII, No. 4, 1933) pp. 32-34, No.
11. The papyrus gives an account of receipts and expenditures. Col. I, line 12, reads: 'Ap7roKparedm
40

avrTLXpycaewS

L-; in the mutilated col. II, line 5, there is left only the word avrtXpcrf[eW .
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will occupy our attention shortly.47 The essence of avriyp o-&tis implied in the word
itself. In certain cases the creditor preferred, rather than to receive interest on the
loan from the debtor who remained in possession of the security, to take possession
himself of the property, thereby having the usufruct in lieu of interest. The chief
difference between avrtypoq and srpacr&
EmXiEt would seem to be that in the former
the creditor received provisory possession of the property offered as security whereas
in the latter he received provisory ownership. The similarity between the two institutions may explain why avrtsXpuq-nr
(if it existed at all) was apparently so uncommon
was flourishing.
among the Athenians-at least in the period when the rpao-igEr Xivce&
These few remarks
I
are sufficient, believe, to show how difficult,if not impossible,
it is to reach a definitive interpretation of the contract referred to in these two
inscriptions. Because of this uncertainty, therefore, these documents should not be
used as evidence in an attempt to discover whether the creditor in a civil hypothec
was, or was not, in possession.
An inscription from Amorgos,48belonging probablyto the fourth or third century
B.C., has figured prominently in this controversy. Although Amorgos is one of the
few places where horos mortgage documents somewhat similar in content to Athenian
ones have been found, it should never be forgotten that any conclusions drawn from
evidence provided by Amorgos must be applied to Athenian institutions with great
caution. The pertinent part of this inscription, which, although publicizing a rpao)as
eirt XovEes,does not contain the word horos is as follows: Nikeratos &haeohoOto
c O'e
N t[K-sp]arom
vcoe
Ktesiphon among other items of real property Ta Xop'a a EXE
7f
8paX,w
X0ir.
'rapa 'EaKerTov,
v7TroreXe8
apyvpiov
a7ravTa
revraKLtcrXLkv,
Ka0' EKacrrov
O(0aPo)p8a
NtKisparor KTnotri^vT&
eIavorv

dpyvpiov 8paxa
Sn A'rEa[K]oha

ias

In other words Nikeratos had borrowed 5000 drachmas from Ktesiphon and
adrEXE^.
as security had sold to him, subject to redemption,the properties listed in the inscription. Thus Ktesiphon acquired the provisory ownership, but Nikeratos remained in
possession as a rent paying lessee. How should the words ra xcoptaa EXEt Qe,lvog be

interpreted? Hitzig49 and Pappulias 5 think that Nikeratos was owner of the farms
when he made the contract with Ktesiphon, because as creditor (OlEuevo) he had
foreclosed on Exakestos through 43cTarEvcr'. Raape cl also is certain that we have
here an examnpleof a Verfallpfand. Since a xtpia a 'EXELe'Evo are placed in the same

47Manigk,op. cit., pp. 27, note 1; 39; 43.
48
I.G., XII, 7, 55; Syll.3, 1200.
49 P. 85. It is worth noting that in I.G., II2, 43 (formation of the Second Athenian Confederacy), lines 36-42, the verbs V7riOTfEarOatand rteaOal are used to signify ownership acquired
through foreclosure.
50
Pp. 129-130. La Pira, pp. 315-316, believes that foreclosure had occurred and that the
creditor had taken possession, but, since he accepts Paoli's "continuative" theory, he does not
believe the creditor acquired absolute ownership; hence, the "vincolo obbligatorio " remains.
51Leo
Rappe, Der Verfall des Griechischen Pfandes, Halle, 1912, pp. 6-9.
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category with properties of which Nikeratos had become owner through inheritance
or outright purchase, he argues that Nikeratos must also have been owner of the
farms under discussion-and this ownership would have been acquired by means of
foreclosure. This is a possible explanation. The objection that, if Nikeratos owned
the farms, it was unnecessary for the method (OE'levot)by which he acquired ownership to be stated can be answered by calling attention to the fact that comparabledata
were given in the case of the other properties " sold " by Nikeratos to Ktesiphon.
Paoli 52 suggests that this may be an instance of possession of the security by
the creditor during the existence of the contract. If the creditor was in possession,
then presumablywe have here an example of antichresis-the mortgagee having the
usufruct from the security in lieu of interest on his loan. There is nothing in the
Greek to exclude this interpretation, but it does complicate the transaction recorded
in this inscription. We must understand, then, that Nikeratos sold to Ktesiphon Emr
Xvcretnot only the properties of which he had ownership but also the farms which he
possessed as security for his loan to Exakestos. Since Ktesiphon now became the
provisory owner of all the properties, presumably he had supplanted Nikeratos as
creditor to Exakestos. Consequently, if Exakestos wished to recover his land, he
would have to pay back the original loan not to Nikeratos, but to Ktesiphon. If this
were done, it would be necessary to assume that the principal and the rent owed by
Nikeratos to Ktesiphon would have been reduced accordingly.
is " the
Another possible interpretationof the expression-ra Xcopiaa eXe?OQeevo,o
farms which Nikeratos, as mortgagee, has as security from Exakestos." If some such
translation is permissible, then it would be proper to think of the debtor Exakestos
as still in possession. According to this explanation, Nikeratos, when he borrowed
5000 drachmas from Ktesiphon, transferred to his creditor, as part of the security,
the debt owed to him by Exakestos and the claim to the security guaranteeing that
debt. Since Ktesiphon thus became the creditor of Exakestos, Exakestos could have
paid the interest on the debt directly to Ktesiphon, or the arrangement might have
been for the interest still to be paid to Nikeratos, in which case it presumably formed
part of the 500 drachmas rent owed by Nikeratos to Ktesiphon.53If the latter was the
case, then if Exakestos paid back the original loan to Ktesiphon, the principal and
the rent owed by Nikeratos to Ktesiphon would have had to be reducedproportionately.
Possibly still other interpretationsof this inscription are conceivable,but enough
has been said, I believe, and more than enough, to show how foolhardy it would be
to build any theory on a text susceptible to so many different explanations.
To summarize the results from the investigation of these five cases, it cannot be
said that any one of them proves Paoli's theory that in a hypothec which conferred a

Studi, pp. 153-154; Sul Diritto Pign., p. 173.
a succinct document such as this one, both rent and interest might well be expressed by
the one word ,uo-co/Aa.
52

53 In
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if it could be definitively interpreted, is not a safe guide for the understanding of
Attic institutions. The inscriptions sometimes referred to as examples of antichresis
are too rare and too inadequately understood to serve as a sound basis for any
hypothesis. The speech against Timotheos, moreover, in which the debtor so clearly
is in possession offers support to Paoli's arguments only if one accepts his theory,
which probably is incapable of actual proof, that the horoi frequently symbolized a
fictitious possession. One other passage which Paoli 5 cites seems to me also to lead to
a negative conclusion. In Isokrates XXI, Against Euthynous, 2, we are told that
Nicias, after the Thirty Tyrants had established themselves in power, eS&lWra
T7v pUEVOlKiaV V7TE?f7KE, TOVg 8 0KETaT Ef&) Tril y77^ 9e7eMe(E,
rpta 8E TXavTa apyvptov EvOvq bvaTTeLv EfOKEV, avrog

rrapovrTarpay/.Lara

(O9 (FiE EKO/CE,

rTa 8'Et7rXa

8E

,/ypov

EAXOwv
&sraro.56 Paoli maintains that these lines are evidence that in a hypothec which

provided a " real right" the possession of the security passed to the creditor at the
moment of the formation of the contract. The passage, however, certainly does not
justify this categoric statement. Nicias' aim was to remove what he could from the
clutches of the Thirty-himself, his slaves, his furniture, and three talents of silver
which he deposited with his friend Euthynous. The mortgaging of the house was
also motivated by fear of the Thirty. If they confiscated it, he might hope at least to
preserve the money he had borrowed on it. Since he went to live in the country, it is
obvious that temporarily he abandonedmaterial possession of his house, but that does
not mean that the creditor immediately took possession. It might almost be argued
that the fact that he stripped the house of the furniture militates against the idea that
the creditor took possession. This passage, consequently, like so many others in the
sources, furnishes no definite evidence as to who was in possession of the security
offered in the contract known as VT0ro0KJq.57
Paoli adduces several other passages in support of his contention that in the civil
hypothec which granted a " real right" not only did the creditor take possession as
soon as the contract was constituted but also such a contract had a continuative
character. He believes that there is evidence to show that the debtor always had
the possibility, by paying, of recovering the mortgaged property--a fact which signifies
that he had lost the possession and not the ownership-, and that the debtor continued
64Studi, p.

154.

55 Ibid.

56The problem concerning the
authenticity of this speech need not concern us since there is
general agreement that it should be assigned to the period ca. 400 B.c. Cf. Miinscher in R.E.,
s.v. Isokrates, pp. 2156-2158.
57 In
fact, can we even be certain that the contract was a hypothec?
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to employ, as a means of credit, the property in the possession of the creditor long
after he had lost possession of it.58 The passages which he cites and discusses are so
important that it will be necessary to examine them at some length.
In Isaeus, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 33, there occur the following words:
o'Kcav 8E e. darETErrTapovKat rerrapaKovTaJ.LvtvV1TOKEF,AEVIV
(Euktemon) asXvo-e rT
5 thinks this passage refers to the restitution of an immovable,which
Paoli
EpooavrT7.
had been offered as security, by the creditor to the debtor. In this interpretation I
believe he is correct, but if these words are to lend support to his theory of the continuative characterof the hypothec, it would be necessary to show that the liquidazione
had occurred after the normal expiration of a contract, but such a meaning cannot
be extracted from the Greek. When he adds that the restitution of the immovable
was one of the steps by which the patrimony of Euktemon was transformed from
ovicr`ada4avs into ovot-ia avepa, he obviously has made a slip, as a rapid glance at
the situation depicted in sections 30-34 will demonstrate. According to the speaker,
the old Euktemon under the influence of the defendants proceeded to sell his immovables (and some animals and slaves) and realized from the sale more than three
talents. Thus, contrary to what Paoli says, Euktemon's ov'otawas being transformed
from bavepato a<^av . Since the whole point of the passage is to show how Euktemon
obtainedmore than three talents in cash, the transaction described in the Greek quoted
above clearly explains how forty-four minas of that sum were collected. The translation probably should run: " Euktemon released (on repayment of the loan) to the
hierophant a house in the city which had been mortgaged to him for forty-four
"
minas; i. e., Euktemon recovered the sum which he had lent on the security of the
house. The use of the verb arE'XV-E and the fact that no interest is mentioned (the

house apparently being redeemed for the exact amount of the loan) seem to show
that the transaction had been a rrp&a.r erIt Xvo-EL,6according to which Euktemon, by

taking possession of the security, had had the usufruct in lieu of interest. Thus for
two reasons-the

fact that the contract was probably a rpanrtgE

Xvo-etand the fact

that there is no evidence as to when the redemption occurred-, this passage most
certainly does not support any of Paoli's views.
In Isaeus, V, On the Estate of Dikaiogenes, 21, the speaker says: ov8eyap Trptv
aXX' ol irapa roirov
EIXEvS' i77FlE 8t&Ka~o/6EOa,
fTpLapevoL Kat O4LEVOL, olS Aft avrov aroSovra rnv TL1W1vF`iv (the plaintiffs) rd Epup
a7ro8oivaL(cf. 22 and 28). Paoli 61 paraphrases this passage as follows: " Dikaiogenes
(Dikaiogenes)

rTv
rmT7lOrjvat

SiK&v

58Studi, p. 154.
59Studi, pp. 154-155.

60 Hitzig, pp. 9, note 1, and 106, note 1, also recognizes in the passage a
Vrpdat; e&r XvaE;

contra, Wyse in his inadequate note on aveAXvae
(William Wyse, The Speeches of Isaeus, Cambridge,
England, 1904).
61Studi, p. 155 and note 1.
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ought to restore to the purchasers (probably EmrXvioe) and to the creditors in possession of the property the money owed to them and to give to us that part of the
immovables which belong to us." He thus interprets OEyeEvot
as referring to hypothecary creditors who are in possession, and in his discussion he implies that we have
here an example of the continuative character of the hypothec. I fail to see any support
for his continuative theory in this passage, since it is not stated when Dikaiogenes
contracted the loan, and I also question whether the word OEclevor
refers to creditors
in a hypothec. Paoli himself might have had doubts if he had read Wyse's long note
on this passage.62 The key to the understanding of Isaeus' words may well be in
the expression aroSovra rt7v rtont/v. The speaker says that Dikaiogenes ought to
" return the price " to his creditors and thus redeem the property. Returning the price
does not seem a natural phrase to be used in connection with a hypothec, but it is

very appropriate if we understand ot irapa rovtov aTrptalevoLKai sehpevotto refer to one
class of creditors-namely, those in a Tpa-crtO
Ef Xvto-e.The situation alluded to by

Isaeus can probablybe reconstructedas follows: Dikaiogenes, in need of money, sold
some immovables Ef Xvo-etto certain purchasers who gav a definite
e
price for them.
this
transaction
the
By
purchasers became provisory owners and, if they took possession, they had the usufruct in lieu of interest. Regarding the status of the purchasers Isaeus uses the verb EXewv
which can denote ownership or possession, or both,
but from the words in the following section (22)-7rX7)v yap SvoMv
OiKt8i&otVe() TEXOVS
Kat <v
<aypoi>

HeSi

LfELFE 8i
Kat 1Tpla/ov

EqKovTa

ov8ev
7rXe0pWv
KEKOOUwvp.LEOfa,
aAXXol Irapa roVTov Oe/.evo&
v8IE iEUtv Y
ydp
SooXp Ev81Ka .-it seems clear that

O
OVK
fKyoFLe

the creditors were in physical possession. If, then, the purchasers (i. e., the creditors)
were in possession, Dikaiogenes could redeem the property merely by repaying the
purchase price (i. e., the amount of the loan); no interest payments would be required
since for the duration of the contract the creditors had had the usufruct of the
the purchase price-, therefore,
property. The words airo&ovra ri,v rqpv-returning
fit perfectly the interpretation that in TrptaLuEvot
and Oe,evot we should recognize the
creditors in a irpa&cqEfi Xvo-eC.If this explanation is sound, then obviously this passage

also is not evidence for any of Paoli's ideas on the hypothec.63
Paoli 64 attempts to use in support of his theories the o-vp,86Xatovwhich was made
between Demosthenes' father and Moiriades. References to this contract appear in
the three orations 65 against Aphobos, but especially in the first one. It is stated that
in the property left by Demosthenes' father there were included twenty KXvo7wrLOL
(couch-makers)-ViroKE4L1evotto the elder Demosthenes for 40 minas by Moiriades.
62

Isaeus.

There is no evidencein Paoli's book that he is familiarwith Wyse's remarkableedition of

63
Hitzig (see above, note 60) and E. Ziebarth, Philologus, LXXXIII, 1927-1928, pp. 205-206,
also recognize in this passage a reference to a 7rpartsehr XAVctalone.
64 Studi, pp. 155-156.
85
The pertinent passages are: I, 9; 24-29; II, 12; III, 37.
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ownership, or both, of this security resided with the creditor; apparently the Epyao-rrptOVwas set up in the house of Demosthenes' father (o'KoL, I, 24-25). The profits
accruing to the creditor from the labors of these slaves amounted to 12 minas a year
(I, 9; 24; 29), and according to Demosthenes his guardians continued to reap these
profits for ten years after the death of his father (I, 26). At the time when Demosthenes delivered his first oration against Aphobos, however, he claims that the slaves
(the security) had disappeared; according to him (I, 29) he had been defrauded of
the principal-the 40 minas-and also of two talents-r6 E'pyovof these slaves for
ten years (i. e., revenues from the labor of the slaves at 12 minas a year for ten
years =2 talents).
Paoli sees evidence for the continuative character of the hypothec in the fact that
the creditors were in " possession " of the security over such a long period of time.
Before accepting this interpretation it is necessary to try to ascertain the nature of
the contract concerned. Paoli obviously considers it a hypothec, presumably because
Demosthenes, in referring to it, employs such words as VIOKEq.EVOL, vIorEOevTa etc.
As we have frequently emphasized, however, it should not be assumed automatically
that these expressions always refer to a hypothec. In the discussions of Isaeus VI,
and OLEvot very
33, and V, 21, above,66it was seen that the words V`TroK.kEvv
the fact that
under
In
transaction
the
prp9
Xvo6er.
refer
to
a
discussion,
trpaitg,
probably
the creditor is in possession of the slaves and has the usufruct of them in lieu of
interest suggests that we may have to do here with either hrpaor c

XvicE or anti-

chresis. Paoli, apparently, did not consider this possibility.67
Paoli sees further evidence for his theory of the continuative character of the
hypothec in the fact that, althlough Moiriades was not in possession, he used that
same security as credit to borrow 500 drachmas from Aphobos in addition to the
initial loan of 40 minas (I, 27-28). Since, however, this additional loan may have
been made early in the life of the original contract, it is hard to see where there is any
evidence here to support Paoli's contention. Furthermore, the loan of 500 drachmas
seems to have been a separate transaction between Aphobos and Moiriades, because
Aphobos received interest on his loan whereas in the original contract usufruct was
to serve as interest. Presumably, Aphobos, realizing that the security in the form of
the twenty slaves was more than adequate to guarantee the loan of 40 minas,68was
66 See pp. 74-75.

Manigk (see above, note 47, for references), R. Dareste, Les Plaidoyers Civils de Demosthene, I, p. 29, note 8, and Hitzig, pp. 95-96, term this transaction antichresis.
68 It may be possible to calculate roughly the worth of these slaves. Demosthenes' father had
also left some thirty-two or three jkaxacpo7rotot,valued at between three and six minas each (Against
was much less (cf.
Aphobos, I, 9). There is no reason to assume that the value of the KAtvorowto
Otto Schulthess, Die Vormundschaftsrechnung des Demosthenes, Frauenfeld, 1899, p. 4). If we
67
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willing to advance a further sum to Moiriades in the hope (which was fulfilled) of
collecting some interest.
Demosthenes complains that the security-the twenty slaves-had disappeared.
What happenedto them? In view of the lawless conduct of Aphobos, any number of
replies could be suggested for this question. Certainly a plausible answer would be
that Moiriades paid back the 40 minas-which were immediatelypocketedby Aphobos
-and thereby redeemedthe slaves. Such a procedure would be normal in avrixpqo-t
(if that institution existed among the Athenians) and in a rp&o-tE=rXvo-Ec.Consequently, this contract, which has given rise to so much dispute, may have been one of
those two institutions. Since the wrpaot EIt XvcEt, to judge from the extant horos
mortgage inscriptions, was infinitely more common, it seems quite possible that
Moiriades had sold EIrc Xv10E to Demosthenes' father those twenty slaves with their
equipment for 40 minas. This is only a suggestion, of course, but a sufficiently probable one, I believe, to justify refusing to recognize in this transaction any satisfactory
evidence for Paoli's theories.
This seems to be an appropriate place to raise a question which may have
perplexed the reader already and has perplexed me throughout the various writings
of Paoli on the Attic hypothec. What is the difference between antichresis and Paoli's
conception of a hypothec (offering a " real right ") except that in the former there
may have been a maturity clause at the expiration of which, if the debtor had not
paid back the loan, the security passed definitely into the ownership of the creditor? 69
Although Paoli makes only one passing reference to antichresis0 it would seem,
nevertheless, that, except possibly in the matter of maturity, the hypothec, as he interprets it, corresponds with that institution.71 This failure on Paoli's part to discuss
antichresis is most unfortunate, for it leads to confusion and doubt about his
conception of the Attic hypothec.
Arangio-Ruiz in his review of Paoli's book 72 criticizes particularly Paoli's

set the rate at three or four minas each, then the total value of the twenty slaves would have been
between sixty and eighty minas-well in excess of the loan of 40 minas which they were securing.
W. Schwahn, Demosthenes gegen Aphobos. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Griechischen Wirtschaft, Leipzig and Berlin, 1929, p. 14, arbitrarily states that the slaves were worth two minas
each (or possibly slightly more in view of the additional loan on them of 500 drachmas). He does
not explain why their value should be so much less than that of the ,aXaLpo6rotol.
69Opinion differs as to whether or not in antichretic loans known from
the papyri the debtor
had to repay the principal by a stipulated date in order not to forfeit all claim to the property
serving as security. Cf. E. P. Wegener (see note 44 for reference), p. 48. Possibly the practice
was flexible.
70 His only reference to
antichresis, I believe, is in Studi, p. 158, note 2, where he remarks that
the editors of Inscr. fur. Gr. are correct to recognize I.G., II2, 2758-2759 as examples of antichresis.
71Paoli, Studi, p. 158, remarks: " Quando il pegno era una cosa fruttifera, si intende che il
frutto tenesse luogo degl' interessi." Since in the civil hypothec the security almost always consisted of real property, it would seem that in the above quoted sentence Paoli is really offering a
72
definition of antichresis.
P. 250.
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theory of the continuative character of the Attic hypothec. In his reply to this criticism Paoli73 adduces two further passages in an effort to support his position. These
passages deserve to be analysed in the same way as the previous ones have been. The
first passage is to be found in Xenophon's Symposium, IV, 31. In it, Charmides,who
has been reduced from wealth to poverty, remarks: wvv8'CIreTC&rv virepopkAv(repopuat
Ka&rTa K T7J o/aLKaS
Kal Traeyyeta ov Kaplrov/Uat
ver&parat-. Paoli argues that in these
words Charmides was making a careful distinction between the property possessed
abroad of which he had lost the ownership, the movables which have been sold, and
Of Ta
the immovables of which he had lost the enjoyment (ra tyycEa ov Kcap7TrovI/aL).
eyye/a, therefore, Charmides has lost the possession but not the ownership, and by
paying his debt he could regain possession. Such a situation, according to Paoli,
could arise only from a contract which had a continuative character.
For at least three reasons it can easily be shown that Paoli's interpretation is
open to grave doubt. First, in a literary document such as the Symposium, it is
hazardous to look for such a precise legal distinction in the use of the verbs orepo,.uua,
KapTov,L0aL,and 7irrpaTat. Xenophon, as a literary man, may have been aiming only
at variety of expression. It certainly cannot be proved that in ov KapTrovlau-I am
not enjoying (reaping profits from) my lands-the reader is expected to realize there
is a technical distinction between possession which has been lost and ownership which
has been retained. Second, it should be noted that Charmides in section 32 remarks
concerning the pleasures of poverty: wvv 8e a7ro/3,aXcop,v ov8ev (ov8&yap ex'c) ac
8e T Xe reOat cEXrTco.The ov8e yap Excosurely can mean " I have nothing "-i.

e., I

own nothing-as well as technically " I possess nothing." Furthermore, if it were a
question of recovering possession of property to which Charmides still had a title, as
Paoli maintains, certainly Xenophon, if he were being so legally precise in his choice
of words, would carefully have written aiTroX-rfE-atrather than an inaccurate and
misleading XAefo-Oat.Third, if we must look for a technical meaning in KapTroVfa&, a
ci
X5o'c can be seen there quite as readily as to a hypothec.
reference to a wrpa&r^
Under the former contract the creditor often took possession, and the debtor-in this
case Charmides-had the right of redemption. It should be remarked,moreover, that
it is far from certain whether Charmides'words refer to a mortgage contract at all.
Since the dramatic date of the Symposium is 421 (Athenaeus, V, 216 d), one could
understand Charmides to mean only that his vineyards, orchards, etc. had been so
thoroughly destroyed by recurring Spartan raids since 431 that his lands no longer
were a source of profit to him. For these various reasons, therefore, it can be stated
emphatically that this passage of Xenophon affords no evidence in support of the
continuative character of the hypothec.
In Isaeus X, On the Estate of Aristarchos, 24, this interesting sentence occurs:
78 Sul

Diritto Pign., pp. 171-172.
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O v7 7par)pa T,P peaeX
el TOPeXovra 7er)O
at
7
KaTa77O
The usual interpretation of these words, to which Paoli sub-

T&VJa,Mfufro/37)1r-rfi,u?v
XWpv
SE8tKcJtLEVOV

4aiveivwa.

scribes, is: when lands are subject to dispute, the holder (or possessor) of them must
furnish either mortgagor or vendor or show that they have been adjudicated to him
by court decision.74 Paoli naturally finds proof in this passage for his contention
that in a hypothec the mortgagee was in possession. There is no doubt that this
sentence can be interpreted so as to offer support for his theory. If Oer/v means
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mortgagor, presumably rv EOVTa, in its relation to GenTv, would have to refer to the
mortgagee. It can be questioned, however, whether rov exovra has the technical mean-

ing of the possessor; it could refer to the owner or, in general terms, to the holder
of the security. Although I believe that 9OeYvmeans " mortgagor," it is wise to
emphasize how uncertain the meaning of the word really is. According to the GreekEnglish Lexicon of Liddell and Scott (New Edition, 1925-1940), this rare word

occurs in three different senses: (1) ovoi.aT*Wv OeTqg (Plato, Cra., 389 d); (2) mort-

gagor (in the present passage); (3) adoptive father (Didymos ap. Harp.). Apparently only once in all Greek literature is the word used in connection with a mortgage.
The lexicographers 75were obviously puzzled by the term; Harpocration defines it as

perhaps (,uproTe)

meaning mortgagor; in Photius and Bekker's Anecdota Graeca the

interpretation mortgagee is given. With this warning about the uncertainty of the
meaning of the word in mind, let us assume that it should be translated as mortgagor.
Does the passage then have to be interpreted as evidence that in a hypothec the mortgagee was in possession? Although this is one possibility, it seems to me that it can
be argued that in such a succinct sentence Isaeus intended to express the following
idea: if there is a dispute about lands, the (former) mortgagee, to justify his occupation of the lands on which he has foreclosed, must point out the man who had
mortgaged them to him and subsequently lost title to them through foreclosure
because of defaulting on the loan at maturity.76 It should also be remarked that, if
the contract antichresis was in use among the Athenians, this sentence could be a
reference to that institution. Furthermore, if ?rparnparefers to an outright sale, the
O&T7v
presumably could refer to the mortgagor in any kind of contract in which real

property served as security-e.

g., a rpa&oEemrtXvto-ce.In this connection it is relevant

74 E. S. Forster, in the Loeb Edition, is almost (if not) alone
(among modern scholars) in
translating Oi,ETvas mortgagee.
75

Harpocration, OET7s: MToreT OErTvXeyovat TOyv oOGK77v
T'ELO'OTa, ovx o AISvlos Tov cowoar'auEvov-; Photius (cf. Et. Magn., p. 448, 23),
e'Ts o eciroL,Crae/voS GTOVr nvas' - rtroT?
o
OroS'8E
Etu VroOrK,v Xafawv ortovv. Bekker's Anecdota Graeca, I p. 264, 3-5, Oe5-v: roy
wr8as
'vwo7rOagcvov
Kat OrTOVsEAcyov. '/OT7q7 o
OrTOVs'Trovsyap e<w7rot7Tovus
O7K77vAafWv orLOVv.
0tSE'

76 It is interesting to note that Paoli himself
apparently is willing to admit that these words
could be interpreted as a reference to foreclosure, for in Sul Diritto Pign., p. 172, note 1, he says
he understands how this passage could be reconciled with Hitzig's point of view, but not with
Pappulias' (cf. above, pp. 62-63). For ownership acquired through foreclosure, see note 49 above.
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to recall that the rpa&(rneI XAi described in [Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against
Apatourios, 8, is later (section 12) referred to as OEo-it.
It seems, therefore, that this is another example of a passage whose meaning is
ambiguous, and an ambiguous passage is a weak foundation for a theory. Paoli,
however, not content with seeing evidence here for his belief that in a hypothec the
creditor was in possession, finds support also for his thesis that the hypothec had a
continuative character. He says that the joining of the pledge with the sale and the
court decision in one hypothesis shows that Isaeus was referring to a possession sine
die. I assume that Paoli means that since there is no time limit on ownership acquired
by sale or court decision, it is to be understood that similarly there was no time limit
for the duration of the hypothec contract. This line of reasoning is hardly convincing,
since the former transactions resulted in absolute ownership while the hypothec, as
interpreted by Paoli, gave to the creditor only possession-a possession which could
be terminated whenever the debtor repaid the loan. As a matter of fact, the grouping
together of hypothec, sale, and court decision can have the significance which Paoli
wishes to assign to it only if the hypothec contains an allusion to foreclosure, because
foreclosure, as a recognized method of acquiring ownership, can logically be joined
with sale and court decision.
II

This long analysis of the evidence adduced by Paoli in support of his theories
has been undertakenfrom what may be termed the negative point of view. It has been
shown that such evidence cannot prove that in a civil hypothec (" real right") the
creditor was is possession of the security from the formation of the contract and
that the hypothechad a continuative character. Too many other interpretations of the
relevant passages and inscriptions are possible. A more positive approach to this
"
problem of " possession obviously is desirable, and I believe that sufficient data are
available to justify attempting such an approach. Consequently,we must turn to an
examination of certain documents, which, although not completely unambiguous,
nevertheless by their cumulative effect seem to demonstratethat in a hypothec contract
the debtor remained in possession of the security.
[Demosthenes'] speech, XLII, Against Phainippos, as is well known, is concerned with the subject of antidosis. In section 5 the plaintiff tells how he went to
Phainippos' outlying farm (eo-Xarta) and searched the land carefully to see if any

mortgage horoi had been set up. He also asked Phainippos, who was living on the
farm, to declare if there were any horoi present. When no mortgage stones were
discovered, the plaintiff returned home, convinced that the land was unencumbered.
Is it not clear from this passage that, even if the farm had been mortgaged, it would
have been perfectly normal for the debtor Phainippos to continue in possession? Of
course, it can be argued that the allusion here is to a irpaurtg Ert XVO(E rather than to a
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hypothec or that the horoi, if present, would have marked a fictitious possession of the
creditor. Nevertheless, the impression created by the passage is that a " mortgagor"
remained in possession of the security.
Some light may be thrown on our problemby [Demosthenes'] speech, L, Against
Polykles. Apollodoros, who had served as trierarch beyond his appointed term, had
been subjected to great expenditures. In section 61 he states that his oro-'a was
vTOXPE&Jgand
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7)KOV Elt

that the drought had ruined his crops; then he adds: ot 8e

TOVg TOKOV%S,ETir)

O0 EVlaVTO3

Ei
c^X0EV,

a7roSoL7

TELJL)

avro0

Seave/LK6TES

KaraT Ta

covy-

It is clear from this passage that the debtor and his family were in possession
of the encumberedproperty. The type of contract is not stated. It might have been
a irpa&o-LI
E XvoeE,77but there is no reason to exclude the possibility that it was a
hypothec. If it was the latter transaction, then, unless we bring to the fore again
Paoli's theory of fictitious possession on the part of the creditor, we have evidence in
this passage that the debtor in a hypothec contract remained in possession of the
security.
In [Demosthenes'] speech, LIII, Against Nikostratos, there occur a few lines
which are germane to the present discussion. In section 10 Apollodoros tells how
Nikostratos, desperately in need of money, came to him and explained why he himself
could not raise any money: oi TO^Xpiov TOev yELTOVWV Ot TOVTO oV8Et E0Ekoit oVTE
ypa/ac.

rrpiacr-Oaov'E O&'rOa'6 yap a8eX4o evoeEtLXo/.evov

ov8eva
cs"

ovTEritOo-ait,
Ep,) oV'TeCWve(TOaL

av'o apyvptov. From section 28 it seems clear that Nikostratos and

owned
their property
his two brothers
Theinas
property
individuahelly.
the Greek,
passage
qowed
must
the
Since
Nikostratos
wanted
to
sell
or
accordingly,
signify
following.
mortgage
the farm, presumably he was in possession of it. This farm, however, had already
been mortgaged to his brother who, as first creditor, refused to allow the status of
his security to be altered. Thus, once again, unless we wish to see in the transaction
between Nikostratos and his brother a Tpaloai Er XsVcu or unless we wish to accept
the notion of a fictitious possession on the part of the brothe
brother, we seem to have a case
of a hypothec in which the debtor (Nikostratos) remainedin possession of the security.
In section 13 Apollodoros proceeds to tell how he borrowed 16 minas to help
Nikostratos: W'01ruov' riNva-VVOLKLav EKKac8EKa lLVcov ApKE&ravTt IIa /3coTa"8 ----EITL OKTCO)

o/3ooi&r71VlJLVaV8aveio-avTr

Tov p.7)Vb EKac-rov.

Since Apollodoros paid 16%

interest on this loan, it is clear that he remained in possession of the O-vVOKtca. Consequently, unless this transaction should be considered a mrpao-gemrXvo-E(which Paoli

77 Since in a 7rpao-s
rt XvU'et the debtor, if he remained in possession of the security, really
became a rent paying tenant, one might expect the statement that the creditors had come for their
rents (,utuofr0aTa
or some cognate word) rather than for their interest (ioKovs). The contract,
however, although in form a sale, was thought of as a loan on real security. Consequently, the
notion of interest is as fitting as that of rent. In Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos,
For further discussion, see Chapter VII.
5-7, both ideas are expressed (/ualOoivat,
To'Kot).
pLWo1f0atL%,
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presumablywould deny because of the rOut), we have further evidence for possession
of the security in a hypothec residing with the debtor.
To summarizethe evidence afforded by the passages just discussed, it seems clear
that in the various transactions referred to the debtor retained possession of the
security for the duration of the contract. If we could be certain that all these transactions were hypothecs, then presumably we would have almost a complete rebuttal
of Paoli's theories. The very fact, however, that in every case it is necessary to
suggest that they may have been instances of Vrpaos eIr X1vEc is significant, for it
emphasizeshow fallacious any argument is which automaticallyrecognizes a reference
to a hypothec in the verbs vrtortOevaL
or &rroKetroOat.78
At this point a few observations onththemortgage horoi will be relevant to the
problem of possession. Paoli7 is entirely correct when h states that nothing which
was written on a horos tells who was in possession of the security. Nevertheless, to
horoi can be expressed
me at least, the most plausibleexplanation of the purpothe
thus: they were set up on property which was in possession of the debtor to record
the lien on that property, thereby offering protection to the creditor and a warning
to others, who might have intended to mnakea loan to the debtor, that the property
was already encumbered.80It is true that Paoli 81 argues that the horoi in the course
of time were employed to symbolize a fictitious possession on the part of the creditor
and that the debtor on occasion remained in possession, but, as he himself states, a
fictitious possession presupposesan evolution from an actual possession. Reasons have
been given, however, for considering it most improbablethat a hypothec with creditor
in possession was a part of the general scheme of Athenian real security. Does not
the fact that on the horoi the name of the creditor only was recorded81asupport the
argument that the debtor remained in possession? If the creditor took possession,
dispossessing the debtor, one would expect that the horos would have mentioned the
name of the absent debtor rather than that of the creditor, who, since he was in possession, did not need to publicize the fact that he was the man who held the lien on
the property.
See above,p. 62. A case in point is I.G., 112, 1183, the decreeconcerningthe administration
of the finances of the deme Myrrhinous. In lines 27-32, where instructions are given to the priests
to lend money on good security and to set up horoi, it seems clear that the " creditor god " was not
expected to be in possession of the security, but it is not stated according to what type of contract
the loans should be made.
79 c"Datio in Solutum,"
pp. 201-205.
80See Chapter III, p. 43.
81 Studi, pp. 189-190.
81aOn the Attic horos mortgage stones the name of the debtor in any kind of contract is
78

never recorded. In Lemnos the debtor is recorded once in a wrpa&tsciri Xv'aetcontract (see Chapter

II, p. 40).

In Amorgos, however, the name of the debtor in various types of transactions is

frequently inscribed on the horos stones-e. g., I.G., XII, 7, 55, 7rpa&rO ,rv XAuac;56, &rOTL/vA
trpotKO; 58 and 412 (?), hypothec; I.G., XII, Supplementum, p. 143, no. 331, /At'a0otnsoKcov.
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If the debtor remained in possession of the security, as seems almost certain, it is
obvious that Paoli's theory of the continuative character of the Attic hypothec cannot
be accepted in its entirety. According to his theory, as was seen above,82the creditor
took possession at the beginning of the contract, but, since no fixed date for maturity
was set, the debtor always had the opportunity, by repaying the loan, to recover
possession of the property offered as security. La Pira,83who rejects the notion that
the creditor took possession at the formation of the hypothec, is convinced by the
arguments concerning the continuative character. He maintains that the procedure
in a hypothec should be reconstructed as follows: at maturity, if the debtor had not
repaid the loan, the creditor took possession of the property offered as security. This
taking of possession, however, was not the equivalent of definitive appropriation,for,
since the contract was continuative, the debtor could redeem the property at any time
by repaying the loan. Thus, to a certain degree, La Pira's conception of the hypothec
is a compromisebetween the traditional view and that of Paoli.
It has been shown in the preceding pages, I believe, that the evidence cited by
Paoli to prove his continuative theory is unsatisfactory. The fact that the sources
do not support his arguments as much as he claims, however, does not necessarily
mean that they corroboratethe traditional view. The crux of the matter obviously lies
in the question of foreclosure, and in this connection Paoli has performed a real service
in emphasizing how slight and ambiguous the evidence is.84 A quick glance at the
state of the evidence will illustrate once again on what shaky foundations many ideas
on Athenian legal institutions have been-and have to be-built.
Before Paoli challenged the traditional view, it had usually been stated that at
the maturity of the hypothec, if the debtor was delinquent, the creditor seized possession of the property offered as security by a process known as E'tarEvCrL.8
Although the verb /,3aTEVrcoand the noun qE/3garTEaare attested, to the best of my
knowledge the word Eu3arEvo-rt does not occur in any extant source; 85a presumably it
was coined by some scholar to express in noun form the meaning inherent in the verb
E'/L/3arEvco.This verb occurs in the Attic Orators in the sense of entering into possession of property through adoption or inheritance,86but only once, and then in
reference to a maritime loan, is it used with the meaning of seizing possession because
of non-payment.87Thus the verb e/garEvw itself, as used by the orators, certainly
82

See pp. 63-64.

83 Pp. 314-316.
84

Studi, pp. 154-165.
E.g., Hitzig, pp. 81-84; Beauchet, III, pp. 263-271; Lipsius, pp. 667; 675; 701; 949-952.
85a
[4it/a8E?v]E?.s has been restored in a first century A.D. papyrus (Pap. Oxyrh., no. 274); cf.
L. Mitteis und U. Wilcken, Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, Leipzig-Berlin,
1912, vol. II, 2, no. 193, lines 24-25.
86 [Demosthenes], XLIV, Against
Leochares, 16 and 19; Isaeus, IX, On the Estate of
Astyphilos, 3.
87
[Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, 6.
85
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affords no information on the question of foreclosure in a civil hypothec. In the
lexicographers 88 we find the following definition: 'Ep/3arei'aF Kcael4/3areia: 4e4,areta
Ka&EL'rEXOveW s ra
ro rov 8aveurr7v e4areL
E-Wrtv q vvvl XEyoxv7j 8&arov 8 .&,,8aSia,
a'a&tE K
EV?)(ypLa orva TO&ve&ov.

KrT7LaTarov fo^peov,

This definition seems clear enough, but
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unfortunately no certain conclusions can be drawn from it since there is no reference
to the type of contract. In the famous Ephesian debt law,89 dating probably from
the early third century B.C., the process of entering into possession on the part of the
creditor is expressed by the words 4438avEv and E'/j3acwr-,but, as has been stated
before, evidence from a city in Asia Minor in the Hellenistic period cannot be used
to interpret conditions in fourth century Athens.
If the decision on this problem of foreclosure were dependent exclusively on the
word 4L/3areve?vand its cognates, the verdict would have to be: non liquet. Fortunately

there are several documents which, although they do not contain the word embateusis
or its cognates, are extremely pertinent to the present discussion. An analysis of
them, I believe, will show that in Athenian law, if the debtor was delinquent at the
time of the maturity of the hypothec, it was customary for the creditor to foreclose
on the security.
The first passage to consider is in Demosthenes' speech XXXVI, For Phormio,
4-6. Pasio had leased the bank to his manumitted slave Phormio. Eleven talents of
the bank's deposits had been lent by Pasio on the security of land and apartment
houses. Phormio insisted that Pasio remain creditor for this sum; thus becoming
debtor to him, because he knew that a metic like himself, who was not allowed to own
real estate, would be unable to exact (eiu-wrpdrretv) the money in case of nonpayment.90

Since it is impossible to believe that the bank was in possession of all the security it
received for its loans, we must assume that possession remained with the debtors. The
most natural interpretationof this passage, then, is that the normal procedurewas for
the creditor to foreclose if the debtor did not repay the loan on the expiration of the
contract. I do not believe it is possible to interpret the ET-rparreLtvas a reference to
seizure by the process known as eveXvpao-ita, for this procedure was usually restricted

to movablesand, hence, presumablywas not forbiddento metics.91It is noteworthythat
Demosthenes does not name the contracts according to which the money had been
lent. Consequently, one could argue that the transactions had been irpaaoetg enmXviaeo
Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I, p. 249, 18-21; cf. Et. Magn., p. 334, 35.
Syll.8, 364, lines 75 ff.
I90Section 6: (Phormio) Op)v OTt, nrwo Trs roXtretas avr
7rap V/Lv oVo?s, ovx
88

89

oaa

Ifacrwv

yf Kat
TrovsaXovs
eirl

caVOvKLcal

8c8aedK<

r
faV, ? kA?TO

aAov

rVTOV

o

olos T' eOaT'

Haatwvva Xp'rTrv

elffpaTT?vi

CX\Lv ToUrwv TWV

Xv. F. A. Paley and J. E. Sandys, Select Private Orations
Xp(TrTa ots 7rpoetAvos
this passage also see an allusion to foreclosure, but their
on
note
in
their
third
ed.,
of Demosthenes,
reference to [Demosthenes], XXXV, Against Lakritos, 12, as a parallel case is misleading, for
the contract under discussion there is concerned with a maritime loan.

Xp71aTv

91 See above, note 4.
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cm Xvioe was far comrather than vIroRJIKat. We have seen above that the wrpao-tg
moner than the hypothec in the fourth century, but, unless we intend to deny the
existence of the latter institution in this period, it is only reasonable to assume that
some of the transactions in which foreclosure seems to be attested were hypothecs.
[Demosthenes'] speech XLII, Against Phainippos, has already been discussed 92
as furnishing presumptive evidence that in a hypothec the debtor remained in possession of the security. It also contains a passage which is most easily explained as a
reference to foreclosure. The plaintiff, who has challenged Phainippos to an antidosis,
had been assured by his adversary that his farm was unencumbered. Subsequently
Phainippos, to whom it was advantageous to appearto be in bad financialcondition told
the court that his farm was heavily mortgaged (sections 9 and 28). The plaintiff
that this is a lie and in section 29 clinches his argument with these words:
maintaintains

Xa/3,e/oL, ypapL
obetXovO avrov

arev,

nrv

rov

Acavrt8ov

rEpaKLo-XtXia

KaL 0EorEXoV

SpaXPuag

IEv8ojkEVo0

OlS OVTOS
fXapTVpiav,
aTroayeypacEv
Ka&

1raXat

a4TO8E`OKWqs, OVX EKOV,

aXXad
8K7"v6OXAv.If Phainippos had borrowed the money according to a hypothecand some of these undesignated contracts presumablywere hypothecs-, these lines are
very damaging to Paoli's theories of creditor-possessionand of continuative character,
for why would the creditors, if they were in possession sine die, have gone to court
to recover their 4000 drachmas? It sees to me that, if this contract was a hypothec,

the following interpretation is the only logical one for this passage:

Phainippos, the

debtor, was in possession of the farm offered as security. At the expiration of the
loan, when he had not repaid the money, his creditors proceededto try to foreclose, but
were driven off the land. Thereupon they instituted suit against him and won. ConEKWV,AXXa
8XKrqV
sequently, Phainippos-ov
6o(AWv-, rather than surrender his farm,
paid back to his creditors the money owed to them.93

Further evidence for the existence of the procedure of foreclosure among fourth
century Athenians probably is discernible in Demosthenes, XLV, Against Stephanos
I, 70. Apollodoros, after reviling Stephanos for his usurious methods in lending
money (TroKir v), climaxes his abuse with this sentence: ovae stc IwoO' orwi mKpw
ov8 theupal3v
v7Tprep7/LEPOV
fo crl TovwoEtXovrap TOVs'TOCKOVS.These words conceivably

could be translated as follows: " No one ever has exacted interest so cruelly even
from a defaulter as you exact interest from your debtors." According to such a
92

See above, p. 80.

93The only alternative to this interpretation (concerning merely a legal technicality) which

seems possible is that before attempting to foreclose the creditors brought suit against Phainippos.
Most scholars, however, believe that creditors proceeded to foreclosure without court authorization
and had recourse to the courts, through a 81'K7ZovA'v, only if they met resistance at the hands of
the debtors. Cf. Lipsius, p. 701; Beauchet, III, pp. 262-265. It was also possible for a contract
to contain an executory clause according to which the debtor agreed, if he did not fulfill the terms
of the contract, to submit to execution on his property as if a court had passed sentence against him
in favor of the creditor; the usual formula was KaOa'rep (K 8OiKc, cf. Beauchet, IV, pp. 439-450.
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translation, however, we have merely a lame repetition of the idea of interest, and the
climax of the abuse towards which Apollodoros was striving falls flat. Does not
the speaker intend to suggest that Stephanos, even in the comparatively small matter
of exacting interest, is more ruthless than others are in the more serious business of
making exactions on those who are over-due in the payment of the principal of their
debts?
The key to the understandingof this passage dependslargely on the interpretation
of the word Irwep%rlpov as used here. The word vr1epL,LEpo, (abstract noun, vrrep,qpepia) means literally-beyond the day; defaulting and defaulter (when used substantively) are adequate English translations. The word is frequently used of a man
who had defaulted in the payment of a penalty assigned by a court.94 It is also used
of a man who in a bottomry loan had not paid back the principalwhich was over-due.95
In Pollux, III, 85, we find this statement: KaXeaTa s rTop,EvKE?faXatovapXatov, To
S

opyOV TOKOT. O SOOVKEKTuicra

KaTa

irpoOeaptav

vTEpftLepo

KcU TO Trpaya

wvep)qpEa.

Although the language is not as precise as one could wish, Pollux presumably meant
that the man who did not pay either the principal or the interest at the appointed time
was called v'rep-peupog.A similar usage of the word occurs in Demosthenes, XXI,
Against Meidias, 11. Referring to a law concerning the regulation of conduct during
festival time, Demosthenes says: ev rovrT (vo,u) Ktc KaTa r}v rov 1trepFplEpovS
EuT'rpaTTrrovTCtv Kal aA'

TVOvXqo aTafl3av6v)v
OTorVV

3 ata^opvv

e'rot-)gaTe

TaCs
rapof8oXaL.

It is clear from these examples that the word has a comprehensivemeaning and
signifies anyone who has defaulted in a payment-whether of a penalty, or of the
principal or interest of a loan. In the passage we are examining, the word may have
purely a general significance-any kind of defaulter. It may be possible, however, to
assign a more specific meaning to the word in its particular context. It is important
to remember that Apollodoros is trying to emphasize the brutality of Stephanos'
usurious methods by contrasting them with something which ordinarily would be
much worse than demanding and exacting exorbitant rates of interest. Consequently,
I believe that we can eliminate the possibility that the virepTlkepovin our passage alludes
to a man from whom eve'Xvpaare seized by the creditor as compensationfor the interest
which is not forthcoming.96 A reference in this context to the seizure of a few
movables would not be particularly graphic-and also Apollodoros is apparently
intending to contrast the exacting of interest with something else which is on a greater
scale. It is possible, of course, that in this sentence the viEprLEpog refers to a man who
has defaulted in the payment of a penalty assessed by a court. Certainly, as we learn
from the speech against Euergos,97the man to whom damages had been awarded could
94E. g., [Demosthenes], XLVII, Against Euergos, 49-51, and passim; cf. Demosthenes, XXX,
Against Onetor, I, 27. This is the definition given by Harpocration.
95 [Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, 6.
96For this practice, see Aristophanes, Clouds, 33-35; 240-241, and note 4, above.
97 [Demosthenes], XLVII, 52-61.
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be ruthless enough in exacting them. I submit, however, that, because of the emphasis
throughout the passage on the exaction of interest, the most telling contrast, and the
one which makes the most dramatic climax to Apollodoros' tirade against Stephanos,
requires an allusion here to the principal of a debt. Should not the sentence be translated: " No one ever has exacted payment so ruthlessly even from a man who has
defaulted in the principalas you exact interest from your debtors."? Is not a contrast
between principaland interest the most effective one which Apollodoros could make in
this connection? If, therefore, we are justified in seeing here a reference to defaulting
on the principal, what else can the brutal exacting signify than the exacting of the
security ? Is this not a definition of foreclosure? 98
A passage from Demosthenes' speech, XXVIII, Against Aphobos, II, 17-18,
deserves consideration in any investigation of the problem of foreclosure among the
Athenians. When Demosthenes was preparing to bring suit against his guardians, he
was forced through the machinations of his opponents to undergo the expense of a
liturgy. From another oration " we learn that the liturgy was a trierarchy with a cost,
on this occasion, of 20 minas. To meet this service, for which he did not have the

available funds, Demosthenes says: arraa-a

n7v X7)TovpyLavv7roOEsTrrvoiKtav Kat

rTaavTrov
7ravTa.As usual the type of contract is not specified. Consequently, the
following discussion is relevant only if one recognizes in this transaction a hypothec
rather than a rpa&^c EirmXvo-EL.Of one thing I believe we can be certain-namely,

that

Demosthenes remained in possession of the mortgaged house. There is not the
slightest suggestion in the three speeches against Aphobos and the two against Onetor
that a creditor had taken possession, and, considering the nature and contents of those
orations, that is tantamount to proof. What further can be learned about this contract
which we are assuming is a hypothec? In section 18 Demosthenes appeals to the
court not to decide against him in his suit against Aphobos. He says: Tro 8a'v rpairotavrc&v;el5 Ta VlroKeip.evarots 8aveca-aa-rv;aXXar&v
p.e0a, ef rl aXXotIfrlckatc-0o'vJLel57repp
cov o'riv. In this passage he asks where, if the verdict goes against him, will
VZroOePDv
he find the money to pay the fine assessed. He cannot turn to the security he offered
for the money which he borrowed, because that security r'v

VITOOEpUVCowV
cTriv.

Since

it is clear that Demosthenes had retained possession of the house, these words cannot
mean technically that the security is in the possession of the mortgagees. If one
translates-" belongs to (i. e., is in the ownership of) the mortgagees "-, then the
contract presumably is characterized as a 7rparOt rr Xvo-E, according to which Demos-

thenes had been allowed to remain in the house as a rent paying tenant. It is probably
98

Theophrastos,CharactersX, 10 (MLKpoXoyi'a)reads: S8evo' 8s

Ka
cEpaE'piav

TOKOV.The v7r?prfptpiav7rpaat

T7rpata Kal TOKOV

very plausibly can be interpreted as a reference to foreclosure,
although it is possible to understand the words as alluding to the seizure of property because of
non-payment of interest by the debtor.
99Demosthenes, XXI, Against Meidias, 80.
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a mistake, however, to seek a technical translation for the words. They may mean
nothing more than that the creditors have control over the security. Considering the
context of this passage-the fact that if Demosthenes loses his suit he will be bankrupt
and obviously unable to repay the loan-it is possible, I believe, to recognize in those
words an allusion to the inevitability of what will happen to the security if the verdict
should go against him-namely, that the creditors will foreclose on it. The inevitability is so vivid in his mind that he speaks of the foreclosure as a fait accompli.
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Demosthenes then continues: aXX' edl ra 1repovr' avnrw,v; aXXa Totrov (Aphobos)
ytyverat, rrqv ETr/,8cEXaveav o4AXtoziev. If ra 1repLovrais taken as a synonym for Tr
repEXovra,we would seem to have here a statement that, on foreclosure, the creditor

had to return that part of the security which was in excess of the value of the debt.
In the situation which Demosthenes is envisaging if he loses his suit, this " excess"
would fall to Aphobos. It is certainly better, however, with Lipsius,100to recognize
in ra ireptovraa reference to the non-mortgaged part of Demosthenes' property. Since
Demosthenes had had to borrow only 20 minas, it seems likely that he was indulging
in rhetorical exaggeration when he said that he had mortgaged all his property.
One further piece of evidence relevant to the problemunder consideration should
be discussed briefly-the famous inscription recording the establishmentof the Second
Athenian Confederacy in the year 378/377 B.c.101 Lines 36-42 of this document read
as follows:

-

,:-

[
?va?

ev T [a] `L TrCOv
xopaf
crv/.LpaXWv

/.e

,IvTE i ial Ltfre
aj8oo1S

7)

eaTv8C
aAXXon
Tpor oItju 71OElv?

KrEcraOata
ey
[ ] at 'AO7rvatovurlO?evi

tKtav
XWpLov
/L7CTW E X77TEE

/rL7TE Tpta/u

7) KT'raeat T\rrat
oV7Rrat
Of

VCOL

Vo0reoQeEvW&

rporcoworo-

--.

These regulations apply to transactions which the Athenians had been carrying on, not
in Attica itself, but in states which now had becomeallies. Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to assume that in the fourth century, when the mortgage contract had become common,
the mortgage procedure followed by the Athenians was the same both at home and
abroad. In the lines just quoted, the Athenians are forbidden to acquire real property
in the territories of their allies through purchase or through mortgage. Paoli might
claim that the words 1TrOe.EVCwland rA^rait should be understood as referring to the

possession of the security by the creditor. Such an interpretation obviously would be

wrong, however, for eyKr7juracrOatsignifies acquisition of ownership-not

temporary

possession-of real estate. This passage, therefore, clearly means that the Athenians
are not allowed to acquire the ownership of houses and lands either through purchase
or through foreclosure. If the forbidden contracts were not exclusively Wrpa-E erl
then this inscription affords almost irrefutable evidence that in Attic law the
Xvcre&,
creditor in a hypothec could resort to foreclosure if the debtor was delinquent at
the maturity of the contract.'02
100P. 702, note 95.
101I.G.,

102

II2,

43; Tod, vol. II, no. 123.

The following three quotations, I believe, show clearly that fourth century Athenians were
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It seems, therefore, that Paoli's statement 103 that nelle fonti attiche un accenno
alla scadenza del pegno e dell' ipoteca civile non si riscontri mai is not in conformity
with the facts. The evidence which has just been examined certainly justifies the
conclusion that fourth century Athenians were famniliarwith the procedure of foreclosure in case a loan secured by real property was not repaid by the time of the
expiration of the contract. Generalconsiderations not only support this conclusion but
also, I believe, satisfactorily eliminate La Pira's compromise interpretation of the
civil hypothec.104If the debtor had had the right to reclaim his property whenever
he could produce the money, the creditor would have been condemned to remain
indefinitely only in possession of the immovables of the delinquent mortgagor. The
creditor would have been unable to transform the property according to his own
interests and he would have been obliged to spend his own money in order to derive
any profits from it. Furthermore he would not have been able to sell the property
(even if Paoli admitted the possibility), because no purchaser would have been willing
to put himself in the same unfavorable position.105One wonders how many men
would have been inclined to lend money on a hypothec if that contract placed them in
such a strait-jacket as Paoli maintains.

The detailed analysis of specific data with which we have been concerned so
far has shown conclusively, I believe, that Paoli's conception of the fourth century
Attic civil hypothec is erroneous. His distinction between two aspects of the hypothec,
one affording and one not affording a " real right of security " to the creditor, does
not seem to be demonstrable. Evidence, both literary and epigraphic, appears to
disprove his two major contentions-namely, that in the hypothec the creditor took
possession of the security as soon as the contract was constituted, and that such a
contract did not have a maturity date but was of a continuative character. It would
seem, then, that the traditional definition of the Athenian hypothec is the correct
one,106but a word of caution, I believe, should be uttered. According to the convenfamiliar with the procedure of foreclosure. (1) Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos 49:

KaOvs

U p.v

ave4fTaEvovv

aAAovS TOVS SavetopivowS
t8o TtO
TOKL'0V Kat Tas Trv

Stephanas, I, 70: aAa
.(V TOV aavroV

Oetov NLKtav cK T v apwas
o7tpas
r7rflovXevavTow

T-V OVTrwV.(2) Demosthenes,

uVfUOpa%s

KaC
xpeas

XLV, Against

cvruxrn/aTa aavTrov vo/gwv,

efl3aXes

The continuation of this passage has been
(3) Isaeus, I, On the Estate of Kleonymos, 12: 8T
rv
ovaiiav daAeaxaa&

discussed above, pp. 85-87.
TWV xpa/rwv

XOv

Eawa)ev

-

-

-.

qfllUV.

Certainly these three passages should be interpreted as references to foreclosure rather than
as allusions to hardships experienced by debtors because of usurious rates and cruel exactions of
interest.
108

Studi, p. 157.

See above, p. 83.
Arangio-Ruiz, p. 250, summarizes excellently these objections to Paoli's theory.
106

104

105

See above, pp. 61-63.
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tional view, as we have seen, Athenian law recognized three forms of real security:
EVEXVpOV,rTroO,9K7 and 1rparo- ert Xvo-Et. The endeavor in this chapter, however, to
obtain an understanding of the hypothec has constantly emphasized how difficult it
often is to classify with certainty the contracts referred to in the sources. This difficulty is caused in part by a lack of precision in the legal language of the Athenians,
of real security and the consequent diverbut the evolutionary nature ofthe
tsystem
gences from the norm are also contributory factors. These considerations suggest
the danger inherent in establishing too schematic a definition of the Athenian system
of real security. With this warning in mind, I believe it will be advisable, nevertheless,
to end this chapter, which up to this point has been concerned with matters of detail,
by attempting to present a synoptic view of the developmentof the institution of real
security among the Athenians. Such a survey is bound to be somewhat subjective
and speculative, but, since we have already examined meticulously the relevant data,
it obviously will be desirable to place this specific evidence in some sort of historical
framework.
To begin with, two statements should be made, the first of which I believe will
be universally acceptedas a fact, whereas the second should be honestly recognized as
an assumption, no matter how probableit may be. These two statements are: (1) In
the early stages of any legal system the regulations or laws concerning loans favor
the creditor rather than the debtor.107(2) Since in early Athens land was probably
inalienable, it seems likely that xevvpa, in the strict sense of movables, was the first
form of real security employed by the Athenians.108These movables were delivered
107

Cf. Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law (The World's Classics, Oxford University Press),
Chapter IX, p. 267, "-the extraordinary and uniform severity of very ancient systems of laws
to debtors, and the extravagant powers which they lodge with creditors."
108 Did

eveXvpaoriginally signify the movables offered as security when a loan was contracted

or the movables seized in requital for a debt not repaid? The basic meaning of the verb &exvpa'dew
suggests the second alternative. The practice of distraining movable property to reimburse oneself
for a debt due is very ancient. In Homer the word tpvTov is used in this sense. Nestor, Iliad, XI,
670-707, tells how he and the Pylians drove off as pVrta (674) from the Epeians many cattle,
horses, etc. in reprisal for a debt (xpeZos:686, 688, 698) owed to the Pylians. The word does not
occur again in extant literature, I believe, until the fifth century (the pvarain a fragment of Solon
cf. E. Diehl, Anthologia
preserved by Diogenes Laertius, I, 52, should probably be read as pVmLara;
Lyrica, Leipzig, 1922, Solon, 8, line 3). Aeschylus and Sophocles used the word, or some cognate,
rather frequently; e.g., Aeschylus (O.C.T., Gilbert Murray), Suppliants, 315, 412, 424, 610, 728;
Agamemnon, 535; Sophocles (Jebb), Philoctetes, 959; Oedipus Coloneus, 858; cf. Euripides, Ion,
523, 1406. In all these cases, despite various metaphorical overtones, the fundamental meaning
seems to be something-or rather someone-seized (or the actual seizing) from enemies in reprisal.
Later authors used the word in the same sense-e. g., Polybius, IV, 53, 2; XXII, 4, 13; XXXII,
7, 4; Josephus, A.J., XVI, 9, 2; 10, 8; Dionysius Halicarnassus, V, 33-, although the meaning of
pledge (security, hostage) also evolved; cf. Josephus, B.J., I, 14, 1. See the comments of Adolf
and uvXav,Jahreshefte, XIV, 1911, pp. 195-200. It seems probable that
Wilhelm on ayetv, pvrtadELv,
this custom of seizing movables in reprisal may have been introduced into civil life in early times.
It is possible, therefore, that in Athens, after Solon prohibited loans on the borrower's person
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into the possession of the creditor, although it may be questioned whether in early
times any clear legal distinction was made between possession and ownership on
the part of the creditor. If the reasoning in Chapter VIII that land may not have
become alienable in Attica until well along in the fifth century is correct, then presumably until that time eve'yvpawas the only method of furnishing real security
available to the Athenians.
After land in Attica was recognized as alienable, it became possible to use real
property as security. The question naturally arises as to the nature of the first transaction according to which real estate was employed as security. Some scholars find
the answer to this question by maintaining that the hypothec and the irpaort er XvOrE
came into existence independentlyand more or less simultaneously.'09Others believe
that the irpa&r
t XEtroVt was the earliest contract under which immovables served as
E
security.I"0They argue that the custom which evolved in regard to the 7rpaino-g
XVilegof allowing the debtor to remain in precarious possession of the property offered

as security was the chief factor which led to the development of the hypothec. In
Chapter VII it will be seen that, since the srpai^orEr Xiovae was in form a sale, the

creditor (purchaser) acquired the ownership and also the physical possession, if he
so wished, of the security, subject only to the restriction that the property be returned
on payment of the debt. This transaction, accordingly, afforded the creditor the
maximum of protection. In view of the first statement made just above regarding
the privileges conferred upon the creditor in early systems of law, therefore, it seems
only logical to conclude that the 7rpa&rw Er= XvcrE antedated the hypothec."'

(Aristotle, Ath. Const., 6, 1; 9, 1), the seizure of movables- ve pa-on non-payment of a debt
was one method employed by a creditor to protect his interests. Unfortunately no examples of
the word vexvpa or its cognates, to my knowledge, have been preserved until the last half of the
fifth century, by which time both practices-seizure of movables and the offering of movable
security-were current; e. g., seizure: I.G., I2, 45, lines 2-3 (cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, X, 1941,
pp. 317-319), and I.G., I2, 140, lines 7-8 (both passages fragmentary) ; Antiphon, VI, Choreutes,
11; security: Herodotus, II, 136, and Hermippos, fragment 29 (Kock, C.A.F., I, p. 232). In
fourth century
Aristophanes and throughout hethefourth
century the customs both of providing movable security
and of seizure of movables on non payment (evevpaoaia) were common (see above, note 4).
The notion of personalsecurity (suretyship)-expressed by the words eiyyv's,yV711Ti7, yyvavprobably was of early origin in Athens; cf. Aeschylus, Eumenides, 898. The practice is attested
for Greece as a whole in Homer, Odyssey, VIII, 351-358; cf. the proverb inscribed at Delphi,
quoted by Plato, Charmides, 165a: 'Eyyvr' 7rapa

8' arq.

E. Szanto, Wiener Studien, IX, 1887, pp. 279-296. Hitzig, pp. 4-13, concludes that both
institutions arose and developed separately, but he believes that at first the vpaam ar' Xv'et was by
far the more common contract of the two.
110E. g., R. Dareste, Nouvelle Revue Historique de Droit FranCais et
Stranger, 1877, pp. 171173; Beauchet, III, pp. 180-182; Lipsius, p. 693; Arangio-Ruiz, p. 247; La Pira, pp. 306-307. In
Roman law it is generally believed that fiducia, which has many similarities with 7rpaOts brit Xv'm, was
the first form of real security; cf. W. W. Buckland, A Text-Book of Roman Law from Augustus to
Justinian, p. 471.
111It is
probable that even before the time of Solon a transaction somewhat similar to the
109
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This conclusion is very strongly corroboratedby the evidence from the mortgage
horoi. Of these inscriptions, which belong almost exclusively to the fourth and third
centuries B.C. (with none apparently from an earlier period), practically all, except
Xvo-EL
crt
those concerned with atror'Xgla, record irpao-~t
contracts. Of about 192
stones which are extant from Attica only nine contain some form of the verb
vTOKEtcl-Oat
and hence bear witness to a transaction presumably different from the
~r
rTpa&o-t
Xvo-E-in all likelihood a hypothec.12 Such statistics lead to only one
conclusion-namely, that in the fourth century, and even down into the third, 7rpaioemrXvEt was the usual contract which was employedwhen a loan was secured by real
property. These figures cause one to suspect, therefore, that in the Attic Orators
the majority of the transactions involving loans secured by real estate which are
mentioned, unless there is clear evidence to the contrary, are examples of 1rpa^o-tc7r
X,vOe rather than of hypothec. The strangely restricted use of the word vTro0'4K
which was noted at the beginning of this chapter 113 may be further evidence for the
conclusion that the -rpaonEirmXv1O-eantedated the hypothec and that in the fourthl
century, at least, it was the common method of obtaining a loan on the security of
real estate. It was stated there that the noun VToO-cKq, in the sense of real property
serving as security, never occurs in fifth or fourth century authors. When the word
is used, it is always in reference to a maritime loan. The contract which modern
scholars designate as hypothec is always expressed by the appropriate forms of the
verbs v,Wrorl0e'vacor VTroKElocOat. If the civil hypothec had been a common form of
mortgage in the fourth century, however, one would expect that a special name would
have been applied to it in contradistinction to the widely used iTpac^L Eir' XV're rather
than that it should have been designated merely by a verb of such general significance
as virortOevat.
These various considerations, therefore, justify the conclusion that when loans
first were able to be secured by real property they were made according to the 7rpaa-ts
Ert XvcEl contract. Only gradually did another type of transaction for securing loans
emerge which, for lack of a special name, was long designated merely by the verb
vTOTrOeva&. This new contract apparentlywas not widely employeduntil the Hellenistic
Period, by which time, for reasons which naturally no longer can be traced, the term
VTO0r)K?7, formerly used only in connection with a maritime loan, had broadened its
meaning so as to designate also a loan secured by real estate.
7rpa&rtsrt Xv'et had been used as a legal fiction to circumvent the inalienability of land. After the

Seisachtheia this practice apparently fell into abeyance for a long period. See Chapter VIII, pp.
181-185.
112 I.G., II2, 2758-2759, may be examples of antichresis; see above, pp. 69-71. I.G., II2, 2760
and 2761, a and b, presumably record hypothecs, as also do No. 26 and probably No. 27 in Chapter
II above. These last two inscriptions are dated by the archons Aristonymos and Lykeas, 291/0 and
ca. 259/8, respectively. I.G., II2, 2670 (first half of fourth centurv) and No. 8 in Chapter II above
are similar in content. At the beginning the security for a dowry is recorded; then follows the
formula--aw
113

rAedovos adtov-v7roKerTat and the names of other creditors.

See above, p. 62.
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At the end of the fifth century or the beginning of the fourth, accordingly, a
man who could obtain a loan only by providing real security had two alternatives
before him. He could either offer movable security (eveXvpa) which would immediately pass into the possession of the creditor or he could sell some real property E&m
but the
XVo-ei.Both transactions could be described by the one word vr5ortOeva,1"4
second one, as we know from the mortgage horoi, was more technically designated by
naming the property serving as security and adding the expression Trepa.eEvov ETr&
XvcE. Possibly at first in the vrpao-w E'rt Xv-Et the new owner (creditor) took physical
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possession of the property he had " bought," thereby having usufruct in lieu of interest
on his loan, but certainly at an early stage it became customary for the vendor
(debtor) often to retain possession of the property " sold" as security, thereby
becoming a rent (interest) paying tenant to his creditor. The important point is that
there was no rigid regulation which had to be followed. The procedure would vary
depending on the wishes and convenience of the contracting parties. For example, a
man who " sold " a field ErrtXvoceL
in order to obtain capital for some commercial
venture which would take him abroad might well have preferred to have the creditor
take possession so that he (the debtor) would not be obligated to pay interest. On the
other hand, a man who borrowed in order to have additional money to make improvements on his farm would presumablyhave wanted to retain possession of the security
himself.
In the fourth century, as is well known, economic life in Athens tended to become
increasingly complex. From the orators and inscriptions we learn that loans secured
by real property became extremely common. We have seen that irpaaotg Ert Xvi0E was

the usual form of contract for these loans, but in view of the economic activity of
the period it is not surprising that there gradually developed a need and desire for
other methods by which money secured by real estate could be borrowed.
Various reasons for the emergence of a contract different from the 7rpaWaw
eI
XvciE&can be suggested. As Athenian legal ideas matured and as the distinction between ownership and possession became better defined, objections must have arisenat least among the debtor class-against the 'rpact er XV-?EL,because in that transaction ownership of the security, with or without actual possession, was transferred
to the creditor. The influence of the familiar maritime hypothec must also have made
itself felt.' In that contract, of course, there was no such thing as the transfer of
ownership to the creditor (except in case of foreclosure). The opposition on the part
of the debtor to a transaction in which he lost the ownership of the security had a
very practical basis. Since he no longer possessed title to the property, naturally he
was unable to borrow further on that security even though its worth far exceeded
that of the loan which he had received."5 This inability to make an additional loan
See above, note 4.
115On occasions the creditor might lend additional money, but obviously the debtor could not
114
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on valuable security must frequently have caused hardship and dissatisfaction. Whatever the reasons and influences may have been, it is clear that in the fourth century
the civil hypothec slowly began to take shape.116
As we have seen, the hypothec was a contract for securing a loan on real estate
according to which the debtor remained in possession of the security and lost it to
time of the expiration of the
the creditor only if he did not repay the loan by the
contract. By foreclosure the creditor became owner of the security. Since the debtor
retained possession and ownership of the security for the duration of the hypothec,
on the orXovos
atov. Probably, however, perhe was able to borrow furtherther
mission to grant a second mortgage was dependent on the consent of the original
mortgagee.117If a second mortgage was possible, it is only reasonable to believe that
the debtor could continue to encumberthe security up to its full value. When several
creditor hadsrights over the same piece of property, it seems clear that in case of
default by the debtor their claims usually were settled in order of priority by the
sale of the property. The question as to whether, after foreclosure, the creditor was
obligated to return the " excess " (ra vtrEpeXovra) to the debtor has been hotly
debated."8 The evidence to give a definitive answer to this problem is hopelessly
inadequate. Two reasons, however, lead me to believe that the creditor was so
obligated. First, the very fact that the debtor was allowed to give a second mortgage
on the r trictiovo a;tov implies that the rights
the of
original mortgagee over the
security extended only to the amount of his loan. The natural inference, then, is that,
if there were no secondary creditors, the " excess " still belonged to the debtor-i. e.,
had to be restored by the creditor. Second, it will be shown in the discussion of the
dotal apotimemal" that almost certainly under that contract the "excess " was
returned to the debtor. Since the apotimema was very similar to the hypothec, it
is logical to assume that the same procedure was followed in the case of the latter
institution. If this reasoning is correct, the obligation to restore the " excess emphasizes a further fundamental difference between the hypothec and the irpaos eir. Xvoe,
contract a further loan with another party on security to which he no longer held title. See Chapter
VII, pp. 155-156.
116The earliest specific date for the employment in Athens of what is surely a civil hypothec
is furnished by a Poletai record of the year 367/6, published in Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 14-27. For
a discussion of this important inscription, see Chapter VII, pp. 150-154. I obviously do not mean to
imply that the hypothec first came into use in 367/6. For the use (outside of Attica) by Athenians
of the mortgage contract, possibly both hypothec and 7rpacrts br Av'oe, before 378/7, see above p. 88
(discussion

of I.G., II2, 43).

[Demosthenes], LIII, Against Nikostratos, 10. Cf. Hitzig, pp. 121-122; Beauchet, III,
pp. 298-302; Lipsius, p. 700.
118 E. g., Hitzig, pp. 85-92, and Beauchet, III, pp. 271-282, believe there was no such obligation
in the Attic period; Lipsius, pp. 701-702, and Pappulias, pp. 141-151, on the other hand, believe
that the obligation existed. See above, pp. 62-63.
119See Chapter VI, pp. 139-141.
117
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for in the latter transaction, because of its very nature, no such restitution was
necessary.120The obligation to restore the " excess " was probablynot counterbalanced
by the right to exact the deficit from the debtor if the proceeds from the sale of the
security resulted in a sum less than that of the loan.12' In any event, the existence of
a deficit would have been exceptional, for in the great majority of cases the creditor
before making the loan must have satisfied himself as to the adequacy of the security
offered.
One final question should be raised. Did antichresis exist in the fourth century?
The answer probably should be in the affirmative. It seems to me that once the civil
hypothec began to be employed, it would have been only natural for the Athenians
on occasions to adopt that institution which actually did not acquire the name antichresis until much later. We must rememberthat the civil hypothec did not come into
existence by fiat. For reasons which have just been suggested it gradually developed
as an alternative to Crpa`t er Xcver. In this last institution we have seen that it
dependedon the convenienceof the contracting parties as to whether debtor or creditor
should be in possession of the security. A similar situation may have obtained with the
civil hypothec. Circumstances must have arisen at times in connection with a hypothec contract which made it more convenient for both parties if the creditor took
possession of the security. He thereby would have had the usufruct in lieu of interest,
and thus a hypothec would have been transformed into an antichresis. In the fourth
century, however, both transactions presumably were rather uncommon because of
the conservative adherence to Trp&0kLu
e7t XVreI.

In conclusion, I believe the following generalization is relevant. It is a mistake
to think that the Attic system of real security was so rigid as to admit of no variations.
Divergences from the norm certainly occurred, and these divergences which no longer
can be surely detected may well be the reason why it is so difficult, if not impossible,
for modern scholars (not to mention the ancient lexicographers) to formulate an
absolutely satisfactory general statement about the Athenian system of real security.
See ChapterVII, pp. 160-161.
Lipsius,pp. 702-703. Certaincontracts,of course,may have containedclauseson this
subject. There is evidencefor such a clausein a maritimecontract,[Demosthenes],XXXV,
120

121

Against Lakritos, 12.
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,u711aros 0e
atrrTo raSol
'EnKf&ro-o

This inscription1 is reproduced here to illustrate a type of document of which
about 27 examples are now known from Attica.2 They all follow a similar formula,
although there are slight variations such as the substitution of the perfect passive
participle of aboracv

for the noun aTrorT1/a, which occurs in either the nominative

or genitive case. These documents are humble enough in their wording and physical
appearance, but they were intimately associated with an important aspect of the
institution of guardianship, namely, the contract known as pIu-OCwO- OfKOV. In this
chapter no attempt will be made to discuss guardianshipas a whole,3since many aspects
of that institution are beyond the scope of this work. Our task will be to analyze the
chief characteristics of the j4rcooi- t OlKOV and to try to obtain a better understanding
of the Athenian system of real security by an investigation of Faroreiua which, to
judge from the inscriptions, is intimately associated with that contract.
In Athens every minor child of citizen parents, whose father had died, was
Theguardian
, or guardian, were
generally appointed
guar
genere
required to have a
1 I.G., II2, 2642.
2 I.G.,

II2, 2642-2657; see above, Chapter I, Nos. 1-5; Chapter II, Nos. 1-6.
3 For detailed discussions of the institution of guardianship at Athens, see the old, but still
standard, work of Otto Schulthess, Vormundschaft nach Attischem Recht, Freiburg I. B., 1886,
hereafter referred to as Schulthess; Beauchet, II, (especially) pp. 147-325; Lipsius, pp. 520-537;
also pp. 342-353.
4 The reason
why a guardian was necessary, obvious in itself, is characteristically expressed by
AX' a.vpov,
teO /3OVXVTLKOV,TO he xav ndE .
o iA
OVbK
s
Aristotle, Politics, 1260 a: o Iacv yap SovXo'
o 8etltrS eXt puv, aX' areAcs(quoted by Beauchet, II, p. 326, note 3). The boy, as is well known,
attained his majority at eighteen (Aristotle, Ath. Const., 42, 1). Since women never were sui iuris
in classical Athens, the term majority is somewhat inappropriate to use in relation to them.

At

fourteen years of age a girl ceased to be a minor and, consequently, through marriage frequently
passed from the control of a guardian to that of a husband (Demosthenes, XXIX, Against Aphobos,
III, 43; cf. XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 4; in this case the guardian was to become the husband).
Even if marriage was postponed, it seems that after puberty the girl's guardian was called Kvptos
Concerning the "majority " of an heiress
rather than mTpo1Tros(cf. Beauchet, II, pp. 327-330).
(7r't kpoS)

there is the following statement in Aristotle, Ath. Const., 56, 7: utuaOol8e (the archon)

KaL TOVS OLKOVSTOV

opav,jV

KaL

TO7

rLKA[?7pv,
[

av

TLS TETTap] aKaLSKECTL' y-?v7Tat.

If the text is correctly
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in the will. Naturally they were usually selected from relatives, or at least from close
friends, of the testator. Frequently it was stipulated that a guardian should marry
the widow.5 If, through neglect of the father, a testamentary guardian had not been
appointed, a legal guardianship was established,under the general supervision of the
archon from the nearest of kin according to a definite scale of relationships. If relatives of the requisite propinquity were lacking, then it fell to the archon to appoint a
guardian or guardians (dative guardianship).6
Guardianship naturally involved many obligations concerning the maintenance,
education, and legal representationof the orphan, but the most important duty was the
proper managing of the orphan's estate.7 In regard to the property, the testamentary
guardian was bound by the terms of the will; he was supposed Er1TpoIrEv(ra KaTa 7rv
Such speeches as the first two orations of Demosthenes against Aphobos
8&a0jK7pV.8
show clearly that frequently detailed instructions were given by the testator concerning the management of the property. If no instructions were provided or if the
guardian was not a testamentary one, he had the option of administering the estate
rov OCKOV.9 In order to relieve himself
personally or of leasing it to another- aro-Ooiv
of the burden of managing the property, especially since the administration was
supposedto be gratuitous,'0it is not surprising that the guardian often availed himself

of the ;uwxrOcoot
OtKOV.

Since the word otKoscommonlysignifies property in general-ovcria,` it is natural

restored,as is probable,we seem to have evidencehere that the heiress reachedher " majority" at

fourteen; at this time she would be married to the nearest eligible agnate.
5Lysias, XXXII, Against Diogeiton, 3-7; Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 4-5;
40-43; XXXVI, For Phormio, 8; XLV, Against Stephanos, I, 3; 37. The law ascribed by Diogenes
V T
v opcfrvv !JLTpl
Laertius,I, 56, to Solon---v ETLTpO7TO
v O ovata
/I8' ErtTpOTrEcIV, e
iL O, VOUKElV,
EpxETat TVv opcavwv TeXevT7oAdvT6rv--iscompletely at variance with the evidence afforded by the Attic
orators. It is certainly spurious; cf. H. F. Jolowicz, J.R.S., XXXVII, 1947, p. 82.
6
Aristotle, Ath. Const., 56, 6-7. For the material mentioned in this paragraph, see Schulthess,
pp. 52-87; Beauchet, II, pp. 159-187; Lipsius, pp. 522-526.
7
On these aspects of guardianship, with many of which we are not concerned in this investigation, see Schulthess, pp. 88-138; Beauchet, II, pp. 198-238; Lipsius, pp. 527-529.
8 Demosthenes, XLV,
Against Stephanos, I, 37; of. XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 13.
9Lysias, XXXII, Against Diogeiton, 23; Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58-59;
XXVIII, Against Aphobos, II, 5-7; XXXVIII, Against Nausimachos, 23. Cf. 0. Schulthess in
R.E., s.v. Mia0ort-o,p. 2112.
10The scornful words of Demosthenes regarding his guardians-Ceov - - - avrolt T?, et
xp,uaTwv
ErTEOV/ioVV,fTpt' E avTrv Xaaftv (XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 60-61)-seem
to imply that the
guardian's role normally was a gratuitous one. It should be remembered, however, that guardians
frequently were recipients of legacies which could be considered as a form of remuneration for
their services; cf. Demosthenes, ibid., 5-6; 40.
11
E Tp KEKT7{LEVY, 7TavTa
Kai el /q8' Ev TV av'T, woAcX
eL
Xenophon, Oecon., I, 5: 'E,/o yovv - - -SOK,
TOV OCKOV eLvat ooa
CalvrETo

V7rO EVO

TCS K?KTqTat.
e
ovfraaa.

OTrp rKTVr)L

7

7OT
7:
Cf.

V7TO\8OEVTEpovKaTroKovEv-v.

TOt

'LUZVESOKEL OCKOS avd8po'g Evat

Ammonius,

s.v.

In Demosthenes,

oCtKO:

OrEp KT?01.

OCKOtpLV XeyeraT

XXVII,

Against

v

Traaa

VI, 4: olKog 8' tpZv
ovara'
oKcta 8e, v

Apohobos,
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to see in the expression tiOO-vrls OIKOV a reference to the leasing of the whole estate
of the orphan, whether it consisted of movables or immovables, or both.12 Paoli,8
however, believes it is necessary to recognize the following characteristic about the
ioOw-o OtKOV: " The opportunity to proceed to a leasing rather than to continue in
the direct administration of the patrimony could present itself to the guardian only
when the patrimony consisted, at least in great part, of cash or money invested in
industry or in banking or commercial operations." Since the restriction of the
would have greatly limited the applicability of the
IMx sw (OKOVto oicria a4avs
institution, we must examine the evidence he adduces in support of this contention.
Demosthenes,"4while emphasizing the profits which could be made from a p~u0ocrOt OLKOV, says that a lessee of three talents and 3000 drachmas in six years paid back
to the orphan over six talents, counting out the money in the agora. Paoli is probably
correct in maintaining that this in an instance of the leasing of movables, although,
considering the lack of precision in the terminology of the orators when referring to
matters of business, it may be possible to suspect that in the three talents and 3000
drachmas there was included also the estimated value of certain immovables which
had been leased. The " over six talents," then, would have included the total interest
or rent due on those immovables.
Aphobos 15 had charged that Demosthenes' father was unwilling to have the
property let, because, in view of the fact that the grandfather was a state-debtor, he
hoped to conceal the amount of the family wealth. Paoli thinks that the linking of
the two notions-forbidding of the leasing and the desire to conceal the value of the
OlKov was concerned primarily with ovt-ia acav?,.
estate-shows that the dioOcOrW'
If one takes this passage in isolation, possibly it would lead logically to the conclusion
which Paoli draws from it, for naturally at a public leasing supervised by the archon
the value of the property could not be concealed. This conclusion, however, is clearly
disproved in several places in the first two orations against Aphobos 16 where it is
definitely stated that the guardians had been instructed to let the property. Furthermore, in the inventory of the estate furnished by Demosthenes there are listed two
ergasteria valued at about four talents, not to mention stocks of ivory, iron, copper,
wood, etc. assessed at two and a half talents."7In an estate, therefore, which was worth
about fourteen talents 18 there was included property valued at over 6 talents in a
told that the guardian Aphobos was unwilling TOv oltov pwo~ovv; the house would not have been
included in the leasing, for we learn from section 5 that the use of the oitia had been granted
to Aphobos by the testator for the duration of the guardianship.
12 Cf. Schulthess,
pp. 139-140; Beauchet, II, pp. 238-239.
13 Studi, pp. 166-169.
14XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58.
5 Demosthenes, XXVIII, Against Aphobos, II, 1-2.
16I, 15; 40; 58; II, 15.
17 I, 9-10.
18 I,4; 11.
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form which can hardly be designated as ov-rta acbavk. The evidence of the two
speeches against Aphobos, accordingly, would seem clearly to refute Paoli's contention.
Two other passages 19cited by Paoli seem to me to be inconclusive. In each case
the property left by the deceased consisted almost exclusively of movables, but the
only inference which can be drawn is that these estates could have been let. It certainly
is hazardous to see here evidence that only ovo-iaa4avr, could be leased.
Paoli also finds support for his contention in certain passages in Isaeus, II, On
the Estate of Menekles. In section 9 we read that Menekles, after divorcing his wife,
TOV OLKOV ryj fit&ocrOaECO
T71V TEeITpoLKaL ert88c)Tv
avTci (the new husband), PEracrxCwv
r&v 7rat8cov T&v NLKiov. The dowry amounted to twenty minas (section 5). Paoli is

probablycorrect in saying that the Greek implies that Menekles was able to refund the
dowry promptly because he was participating in a p,i0(corrLOlKOV, but does it necessarily follow that " questa circostanza ci mostra che il patrimonio relitto da Nicia era
mobiliare "? If Menekles had become lessee for a particularly profitable ergasterion
or lodging house or for an unusually fertile farm, might not his profits from such
leases explain why he was able to pay the twenty minas so readily? The concluding
phase of this episode, however, may support Paoli's interpretation. In sections 28 and
29 we discover that when the orphan came of age Menekles was unable to pay him the
one talent and seven minas which were due until he had sold a plot of land to obtain
the cash. Paoli, I presume, would argue that Menekles had consumed so large a
percentage of the movables, which he had taken on lease, to pay back the dowry of
twenty minas that from the balance he was unable to make sufficient profits to repay

oKOVexpired. Although this seems to be a logical
the orphan when the Io-i0cocrn-

explanation, certain difficultiesstill remain. It is noteworthy that the whole sum which
Menekles paid to the orphan was derived from the sale of the land (sections 29 and
34). Why was the orphan not repaid in part from the profits accruing to Menekles
from the balance of his share in the lease? Or are we to suppose that the twenty
minas which he paid out when refunding the dowry represented his entire share in
the lease? Is it reasonable, however, to assume that Menekles alienated the whole
sum for which he was lessee-a sum which he knew he was obligated to return
together with interest ? Questions like these, to which there probablyis no satisfactory
answer, emphasize how little we really know about these transactions which Isaeus,
for reasons of his own, alludes to so obscurely.
There is further evidence in Isaeus, not discussed by Paoli, which is relevant to
the subject under consideration. In the speech, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon,
29-34, we read that the " guardians " of the alleged sons of the old Euktemon, in their
plan to get control of Euktemon's property, persuaded the old man to sell certain
parts of his real estate ((cavepa ovcria). Then they proceeded to plot how to lay their
19Lysias, XXXII, Against Diogeition, 23; cf. 4-6; Demosthenes, XXXVIII, Against Nausi-

machos,7; cf. 23.
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hands on the rest of the property--repi 8& rcv vroXo&tawvevOVJ eE/3E0ov1XEvov(section
35). Presumably nv vroXotirov refers to the rest of the estate, movables and immov-

ables. The details of their conspiracy, as outlined in sections 36 and 37, have been
frequently discussed because of their obscurity. We shall have occasion to examine
the passage more extensively below. For our present purpose only the following
matters should be noticed. The " guardians " arranged to have a /ur0Wcocr-OtKOV (of
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Euktemon's property) conducted by the archon. They planned that-ra uev,uor-OwoEt
KaTao-TaOetrq. The adTron'4jpa, as we shall see later, was
Tr)sovOta%,ra Se aLTOTqrVi7LaTa
the security which the lessee in a ou=i-OcrvooKOV had to provide, and it is universally

agreed that this security was in the form of real property. Concerning our passage,
admittedly it seems fantastic that in a puwrOwo-tOtKOVpart of the estate should be
leased atid part of the same estate should serve as security for the lessees. Nevertheless, the very fact that the " conspirators " suggested that part of the property should
be designated as adorot47pa implies that immovables were included in the property
which was to be put up for leasing.
Isaeus XI, On the Estate of Hagnias, also contains information relevant to the
problemwe are considering. In section 34, the speaker, Theopompos, who is guardian
for the son of his deceased brother Stratokles, tells his fellow guardian (the plaintiff),
if he wishes, to apply to the archon el rnv ,ua-Ooxr0vr&v &eKEWvov
Xp/rJaTWv. The word
Xp iyara is probably more often associated with movables than with immovables. Did
the estate of the orphan, then, consist primarily of ovro-aacavqT? Fortunately a

definite answer can be given to this question, for in sections 42-43 a completeinventory
of the property of Stratokles, the orphan's father, is listed. We learn there that
Stratokles left an estate (oirrta) valued at five and a half talents. Included in this
assessed as follows: land at Thria, two and a half talents; a
estate were certain E84d64
house at Melite, one half talent; another house at Eleusis, 500 drachmas. In the eyes
of Isaeus and his contemporaries, therefore, it was considered perfectly normal for
an orphan's estate, of which more than half was in the form of real property, to be
submitted to the 4ciOwa-vtOLKOV.
It can be considered certain, then, that an orphan's estate, whether it consisted
primarily of movables or immovables, could be let if the guardian so wished or if he
had been so instructed in the will. The leasing of the property occurred under the
supervision of the archon.20 The fullest account of the procedure adopted in the
oULo-fog O&KOVis to be found in Isaeus, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 36-37. This
passage, to which reference was made a little above, poses various problems,21but
on the basis of it and certain evidence from other sources the following statements can
be made with considerable confidence. Guardians who wanted to let their wards'
estates appeared before the archon and requested him /uJoow rTovs OfKOV;of the
20
21

Aristotle, Ath. Const., 56, 7; cf. Pollux, VIII, 89.
See Wyse, pp. 524-527.
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orphans. At the same time the archon had to be provided with an inventory (airoypa4x4) of the property to be let.22 Then the magistrate had a public proclamation
made of the leasing. Subsequently, in the presence of a panel of dicasts, who were
authorized to stop proceedings if cause were shown, an auction was held, at which
the property was let, presumably to the party offering the highest bid and the best
security.23The rates at which orphans' estates were leased naturally varied according
to circumstances. Schulthess and Beauchet estimate that the average rate was about
12% of the value of the property.24 Although, for Athens, satisfactory figures on
rental rates are lacking, there is abundant evidence to show that the contract was
frequently very profitableto both the lessor and the lessee.25
For the next step in the procedure our best source of information is Harpocration.26 Under the heading 'Arortqra
the following information is provided: ol

u 0crOovPIJEvotTOV Txxv op/xavWvOvKOV9 7rapa Trov apXOVTOseveXvpa
T7,X /TU7Wo,crTE&O vTape'oE
ToV
ra lp,v o?v
X)OVTO' &ct
apXovTa ErlTE,.LITEV TvaS a7TOTPLr77(0o.kEovV TaLeveXvpa.

mr4c a
eveXvpaTa aITroTtuueva
eXeyOVTO aTorTLi/Y1aTca, ol 8E iJL7TrO/evoi
por,roaporOpat.
alrOTLur1Tra,ro oE Trpacy/LaarorTtlav.

Thus, in conformity with his duties as supervisor of the interests of orphans,27
the archon sent out assessors to evaluate the security offered by the lessee.28 To judge
22

Isaeus does not mention the inventory, but it is hardly conceivable that the archon should

have supervisedthe leasing without having an accurateknowledgeof the nature and value of the

property concerned. There are frequent references to the inventories contained in wills; cf., for
example, Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos I, 40; XXVIII, Against Aphobos II, 14; Isaeus,
XI, On the Estate of Hagnias, 41-43.
23
This statement, although there is no supporting evidence in connection with the tXCrOlmts oLKov,
certainly seems justified. Parallels can be found in other leases and loans; e. g., I.G., II2, 1172, lines
18-22, and 1241, lines 52-53.
24
Schulthess, pp. 149-156; Beauchet, II, pp. 247-249. They dispose successfully of the notion
itself
improbable because the property was let at a public auction) derived from Demosthenes,
(in
XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58-59 (cf. XXIX, Against Aphobos, III, 60) that the rental rate
was fixed by law-presumably at 18%.
25
Isaeus, II, On the Estate of Menekles, 9; VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 36; Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58; 64 (estates doubled or trebled for orphans).
26 Cf. Bekker, Anecdota
Graeca, I, p. 437, lines 15 ff.
27 Aristotle, Ath.
Const., 56, 7; Lysias, XXVI, On the Dokimasia of Evandros, 12; [Demosthenes], XXXV, Against Lakritos, 48; Aeschines, I, Against Timarchos, 158.
28 Reference to this
appraisal is to be found in only one horos-an inscription from Arkesine
in Amorgos, an island where Athenian influence was strong (I.G., XII, Supplementum, p. 143, no.
331). In lines 7-12, we read: t,xwoTr)%sAe,8tos- a,7r?,[1A]cYE|! 'ApT7rorttoqS;a(vOti8o)
KaT.a TpL'Tro
The original editor, Mlle. J. Vanseveren (Mme. Louis
IA?po,, m7rep /avTwv TWvapXo'vrTov Robert), Rev. de. Phil., LXIII, 1937, p. 317, calls attention to how this inscription confirms the
definition of Harpocration.
Kirchner in his introductory note to this type of inscription found in Attica (I.G., II2, 2642)
writes: " De apotimemate i. e. accurata aestimatione fundorum, qui pro pupillis aut pro dotibus
administrabantur, cf. Ziebarth ad Dittenb.3 1186." It is unfortunate that he quoted Ziebarth here,
for the statement is incorrect. As the passage of Harpocration reproduced in the text shows, it
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o KOV29 and from the scanty
from the horos inscriptions concerned with pWi7OWo-&,
literary evidence,30this security always was in the form of real property-usually a
farm or a house, or both. As Beauchet remarks,3'if the security had consisted of
movables, it would not have been necessary for the dcrorqlurai to be sent out to evaluate
the property, for the lessees could have brought the movables to the archon for
assessment.
The &arorTipa, then, consisted of real property. The question naturally arises
whether this security furnished by the lessee was intended to guarantee the entire
amount of the orphan's estate which he had leased or only the rentals or interest which
he had contracted to pay. Schulthess,32largely on the analogy with the arorit/A,/ua
argues for the former interpretation,while Beauchet 34decides for the latter.
'TppolK0O,33
Beauchet reasons chiefly from Harpocration's statement that the lessee had to offer
eveXvparT79/uatorea)E, and he shows from a passage like-Xa4,8avwv idov Ocoocv0ySo0Iuia-Owc-t can mean rental,
KOVTaL uva E(KTOr AiKatoyEVov
Xp.LaTWVc 35-that

revenue, etc. He admits, however, that circumstances dictated conditions and that, if
the lease involved movables or immovables subject to deterioration, the archon would
have seen to it that the value of the security was considerably superior to that of the
stipulated rental or interest. The trouble with this method of reasoning, of course, is
can signify the general notion of leasing or a lease 36 as well as a specific
that /pt00oro-Lt
rate of rent. To find the probable answer to this question, therefore, it will be necessary to turn to certain of the horoi which provide some pertinent data.
I.G., II2, 2646, is a badly mutilated inscription, but it almost certainly refers to a
tU0r0Co-G9 OlKOV. In the last line the numerals XXXX are preserved. If the 4000
drachmas represent the value of the security guaranteeing only the stipulated rental,
then, figuring on the basis of an interest rate of 12%, the value of the orphan's
property was about five and two thirds talents. So large an estate is possible, of
was the property offered as security by the lessee which was accurately appraised by the &aroTLpt,ra
sent out by the archon. Later in the same note Kirchner gives the correct definition: "Hic et
=a fundus aestimatus et oppigneratus."
deinceps &aroTtr/-a
29 See above, note 2.
30
7a8SC rT
ror
[Demosthenes], XLIX, Against Timotheos, 11: 6 (eviv are&( Lypos w7TL.
EvxA/X'8ov Ka9eLCT7rKEL.

31
II, p. 253. Beauchet suggests (pp. 251-252) that while security in the form of real estate
was certainly the rule, it might have been possible for a lessee, who lacked immovables, to offer
as was sometimes done in the case of leases granted by the state or by temples.
sureties (;yyv,Tat')
The suggestion is plausible, but there is no supporting evidence in the literary sources; the horoi, of
course, are concerned only with real property.

32 Pp. 166-167.
33

34
35
36

See Chap. VI, pp. 119-134.
II, pp. 254-255.
Isaeus, V, On the Estate of Dikaiogenes, 11.
E.g., Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 59; Aristotle, Ath. Const., 47, 4.
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course, but, following the law of averages, it seems more probable to recognize in
the 4000 drachmas a sum securing the capital amount rather than the interest due on
it. In I.G., II2, 2654, however, where the numerals PHHH are recorded, it is more
natural to think in terms of interest than of capital.
The information afforded by these two Attic inscriptions is unsatisfactory, for
it could lead to opposite conclusions. At this point, I believe, we should examine some
evidence from Naxos. Throughout this work an effort has been made to restrict the
argument to Athenian evidence, but this particular horos inscription, in its first lines
at least, is so similar to the Attic horoi that we cannot neglect to take it into consideration. It is probablyto be dated in the fourth century, a period when there were
close relations between Athens and Naxos. The inscription reads:37
[] pos X(opoLVKat
a7rorerTl,7)pue,

,, ^

Vt)V TOng 'Trtl,lsO

TOlS 'Eirfpovo-'

TOV

apXatov XXXrI Kai
rTv .Utcro0i,rTCov
TrTpaKoo'Txcv8paxJLWVTOVevLav[TO]

eKaWTTOV
'Et

. . T.TOV.

TOVTOV

[8~ TOVxw]pLov dra
[v airoTrrT] I/.raT
[K] ait Ta ev 'EXaaOVVTLKaU

Ta

4.&
MeXav&

The only logical interpretation of the wording on this stone is that various items
of real property had been offered as security to the orphans for the capital value of
their property which had been leased, 3500 drachmas, and for the payment of rent at
the rate of 400 drachmas a year (roughly 11,/2%). Certainly a farm, whose location is unknown to us, and other farms, whose sites are stated, not to mention a house
and a pottery factory, were not all offered as security for the payment of a rent of
merely 400 drachmas. There is no doubt, then, that in this particular transaction the
apotimema was security for the entire amount of the orphans' estate and also for the
annual rentals which the lessee had contracted to pay.
An inscription from Arkesine in Amorgos, which has been referred to earlier,38
37

I.G., XII, Supplementum, p. 104, no. 194.
above, note 28.

38 See
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should be considered in this discussion. Lines 4-7 of the inscription39 read: o?pog
[v] los Ovyarp&v Zqp, v[r] I[ A^X71o8KS. It is
a7roTq&jlt7aTro9v [r] lot Ae:flio rwvI) ,
interesting to observe that in this transaction the orphans, whose property was leased
to Dexibios, were girls. This is the only instance in the extant horoi concerned with
/icr0octgrL OLKOV where girls' names-at least in recognizable form-are preserved.
Presumably these two daughters were eTmtKX77poL(heiresses)

and, if the law of
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Amorgos was similar to that of Athens, they would have reached their " majority "
at fourteen years of age.40 In the following lines it is recorded that Aristotimos was
sent out as appraiserand that heatrerq -crethe propertyof Dexibios Kara rpirov pkpo.4
One third of the lessee's property, accordingly, was to serve as apotimema,but unfortunately no information is given as to whether it was to secure all the orphans' estate
or merely the interest or rent which was due to them.42 If the Naxos inscription can
serve as a guide, the former alternative would be the correct one.
If we look for other uses of the word apotimema, we find ourselves in the same
O&KOV
difficulty. The term was most frequently employed in connection with i4ua-WOr&
or
its
but
for
a
and to designate the security
it,
apparent equivalent,T/L/a,44
dowry,43
also appears in certain other inscriptions concerned with leases or loans. A brief
glance at the pertinent parts of these inscriptions will be in order. I.G., II2, 1172,
deals with the finances of the deme Plotheia. In lines 19-22 we read that the magisTOKOV88S&,OS a[v
trates are to lend to [o-r] [] av irXE'el-rov
iE]|[]7 TOsSaveij E7yyV7r)Tt. As far as the Greek is concerned the
,ovTra dapXovTa[sTu] [a]T]ar&
Tit,u/,jacould be security either for the principal of the loan or for the interest due on
it. In I.G., II2, 2498 (321/0 B.C.) there are recorded general regulations for the
leasing of certain lands owned by the deme Piraeus. Lines 3-5 read: robv
,u/o-Ow[o-]a,vE'Vov3veIrEp: A: 8paXyay

KacOtrTavat aTrortiyr/)jca

T71)

pl\ [L]O-0ocr?eo

a&o6xpecov.

Again, there is ambiguity in this statement. Nevertheless, since a rent as low as ten
drachmas seems ridiculously small to be guaranteed by real property, it is more
reasonable to suspect that the apotimema was to serve as security for the property
leased.45I.G., II2, 2701, also, is a perplexing inscription. In the first part it is stated

39Lines 1-3 were cut more deeply and in larger letters than the following lines. They may have
no connection with the transaction recorded in lines 4-14; cf. Mlle. J. Vanseveren (Mme. Louis
Robert), the original editor, Rev. de Phil., LXIII, 1937, p. 317.
40 See above, note 4.
41 Cf. note 28, above.
42 Mme. Robert
(cf. note 39 for reference), states categorically that it served as security for
the payment of the rent.
43 See Chapter VI.
44
Harpocration, s.v. TI/AMa.
45This inscription records general instructions for the leasing of deme property, not an actual
lease; see Otto Schulthess in R.E., s.v. MtaOtxm, pp. 2100-2101; Inscr. Jur. Gr., I, p. 252. I.G.,

8e KaTacrTrfurnishes no new evidence:II2, 2494, lines
a7roT/L'],jtua
atto 7-8 (if properly restored),
AtovvlUo IPHHParvvOalcus|
aLi|[a 9s
a7roi,tp.&a
ir,
xpe,v]. I.G., II2, 2767,-5pos xwoplov

can lend itself to numerous interpretations.
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that a farm and a house have been sold Er't Xvcret to two different creditors for 500
and 130 drachmas respectively; then there is added (lines 9-12)-Kal a rtorTft a
dpavo'Traqt rot [q] | e-Ta
E&eoi0Eovs \ 'IKapt&q. Since in the 7rpacrtI rt X\vcrethe farm and
the house were serving as security for the loans, it seems logical to assume that they
also (or part of their value) were securing a debt owed to the eranistai rather than the
interest owed on the debt. Why the contract was changed from irpao-s e7rt Xvo-re to
is a mystery.45a
alroTr'iL7,/La
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This brief glance at the employment of the word apotimema in inscriptions
other than those concerned with orphans' estates or dowries does not lead to any
positive conclusions, although it seems to me that the wording of the various texts
favors slightly the interpretation that the term apotimema signified security for the
principal rather than for the interest. What should be our decision in regard to the
meaning of apotimema when used in connection with the special type of lease with
which we are concerned? In view of the positive evidence of the horos inscription
from Naxos and in view of the fact that in relation to dowries the apotimema signified
security for the value of the whole dowry 46 and not just for the interest due on it, it
seems to me almost certain that in the /ue-clcor- OfKOV at Athens the apotimema served
as security for the capital
value of the orphan's
the property and also for
or
cinterest
rent which the lessee had contracted to pay. On reflection, this is the more natural
interpretation. An orphan's estate often consisted of
movable and
immovablewealth. What better way was there to discourage a lessee from dishonest
manipulation-especially of the oivo-tadaxav-than to compel him to risk as apotimema an equivalent amount of his own real property? This explanation of the nature
and purposeof apotimemaaccords perfectly with the well attested concern for orphans
which was exhibited by the Athenian State.47
The definition of apotimema given by Pollux (VIII, 142) is interesting. It reads:

)87)8E Kal Trpo? Ma inac0adTOT&lnja 8 ECTTW Otov VTOO7K7), KVpCiJ 3.EV TrpO? T7)V TpOIKa,
cra&. Restricting the application of the word to dowries and leases is certainly in

conformity with the majority of our evidence. The noun ad'oTp,7),a and the verb
arortquav seem to have been the appropriate terms to use in connection with security
in the form of real property when there was emphasis on the idea of evaluation. As

we have seen in the case of the uitc-Owa-tOlKOV and as we shall discover in the following
chapter on &arorti,u7/arpoucKO,an effort was made to have the apotimema securing the
orphan's estate or the dowry equivalent in value to the thing secured. When properly

used, the word apotimemaprobably always had this notion of evaluation, although the
Athenians undoubtedly on occasions employed this term, as they did other technical
expressions, rather loosely. In the case of the rpaa-t Em Xvo-Et and the hypothec, which
45a For

further discussion of this inscription, see Chapter VII, note 23.
See Chapter VI.
47 Cf. Plato, Laws, XI, 926d-928d. See note 27, above.

46
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were the usual contracts for securing loans by real estate, however, there is no
evidence in the extant sources that the Athenians, on entering into these transactions,
took such pains to equate the value of the security to the value of the obligation. This
distinctive feature of the apotimema, in conjunction with its restricted use and the
fact that it did not serve as security for an ordinary loan, may have influenced Pollux
to define the term apotimemanot as a hypothecbut as " like a hypothec." Furthermore,
if the reasoning in the preceding chapter was correct that the hypothec developedonly
gradually in the fourth century, the apotimema may have been the first institution
of security based on real property, after the irpao-ti Ert Xvo-et,to be adopted by the
Athenians.48 This possible temporal priority of the apotimema, which in its early
stages was probably limited almost exclusively to matters intimately connected with
the family, may also have contributed to Pollux's characterization of it as otov VtoI0/0oK1.

The lessee, then, had to furnish security in the form of real property equivalent
in value to that of the orphan's estate which he had leased. On this security horoi,
similar to the one quoted at the beginning of this chapter, were erected to publicize
the lien which the orphan had on the property.49 Since the apotimema consisted of
real property and was otov vro0/orK1,,the question arises as to whether the lessee or the

lessor had possession for the duration of the contract. The almost universal opinion
is that the lessee retained possession as long as he abided by the terms of the agreement.50 Paoli, as might be expected, since he sees in the apotimema offered in the
krOoo'i olKova " real right of security," insists that the orphan took possession of
the security immediatelyupon the formation of the contract.51In the preceding chapter
I argued at length against Paoli's contention that a creditor did not enjoy a " real
"
right unless he was in possession of the property serving as security. Consequently
it would be largely repetitious to try to rebut the arguments which he marshals in
support of his conception of the apotimema in the p./ir0co-a- oLKov. His reasoning,
which he develops at great length in his replies to the reviews of Arangio-Ruiz and
La Pira,52seems to me to be far too theoretical and subjective.53I believe that, without indulging in any philosophicalspeculation, it is possible to show the fallacy of his
position by revealing the inadequacyof the specific evidence he adduces to support his
Cf. La Pira, p. 306.
Cf. Isaeus,VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon,36.
50E.g., Schulthess,p. 167; Beauchet,II, pp. 255-256; Arangio-Ruiz,pp. 249-250; La Pira,
48

49

pp. 317-318.

51 Studi,

p. 169; Sul Diritto Pign., pp. 173-177; "Datio in Solutum,"pp. 181-212.

52

See note 50.
53 In Sul Diritto
Pign., pp. 166-167, for example, Paoli says that under the word &arort'/p/j
there can be grouped four distinct institutions which represent so many stages of historical
development. At least two of these stages he admits are hypotheses, but he claims they represent
the necessary conditions for passing to the next stages. Subjective argumentation like that can
be answered only by equally subjective argumentation. I believe it is the part of wisdom to
refrain from the attempt.
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contention and, if I may be so bold as to make the claim, by looking at the institution
of the ,t'cr0Oxa-' O~KOV from the point of view of plain common sense.
As far as specific evidence is concerned, Paoli54 makes use of three passages
from the literary sources. At the beginning of the second speech against Aphobos,
Demosthenes expresses indignation at Aphobos' allegation that Demosthenes' father
was unwilling to have the property let because the grandfather was a state debtor.
In other words, the father feared that, since in a ,pu'-OWoT OLKOV the value of the estate
would be revealed, the state would confiscate the property in order to obtain payment
for the debt. Demosthenes insists that the debt had been discharged and remarks
(section 2) -ovT'

-v

K'V8VVOS

OV8El6

rjpv

4favepa

KEKT?LIEVOS

Tca ovTra. Paoli translates

as follows: " Non vi era per noi alcun pericolo se (in conseguenza della uoi0corHo-)
fossimo venuti in possesso di beni immobili." Thus he thinks that Demosthenes' words

prove that as a result of a icr6oc-r OtKOVthe lessor acquired possession of ovcrta acavep6

in the form of apotimema. This interpretation is a good example of the absurdity of
attaching a technical meaning to a word regardless of the context. In conjunction

with ovcria, bavepa does have a technical sense in contrast to ovo-ta akavrq.

The fact

remains, however, that the usual meaning of the adjective is " visible," "out in the
open." Just a few lines below (section 4)55 the word is employed in precisely this
sense in reference to property: wv 8e Kal A^qo;ap71 Kai 6 7rarTTp
Kal avrot ovrom
,aivovTraL wavepa mroLovrE. I submit that, unless one has a preconceived notion as to

the meaning of the controversial passage, the natural translation-and the only one
which is in accord with the context is: " Nor did we incur any risk through having
our property known." These words, therefore, contain no reference to property
serving as apotimema, but merely state the obvious fact that at a public auction the
value of the property to be leased could not be concealed.
Paoli also finds support for his contention in [Demosthenes], XLIX, Against
Timotheos, 11, a passage which was discussed at length in the preceding chapter.56
It will be rememberedthat all Timotheos' property was encumbered-some of it as
aror,n/u//a for an orphan's estate-and

that a EXXot parowv. The previous argument

need not be repeated except to say that the verb Kparetv does not have to have the
technical meaning of " possess " and that it is clear from the rest of the speech, as
Paoli admits, that the lessee (Timotheos) retained possession of the apotimema. The
only method by which Paoli can extricate himself from the quandary is to develop
the theory of fictitious possession on the part of the creditor. Rather than accept
a questionable hypothesis it seems preferable to me to recognize in the EKparovvonly
an allusion to the ascendancy which creditors had over a hard pressed debtor.
54Studi, pp. 168-169.

55 Cf. sections 3 and 7. It need
hardly be remarked that the participle
"having " or " possessing " as well as " having come into possession of."
56 ChapterIV, pp. 67-69.

KEKT1r-evoLs
can
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Finally Paoli believes that there is confirmation of his position in Aristotle's
words 7 on the duty of the archon towards orphans: /Ltcr8Oo
(the archon) 8c Ka"TOVS
T
Ka,
aTroTrL
ra
TcoV
'/ara Xau8ay4v[eL]. Again, unless one is
OCKOV9
op4avcvconvincedin advance that the lessor took possession of the apotimemaon the formation
of the contract, it is difficultto understandhow this passage can be interpretedas Paoli
suggests. Does Paoli mean that the archon " received "-either physically or figuratively-the a&rortt^,lara? Of course, he did neither. His function was to supervise
the leasing. Part of the procedure in a io'0ewo-t OifKOV, as we have seen, was the
dispatching by the archon of a7rornjrai

to evaluate the security offered by the lessee.

The apotimema, which was finally agreed upon, was not assigned to the archon, but
to the lessor. In regard to the security the archon's duty merely was to accept or
approve it, if he found it adequate to guarantee the orphan's estate. This, I believe,
is the only meaning which can be attributed to Aristotle's very concise statement. The
words have no bearing on the problemas to whether the security was in the possession
of the lessee or lessor.
The passages which Paoli adduces in support of his contention, then, prove on
examination either not to corroborate his position or to be irrelevant to the problem.
The answer to this problem,however, seems obvious if one regards the p4o-TOcrisOLKOV
objectively. In that transaction an orphan's estate, composed frequently of both
movable and immovableproperty, was leased at a public auction to a man who agreed
to pay a certain rate of interest and to designate some of his own real property as
security for the estate he was taking on lease. Under the eyes of the government
great care was taken to assure that the apotimema offered should be equal in value
to the orphan's property. Is it credible that any lessee would ever have presented
himself if, in order to obtain the management of property on which he must pay
interest or rent, he had to abandon all profits from an equivalent amount of his own
property which, as soon as the lease began, was transferred to the possession of the
lessor ? 58 Since the answer to this question obviously must be in the negative, it seems
certain that, in the case of the apotimemaas in that of the hypothec, possession of the
security remained with the debtor (lessee) as long as he abided by the terms of the
agreement.
Did the lessee always have to furnish security for the orphan's property which
he had leased? The evidence from Aristotle and Harpocration, which has been discussed above, points so strongly to an affirmative answer that the question seems
superfluous. There is a controversial passage in Isaeus, however, which has raised
doubts in the minds of various scholars. In Oration II, On the Estate of Menekles,59
we learn that Menekles was a co-lessee of the estate of the orphan children of Nicias
57Ath. Const., 56, 7.
58
Cf. the remarks of La Pira, p. 317.
59See above, p. 99.
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(section 9). Subsequently (sections 28-29), we are told that, when the contract
expired, Menekles did not have the cash to pay to the orphan the principal and the
accumulated interest. Consequently, to obtain the necessary sum, he tried to sell ro
Xcopiov. Menekles' brother, who was on bad terms with him, attempted to prevent the
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farm from being sold &va KaroKCoXtoV yEVrTac KaLavayKaarKo TR op4av5) a7To(rmj7va. To
achieve his purpose the brother laid claim to a certain part of the farm and tried to
discourage any purchasers. Menekles, therefore, sold the part of the land not claimed
by his brother for seventy minas, three minas more than the sum owed to the orphan.
The more one reflects on this transaction, the more confused one becomes and
the more convinced that Isaeus, for his own purposes, has either omitted or distorted
some essential details. Scholars are in disagreement as to whether or not ro xcoptov
served as waroTr ,a.60 If the farm was serving
as security, it is certainly strange
s
serving
that there is no statement to that effect and more than strange that the lessee (debtor)
should have proceeded to sell it. It is possible, nevertheless, that the orphan, wanting
cash rather than land, gave Menekles permission to sell the apotimema. If no security
had been offered, then, presumably, the vengeful brother hoped that the orphan would
compensate himself by seizing on the farm in lieu of payment.61 The brother's purpose,
however, is obscure, for the difference between the value of the part of the farm which
was sold and the debt owed to the orphan was only three minas.
I question whether it is possible to obtain a certain interpretation of this transaction, the account of which apparently has been deliberately garbled by Isaeus. Con-

sequently, unless definite evidence to the contrary can be found, it seems most probable
that an orphan's estate, when leased, was always protected by the furnishing of

adequate security. In view of the fact that the ,utcrOwo-toKOV took place under the
supervision of the archon, one of whose duties was to look out for the welfare of
orphans, it is hard to believe that this obvious precaution was ever omitted.62
The phrase w-Oovo3v
Trw OLKOV (or with slight variations) occurs frequently in

the orators. Although the implication usually is that the reference is to the whole
property of the orphan, Beauchet 63 is probably correct in stating that occasions must
have arisen when, without violating the law, it was more advantageous to both the
orphan and the guardian that only part of the estate be let. Certainly the testator
60

Schulthess, pp. 185-186, Hitzig, pp. 109-110, Pappulias, p. 123, and Wyse, pp. 258-259,
recognize the xwpiov as a7TOT7tL/La; contra, Ernst Rabel, Die Verfuiigungsbeschrdnkungendes
Verpfanders, Leipzig, 1909, pp. 14-16; Leo Raape, Der Verfall des Griechischen Pfandes, Halle,
1912, p. 5; Paoli, Studi, p. 168, note 1.
61 Moeris defines the word KaToKo)Xytaas:
KaTCOX(q/,Lva
evxvpa, 'ATTLKWS. See Wyse's note
in which he collects various references to the word.
62 For a discussion of I.G., II2, 2658, a 7rpa crt 7rt X'vac inscription
grouped with documents
Ta

dealing with zuotworts oZcov, see Chapter VII, pp. 161-162.
63 II, pp. 246-247.
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could achieve this end by granting the usufruct of definite parts of the property to
the guardians during the minority of the orphan.64
oKOV.This is
More than one lessee could be concerned with the same /u-Owro-&,
proved by the statement concerning Menekles-pEraoXrv rov OLKOV rT7 uL0rT(Oxre&OThV
rav NtKaOV.65We have no information, however, as to the procedure followed

irai8v
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when there was more than one lessee. Did one man bid for the estate with the understanding that others would be associated with him in its administration?66 I doubt
whether such an arrangement would have been classified as an instance of several
lessees. In the eyes of the orphan (and his guardian) and the archon, the man who
made the winning bid and offered satisfactory security presumably would have been
considered the lessee. Provided he paid the interest or rent and returned the principal
(including any immovables involved in the transaction) at the proper time, he probably was free to contract with as many others as he wished for the management of the
property. To explain the cases of joint lessees, it seems to me that we must assume
that at the auction several men bid for different parts of the property or offered equal
bids and adequate security for the whole. In this event, under the supervision of the
archon the estate may have been distributed among the several bidders, and each
lessee would have become responsible for the share .assigned to him.
It was stated above 67 that a guardian on the death of the father had two alternatives before him: he could either manage the orphan's estate personally, or if he
preferred or if instructions to that effect had been includedin the will, he could appear
before the archon with a request that the estate be let. Actually there seems to have
been a third possibility, which really is a subdivision of the second alternative. Isaeus'
speech, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 36-37, contains evidence implying that the
guardian himself could become lessee. The passage, like so many in Isaeus, is a controversial one, and certain scholars 68 refuse to recognize in it evidence for a guardian
lawfully becoming the lessee of his ward's estate. The speaker, however, although
he casts many aspersions on the two " guardians," does not suggest that there was
anything illegal in their wish to become lessees of the " orphans' " estate. Consequently, I believe that we should accept as a fact that on rare occasions the guardian
did lease his ward's property. Ordinarily, probably, a guardian was glad to have the
estate leased to another. He thereby was relieved of the responsibility of administration 69which, except for whatever legacies might have been left him, was apparently
Demosthenes XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 4-5; 40.
Isaeus II, On the Estate of Menekles, 9; cf. VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon,36.

64 Cf.
65

66 Cf.

Schulthess,p. 148; Beauchet,II, p. 243.
See p. 97.
68
E. g., Wyse, pp. 526-527. Schulthess,p. 146, note 2, and Beauchet,II, pp. 244-246, believe
that the guardiancouldbecomelessee.
67

69

Cf. Lysias, XXXII, Against Diogeiton, 23: (rov

iroxxwv 7rpayuaXrwv;Demosthenes,
TovTWV Twv 7rpay'uaTwv,
u.AvSev
ECXTLV

ir&TpoTov) JLw&/Zaw Tov olcov a&7rVXayaLy'vov

Against Aphobos, I, 58: TOVT)rw (the guardian)
uLWoraavnT Tov o
OxOVicKaa TrovTOVL
TOVSvoFov.
XXVII,
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an unremunerative task.70 A conscientious guardian may have been glad to manage
his ward's property personally, but, since in this personal administration the guardian
did not have to furnish security 71and faced only the accounting when the orphan
reached his majority,72there was always danger that he might be guilty of misappropriation of funds.73 This helps explain why the pt.crZo-0o-oLKOv seemingly was so
common. If we are correct in inferring from the passage in Isaeus cited above that
a guardian could lease his ward's estate, this would have provided an opportunity for
an energetic guardian both to attend to the orphan's affairs personally and also to
make a legitimate profit for himself. In such a transaction the guardian certainly must
have been in the same position as any other prospective lessee. He would have entered
the bidding before the archon and, if his bid was accepted, he would have had to
furnish security in the form of apotimema for the estate he had leased. Since we
know that the pirorOar)oOLKOV
could be mutually profitable to lessee and orphan when
the former was a stranger,74there is no reason that the same situation could not have
obtained when one and the same man happenedto be both guardian and lessee.
In every contract concerned with pia,-Oaco-OtKOV there must have been a stipulation as to when the payments of rents or interest were due. In the sources only two
passages bear specifically upon this subject. According to one of them 75 the lessee,
when he settled with the orphan who had attained his majority, paid back the principal
and also interest which had accumulated over a long period. In the second, Demosthenes' wording 76 implies that on the expiration of the contract the principal and the
total amount of income due to the orphan were paid down simultaneously. Despite
this testimony, however, it is probable that this postponementof payment of all, or a
large part of, the rents or interest until the termination of the lease was unusual, for
the guardian must have needed the periodic payment of these revenues to meet the
expenses of his ward's maintenance and education and to pay the eisphora, the only
tax, apparently,to which an orphan's estate was liable.77Since in other types of leases
70

Seenote10,above.

71It seems certain that in the case of personal administration of the ward's estate the guardian
did not have to provide apotimema. As Paoli (Studi, p. 170) points out, it would have been
impossible for a comparatively poor guardian to furnish security equivalent in value to the property
of an orphan much richer than he. This conclusion is confirmed by the sarcastic words of Demos-

thenes(XXX, AgainstOnetor,I, 7)--o7rep

el rT TrwVfTLTpOTrEVOVT()V
Xpy/aT'

T7rort'/A7/laroVL brL,TpOrCv-

which clearly imply that the guardian did not have to offer apotimema;
cf. the remarks of Schulthess, pp. 235-236.
72 See below, pp. 113-114.
78
Cf. Demosthenes, XXX, Against Onetor, I, 6.
74
See above, p. 101, and note 25.
75
Isaeus, II, On the Estate of Menekles, 28-29.
76 XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58.
77
There are numerous references to the orphan's liability to the eisphora; e. g., Demosthenes,
XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 7-8; 36-37; XXVIII, Against Aphobos, II, 4; 7. Lysias, XXXII,
Against Diogeiton, 21-24, is the locus classicus for the immunity of orphans' estates from liturgies.
oLZeVOLS
KaOecrrdvat
voutwov-,
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it was common for rents to be paid annually or semi-annually,78it seems reasonable
to assume that a similar procedureordinarily applied to the /krOwoo-tso'Kov.
During the minority of the orphan various legal actions were available for the
protection both of him personally and of his property. Since this chapter is concerned
with the /uo-l)co-it oKOVand not with the institution of guardianship as a whole, how-
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ever, it will not be necessary to examine all the complex problems to which the subject
of the safeguarding of the orphan and his interests gives rise.79 A few remarks, I
believe, will be sufficient for our purposes. The archon had general supervision over
the affairs of the orphan as is clear from Aristotle's attribution to him of the following
-----Ka?i
duties: 80 [erLteXELT]at 8K& a rv 6pbavv
iptS Eo-ncToS a'SKOVcTL
7
how effective
TO
is
It
questionable
naturally
&8KarTT7ptOv.
elrayetw
Et]
emrL8aLAX[XEw

the supervision of one magistrate and his two ~rdpeSpot could be.81 If the guardian
personally administered the estate of his ward, then, of course, as KVpto rTCyvovrowv,8

he was responsible for the proper management of the property. In the case of a

O'KOV, however,
/tC0TCOXtL,

this responsibility, for the duration of the lease, fell to the

lessee. This statement, which seems logical, is confirmed by a passage in Isaeus 83 in
which one guardian says in reference to a co-guardian with whom he is quarreling
about the status of certain property:

aTroypa4JdcraYo 7rpos rTovapXovra etls rrv LUaYwcrw

a v s
v 6 tucr
p
.
fo' -eLo e
xp71YlarTov,
lrov EKELVOV
Aristotle 84 lists two public suits (ypa4ai) which could be instituted before the
Diogeiton is rebukedfor having chargedagainst his wards expenses for certain festivals and for
the trierarchy. Section 24 reads: ous e iroAts ov ,Iolvov lradai ovrasIrcaTEXs CEroUlrev, 'AAa ialaE rSav

SOKtt/ao'twT EvtavrTv &af7KevatraTav TwVXfrTOVpyLtV.
78

E. g., I.G., II2, 2492, lines 3-7, and 2493, lines 13-14, annually; 2496, lines 13-15, and 2499,

lines 18-24, semi-annually.A new contract of lease (annual payment) discovered recently in
rts 'AKaSriuas
Athens has been publishedby P. G. Ballendaand N. I. Pantazopoulosin HpaypaTE7at
Attische
"
Adolf
also
5-23.
See
fasc.
Pachturkunden,'
vol.
Wilhelm,
2,
1948,
13,
pp.
'AOfvw'v,
Archiv fuiirPapyrusforschung,XI, 1935, pp. 189-217.
79 For detaileddiscussionsof this subject and of the legal actions availableafter the orphan
attainedhis majority,see Schulthess,pp. 189-228; also Schulthessin R.E., s.v. Mtr0omts,
p. 2113;
Beauchet,II, pp. 258-321.
80Ath. Const., 56, 7. For other references to these duties, see the note in J. E. Sandys'
Second Edition, 1912.
81
Beauchet,II, pp. 269-276,and Lipsius,p. 344, note 20, correctlyrejectthe existenceof boards
and opfcavtrVTaL etc. An orphan'sestate could consist of such varied components
of 6opfavocf)vAaKe
that accuratesupervisionof the whole must have been extremelydifficult. A good illustrationof
this complexityis to be found in the Poletai Record of 367/6 publishedby MargaretCrosby,
Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 14-27. Among the mines leased, one was locatedat Sounionev Tro; Xappv\Ao
7rai8&v(line 45) and another at Sounion in Nape ev roTSXap vXo rvai8\jv (lines 79-80). The sons of
Charmylosapparentlywere minor orphans,for, if they were adults, certainlytheir "names would
have been recorded. It is impossibleto tell from this inscriptionwhetherthe " fields were under
the personaladministrationof a guardianor whetherthey had been let to a lessee.
82
Demosthenes,XXXVI, For Phormio,22; cf. XXXVIII, Against Nausimachos,6.
83 XI,

84

On the Estate of Hagnias, 34.
Ath. Const.,56, 6.
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archon in behalf of the orphan during his minority, the opbav6'v
OLKOV opcaVlKOv

KaK

ocEw.

KaKwo-EcS

He states that these both were Kart rv rcV

and the

TpOTrtV), but
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Lipsius 85 is probably correct in maintaining that the former at least could also be
brought against others who wronged an orphan. Isaeus' speech, XI, On the Estate
of Hagnias, is a case of opfav6'v aKaaKr-EWo, and we learn from sections 6 and 15 that
this particular type of suit was classified as an El(ra-yyEXa. The OLKOV O6pqavKoO
KaK6o-Eto, on the other hand, was designated as a do-tg.86 This action was a more
specializedone and apparentlywas resorted to chiefly in cases where the guardian had
neglected (presumably contrary to instructions) to have the orphan's property let.
TOV
The lost speech of Lysias, lIpoa T-qv aowLV
opiavMcov

OLKOV,

was concerned with this

type of suit.87
The actions just mentioned were public ones and therefore were instituted by 6
/3ovX6p/Evos. The ward, because of his minority, naturally could not engage in legal
proceedings himself. His guardian, however, as his legal representative, must have
been able to take the necessary steps to protect the interests of the orphan when the
estate had been let. The available action apparentlywas the EVOLKLOV
8&Kn7-a suit which
was brought against a lessee who had not been paying the rents and interest according
to the terms of the contract.88

85 pp. 344-345.
86 Demosthenes,XXXVIII,
87 Harpocration,s.v., badts.

Against Nausimachos,23.
Harpocrationstates that the guardiancould also be prosecuted

underthis action erdaXarovos KartaTrv aiav /LaUOTO. This statement has led to much discussion,
E tav, such as aSclwaand
occur in other lexicographers. Any of
since variant readings for
raTtv,
the
these readings is difficult to interpret in terms of an intelligible charge against

guardian. For

a detaileddiscussionof the problemsinvolved, see Schulthess,pp. 209-220, and Lipsius, pp. 346;

352-353. For our purposes the general statement is sufficient that a guardian, in addition to being
liable to prosecution if, contrary to instructions, he did not have the property let, apparently also
could be accused
for other offences connected with the leasing of the estate. One
maout under the
wonders if under the Saot- there could not have been included charges of mismanagement against
a guardian who was personally administering his ward's property. To the best of my knowledge,
however, there is no evidence on this subject.

88The only passage, I believe, in which this suit is mentioned ([Demosthenes], XLVIII,
Against Olympiodoros, 45) refers to an ordinary lease, but it is reasonable to assume that this
action also could be applied to aro,bo0wes o7Kcov.Cf. Beauchet, II, p. 257, and Lipsius, p. 757.
89
Aeschines, I, Against Timarchos, 103; cf. 18. For the age, see Aristotle, Ath. Const., 42, 1-2.
90Antiphon in Athenaeus, XII, 28
nrruEc
(525b):n8OKL/ahrio

vra s

o Trv e7rrTpo7rov, 7rapaAa/e3v 7rap'

Demosthenes, because of his bad relations with his guardians, was
enrolled among the demesmen by a certain Philodemos; Aeschines, II, On the False Embassy, 150.
avTov

rTa a TXPta
rnov

--

-.
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ing to him. If the orphan was dissatisfied with the administration of his guardians,
92
he could immediately bring suit against them by the S&Kq
emrTporMi.91Demosthenes
summarizes the procedure very succinctly: ey/&8'
SoKqLaorOe e,veKalXOVV K~a
1,

,

,,

X6yov ar7frovv,

1i

I

,

1

,1

>,

,v

Kal T6aVTWv
aTroo-Tepov/LevosrTas 8&Kav `XayXavov

,

2

-%.

,

^

V

tm rov avrov apXovrog.
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In case the estate had been let according to afJcrOwo-tr o&Kov,the lessee was
obligated, as soon as the orphan reached his majority, to restore to him the property
and whatever rents or interest were due.93 Since the orphan now was an adult, presumably the guardian had no official responsibility in this transaction. There is no
evidence that any legal formalities were observed between the lessee and the orphan,
but naturally it was a wise precaution for the lessee to arrange that the discharge of
his obligations should take place before witnesses.94 Strangely enough, there is no
mention in the sources of any action taken by the adult orphan against the lessee.
The explanation for this presumably is that, if full payment was not made to the
orphan, he could foreclose on the apotimemawhich had been furnished by the lessee.95
The argument tllroughout this chapter has been rather complicated. It may be
helpful, therefore, to end this discussion with a brief summary of the results obtained
by this investigation of various controversial aspects of the OijLiC&-totdKOV. Guardians,
to relieve themselves of responsibility, frequently had recourse to this institution, but
the leasing was obligatory only if instructions to that effect had been given by the
testator. The property was let at a public auction under the supervision of the archon
and in the presence of a panel of dicasts. The whole estate of the orphan-both
movables and immovables-was usually leased, but it is reasonable to believe that on
occasions only part of the property was let. The lessee (or lessees), who rarely was
the guardian himself, had to furnish security equivalentin value to the property leased.
This security, apotimema, was always in the form of real property, and, since it was
a type of hypothec-if not a forerunner of the later hypothec-, the lessee (debtor)
retained possession. Horoi were erected on the property offered as apotimema to
91Demosthenes'suit against Aphobos (Orations XXVII and XXVIII) was a S8&1 hTnTpo"s.
Aristotle,Ath. Const., 42, 5, states that for two years after attaininghis majoritythe young man
couldengagein no litigation--rAXv irepLtKXpov Kal CetKAXpov,Kav TLVLKaTa TOyCvos tEp,aVV) yEvqTraL.
Against Onetor, I, 15. For a full description of an accounting, see Lysias, XXXII,
Against Diogeiton, 19-29. The orphan had to bring suit concerning the guardianship within five
years; Demosthenes, XXXVIII, Against Nausimachos, 17-18; 27; cf. XXXVI, For Phormio, 27.
93Isaeus, II, On the Estate of Menekles, 28-29. Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58.
94 Transactions
involving the payment of money usually, quite naturally, were carried out in
of
the presence
witnesses; e. g., Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 58; XXVIII, Against
Aphobos, II, 7; XXX, Against Onetor, I, 19-24; [Demosthenes], XXXIV, Against Phormio, 30-32.
95As
suggested above, p. 109, an orphan, if he wanted cash rather than the real property represented by the apotimema, may have permitted the lessee to sell the security and thus discharge
his obligation through the proceeds of the sale. In case the value of the security was greater than
92 XXX,

that of the obligation

(despite the appraisal of the a7rorttTraLt-see

pp. 101-102 above -),

"
"
procedure would have been the equivalent of the restoration of the excess to the debtor.
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publicize that the orphan had a lien on it. The dates at which payments of rents and
interest were due must have been stipulated in the contract. Probably they were
usually payable annually-or even semi-annually-as was customary in ordinary
leases. If the lessee was delinquent in fulfilment of his obligations, presumably the
guardian, in behalf of his ward, could bring action against him by means of the
EVOLKLOVr8Kc). When the orphan attained his majority, the lessee had to return to him
the capital value of the property which had been leased and any rents and interest
which had accumulated. In case of default on the part of the lessee, the orphan could
foreclose upon the apotimema and thereby reimburse himself.
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TXX

This inscription 1 is reproducedhere to illustrate the second type of horos mort-

gage stone published in the Editio Minor of the Inscriptiones Graecae. About 36

inscriptions of this kind from Attica and certain Aegean islands are still extant.2
Three stones, recently discovered in the Athenian agora, have been published above
(Chapter I, Nos. 6-8). It is clear from the phraseology of these inscriptions that they
were intimately associated with the institution of the dowry as practiced at Athens.
The purpose of this chapter is not to investigate the whole Athenian dowry system,8
but to try to explain the significance of apotimemain its relation to the dowry. Before
we turn to this task, however, a few introductory remarks on Athenian dotal customs
should be made. These comments will provide the necessary background for the
subsequent detailed study.
The institution of the dowry at Athens was an ancient one. Aeschines 4 preserves
the tradition that Akamas, one of the sons of Theseus, received Ennea Hodoi as
dowry for his wife. Solon, probably as part of his sumptuary legislation, limited
drastically the size of dowries. According to Plutarch,5he allowed no woman, except
an heiress (EcTiKXpo1), to bring as dowry more than a few articles of clothing and
household furniture of small value. Solon's dotal law is a matter of controversy, but
it is certain that in the course of time the restrictions prescribed by it were either
repealed or forgotten. In the fifth century, we are told, Alcibiades received the huge
dowry of ten talents with his wife.6 The state showed its approval of the institution
by conferring a dowry on each of the daughters of Aristides and also on the grand1I.G., II2, 2659.
21.G., II2, 2659-2683. For the inscriptions published subsequently and for the non-Attic ones,

see above, Chapter I, Nos. 6-8; Chapter II, Nos. 7-10 (Attica); Chapter II, pp. 37-40 (Islands).
8 For a treatment of the institution of the dowry as a whole at Athens, see Beauchet, I, pp.
244-337; Lipsius, pp. 482-499. G. Barrilleau, "De la Constitution de Dot dans L'Ancienne Grece,"
Nouvelle Revue Historique de Droit Franfais et Stranger, VII, 1883, pp. 145-190, has been largely
superseded by Beauchet.
4 II, On the False
Embassy, 31.
5 Solon, 20, 4.
6 Andocides,IV,

AgainstAlcibiades,13-14; Plutarch,Alcibiades,8, 2.
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daughter of Aristogeiton.' By the fourth century, as is evident from the Orators
and from inscriptions, the dowry system was almost universally practiced.
The dowry naturally was usually furnished by the woman's father. Frequently
in his will a man would leave instructions about dowries for his daughters and widow.8
In the case of men who died intestate, the duty of dowering the women concerned
fell upon whatever relatives were acting as their KVploO.9On occasions, presumably if
the kyrios was very poor, other kinsmen or even friends would provide the dowry.'0
Although it is most improbablethat the giving of a dowry was obligatory by law,"1
still the custom was so common that absence of a dowry often cast suspicion on the
legitimacy of the union.'2 Even so, it is certain that there were instances of legitimate
marriages in which the wife was undowered." Three contrasting terms,"4therefore,
depending on the circumstances, could be applied to a married woman- arpoCKo0,
CT&1pO&KOSand E1TKX1pos.

The nature and the amount of the dowry were agreed upon at the time of the
betrothal. No legal formalities were necessary, but, as a precaution against mis-

understandings which might lead to disagreements and litigation, it was customary

for the arrangements to be made in the presence of witnesses.15 Sometimes, apparently,

the agreement was that the dowry would be increased if certain conditions were ful-

filled. At any rate the story is preserved that Alcibiades, in addition to the initial
dowry of ten talents, received another ten when his wife became a mother on the claim
that this had been the original understanding.'6 The betrothal and the conferring of
the dowry could occur long before the marriage. In the case of Demosthenes' family,
father on his deathbed betrothed his wife and his five year old
for example, the fathe

daughter to two of the guardians and at the same time gave the dowries to the future

the
husbands.'7 In such a situation
desiugnated

husband, until the occasion of the

marriage, was supposedto contribute to the maintenanceof his future wife by paying
7

Plutarch, Aristides, 27, 1 and 4. In the third century there were nomoi at Athens to the
effect that the council and assembly ermptexO0aL of benefactors of the State and their descendants'
8? Kaic9vy[aT]4pwv]
SatovaL
(I.G., II2,
c[1]s y[8oo]iLv rov [8f]pov r[po-]Ka []o-v a&v ov'X[l]'[aI]
lines
832,
18-20, 229/8 B.C.).
8 Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 5.
9 Beauchet, I, pp. 259-274.
10Lysias, XIX, On the Property of Aristophanes, 59; Demosthenes, XVIII, On the Crown,
268; XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 69; XLV, Against Stephanos, I, 54.
11This has been demonstrated by Beauchet, I, pp. 262-269 (against Barrilleau).
12 Isaeus, II, On the Estate of Menekles, 5; III,
On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 8-9; 28-29;
[Demosthenes], XL, Against Boiotos, II, 20-27.
3 Lysias, XIX, On the Property of Aristophanes, 14-15; 17.
4 Cf. Beauchet, I, p. 260; Lipsius, p. 489.
15 Isaeus, III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 18-29; Demosthenes, XXX, Against Onetor, I, 19-23;
XLI, Against Spoudias, 6.
16 Andocides, IV, Against Alcibiades, 13; Plutarch, Alcibiades, 8, 2.
7 Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 4-5; 12; 45.
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interest on the dowry, probably at the common rate of 12%.18 If the marriage did
not occur, naturally the dowry had to be returned.19
The dowry consisted most commonly of money with the frequent addition of
various other movables. Land and other real property were not often given because
of the unwillingness to allow the family plot to be diminished.20The dowry left by
Pasio to his wvidowArchippe will serve to illustrate a generous settlement. It comprised two talents, a lodging-house worth a hundred minas, female slaves, jewelry,
and other personal possessions.2' On the occasion when the dowry was agreed upon
between the kyrios of the woman and the prospective husband, it was very important
for the former to make a declaration and evaluation of everything included in the
dowry. Only the items contained in this r4ipou Ev 1TpOLKi constituted the dowry proper
and were subject to return, under certain conditions which will be described later, to
and the avaKaXv7rrnpLta,
the original kyrios or his successor.22Such gifts as the enravXta
18Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobas, I, 15-17; II, 11; III, 33; cf. Lipsius, pp. 482
and 498.
19Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 69; II, 11.
20
Beauchet, I, pp. 290-291; Lipsius, p. 491. Certain horoi, however, may afford evidence
for dowries in real property. The purpose of most of the dotal horoi, as we shall see later, was to
publicize the &arort ua. An inscription from Syros, however, (I.G., XII, 5, 707), similar to Attic

horos stones except for the omissionof the word opos,recordsthe dowry given to the woman:
' ppoI4T'OXWpi\ov.One wonders,therefore, what is the proper
'HyvaovI r,s KAeo/oIprovOvyaTpTpO[s]
interpretationof such inscriptionsas I.G., II2, 2666, and Nos. 7 and 8, publishedin ChapterI, where
It is possible, of course,
the formula runs: oposxwptov irpoIKOwithout any reference to aTronT'ILVa.

but I do not
that a contemporaryAthenianwould have instinctivelysuppliedthe word &aro4rny/Lua,
the actual
recorded
have
stones
these
that
the
think we have the right to exclude
may
possibility
be felt
can
doubt
the
same
at
transactions
to
refer
dotal
and
2765
If
II2,
all,
2766,
dowry. I.G.,

abouttheirproperinterpretation.

Demosthenes, XLV, Against Stephanos, I, 28.
Isaeus, III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 35; Demosthenes,XLI, Against Spoudias, 27-28;
[Demosthenes],XLVII, Against Euergos, 57. In this connectionattentionshouldbe called to two
horos inscriptions,I.G., II2, 2673 and I.G., XII, Supplementum,p. 104, no. 195 (from Naxos).
In the usual type of dotal horos stone, such as the one quotedat the beginningof this chapter,we
shall discover below that the apotimemasignified the security guaranteeingthe payment or the
restitutionof the dowry. In the two inscriptionsjust cited, however,we meet a formulalike this:
It has generally been assumed that, despite the differencein
opoL otKiags ev 7rpotKl adTro0TETq/?lV?7w.
phraseology,these inscriptions,like those with more normal wording, should be translatedas:
" a house (etc.) offeredas securityfor the dowry." This may be correctand Beauchet,I, p. 277,
note 4, may be right in warningthat care shouldbe taken not to confuse the idea of a&rOTL/av with
satisfactorilyif in
that of evTLtav. Nevertheless,the expression ev rpolKd is difficultto interpret
'v is translated" offered as security."
these two inscriptionsthe perfect passive participleof &IorTL.
"
21

22

Since the primary meaning of

airoTLtav

is

to evaluate," it is possible that in the inscriptions under

considerationthat sense is preferableto the notion of security. If, then, we translate-"-a house
(etc.) evaluatedin the dowry"-, whichcertainlyis a morenaturaltranslationof the Greek,we will
recognize in these two inscriptions examples of the

TLrL/uA

ivvrpoLKi. These two stones, accordingly,

as possibly those mentionedin note 20 above, would have recordedthe dowry (or part of it)
ratherthan the securityofferedfor the dowry.
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given to the bride by her kyrios, or by her husband, friends, and relatives, respectively,
were not included in the r/ o-Lt. They apparently were considered to be under the
ownership of the husband who, accordingly, was not obligated to return them in case
of the dissolution of the marriage.23
The dowry could either be delivered at once or, if the kyrios did not have the sum
available at the time or was not satisfied with the security offered by the prospective
husband, payment could be deferred.24 In this event, interest was due on the unpaid
dowry, probablyat the ordinary rate of 12%.25 Instalment payment of the dowry was
also possible as can be learned from Demosthenes' speech, XLI, Against Spoudias,
3-5, where the plaintiff states that of the 40 mina dowry promised by his father-in-law
Polyeuktos, 1000 drachmas were not to be paid until Polyeuktos' death.26
These introductory remarks should be sufficientto enable us now to approach the
basic problem which must be examined in this chapter-namely, the nature and the
purpose of aTroTr,u//ain its relation to the dowry. According to the traditional view,27
the dotal apotimemawas security in the form of real property guaranteeing either the
restitution or the payment of the dowry. When the prospective husband received the
dowry from the woman's kyrios, he had to designate an appropriate amount of real
estate as security (apotimema) for the restitution of the dowry in case the marriage
was dissolved. Similarly the kyrios, if he did not deliver the dowry at the time of
the union, had to provide apotimema guaranteeing its future payment. In both cases
horoi, like the one reproduced at the beginning of this chapter, were placed on the
property offered as security by the dotal debtor to publicize the lien which existed on
that property. It should be noted that from the wording of the horos itself it is
impossible to tell whether the dotal debtor was the husband or the kyrios. Since,
however, the husband presumably usually had to provide apotimema, whereas the
kyrios was so obligated only if he had deferred payment of the dowry, it can safely
be stated that, according to the law of averages, the majority of the extant horoi
offered by the husband guaranteeing the restitution of the dowry
testify to the securitythe
if that necessity should arise. In both cases, if at the appointed time the dotal debtor
had not fulfilled his obligations, the creditor had the right to foreclose on the
apotimema.
23

Lipsius, pp. 491-492; Beauchet, I, pp. 282-287. Beauchet discusses at some length the

passage in the Digest, Book XXIII, III, 9, 3, where Ulpian identifies the peculium of the woman in
Roman law with the 7rapd4epva of the Greeks. His conclusion is that either the 7rapcdepva did not
exist in Attic law of the classical period or, if they did, they were of too little significance to
deserve attention.
24
Lipsius, pp. 489-490.
25
Beauchet, I, pp. 293-295.
26For instalment
payment, see also Demosthenes, XXX, Against Onetor, I, 20. I.G., II2, 2679,
may also be an example of payment of the dowry by instalments; cf. R. Dareste, B.C.H., II, 1878,
pp. 485-489. The interpretation of this inscription, however, is still a matter of doubt.
27
E. g., Beauchet, I, pp. 297-299; 331-337; Lipsius, pp. 490-491; 499.
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In this view, then, the dotal apotimema,like the apotimemain the ,cr0wo-vg OdKOV,
was a form of hypothec. The security, of which the debtor retained possession, was
established when the dotal arrangements were made, and remained in his possession
unless, by violating the terms of the agreement, he furnished cause to the creditor
to foreclose. This conception Paoli completely rejects.28 His interpretation, which
emphasizes the evolutionary aspect of the adToTty^q/a, is a rather complex one and will
be discussed in detail as we proceed with our investigation. At this point it will be
sufficient to summarize briefly the chief characteristics which he recognizes in the
institution. According to him, the arorTt/z,o/t (the act of creating an a6rorL't,7ua)was
not a right of security (diritto di garanzia), but a datio in solutum. If the dotal
debtor was in delay, the creditor could arrange that there be given him in solutum as

a1rorqi,4Lra

an appropriate amount of the debtor's property. The adroTtumgo occurred,

therefore, not when the dotal agreement was first reached but at its maturity, and
its purpose was not to secure the obligation but to extinguish it. As soon as the datio
in soluturn had been effected through the assignment to the creditor of apotimema
in lieu of payment of the original obligation, horoi were erected on the apotimema to
bear witness to the definitive transfer of the ownership of the property concerned.
In Paoli's eyes this is the way in which the majority of the literary evidence has to
be interpreted. In the course of time, however, as is revealed chiefly by the horos
stones, it became customary for the apotimema to be established when the dotal
arrangements were first made and for the creditor, as the creditor in the i4-0wot-s
" real right."
o&Kov, to take actual possession of this property, thereby obtaining a
Ultimately for this actual possession on the part of the creditor there was substituted
a fictitious possession through the medium of the horoi.29 This development was the
result of custom, and Paoli questions whether it was ever sanctioned by law in the
Attic period.
Paoli's arguments are difficultto reproduce,largely because the reader is often in
doubt as to what period and to what type of apotimemahe is referring. This synopsis,
however, I believe is accurate, although, because of its brevity, it obviously cannot do
justice to the niceties of his argumentation. The keystone of his theory is that the
a7rorTt/ucrntwas contemporarywith or subsequentto maturity and that its purpose was
not to secure but to extinguish the obligation. This conception we shall have to
examine at length when we undertakethe analysis of the relevant orations, but, before
turning to that task, it will be useful to glance at certain of the definitions of aTrorty4a
given by the lexicographers.
Harpocration30 provides the following information about the dotal apotimema:
"
Studi, pp. 172-194;Sul Diritto Pign., pp. 163-167; 173-177; Datio in Solutum," pp. 181-212.
29Studi, pp. 191-194; Sul Diritto Pign., pp. 166-167; " Datio in Solutum," pp. 201-206.
30 Under the heading, 'A7rorttl/TraLKaL 'ArOTLw/ALa Ka 'AtroTrLt/v. The first part of the definition is

28

concerned with the iaroTri,t/,ta in a .lurtmwts otKov; it is quoted in Chapter V, p. 101.
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8 6 .EV
OlOV otKlav
eVEXVpOv Tl T')^9 TrpoLKOgaetov,
Tov) a Cipov )(rep
7) XP)plov. EXEyETO
80ov TO ai7roTilJ.LqfjaaEVEpy7TLK(o awTortLav, 6 8e
&Xac/3Wv aToTLta.^oOaC. In Bekker's, Anecdota
ab

Graeca, I, p. 201, lines 1-4, after a definition similar to that of Harpocration, an

illustration is added: otov 6

WVLo9

1TpbO T7'V

Tpo&Ka

Tr

yavvaLKo0 a1TETrLJ710CET1V&e rv

7 O&w.
&cOKEc
VV4
TpoLKO,
a%TETlqcraTO 7VfE T7)V OlcK&av.
7repL 79
In the same lexicographical collection, I, p. 423, lines 15-17, additional data are

oLKiav,
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8e To v7raXXaypa abTrorT/.L7)ia,
&OTt
given: EKXr)0r)
aAXXarXeov awi^.
Two statements of Pollux
e

trpoS

rr7v

TpoLKca

ET/aTo
31

KVpLW p1EV 7TpOb T7)V TpoLKa,
VITOV7r)Kr1,

-87

)v ITpo&Ka, tva

7)

E!XaTTOV

are also relevant to our subject: at
36), and: aTrorTL7,ua 8E'cTlv o?ov

(III,
e KaU TrpogTag tta-O(FcrEt (VIII,

adTorTi.L/.LaTa

woV7rOKaL

pO
T 7po

142).

It is clear from these definitions that in the eyes of the lexicographers the dotal

apotimema should be classified as a hypothec. Paoli 32 would probably contend that
they were referring to the later developmentof the institution. To this it can only be

answered that the lexicographers based their explanations on the same speeches with
which we are familiar and also on many others no longer extant. It should be noted
that these definitions explicitly refer only to the obligation incurred by the husband.
For the kyrios as dotal debtor we shall have to examine other sources which will be
discussed below. The picture painted by the lexicographers is reasonably clear. At
the time of the marriage 33-not at its dissolution-the
bridegroom was accustomed
to offer security in the form of apotimema as a guarantee for the restitution of the
dowry if the occasion should arise. To judge from the definitions and from the horos
inscriptions, this security, as in the case of the puocrtoo-,tO'KOV, always consisted of real
property-a farm, house, garden, workshop, etc. The apotimema was to be equal in
value to the dowry or even to exceed it. It is impossible to tell how literally these last
words should be taken, but certainly the bride's kyrios would have made an effort

to have the value of the security offered by the bridegroom at least equal in value to
that of the dowry. No explanation is given as to how the security was appraised, but,
1 Cf. Hesychius:

al

rOTtU7JXaTa

O ras
epvas
vpos
awroiaoKal;

and

arornp-

aaaat

To

a/3aetv es

V7oT00?KlqV.

32

The definitionwhich apparentlyimpressesPaoli, (Studi, p. 173, note 2) is to be found in

Bekker's, AnecdotaGraeca,I, p. 201, lines 30-31:

TL TOV apOv
TOV

nv

trpolKa

vcXvp at.

'A7roTtp-rLqaraa: oTavVS, L

of eXAo/JEV?,KICT-X
TpOLKCOS

He infers from these words that the

aror4ia

was taken

(in the form of a datio in solutum) only after the maturity of the obligation. I must confess that
I see nothing in this definition to invalidate the interpretation that the creditor, when the dotal debtor
was delinquent in his obligation, foreclosed on the apotimema which had been established on the
occasion when the dotal arrangements were first made. It might be remarked that it is somewhat
strange for Paoli to single out this one definition to the exclusion of two other more detailed ones
in the same collection.
33 Note the words
and vt-fq used in Bekker's, Anecdota Graeca, I, p. 201, lines 1 and 3.
vvto- .
Cf. the words of Harpocration,

quoted in the text above-

de yvvatKt ya/aov.Levy

7TpO(17KOVT?<--.
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since dotal arrangements were a private matter between the two parties concerned,
it is inconceivable that official assessors-a&rortpu7rat-were employed as was done
when the apotimemaoffered by the lessee of an orphan's estate was evaluated.34
From the information to be gleaned from the lexicographers, therefore, it seems
that the dotal apotimema was a type of hypothec. In the two preceding chapters the
conclusion was reached, contrary to Paoli's thesis, that in the hypothec and in the
apotimema furnished by the lessee in a ,utowGcrvsofKov the debtor retained possession
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of the security for the duration of the contract. Was a similar procedure followed in
the case of the dotal apotimema? To try to find an answer to this and to other
questions we must turn to the analysis of certain speeches of Demosthenes. In them
Paoli finds the best-one could almost say the only-support for his contention that
the dotal apotimemawas a datio in soluturn. It will be our task to ascertain whether
the evidence must be interpreted as he maintains or whether it can be equally wellor even better-explained in a different fashion.
In Demosthenes' two speeches against Onetor (XXX and XXXI) there is
The suit was one for
preserved the fullest literary account of the a#ror4,//ca Trpo&K09.
when
that
fact
the
from
arose
and
Demosthenes, after
ejectment (&oKyqfov'Xs)
being awarded damages in his prosecution of Aphobos,35tried to collect from his
former guardian, he was driven off the land by Onetor who maintained that the
property was designated as apotimema for him.36 These speeches are exceedingly
difficult to interpret, for, as is well known, Demosthenes maintains that all Onetor's
statements are lies, but, lies or not, it is evident that both defendant and plaintiff
would have been careful to make only such assertions as did not too flagrantly contravene Athenian law and usage. Consequently,these orations should yield some definite
information on the institution of the dotal apotimema.
It will be useful to begin with a brief summary of the facts of the case.87 Of
Onetor's account 38 we know only that he had married his sister to Aphobos and that
he claimed to have provided a dowry after a short delay. He also maintained that
the marriage terminated in divorce and that he was unable to recover the dowry, {;
vvv
O(nr&

WaTrorert7LrOa-arT xowptov(4).

Demosthenes' version, naturally, is quite dif-

ferent. According to him, Onetor, after his sister had left her former husband
Timokrates, wanted to marry her to Aphobos, but hesitated because he feared that
Aphobos would be held to account for a large sum of money when Demosthenes
attained his majority. He did give her in marriage, however, but, so as not to
See ChapterV, pp. 101-102.
38Demosthenes, XXIX, Against Aphobos, III, 2-3; 60; XXX, Against Onetor, I, 2; 32;
XXXI, Against Onetor, II, 2; 14.
36 Demosthenes, XXX, Against Onetor, I, 2; 4; 8.
37 In the following discussion section numbers will refer to Against Onetor, I, unless otherwise
stated.
38For an account of Onetor's life, see A. E. Raubitschek in R.E., s.v. Onetor, (3), pp. 471-472.
34
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jeopardize the dowry, the arrangement was that Timokrates should keep it and pay
interest on it at the rate of 10% (7). After Demosthenes won his suit against
Aphobos, Onetor claimed that he had paid the dowry and that, although his sister
had divorced Aphobos, he was unable to recover it. Subsequently, when Demosthenes
came to Aphobos' farm to collect his damages, Onetor abrorj ro-uao-Oaa-KWV rcnvyirv
eayewv ,' e' arrr, EcroaXrLaqev
(8). Demosthenes denies both the bestowal of the dowry
and the validity of the divorce, and, therefore, the possibility of an atW/rro-s. All
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the actions of Onetor and Aphobos, he maintains, were designed to thwart him in his
attempt to recover damages from his former guardian (4-5; 25-30, and passim).
Since the dotal apotimema is frequently referred to in this speech, one would
expect that it would be a simple matter to ascertain the nature of the institution.
Unfortunately this is not the case. Again and again the verb arrortuavor the nouns
aTror0t,m,uaand arortocrn

are so used that they can be interpreted either according

to the traditional view or to that of Paoli. It would be fruitless to examine all the
places where the language is ambiguous (e. g., sections 4 and 8), but certain passages,
which Paoli claims as evidence for his thesis, must be carefully considered.
In section 18 Demosthenes in reference to Onetor and his friends says: o/ yap

ev TOcro0rT)

fpov()

Kal o?etXjaatcal Kat arooovat

Ka& Tv

Kat ov
yvvauK aLTroXLTEWv

Ko.wUraW-

Oat Kal TOXWptovawroroTt,71caRat baow. Paoli 9 is impressed by the order in which

the various stages in the relations between Onetor and Aphobos are mentioned:
owing the dowry, paying it, the divorce, inability to recover the dowry, and finally
r \pitov
avronuT'L-a-cLata
OaoLv. There is no doubt that the sequence of events as
here
lends
itself
expressed
easily to the explanation that as the last step in the series,
when the dowry was not returned, Onetor received accordin
solutum
the farm in lieu of the dowry (cf. avrTr2

TpoLKOS,

section 26).

Nevertheless, the

traditional interpretation is also possible. Since the fourth period was concerned with
the non-restitution of the dowry, it is legitimate to translate the words characterizing
the fifth stage as " they held the farm as security." If the purpose of the dotal apotimema was to guarantee the return of the dowry, a reference to it, after the statement
that the dowry had not been recovered, would be perfectly natural. The pretense that
the farm was serving as security was Onetor's excuse for driving Demosthenes off
the land.
In section 26 we read: uera To yeypacQat irapa T(O)apXovTt rTa rv rr'v yvvatK
ca7roXEXOtrvav Kal TO

caUrKev'OvrTOp avTl T7r7 TrpOtKodaOTerTLL7aOiat TO X(cpiov.

Paoli

40

comments as follows on this passage: " Risulta dunque la necessaria posteriorita dell'
e della conseguente affissione degli opot, all' inadempienza del debitore."
adoroT/po-it,
Certainly the second clause can be translated " Onetor had taken the farm as a datio
in solutum in place of the dowry," if that is the meaning inherent in the verb acorTuLav.
39" Datio in Solutum,"pp. 193-194.
40
Ibid., p. 195.
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It seems to me, however, that the words can also be translated " Onetor had taken
the farm as security (in return) for the dowry." Paoli asserts that the expression
alvr 7s
1rTpOKOs leads only to his interpretation; if the idea of security were present,
the Greek would be: 8ow'vaT V TpOLKa cmT(C)(0XoCPk. Unquestionably that is a common
way to express the idea of giving something on security, but obviously it does not
prove that the use of the preposition avc- after the verb aaroTtr.ao-Oatexcludes the
notion of security. In this connection it is pertinent to consider the formula in the
dotal horos inscriptions-o,po
rpoLKo. . Paoli 41
xco)ptova7roTrL/K/a (or a7rorETt.l'),evov)
admits that many of these horoi publicized not a datio in solutum which had been
effected but the establishment
of the
security
security over which the creditor exercised a fictitious
Thus
the
translation
would have to be: " Marker of a farm, security
possession.
(or given in security) for the dowry." A reasonableexplanation for the genitive case
of 7TpOLKO is that in the abbreviated formula the preposition avri on which it depends
was omitted."2
Section 29 of this first speech against Onetor has given rise to much discussion.43
In it Demosthenes makes the following statement: KaLTOt 8ew'ov rov pwv Xeyetv
s
In these words
8ovS aIToTET&/LKoTa aivEcrOaL yeopyo3vra.
airETFJL-r)craTo TOxpiov,
Demosthenes expresses his indignation at the fact that the avrorTquro-a (Aphobos) is

still in possession. Taken by itself, the passage certainly implies that it was normal

for the d`roTrp-7,o-4aLEvogto have possession. Paoli, who recognizes in the aaTorqthrough a datio in solucipvob the man who receives some property avr, r-g r'TpOyLKvo

theof the whole
tum, naturally finds support for his thesis in these lines. In e light
speech, however, and especially sections 25-30, another interpretation is possible, if
not preferable. Demosthenes claims that Aphobos and Onetor have conspired to
prevent him from collecting from the former the damages granted by the court. Their
strategy was to pretend that Onetor had paid the dowry to Aphobos, that a divorce
had occurred,and that Onetor had been unable to recover the dowry. In such circumstances, according to the traditional view the man who had given the dowry had the
right to foreclose on the security (apotimema) which the husband had established to
guarantee the restitution of the dowry. In fact, if the dotal creditor did not foreclose,
the payment of the dowry and the genuineness of the divorce might properly be questioned. The lines quoted in the Greek above can easily be interpreted as a reference
to such a suspicion. Demosthenes asserts very emphatically that the fact that the
41

Studi, pp. 191-194. See above, p. 120.
Paoli (" Datio in Solutum," pp. 195-196) sees further evidence for his theory of the datio
in solutum in I, 31 (cf. II, 11)--l
Xwptov auLalTp7TOV,LEVOv
7'7v rpolKa SooS, WUS ffotv, avr' apyvpiov
reference
to the recovery
there
when
is
the
verb
is
used
Since
broXap,lavetv commonly
a7re?puf3avev.
of the dowry (e. g., Isaeus, VIII, On the Estate of Kiron, 8; Demosthenes, XXX, Against Onetor,
I, 16; XL, Against Boiotos, II, 14), it seems to me that in the Greek quoted above we have an
allusion to the " recovery " of the security in place of the money-i. e., foreclosure.
43
Paoli, Studi, pp. 176-177; " Datio in Solutum," pp. 196-200; 211-212; La Pira, pp. 318-319.
42
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creditor has not taken possession by foreclosure shows clearly that the payment of
the dowry and the subsequent divorce were fictitious. If this explanation is correct,
this passage informs us that, if there was no divorce, the dotal debtor (amrorTI.C-aa)
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remained in possession of the property he had offered as security.
There are various other passages concerning apotimema in this speech which
could be discussed, but the phraseology is so ambiguous that one either has to suspend
judgment or interpret them according to his pre-conceivednotions. Enough has been
said, however, to show that Paoli's ideas are open to considerable doubt. We must
now turn to the second oration against Onetor.
In this short and baffling speech Demosthenes continues his attempt to prove
that Onetor had never paid the dowry, that the divorce between Aphobos and Onetor's
sister was only a fiction, and that, consequently, there could have been no legitimate
adroTiLt71o-.His argument is based chiefly on the horoi which had been set up to bear
witness to the apotimema. He presents his case succinctly in the first four sections in
words to this effect. When Onetor first decided to lay claim to Aphobos' property he
placed horoi on the house for two thousand drachmas and on the land for a talent.
After Demosthenes had won his suit against Aphobos, however, Onetor removed the
horoi from the house, because he feared that public opinion would be outraged if
Demosthenes could recover nothing from Aphobos. Such manipulation of the horoi,
Demosthenes maintains (5-8), is proof that the alleged aiTor4twLqn was merely a plot

by which Onetor in the interest of his sister and brother-in-law was trying to prevent
Demosthenes from taking possession of the property.
Although in this speech there are constant references to horoi, it is almost impossible to draw any conclusions from them concerning the nature of the dotal apotimema for the simple reason that in these pages we have an account of a conspiracy
and not of normal procedure. Nevertheless, a few observations will be in order. To
begin with, we have Demosthenes' emphatic statement that the divorce was registered
with the archon after Demosthenes had instituted his suit against Aphobos.44 We
also know (II, 2-3) that the horoi had been erected before the actual trial. To conform to Paoli's thesis, then, the sequence of events must have been as follows:
institution of the suit (8t'Kcqv XaXEV), the divorce, erection of the horoi, the actual
trial. Such a chronology is possible. According to this scheme we must assume that
it was the institution of Demosthenes' suit against Aphobos which made Aphobos and
Onetor realize that the property was in jeopardy and drove them to the registering
of the divorce and the placing of the horoi in the interval between the institution of
the suit and the actual trial itself. Even if this reconstruction of the order of events
is correct, however, it does not prove Paoli's contention that the a5rortqqcrtg by virtue
T-v&rToXEOELLV
OiTOL
Onetor, I, 17; varepov 8' 7Y Tyo r?7v Si'Kqv VAaXOV
7rTpO TOV apXOVT'
Demosthenes, of course, maintains that the divorce was purely nominal; Against
Onetor, I, 4; 25-31; 33-36; II, 10; 13.

44Against

a7reypadavro.
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of being a datio in solutum regularly followed the divorce. It would merely show that
in this particularconspiracy Onetor, because of the pressure of time, proceededin this
fashion. As a matter of fact, it could equally well be maintained that Onetor, when
the institution of the suit gave the alarm signal to him and Aphobos, first erected the
horoi and then registered the divorce. In this case he would have pretended that the
horoi really had been in place since the payment of the dowry. By such a ruse he
would have had a double claim to the property; first, it had been offered to him as
security for the restitution of the dowry and second, it had been forfeited to him
because of Aphobos' failure to restore the dowry after the divorce.
The statements about the horoi made in this speech, therefore, cannot prove
Paoli's thesis. On the other hand, they will confirm the traditional view only if it can
time
be shown that the horoi were set up at the timealleged
of payment
theof
the
dowry.
date of the erection of the horoi is inconclusive.
Unfortunately the evidence the
We are merely told (2 and 12) that they were put in place before the trial and at a
time when Onetor had already become convinced that Aphobos would have to pay
damages to Demosthenes. Since we know that Onetor had such suspicions at the time
of the marriage of his sister to Aphobos, three years before the institution of Demosthenes' suit against his guardian,45it is tempting to believe that the first step in the
conspiracy, namely, the erection of the horoi, was carried out on the occasion of the
pretended delivery of the dowry. The registration of the divorce, then, would have
been the second step in the plot by means of which Onetor could claimnthat he had
foreclosed on the security previously offered to him.
In all honesty it will have to be admitted that the evidence concerning the horoi
presented in the second speech against Onetor is so ambiguous that it cannot be used
to settle the controversy with which we are concerned. There is one passage in this
short oration of four pages, however, which Paoli very strangely has totally neglected
although it is of cardinal significance for the problem under discussion. In the conden ounces
cluding section (14) Demosthenes states: reira T Swrarov. Then he
the defendant Onetor in the following words: EL Kat S8 (K)KOTET^0' S paAXw-ran)v
iipouKa,
?TE?W

7v o0aV-T,o
SoKare,
IrpoTepOV

eKca

rs

6 roTraov
ovo

TaLja XaU4wv ElXEv EKEIVOs

Xoug
SomE; ovx
vpl, eL%EmTE <ET> rap
&V Wc?XEV TnPv &IqFvV,
1K78ECr-Tqv o-ot

It is ironic that in such a key passage the text is corrupt, but an analysis of the
context will leave small doubt as to the only meaning these lines can have. Demosthenes says to Onetor, "If you really have given the dowry, which you haven't, who
is to blame for this? Aren't you? " The manuscripts then read e'TEiTrda'ESOTE. This

reading is obviously impossible, for under no conceivable circumstances could Onetor
have given Demosthenes' property as dowry to Aphobos. The following words justify
the TrpA-Aphoboshad taken possessionof Demosthenes'property,for which judgment
45

Against Onetor, I, 6-7; 15-17.
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has been given against him, ten years before he became Onetor's brother-in-law. What,
'orE ? It is important to note that Paoli's thesis
then, should be done with the dirE
Tapo
would require cXa,Ere rather than '`8omE.Since 'SorE is in the manuscripts, however,

one can hardly suggest that it should be removed and its opposite-4Xa,8cre-be substituted. Certainly A8oTemust remain. Since the words ei T
ra,'
AOTE are meaningless
in this particular context, there is only one satisfactory answer to this crux-and that
is to assume with all editors that the copyist, after writing ei7rE, made the very easy
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mistake of omitting the almost identical following word, ET (haplography). The
<eK>rap,' eSorE-since you gave it on my property-makes sense, although
reading 6TCE
it must be admitted that EV Trots p.LoLs
would have been a more usual expression. Since
there appears to be no other possible way to restore this passage and since this restoration meets all the requirementsof the context, it seems justifiable to accept this reading
with full confidence. The meaning of the passage, therefore, is clear. Demosthenes
says to Onetor in effect: suppose you gave the dowry (which, of course, you didn't),
who is to blame for this present situation? Obviously you yourself, since you gave it
on the security of my property, although you knew perfectly well that what Aphobos
called his property was really mine.
As stated above, it is ironic-and most unfortun hae-thatthe wording of this
aboe
above suspicion. I submit, however, that it is impossible to offer any
passage is not
reasonable restoration which will remove the idea of security suggested so clearly
here and substitute that of a datio in solutum. To achieve that end E'8orE
would have
to be replaced by Ecxd,8erTE,and I doubt if Paoli himself, had he taken cognizance of
this passage, would have proposed such a violent alteration.46The only conclusion to
be drawn from these lines, then, is that apotimema was the security offered by the
husband to guarantee the restitution of the dowry and that it had nothing to do with
a datio in solutum.
In the two speeches against Onetor the central problem is the nature of the
apotimema in those cases where the husband is the potential or actual dotal debtor.
The same institution also came into operation when, because of deferment or only
partial payment of the dowry, the woman's i<vpto was the dotal debtor. Our literary
evidence47 for this usage is confined to Demosthenes' oration, XLI, Against Spoutdias.
46 The

only means by which SOTrecould have been insertedin the text for Ea/fteTE, which I can
imagine, is as follows: Suppose, for the sake of argument, that Paoli's thesis of the datio in solutum
is correct. Then presumably Demosthenes said: i7relTra/A' XAa'/re. This reading might have puzzled
a thoughtful copyist who knew apotimema only as a form of security. To adapt the text to his
understanding of the institution, therefore, he changed Aa,/3eTeto SOT(r. Maybe he failed to realize
that such an alteration necessitated the addition of the prepositionier, or possibly he did write Tri
and then some careless copyist subsequently omitted it. The conclusion to be drawn from this
suggestion is obvious. If, to justify a theory, we must assume that copyists manipulated texts so
as to make them conform to their own ideas, then the ancient authors are of little value as sources
for the institutions of antiquity.
47As stated above, p. 119, some of the dotal horoi
undoubtedly refer to this type of apotimema.
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This speech, which is notorious for the posing of difficultproblems,48must now occupy
our attention.
The gist of the situation as told by the speaker, who is unnamed, can be given
briefly. Polyeuktos, since he had no male issue, adopted his wife's brother Leokrates
and gave in marriage to him the younger of his daughters. The elder daughter was
married to the speaker. Subsequently a quarrel broke out between Polyeuktos and
Leokrates which resulted in the divorce of the younger daughter and her marriage
to Spoudias.49 Apparently Spoudias was not adopted as heir, for there are certain
passages (8-11) in the speech which imply that there was to be a division of Polyeuktos' estate between his two daughters and their husbands. The problem of the
inheritance is complicated by the fact that presumably the daughters were heiresses
(e7rtcKX7pol).

Fortunately this is a matter of no concern to our particular subject;50

we are interested only in the information which can be gleaned about the dotal apotimema. The speaker claims that he had been promised by Polyeuktos a dowry of 40
minas. In section 5, while explaining to the dicasts his reason for giving details about
vTrOXEAIoEt^V
Polyeuktos'family, he says:$ort rv TpOLK OV Ko0/LUa-a/Evoa,iTa-av, aAXX'
orav
6 AEwlHoXEv?vKTos
daroOvoa, ws Aev
airoXaf/elv
8paX,ovp Kal ouo.oXyrrOEiTo5v
XtAtwXv
)V
KpaT7)X
O KX7JpoVOll0gO

Trv HOlV?VKTOV, 'TpOb EKEtVOV71V .L0LTO O-V,0oOXaLov

8 0 TE

E7TEL87)

8&Kao-rTai,
AEfoKpar67 'eEKEXC0p KE&O e IIoXvevKro9 /LoX-O7pWJEIXev, T7rVtKavT, d) avopE
TrV oLKLav TavTrqv a7rorT&CwiyaL7rpog Tag 8EKaL pvcwa, e 7r 8&CaKCXAvEt
uE ras p.uLr07a(rEL
In the following section he states that he will provide witnesses
Ko odi-fEOal
ITov8ria.

for the following facts: Er&8' w a7ravra rov Xpovov 6oeiXe&V()uko0Xoye&
pot lioXvEvKros,

Kat rov AeoKpa6Trv 0vvecrT-r0cre, Kat co) TE?cVTWov EOE0? povs ertuaT-7cral xLtxi)v

8paxp.Lcv

4F.Lo T7)S ITpOLKOS ETL Tr)V OlKlav.

Paoli's interpretation of these and other passages in the oration is interesting.5

He insists that in the words- r'v

oiKiav Tavi7rv adrorTpS.LaL 7rpos T&aS8EKa p,vaw-there

is a reference to a datio in soluturn. He emphasizes quite properly that at the time
of the marriage of the speaker and throughout the period when Leokrates was heir
there is no reference to apotimema guaranteeing the payment of the balance of the
o6poXoyt'a)
dowry. The debt was recognized only by a private agreement (orvu,J36Xa&ov,

between the speaker,and Polyeuktos and his heir Leokrates. When Polyeuktos was on
his death bed and the time for the payment of the debt (i. e., the death of Polyeuktos)
as originally agreed upon was at hand, then first is there mention of apotimema.
48

For an interestingdiscussionof the variousproblems,see the dissertationof Rudolf Burgk-

hardt, De Causa Orationis Adversus Spudiam Demosthenicae (XLI), Leipzig, 1908.

1936there was discoveredin the AthenianAgorathe baseof a statueby Praxiteleson
to DemeterandKoreby Kleiokrateia,
daughterof Polyeuktosof
whichwas recordeda dedication
49 In

Teithras, wife of Spoudias; cf. Hesperia VI, 1937, pp. 339-342.
50 For a discussion of the problems involved, see R. Burgkhardt, op. cit., pp. 3-14.
51 " Datio in Solutum," pp. 186-191.
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Consequently,this apotimemacannot be security guaranteeing the payment of the debt;
it must be a datio in solutum extinguishing the obligation. The transfer of the ownership of the house was to be marked by the erection of horoi. Arguing against the
notion that apotimema is security offered by the debtor, Paoli asks,52 " How is it
possible for a hypothecary creditor to collect the rents of the mortgaged house as
long as the security is in the possession of the debtor? " Spoudias, Paoli says,53rejects
the legitimacy of the avror'/po-'t(datio in solutum) by denying the existence of the
obligation which would have brought it into effect, and maintains that the house should
remain as part of the estate left by Polyeuktos until the final division of the property.
The speaker naturally insists on the legitimacy of the datio in solutum and recites
against Spoudias the law which forbade the arort,"o-ar (the debtor) to institute a
claim for property which has been given in arborTp/ia: (7) -- - rov vopov, 9 OVK ea
&8app'r1rv,

Tov vO,ov,

Tt'
oc-a

elvat8LacKa,

avroLt

oVTe roT, KX7povo,.LOL. (10)
TaWV aTIoTrOTrOEvTv eTT&TKr8V ETvat 7IrpoS
Paoli54
o0s OVK eaTV
TovS E'xovTra.
aTETL,^rO-ev,

ouv

---

main-

tains that this law is meaningless if in the adroTL/rqua we are to recognize the hypothe-

cary debtor who is in possession of the security. The debtor could not bring suit to
claim property of which he never had lost possession. The hypothecary debtor can
only be thought of as defendant; hence, what purpose would there be in a law which
denied to him an action which he would never contemplate unless it was brought
against him? Consequently, the juridical possessor must be the adrorl71o-a/pevos-in
this case the speaker who has received the house through a datio in solutumn.Desire
for action against him by the a6ror.uijo-ras
is comprehensible-and it is this which the
law prohibited.
I believe that this is an accurate presentation of Paoli's arguments. Some of his
observations are keen and they emphasize how easily the vague and ambiguous statements in the orators can lead to almost diametrically opposed interpretations. Nevertheless, for two main reasons I think that Paoli's explanation is wrong. First, it has
been shown-successfully I hope-in the preceding pages that the husband normally
offered security, called apotimema, to guarantee the restitution of the dowry in case
the marriage should be dissolved. It is difficult,therefore, to understand why in those
instances where the kyrios of the woman deferred payment of the dowry,
the the institution of apotimema should not have had the same function of security but should
have been the equivalent of a datio in solutum. This objection seems especially pertinent when we rememberthat in the upto-6cc-l OLKOV the security provided by the lessee
was also called apotimema.55If Paoli is correct in his theory of the datio in solutum,
it is strange that the Athenians had no other word to express that transaction except
52

Studi,p. 177.

53 (

Datio in Solutum," p. 187.
pp. 190-191.
55 Cf.
Chapter V, pp. 101-102.
54 Ibid.,
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My second chief reason for rejecting Paoli's explanation of the Against
Spoudias has to do with the rents of the house offered as apotimema. We learn from
section 5 that Spoudias was trying to prevent the speaker from collecting the rents
from the house given to him as apotimema. If the speaker had taken possession of
the house by a datio in solutum, how was Spoudias able to interfere with his rights
over that house ? Also one wonders why, if the speaker had received the house in lieu
of the ten minas, he should have brought suit against Spoudias for the recovery of
the ten minas. Or are we to understand that, because Polyeuktos died some five days
after granting the datio in solutumnto the speaker (18), the transaction was never
carried out and the horoi marking the transfer in ownership had never been erected?
In that event, presumably the house formed part of the estate left by Polyeuktos
which was to be divided between the two daughters and their husbands. If that is
the situation which we have to envisage, then it is very hard to understand why
Spoudias should have complainedabout the collection of the rents. One would rather
expect in section 5 a statement to the effect that Spoudias was contesting the datio
in solutum itself.
Observations such as these, I realize, do not furnish a completerebuttal of Paoli's
interpretation unless another explanation can be offered which is preferable to his.
I question whether any entirely satisfactory answer to all the difficulties contained
in Demosthenes' account of this transaction can be given, but the reconstruction of
events presented below, I submit, is more reasonable than the one furnished by Paoli.
When the speaker married the daughter of Polyeuktos, he was promised a dowry
of 40 minas, but actually received only 30 minas of that sum. An agreement was
reached that Leokrates, Polyeuktos' heir, should pay the balance when he received the
estate on Polyeuktos' death (5). No specific information is given about the nature
of this compact. The fact that apotimema is not mentioned, however, most certainly
is not proof that that institution had nothing to do with security. The lexicographers
make it clear that the connectionof apotimemawith dotal arrangementswas customary
rather than obligatory.56 There is no reason to reject the suggestion that the agreement between Polyeuktos, Leokrates, and the speaker was merely a friendly, informal
one. The situation changed when Leokrates ceased to be heir because of the divorce
and when Spoudias became the speaker's brother-in-law. Apparently Spoudias was
not made heir through adoptionas Leokrates had been, for in the speech it is constantly
implied that the estate was to be divided between the two daughters (8-11). Since
the arrangement about the payment of the balance of the dowry which had been made
with Leokrates was no longer in effect, the speaker naturally decided to take steps
to assure that he would ultimately receive those ten minas. Possibly already friction
had developed between him and Spoudias. In any case Polyeuktos agreed that the
house should be designated as apotimemato guarantee the payment of the balance and
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airoTi,n,a.

56See above, pp. 120-121. Cf. below, p. 133.
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on his death bed gave instructions that horoi to that effect should be placed on the
house. Paoli insists, as we have seen, that, since Polyeuktos was on the point of death,
the maturity date of the original agreement had arrived. Consequently,when the cash
to discharge the ten mina debt was not available, Polyeuktos consented to a datio in
solutum to extinguish the obligation. It should be noted, however, that in the original
agreement Leokrates, the former heir, was instructed to pay the balance of the dowry
(5; 16). With the departure of Leokrates, then, the terms of that compact became
invalidated. Now that there was no one heir to act as executor, it was up to the
speaker, since Polyeuktos could not pay him the cash, to assure his collection of the
debt from the estate which would be left by his father-in-law. Receiving the house
as security for the payment of the money owed him was a natural way to protect his
interests. The house remained in the possession of the debtor. The debtor was
Polyeuktos until his death, and after that the estate. The rents from the house were
to serve as interest for the ten minas still due to the dotal creditor.
The speaker charges that Spoudias was trying to prevent him from collecting the
rents. To support his accusation he refers to the law (quoted above) which denied
the right of action to the aor-o/j`rag
for rwv a7rorTprJ0qEVT(v against TOvs ExovTra. It
should be remarkedin passing that it is clear from the different wording in sections 7
and 10 that the speaker is paraphrasing the law rather than quoting it verbatim.
Spoudias obviously had denied the legitimacy of the aororwo/,/-Lg.The speaker, who
has called witnesses to testify to its legitimacy, maintains that according to the law
Spoudias has no right to protest the operation of the a'rort4O-tv. Paoli argues that a
law forbidding a dotal debtor in possession of the security to bring suit for the security
is ridiculous. Consequently, he says, the rcv adroropqOevrTov
must refer to what was
in
in
the
datio
solutum-a conclusion which is confirmed by the fact that the
given
suit cannot be brought against rov, EXovTag.In answer to Paoli's assertions the following comments are pertinent. First, since we do not know the exact phraseology
of the law, there is no way to tell how much the speaker may have twisted the wording
to suit his own purposes. Second, in Chapter IV it was frequently shown that the
verb EXEtvdoes not necessarily refer to the person who is in actual possession; it can
signify the non-possessing creditor, i. e., the person, holding, or having a right over
the security. Third, why should there not have been a law preventing a debtor from
trying to escape from the terms of his contract? In this particular case the security
was the house, and the rents were to serve as interest on the debt. The debtor actually
was the estate, but Spoudias, because of his interest in the estate, denied the validity
of the debt-hence the apotimema-and tried to prevent the collection of rents (i. e.,
the payment of interest). The speaker, the creditor (6 xcov), who insists on the
legitimacy of the airor/,vqcr, charges, therefore, that Spoudias is violating the law
by denying the obligation and seeking to thwart the creditor's rights over the security
which had been offered to him.57
57This interpretation, in general, is similar to the one given by R. Burgkhardt, op. cit.,
pp. 25-30.
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This interpretation,namely, that the apotimemataken by the speakerwas security
for the payment of the balance of the dotal debt rather than a datio in solutum terminating the obligation, is confirmed by a sentence in section 29. The passage reads:
eyC

8c Ta

bLev TpLaKovra

(,pVa^

)

KaOac7rEp

OVTo,

rag

8e XXUia5 ov

/.Lovov vcrTepov

OVK

aXXa Kac vvv& KLV8VVeVCO
ITEptavrcv w aoSiKWO9xwv. In these words the
EKo/Lucrpa,l7v,
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speaker categorically asserts that he never received the ten minas which were owed
to him. This is a strange statement for him to make if the house had been given to
him as a datio in solutum for the debt. A datio in solutum terminates an obligation
by transferring to the creditor the ownership of something in lieu of payment. Paoli
would argue that Spoudias had prevented the realization of the datio in solutum, but
cannot it fairly be objected that, if the apotimema taken by the speaker was a datio
in solutum, he is greatly weakening his claim that there actually had been such a
transference of ownership by denying that he ever had received payment? One would
expect him to insist that the payment (the datio in solutum) had been made, but
Spoudias had rendered it inoperative. It seems to me that the Greek quoted above
should be translated as follows: " I have the thirty minas just as he does, but, so far
as the 1000 drachmas are concerned, not only did I not receive them later, but even
now I am in danger on that score as if my claim to security for them was unjust." 68
58

Paoli (Studi, p. 180; "Datio in Solutum," pp. 200-201) adduces one further passage
([Demosthenes], LIII, Against Nikostratos, 19-20) in support of his thesis that apotimema is a
datio in solutum by means of which, on non-payment of the debt at maturity, the obligation is
terminated. In this speech the plaintiff insists that certain slaves belong to Arethusios, the brother of
the defendant (19). He then explains in the following words (20) how Arethusios acquired ownerrT HeHpatet, ?7re08q oVX
ship of one of these slaves, Manes: Tov 8e Madv-v, 8aveidas apyv'pov 'ApXECroA'8L
aT7ro8ouvvaL
otoS Tv' v av

o 'APXE7rot

OVTE TOVTOKOV OVTC TO apXatov

arav, evaTETL,.Laev avrw.

Paoli

interprets

these lines to mean that Archepolis, unable to pay the interest or the principal in full at the
maturity of the debt, satisfied the creditor's claim by transferring to his ownership according to
a datio in solutum the slave Manes. Therefore the transaction was an &Tror(lp~cnSand the slave was
taken in

a7roTL'/

. Possibly it is legitimate to recognize here an instance of datio in solutum, for

the Athenians in their every day business relations must have made numerous different kinds of
agreements with one another. It is obviously absurd, however, to use a transaction concerned only
with one slave and characterized by the rare verb evarortLavas evidence for the nature of the dotal
a&rorLuq/ia. Paoli ridicules the idea that the debtor was offering the slave as security. No one would
want to argue that security was being furnished at the maturity of the debt. As is the case in so
many of the loans mentioned in the orators, the reference here is to only one phase of the loanthe time of its maturity. For all we know, the creditor may have lent the money on adequate
security. When the time for repayment came, we are told that the debtor could not pay back all
the principal. Presumably he returned some of it. The result would have been that the security held
by the creditor (if he held security) now more than covered the balance. In such a situation, what
would have been more natural than for the creditor, rather than to foreclose, to accept in lieu of
the money due some article of property which, after appraisal, proved to be of the same value
as the balance of the debt? This would have been a datio in solutum, but most certainly it has
nothing to do with the dotal apotimema and it does not exclude the previous furnishing of security.
The only other occurrence of the verb evairoTtlav, with which I am familiar, is worth mentioning.
It is to be found in Dio Cassius, XLI, 37. In 49 B.C. Julius Caesar tried to relieve the debt situation.
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The conclusions to be drawn from this study of the dotal apotimema, therefore,
are that it was customary in Athens for the dotal debtor, whether kyrios or husband,
to furnish real property as security (a6noritq.La)

to guarantee the payment or the
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restitution of the dowry. This does not mean that that procedurewas always followed.
There probably were many occasions when no security was given.59 The Athenians
did not always conform to a rigid rule. If no security had been provided, the maturity
of the dotal debt, as we shall soon see, could lead to many different consequences. One
of these possibly may have been a datio in solutum. Nevertheless, on the basis of
available evidence relating to Athens, namely, the horoi, the orators, and the lexicographers, there can be little doubt that the general rule was for the dotal debtor to
offer security in the form of apotimema. In corroboration of this statement it will be
appropriate to quote an excerpt from the well known Register of Dowries from
Mykonos.60 This inscription dates from the Hellenistic period, by which time it is
reasonable to assume that the influence of Athenian legal institutions had spread all
over the Aegean. In lines 15-20 there is the following entry: KaXXijIEvos'rv OvyarEpa

TtqKpacrr,v
KOCrLcov

[8pa]x'

nv

Tpvae(TO1v
paxpaI,' TOVTOV
&
Tv
8e
TpLaKOo-WW
[Kai]
S[paXua4 a(oX6oyeX EcXEv Po8oKX7'),
'PO8oKXE'TO oLKqa TO E/l wo'XEt---.
Mutatis mu| VIrTE'7)K KaXX%Evog
'Po8oKXEt Kal lrp[ocK]a
E'or-tv

sE&OKEVETaKojrMta

EKaTOV

tandis, these lines furnish an excellent commentary on the transaction recorded in
the Against Spoudias. It is interesting to note the use of the verb VT?0E'/KE. The
hypothec here had the same function as the Athenian aT6rort,/ a, a fact which should
remind us that in Pollux's definition aTrort/J,a was called otov V7ro077K`). In this
inscription from Mykonos it is very clear that the house was serving as security;
there is no suggestion of a datio in solutum.
It must be admitted that there are various passages in the speeches against
Onetor and Spoudias where the language is ambiguous. Paoli has performed a great
service in calling attention to some of these passages, for in the past there has frequently been insufficient realization on the part of scholars of the difficulties lodged
in these documents. All these ambiguities, however, as I have tried to demonstrate
above for certain typical cases, can be satisfactorily interpreted, I believe, without
recourse to Paoli's theory of the datio in solutum. That thesis, on examination, seems
to be untenable not only in particular instances but also on general grounds. As we
saw earlier in this discussion,6 Paoli traces the evolution of the dotal apotimema from

The debtors were willing to relinquish the security which they had offered (rvV eveXvp(vEl$rtTavTo),
but the creditors were demanding their principal in cash. Caesar tried to relieve both parties as
follows:

Ta TE yap

Kat 8LtKacrTa aVT
eveXvpa TrpOs Trv adtav evaTroTL4tAlOvaL KeAXEVcre,

TO
Los actfT8i/3)Tovcrf

TL

Here, then, the word which Paoli tries to make refer to an a7rorTt/J,Aadatio in solutum-is used in connection with security (e'VXvpa) which had been furnished when the
loans were made.
59 See below, pp. 138-139.
60Syll.8, 1215.
61 See above,
p. 120.
a7roKXr)pova0aL Trpoaera$ev.
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a datio in solutum to a " real right." Is not such an evolution contrary to all we know
about the development of relations between creditor and debtor? In early times the
creditor was always in a strong position in his dealings with a debtor.62 According
to Paoli's view, however, the dotal creditor would have been singularly helpless before
the debtor. He paid the dowry to the husband, but received no security to guarantee
its restitution. Paoli says that if a marriage was dissolved and the dowry was not
returned, the dotal creditor could arrange to have property of equivalent value given
to him by the debtor as a datio in solutum. He does not explain how the creditor could
have persuaded or forced the debtor to consent to such a datio in solutum. If this
transaction was the earliest form in the developmentof the dotal apotimema, as Paoli
maintains, according to all the generally accepted ideas on the history of creditordebtor relations the creditor should have had powerful means at his disposal to enforce
his rights. The sources, however, say nothing about the possession of such powers
by the creditor, for the purpose of the legal redress open to creditors, on which we
shall commentat the end of this chapter, was certainly not to effect a datio in solutum.
If, on the other hand, the dotal debtor had to furnish security which was publicized
by means of the horoi, then public opinion, not to mention the law, would have assisted
the debtor
erms
the of
the creditor in makin
making the debtor abide by the termscontract.
himself
reimburse
could
creditor
the
by foreclosing on the
always
proved recalcitrant,
property which had been designated as security.
Sincee
subject of this chapter is aVorTqLLa 1pdOlKS, the main part of our
investigation has now been accomplished. For the sake of completeness, however, it
will be appropriate to offer a few remarks on the status of the dowry during and
after the marriage. As soon as the woman was married, the husband became her
kyrios.63The dowry proper which the wife brought to the new establishmentremained
in her ownership,64but, since the chief purpose of the dowry was to contribute to
the support of the new household, and since a woman's legal capacity was limited,65
the husband naturally administered the property. He had merely the usufruct of it,
alienate it without the consent of
and in the case of real property, at
See Chapter IV, p. 90.
Lipsius, pp. 482-484.
64
See p. 118. That the property which belonged to the dowry proper (i. e., had been included
in the 7n1qts) remained in the ownership of the wife is demonstrated by a passage in [Demosthenes],
XLVII, Against Euergos, 56-57. In the account of how some creditors of the husband burst into
the house to seize some of his property, it is stated: Ta 8'3x TXS SAX7olxias 4cfcepovaKE , a1ayopcVov
The phrase ev ,r 7rpouc
oLt aVKal Xcyotvo
TerCTLIva.
av'ot,S
Cl) (v T. iporiu
-S yvvaLKo<
pUr- a7rTrEaaL
at the time of the betrothal, is mis-translated in the
T?ELLTt1iLVa, which obviously refers to the ,tit
Loeb edition as " mortgaged to secure her marriage portion."
62

63

/
65Isaeus, X, On the Estate of Aristarchos, 10: 6 yap VOL,uoSapp87yv KwXvEc7rfa8 py
eL? va
Th.
L.
of
recent
the
Cf.
Kuenen-Janssens,
J.
study
ovu/3tadXevp78e yvvatLK 7repa ies8LUvovKpLOWv.

" Some Notes upon the Competence of the Athenian Woman to Conduct a Transaction," Mnem.,
3rd ser., IX, 1941, pp. 199-214.
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his wife and her former kyrios.66 As long as the marriage endured no claim could
be made for the return of the dowry unless the husband's property was confiscated,
at which time the wife, or rather her representative, could institute a claim against
the state for the refund of the dowry.6
When the marriage was ended by a divorce or by the death of either the husband
or wife, the disposition of the dowry was a matter of importance. Divorce, as is well
known, was common among the Athenians. If it originated with the husband, no
formalities were necessary; if, with the wife, she had to appear before the archon.68
No matter who instituted the divorce, the dowry had to be returned to the woman's
former kyrios or his successor.69 This requirement of the restitution of the dowry
undoubtedly acted as a partial check on irresponsible divorces.70 In the event of the
husband's death, the widow, if there were no children, had to return to her former
family. The dowry, quite naturally, went with her. If there were children or if the
woman was pregnant at the time of her husband's death, she had the option of returning to her former kyrios, in which case the dowry was restored, or of remaining in
her deceased husband's house. If she chose the latter alternative, she lost her claim
to the dowry which became the property of her sons if they were of age.. If the sons
were still minors, their guardians administered the dowry during their minority. If
the marriage was ended through the death of the wife, then, provided there were no
children, the dowry had to be returned to the deceased wife's former kyrios. If there
were children, they obtained the dowry if they were of age, but, if they were minors,
their father administered it for them until they reached their majority.71
Since the dowry usually consisted chiefly of money, which may have been invested
and hence would not have been immediatelyavailable for repayment,it is only reasonable to assume that a certain delay was granted to the husband or his heirs in the matter
of its restitution.72The length of this delay, which may have varied from case to case,
is nowhere stated. During this period the dotal debtor was obligated to pay interest
on the dowry. In cases of divorce, if the husband was unable to return the dowry,
he had to pay interest on it at the rate of 18%. There is an express statement in the
sources 7 to this effect which reads: Kara ToV vo,ov 8s KXEV?EL,
eav airoeyw, 'riv
66 Beauchet, I, pp. 303-309; Lipsius, pp. 492-493.
67

Lysias, XIX, On the Property of Aristophanes, 32. Cf. Lipsius, p. 493. Lipsius believes
that a similar claim could be made in the event of the husband's bankruptcy.
68Lipsius, pp. 486-487.
69There is no definite evidence for Athens as to whether the dowry had to be returned if the
wife had been guilty of adultery. Beauchet, I, pp. 318-319, maintains that it had to be restored,
while Lipsius, p. 494, argues for the other point of view.
70 Cf. Isaeus, III, On the Estate
of Pyrrhos, 28-29.
71Beauchet, I, pp. 311-317; Lipsius, pp. 495-496.
72
Cf. Beauchet, I, pp. 323-325.
73 [Demosthenes], LIX, Against Neaira, 52.
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The reference
here is to a divorce which had been brought about by the initiative of the husband,
but presumably the same rule held true if the divorce originated with the woman.7'
Although this passage says that the law stipulated 187o, it naturally was possible for
the husband and the woman's kyrios to reach a private agreement. This is illustrated
by Demosthenes' first speech, XXX, Against Onetor, 7-9, where we are told that
after the divorce of his wife, Onetor's sister, Timokrates retained the dowry and paid
interest on it at the rate of 10%o. No definite evidence is available as to the rate of
interest which was customary in those cases where there was a delay in the restitution
after the death of either the husband or the wife. Some scholars argue
the
of the dowry
that in such circumstances the common interest rate of 12% would have been more
probablethan the rather punitive 18%.s5
This sketch gives, I believe, an adequate resume of the procedure generally followed at Athens in the matter of the return of the dowry. It should be remembered,
however, that, in regard to dowries as in so many other aspects of Athenian private
law, any generalization usually requires qualification. The truth of this statement is
emphasized by a passage in Isaeus 76 where the speaker is telling of the dowry given
by his grandfather to his mother on the occasion of her first marriage. After stating
that the husband Nausimenes died without leaving any issue, he says: o 8e mTa1rros,
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yvvaKa,

alrooSoovat ,V lrpotKa

,8

eve' o/3oXo&S
ToKoKopv.

o07)rV
KO,uLOa/Evos avrTv Kat n)v 7rpolKa OVK aTroXa,3cWv

T&V

fTpasyu.aTcov.In this case,

E?&OKE8&a
r&

v Navcrq&evovqairopwav

then,the woman's kyrios apparently was content to

acquiesce in the loss of a portion of the dowry without taking any steps to recover it,
or interest on it, from the deceased husband's heirs. It may also be justifiable to infer
from this passage that Nausimenes, when receiving the dowry, had not offered security
(apotimema) to guarantee its return, for, if he had, one might expect to find some
the of foreclosure on the part of
kyrios.
reference ton right
the
on
made
be
should
A few remarks
procedures which were available if any
of the dotal agreements were violated. Since there are many references in the sources
to the v6puosor vo4ot
'-pobcos,77 one would expect to find that dotal litigation was
imepi
instituted by means of specific actions. This assumption is supported by a statement
in the Constitution of the Athenians (52, 2) where, among the monthly suits introe6v rt oELAXCOV
duced by the e2i2aywye4, Aristotle includes-7rpoco,
/ crbo8. Pre-

sumably these words refer to a situation where either the husband (or his heirs) or
the woman's kyrios could have been the dotal debtor. Since the purpose of monthly
suits obviously was to expedite such cases, Lipsius is justified in his observation 78

that litigation introduced by the Erlaycoys

would not first have been brought before

74

Beauchet, I, p. 325.
Beauchet, I, pp. 325-326.
76
VIII, On the Estate of Kiron, 8.
77 E.
g., Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos,I, 17; [Demosthenes], XL, Against Boiotos,
II, 19; 59; XLII, Against Phainippos, 27; LIX, Against Neaira, 52; 113.
78
Pp. 228, 497.
75
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arbitrators. This fact raises a problem in connection with two speeches which are
mainly devoted to dotal matters-[Demosthenes], XL, Against Boiotos, II, and
Demosthenes, XLI, Against Spoudias.
In the former oration Mantitheos is bringing suit against his half-brothers for
the recovery of his mother's dowry. The specific term &iK7j IrpouKo is nowhere used
in this speech although Mantitheos does employ such expressions as 7rEp' s (rpotKO6)
--vvv 8&KadCo/a&
(3; 55; 59) or &Ka E'XcaXOv
KayWTovroWO
(16).
VTrepTrjS1rpo&LKO
One would automatically characterize this suit as a 81&iKnpouco except for the fact
that it had first been heard by arbitrators (16-17; 30-31; 55). Of course, as Lipsius
suggests (p. 497), 8&Ka&7rpotKogmay not yet have been classified as monthly suits at the
time of this trial.79 Nevertheless, I hesitate dogmatically to call this suit a &1KT)TpO&KO0.
This hesitation is somewhat justified by a passage in Isaeus 8o in which the speaker,
who is arguing that Nikodemos had never given a dowry to his sister, asks Nikodemos
o6Toiav 8&K'IV o-&ov X TJS TpotKo9 aviTrS he had brought concerning the dowry after the
dissolution of the marriage. Since, presumably, there was only one 8iKY aoirov and
one 8&K7 irpo0c6K, the indefinite word oToiav inclines one to translate the phrase aswhat sort of suit for maintenanceor for the dowry itself did you institute. I naturally
am not denying the existence of the 8iKq TrpoLcKO, but am only suggesting the possibility that it was not the action on which the second speech against Boiotos was based.
Similarly it may be doubted whether the Against Spoudias is a 8K`q Tpo&KOS.
Nowhere in the oration is that term used, and also the case had first been heard by
an arbitrator (12; 28). Since the speaker was bringing suit against Spoudias for
other matters besides the balance of the dowry due (8-11), it seems very probable
that he had had recourse to a more general action than the 8L$K7TrpOKO6.
If one hesitates to describe the orations against Boiotos and Spoudias as 8LKa
IrpoLK6,,how should these suits be characterized? Beauchet 81 argues that the latter
should be classified as a avp,4Xokaiwv
irapapacreows 8tKi-a breach of contract. The
specificname of such an action occurs, I believe, only in Pollux, VIII, 31 (cf. VI, 153),
where among 8W~T&KaolK
KCOv6v6opara there is listed orvu,8oXatiov,
crVVO0)Kd)v
7rapaorewx.
It seems impossible to decide whether the reference is to two separate actions or to
alternate names for the same action. Pringsheim 82 denies that there was any such
general action in Athenian law and suggests that Pollux (or some predecessor) derived
the name of this action from Plato's words in the Crito-52d: carosLSpaCOrKEW
E7flXELPW
7rapa Tag c-vv/O7KcaTe Ka TMao6ooXoyia5 KaO aAs fip2v c-vvEGov 'TrOXTevectra, and 54 c:

ragoa-rov

6poxoytag TE Kal cTvvOTrKa Tas lrpos 1a^a 'irapa,fs3.

The suggestion is in-

genious-probably too ingenious-, but it does not explain, among other things, why
79

Probably 347 B.c. Cf. F. Blass, Die Attische Beredsamkeit, 2nd ed., vol. III, Leipzig, 1893,

p. 510.

80
III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos,
81 p. 297; cf. Lipsius,
499.

9; cf. 78.
I,
p.
82
The Greek Law of Sale, pp. 48-51. Cf. my review which will appear in A.J.P. late in
1951 or in 1952.
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Pollux wrote o-v,8okak3v rather than 6AoXoyow"v.
Consequently,since there are certain
objections to classifying the speeches against Boiotos and Spoudias as S&Kcatrpouco0,
it seems possible-if not probable-that the plaintiffs in these suits had recourse to
a more general action, namely, the a-vu,3oXkaivirapafdoareo,S Ke.83
Besides the SK17 TTpOLKOd there was another specific action-the 8&Kera-Trov.84 The
aim of the former obviously was to compel the payment or the restoration of the
dowry itself, while the purpose of the latter was to obtain maintenance for the woman.
Apparently the 8LK)q -rov, in connection with dotal litigation, could be instituted under
the following circumstances: (1) When the prospective husband received the dowry
before the marriage, he was supposed to pay interest on it-probably at the common
rate of 12%. If he did not pay this interest, the purpose of which was to cover the
cost of supporting the woman, her kyrios could bring a SieK) -rov against him.85
(2) If the woman's kyrios did not deliver the dowry at the time of the marriage, he
was expected to pay interest on it until payment was made. If this interest was not
forthcoming, presumably the husband could prosecute his wife's former kyrios by
means of the &Se carov in order to obtain the interest which would contribute to his

wife's support.86(3) After the dissolution of the marriage by death or divorce, if the
dowry was not returned in the cases describedabove (pp. 135-136), then the woman's
kyrios could lodge a

8lKq

coirov against the former husband or his heirs.87 One would

expect that normally this action would have been the appropriateone only if the dotal
debtor failed to pay interest in that period of delay granted after the occurrence of
the event which called for the restitution of the dowry. The way in which suits for
the dowry and for maintenance are linked, however, and the fact that action could
be taken apparentlyas long as twenty years after the dissolution of the marriage seem
to necessitate the conclusion that recourse to the &Kr)a-irov also was possible throughout all those years.88 No evidence is offered by the sources to explain why the dotal
creditor sometimes brought suit for the restoration of the dowry itself and sometimes
only for the interest due on it.
It may well be asked why these suits were necessary if the dotal creditor, whether
husband or kyrios, held security (apotimema) guaranteeing respectively the payment
or the restitution of the dowry. On the maturity of the debt, if the debtor was
delinquent, why did the creditor not proceed immediately to foreclosure rather than
become involved in troublesome litigation? The answer to this question, I believe, is
clear. The institution of the dotal apotimema, as we have frequently observed,89was
83

It is worth noting that the dotal agreement in Against Spoudias, 5, is called a oav,uBoAatov.

84 [Demosthenes], LIX, Against Neaira,
85 See above,
118 and note 18.

52-53; cf. Isaeus, III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 9; 78.

p.
See above, p. 119 and note 25.
87
[Demosthenes], LIX, Against Neaira, 52-53. Cf. Lipsius, pp. 494-495; 497-498.
88
Isaeus, III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 9; 78; Beauchet, I, pp. 330-331, says that the statute
of limitations for the two suits was twenty years. Isaeus, however, merely implies that an
action could be lodged as long as twenty years after the dissolution of the marriage.
86

89

See above pp. 130; 133.
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a customary, and not an obligatory one. There must have been many occasions when
no security was offered. Reasons for the foregoing of security can easily be imagined.
There may have been such mutual trust between certain contracting parties that the
establishment of security would have seemed superfluous, or the property of the
person who normally would have been called upon to offer security may have consisted so exclusively of movables that he had no immovables to assign as apotimema.
In these circumstances-and many others could be suggested-, if the dotal debtor
proved delinquent on the maturity of the debt, the best method open to the creditor
to reimbursehimself would have been to institute the appropriatesuit.90 Even in cases
where security had been furnished, the 8LicKqcirov presumablywould have been brought
against the debtor if he failed to pay interest on the dowry during that period of delay
granted to him before the restitution of the dowry itself was due. The existence of
these suits, therefore, does not conflict with the generally accepted view 91that the
dotal creditor, if the dowry was not paid or restored to him when due, could reimburse
himself by foreclosing on the propertywhich often on the occasion when dotal arrangements were made was designated as &arorl//,,a Irpo&Kod.
One final problem must be considered. After the creditor had foreclosed, did
he become owner of all the property which had been offered as apotimema or, if the
value of the security exceeded that of the debt, was he obligated to return that part
of the property (or its value) which was in excess of the obligation? In our discussion of the hypothec the conclusion was reachedthat this " excess " (ra vrEpEXovra)
had to be restored to the debtor.92Since the argument in this chapter has shown the
dotal apotimema to be a form of hypothec (olov V0roO'K), a priori it would be logical
to assume that the same procedure applied to the apotimema. Pappulias, however,
who believes in the restitution of ra v1rEpexovra in the case of the hypothec, denies it
for the apotimema.93Lipsius opposes this point of view and believes that, at least in
the time of the orators, according to both contracts ra vTrepeXovTa had to be returned.94
The passage95on which Lipsius bases his opinion is, I believe, decisive, as a brief
analysis will show. Demosthenes, it will be remembered, had been hindered in collecting from his guardian Aphobos the damages awarded by the court, because Onetor
claimed that the land had been assigned to him as apotimema to guarantee the restitution of his sister's dowry, which amounted to one talent. Demosthenes indignantly
says to the court: IK6Eao-OE'rotvvv r)v avaite&av, 0s eV VUpV rET6dX/Xoq-EV
dreTE, (og OVK
90

It is possible, of course, that on occasions a friendly settlement was reached between the
creditor and the debtor by means of a datio in solutum, but such an amicable agreement, for which
there is no evidence, can hardly be considered identical with the institution of the dotal apotimema
as characterized by the sources.
91E. g., Beauchet, I, pp. 333-335; Lipsius, p. 499.
92 See Chapter IV,
pp. 94-95.
93pp. 151-161.
94 P. 702 and note 95.

95Demosthenes, XXXI, Against Onetor, II, 6.
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the land had not been given as apotimemaand that it was not worth more than a talent.
It is clear from this sentence, then, that, if the land serving as apotimema had been
worth over a talent, Demosthenes would have been entitled to its value beyond that
sum. Since Demosthenes here can be equated with the dotal debtor (for by court
decision he was authorized to seize on Aphobos' property), this passage can only
mean that the value of the apotimemaover the amount of the dowry was to be restored
to the dotal debtor.
This conclusion harmonizes well with everything which has been learned in this
chapter about the dotal apotimema, as a brief recapitulation will show. At the time
of the betrothal it was customary for the bridegroom to offer security guaranteeing
the restitution of the dowry if the need should occur. The lexicographers inform us
that this apotimema was supposed to be equal or superior in value to the amount of
the dowry.96 If one examines the extant dotal horoi, however, it is evident that the
value of the farm, house, garden, workshop, etc.-or various combinations of such
properties-could not always have corresponded to the amount of the dowry which
is usually recorded on the stone. At the maturity of the obligation, if the debtor
was in default, the creditor had the right to foreclose on the property marked as
apotimemaby the horoi.97 Even without the convincing evidence of the passage from
Demosthenes just discussed, it would be logical to conclude that this foreclosure
extended only to the amount inscribed on the stone. For lack of specific data the
actual procedure which was followed after the occurrence of the foreclosure can be
reconstructed only on the basis of our knowledge of the various stages in dotal
arrangements up to that point. Probably after the creditor had taken possession, the
property serving as security was subjected to an appraisal. If it was found to be of
the same value as the debt, then the transaction would have ended with the transfer
of ownership to the creditor. If, however, the property was discovered to be of
"
greater value than the dowry, then the " excess was restored to the debtor. Presumably the usual means of effecting this restitution was to sell the property. No
information is available on the question whether the creditor had the right to exact
the deficit from the debtor in case the sale of the security produced a sum less than
the amount of the dowry. It can only be suggested, as was done in the case of the
hypothec,98that the creditor probably did not have such a right unless it had been
granted to him by a special clause in the contract. Since the creditor must usually
have insisted on apotimema of adequate value, it is unlikely that he was often faced
with a deficit when the security was sold.
96 See above, pp. 120-121.

97These remarks, of course, apply equally to those cases where the kyrios offered apotimema
guaranteeing the future payment of the dowry.
98 See Chapter IV, p. 95.
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In ending this chapter a few words will be appropriateon an interesting inscription recently published by A. E. Raubitschek," which, so far as it can be interpreted,
seems to corroborate the conclusions which we have reached concerning the dotal
apotimema. For the text of the document, see above, Chapter II, No. 8. Since no
special identification is given to Aglaotime, it seems certain that she was the sister
of Eirene. If this is true, the father must have been the dotal debtor, for it is improperty to his sisterpossible to maintain that the husband " mortgaged " (vtrKEtrat)
in-law also. The clause concerning Aglaotime is hard to interpret. The best suggestion I can offer is that, on the occasion when the father offered security to guarantee
the future payment of the dowry (or the balance of the payment) for his daughter
Eirene, he also wished to make provision for his other daughter. The small sum of
200 drachmas recorded in line 7 need not be against this supposition, for possibly
part of Aglaotime's dowry was to consist of some other type of property than cash.
Also it should be noted that at the end of line 6 there is space for the restoration of
at least the numeral 500. The transaction relating to the Gephyraioi is even more
difficult to explain, but fortunately we do not need even to hazard a guess as to its
probable significance. What concerns us is that in addition to the dotal apotimema
there were also two other liens on the same house. It is obvious, therefore, that, if
the debtor was delinquent, the sale of the house was necessary to satisfy the claims
of the three creditors. In conformity with the arguments just advanced for those
cases where there was only one creditor, it is logical to conclude that any surplus over
the amount of the obligations resulting from the sale would have been restored to
the debtor.100??

99
Hesperia, Supplement VII, 1943, pp. 1-2, no. 1; see above Chapter II, No. 8. For the
following argument I am greatly indebted to many discussions with A. E. Raubitschek.
100
I.G., 112, 2670, should be mentioned in this connection. It reads opoos xoPio rpotKo3I 'I7r7oKACEaL
C?ETat Ka,t AVKj[ouL]8ats Kai
A7OXa[I[p]os AeviOvotwk T| [g(r] wtrrXeovos aLi [ov] KCKpo7rtisaLsI [o]
[m]. It is possible to interpret this inscription as recording that a certain part of the
IXv?v\
xowpov-a talent's worth-was the dowry itself (cf. above, notes 20 and 22). It seems more
reasonable, however, to supply the word alrortp7lxa and to explain this document as publicizing the

security offered for the dowry. It is natural to think of the husband as the dotal debtor in this
transaction, for it would have been rather unusual for a man (the father) to be indebted to a tribe,
genos, and deme to which he did not belong. G. A. Stamires, however, has kindly called my
attention to I.G., II2, 6737a (p. 891). On this lekythos Thymokles of Leukonoe is depicted shaking
hands with Hippokleia of Leukonoe, presumably his wife. Kirchner suggests that this Hippokleia
is the same as the one recorded on the horos stone. If this identification is correct-and it obviously
is far from certain-then, whether father or husband was the dotal debtor, he was also indebted
to a tribe, genos, and deme to which he did not belong. It may be better, therefore, not to identify
the two Hippokleias, but to assume that in the horos inscription the dotal debtor was the husbanda man belonging to the deme Phlya. It should be noted that default at the maturity of this particular
dotal debt need not have led to a sale, for, inasmuch as the security was a " farm," presumably
each creditor could have foreclosed on his appropriate amount of land. The absence of any
numerals to mark the amount of the obligations to the tribe, genos, and deme is strange.
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This inscription 1 is reproducedhere to illustrate the third type of horos mortgage
stone published in volume II of the Editio Minor of Inscriptiones Graecae. The contract referred to in inscriptions of this kind was known as rpaxroseT Xvoet (sale with
right of redemption,vente a remere, Verkauf auf Losung). About one hundred and
fifteen stones from Attica 2 containing this formula are now extant, a number considerably larger than the total of all the other preserved mortgage horoi. In the
Attic Orators there are a few specific references to this contract, although not as
many as one would expect considering the frequency of its appearance on the horos
stones. Our investigations of the hypothec in Chapter IV, however, revealed clearly
that many ofe thetransactions involving loans mentioned in the literary sources, which
are designated merely by the verbs 1or orte or oKEorOa, were probably instances
of the trp&o-s mrXto-?econtract.3 The conclusions reached there, based partly on the
i the
t
was
was the earliest contract of
evidence from the horoi, were that thepon Xforei
loan developed by the Athenians in which real property served as security and that
it remainedthe most common contract for that purpose at least throughout the fourth
1 I.G., II2, 2702.

21.G., II2, 2658; 2681-2757. See above, Chapter I, Nos. 9-27 and Addendum I, a and b;
Chapter II, Nos. 11-25. For the non-Attic horos mortgage stones, see Chapter II, pp. 37-40.
The term 7rpaats ert Xvvae does not exist as such in the sources. Pringsheim, The Greek Law
of Sale, pp. 117-119, argues that vrj er XvatE would be a more accurate expression. While it is
probable that creditors (purchasers) may have called the contract by that name, the fact that some
one hundred and fifteen Attic horoi are extant containing a formula similar to the one in the
inscription transcribed in the text above is good evidence that from the debtors' point of view
the transaction was known as vrpaiav er Av'aa. Cf. my review of Pringsheim's book which will
appear in A.J.P. late in 1951 or in 1952.
8 E.g., Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 9; 24-29; [Demosthenes], XLIX, Against
Timotheos, 11-12; see Chapter IV, pp. 75-77 and 67-69. Isaeus, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon,
33; V, On the Estate of Dikaiogenes, 21; X, On the Estate of Aristarchos, 24; see Chapter IV,
pp. 74-75 and 78-80.
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century.4 In this chapter our task will be to examine the chief characteristics of this
institution as they can be gleaned from the literary and epigraphical sources.
Until very recently there has been general agreement about the nature of the
It was believed to have been a form of real security according to
rpaoa, Eir XAVcre.5
which the borrower, as security for a loan, sold with right of redemptionto the lender
some property (usually immovables) of sufficient value to guarantee the obligation.
The loan was identical with the sale price, and, since the transaction was essentially
a real sale, the ownership of the property was transferred immediately to the creditor.
This ownership naturally was qualified by an obligation on the part of the creditor
he repaid
to restore the property in good condition to the debtor ifthe
loan within a
certain specified time. The actual possession could reside either with the creditor or
the debtor, depending on the terms of the particular contract. If the debtor was
time
theof
of
the contract, the creditor (purchaser) autodelinquent at the mattimeurity
matically acquiredabsolute ownership of the property without any obligation to return
ra vTepeXovTa to the debtor in those cases in which the value of the security had
exceeded the amoun the
the loan. A basic feature of this interpretation of the transaction, the significance of which has not always been fully realized, is that, since the
debtor immediately lost title to the ownership of the security, he could not contract a
second mortgage on it (cf. Chapter IV, pp. 93-95).

In a recent article 6 I. A. Meletopoulos has completely rejected the validity of
this view of the 'rpaca-tEm Xiov.E. He recognizes in this institution only a secondary
contract-rivuPS3aOw
vapeirouvr)-which had the sole purpose of securing a previous

contract. Consequently, the ownership of the property " sold " ECrXvEt was not
transferred to the purchaser, because neither the vendor Ec XlS-E&
intended to sell it
nor the purchaser Er Xivret,to buy it. Since the ownership of the property remained
with the debtor and since the purpose of the contract was merely to offer security
for the actual amount borrowed, it follows that the debtor could use that part of the
property which exceeded the value of the first loan as security for guaranteeing
further loans either by means of another rpa&cat
E' X&ve&
or by a hypothec. In case
of non-fulfillment of his obligation by the debtor, the first creditor had claims on
the security only to the extent of his loan, while the later creditors sought satisfaction
from the rp 7rXEiEovoY
gtov-i. e., the value of the security which was in excess of
the amount of the original loan. The creditor, for the duration of the contract, had
the possession of the property serving as security, but he frequently left the use of it
to the debtor in return for a rent, which was not calculated on the value of the

4 See above, Chapter IV, pp. 91-94.
Hitzig, pp. 2-3; 73-80; 105-107; 117-121. Beauchet, III, pp. 176-177; 237-252. Lipsius,
pp. 692-693; 703-704. Wyse, pp. 430-432 (note on Oration, V, 21). See above, Chapter IV, pp.
61-62.
6 IIoX4uwv,IV, 1949, pp. 41-72. The author gives a resume of his views on pp. 66-68.
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property, but on the amount of the loan. " This payment was a rent in name only,
but in fact it was interest."
is that
&EiXtvoEThe essential difference between these two views of the srpa&r-t
Meletopoulosbelieves that the ownership of the propertywhich was " sold " as security
did not pass to the creditor and, consequently, that the debtor, as owner, could continue to encumber the property " sold" up to its full value. In addition he argues
that the irp&craEri Xvcr-Eitself was not a contract of loan, but a secondary contract
whose sole purpose was to guarantee a prior transaction-usually a contract of loan.
Since we are faced at the very outset of our investigation with this complete divergence of opinions, our first task must be to try to decide between them. Only after
we have reached a verdict on these fundamental issues, will we be in a position to
examine some of the more detailed aspects of this institution.
It should be stated at once that in my opinion, at least, despite the persuasiveness
of some of his arguments, Meletopoulos' conception runs into two great objections
which he has not even attempted to answer. First, it is hard to understand why a
contract which did not involve a sale and a transfer of ownership should ever have
E XirvE
been designated as mrpacrvEiT Xvo-e. Second, it seems to me that the Trpao-trs
as he describes it was almost identical with the hypothec. Why should two identicalor almost identical-contracts have been designated by totally different terms? This
identification of the two transactions has the further difficulty of making it almost
impossible to detect any evolution in the institution of real security as employed by
was a secondary
the Athenians.7 His contention, however, that the Tpao-g Eii Xvoe&
contract is on sounder ground. In certain instances, at least, this interpretation may
correspond with the facts.
All discussions of the srpco&rTEr Xtvr-E rely heavily on two speeches, [Demos-

thenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, and Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, for these are the only two literary documents in which there are unequivocal
references to the contract under discussion. We shall turn to the Against Apatourios
first, for the pertinent sections (5-12) do not raise as many problems as are to be
found in the other oration. The account of the relevant transaction as given by the
speaker is as follows: Apatourios, a Byzantine, needed forty minas to prevent his
creditors from seizing upon his ship. A fellow countryman, Parmeno, agreed to give
him ten minas, and the speaker was begged to provide thirty minas. Since the speaker
did not have sufficient ready cash, he persuaded a banker to lend the money taking
him as surety

(EyyvnTp-).

At this point Parmeno and Apatourios had a quarrel, but,

since the former had already given three minas to the latter, he felt that to strengthen
his chance of recovering those three the other seven minas should also be lent. As
he wished to have no further dealings with Apatourios, he persuaded the speaker to
7 See

above, Chapter IV, pp. 90-95.
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take over the whole loan of ten minas. The speaker sums up the transaction as follows
(section 8): Xa3wv 8e [eyc] rdeTra aJvag irapa rov Ilapp.vovros, KaU rds Tpes as
rpo?ELXrE)?E

Kal TV

ovros

7raitOxv,

iowov5atT T7s veW(
7TpOs TOVTOV, wviv
TrapLEKELVOV, aVOO/okoyqTa'c.Levo0
KaU TaS TptaKOvTa
EwCVatrooio& Tag TE OEKaL LvaS aS Oi Ef/.ov EAapev,
Ov

KaTEO-TrTTev qEJEeyyV7rJrv

Tp TpaTE^Tr7q.

In this transaction the rpa-tg er XimElrwas not the means by which the bank lent
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the thirty minas to Apatourios and secured its loan. The bank received its guarantee
of repayment in the person of the speaker who was designated as Apatourios' surety.
The " purchase of the ship and slaves was made by the speaker so that he might
obtain security for the loan of forty minas for which he had become responsible.

Meletopoulos (pp. 47-48; 67) sees here proof of his contention that the 7paorot Em
Xivretwas only a secondary contract-in this case guaranteeing the suretyship and

the loan. This interpretation may be correct from a strictly legal standpoint, but,
since the speaker was ultimately responsible for the whole loan, it could be argued
that, in effect, he was the lender of the forty minas. From this point of view it would
be possible to maintain, I believe, that the ship was sold ErITXvo-Et
to him in return for
a loan of forty minas. The important matter, however, is the question of the ownership of the security. Even if we agree with Meletopoulos that in this case the role of

the irpa&rtgsm Xicrmwas that of a secondary contract, that admission is not evidence

for his conclusion that the debtor Apatourios continued as owner of the property
" sold." In regard to this particular transaction the answer to the problem of ownership must be found, if it can be found, in the subsequent history of these negotiations
(sections 9-12).
Through the efforts of the speaker Apatourios had satisfied his former creditors,
but he was still in debt to the amount of forty minas and, as guarantee for the payment of that sum, he had " sold " the ship and slaves E'rt' Xvi-re to the speaker. Since
he had been left in possession of the security, he tried to escape from his obligation
by absconding with the ship and slaves. This scheme was thwarted by the alertness
of Parmeno. When the speaker learned of the rascality of Apatourios, his one idea
was to terminate the contract by recovering the money as soon as possible. He posted
guards on the ship and then turned it over to the bank. By what right did he dispose
thus of the security? Was his authority to take this step based merely on the fact
that Apatourios had attempted to break the contract? Since Apatourios never challenged his action in freeing himself from his suretyship by delivering the ship to the
bank, it is more probablethat the speaker was only exercising his rights as owner.
The speaker, after describing his dealings with the bank, proceeds to say: TavlTa

8e 7rp4aS

E7f.

KarT7yyywv7cra

TOV

lTa8aq,

v

EL' TLS

Ev&ta

yiyVOLTO,

Ta EAAELITOvTa
EK TOV rait&v

This statement is puzzling since the slaves had been part of the security from the

time that the speaker had made the VwvrVTr77SveW

context the verb

KaTeyyvav

Kat TrOv irat8ov.

Possibly in this

should be understood as meaning merely " attached "-
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i. e., the speaker seized possession of the slaves. In fact, the narrative at this point
seems to be confused, for in section 11 Apatourios complains that the speaker has
" attached " the ship and slaves to protect Parmeno's share in the loan. The ship,
however, had already been turned over to the bank to free the speaker from his
suretyship. What is meant by the remark " in order that if any shortage should
occur, the deficiency might be made up from the slaves "? To understand this we
must remember that to guarantee his suretyship for thirty minas, the speaker had
turned the ship over to the bank. Since he did not yet know how large a sum the
sale of the ship would yield, he had to consider the possibility that it would take the
full value of the ship to satisfy the claim of the bank. The speaker, however, was also
responsibleto Parmeno for ten minas. To protect himself against this obligation, he
apparently felt, in view of the unreliability of Apatourios, that the safest policy was
to take actual possession of the slaves. Then, if the proceeds from the sale of the
ship did not exceed thirty minas, he would have in the persons of the slaves the means
with which to repay Parmeno.
These confused negotiations were finally concluded by the sale of the ship for
forty minas, the amount of the original loan. From this sum thirty minas were given
to the bank and ten to Parmeno. Thereupon the speaker and Apatourios cancelled the
contract according to which the money had been lent. Nothing further is said of the
slaves. Possibly, since the terms of the contract had been fulfilled by the repayment of
the forty minas, the slaves were returned to Apatourios.
Any discussion of these negotiations is bound to be disappointing, because
[Demosthenes'] narration of the various transactions is so confused-either deliberately or because of compression. Possibly Meletopoulos is correct in recognizing the
rpanw e&rXi-oet as a secondary contract here, but certainly there is no evidence for
his contention that the debtor remained owner of the property which was sold as
security. On the contrary, what evidence there is seems to point clearly to the conclusion that the creditor not only had the ownership but also did not hesitate to
exercise his rights as owner.
Demosthenes' Oration, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, is the basic literary documrg Xv'oe. A certain Pantainetos had leased from the
ment for the study of the nrpar^
Poletai a mine (prTaXXov)for which he owed to the state a periodic payment or rent
all
(Kara8oX') of 90 minas.8 The transactions which are of significance to us are
in which the ore was proconcerned with a metallurgical workshop (epyacrr,rpLov),
8 This information is included in the
9yxA;a (section 22), one of the documents inserted in
the speech. :2douard Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion dans l'Antiquite, Paris, 1897, pp. 189-190,
shows clearly, however, that there is no reason to suspect the passage. Ardaillon also points out
very properly that many scholars have misinterpreted the transactions described in the speech because
of the erroneous tendency to identify the craXXAAovand the epyafLoT7vpV. Cf. his remarks, pp. 171-172;
189-192; 207-208.
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cessed, and with thirty slaves who labored in the ergasterion. Since these transactions
are open to different interpretations, it will be necessary, for the sake of clarity, to
quote the relevant passages as told by the speaker, Nikoboulos (sections 4 and 5):
'E8aveaT.cev
a

5

S

7TEVTEKat EKarLTOV
/va

rT EpyaaTT7qpt

V)

'

'

rt EV TOLSe(EpYoL

s

cEyO)KaUEvEpyos, co aVi8pe 8&Ka-crTat,Havratvwte) TovTti,
'
'
3
r
/
1
3
C
o
'
aivOpa,rod8ot. ?'v 8E tOV 8aveWUr-

a

Ev MapoveELa, KarL7paKovr
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8 ro7vov
cVveatve
I,Laro TE7rrapaKovTa ,.ev Kat 7rEVTE /.valt E,ai, TaXavrov 8' Evepyov.
o(e&Xei&v
MV'r7o-KAXE'
raXavrov, DtX'a 8' 'EXEV(oTLViWKat IIXEc-'rropL7TEVTE KaL
Iev KoXXvrEtZ
8)
.LVaL.
r
TETTapaKOVTa
rrparp pLEV TOVEpyao-T7)pov Kat Trv avs8pa7ro8cov 6 MV7)0iKXs
'epv
yLyveraT

(tKat yappE&vrT&

EKELVO TEapa
avTa TOVTw

TqXEi/aXov

TOV TTpoTepov

K8EK"rEVOV).

One of the chief difficulties in this account is to discover the " original " status
of the ergasterion and the slaves. The usual explanation has been that they were
owned by Telemachos, from whom Mnesikles and his partners bought them for
Pantainetos for 105 minas. Pantainetos was allowed to make use of the the ergasterion
and the slaves, but, since he was now indebted to Mnesikles and his associates for 105
minas, the property was considered as security guaranteeing the repayment of the
loan.9 This is a possible interpretation, but it seems to me that it runs into one
objection which cannot be answered satisfactorily. In sections 31 and 50 we are told
that the ergasterion and the slaves were subsequently sold for about three and a third
talents. If the property was worth that much, it is rather inexplicablewhy Telemachos
had been willing to sell it outright to Mnesikles, in the interest of Pantainetos, for
that that we must assume that Pantainetos was
sum. Consequently,I believe
only half that Pasum.
"
the original" owner of the ergasterion and the slaves, having acquired this ownership in some way not stated in the text. When he began to work the mine which he
had leased, he found that he needed some ready cash. He thereupon borrowed 105
minas from Telemachos and as security for the loan sold to him sm Xivo the ergas-

terion and the slaves. According to this explanation, then, Telemachos would have
been the first of several TrpaSu XEcOEt
&m
creditors who were concerned with this
property.10
When Telemachos wished to recover his loan, Pantainetos was unable to repay
E. g., Meletopoulos, op. cit., p. 42 and the references
the cited there. The explanation of these

transactions
given by Pringsheim,pp. 206-207,basedlargelyon the hypothesisto the Against
Pantainetos, I find unconvincing.
10I realize that this interpretation also runs into difficulty, for, according to it, Telemachos was
the original purchaser

rit

Av'aeL.In sections 9 and 49, however, Mnesikles is characterized as the

purchaser et apx. The only suggestion I can offer is that in the eyes of the speaker, Nikoboulos,
the transaction with Telemachos was unimportant while that with Mnesikles was basic to his argument. Since Nikoboulos first became involved in these negotiations by purchasing the property from
Mnesikles, it was natural, albeit inaccurate, for him to describe Mnesikles as the original purchaser.
If this explanation is unsatisfactory, I can only remark that the difficulty arising from the $e apy-s
does not seem as serious as the assumption that Telemachos sold the property outright for only
half its value.
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the money. Since possession of the ergasterion and slaves was essential to Pantainetos for the working of his lease, he persuaded Mnesikles and two other men to
settle the obligation to Telemachos by turning over to him 105 minas. By this
transaction, then, Mnesikles (and his associates) became the purchaser-creditor in
place of Telemachos who no longer had any claim on the property. Subsequently
Mnesikles also wanted to recover his loan. Since Pantainetos still was unable to
redeem the property, he persuaded Nikoboulos and Euergos to become his creditors
by paying to Mnesikles the 105 minas which were owed. Thereupon Mnesikles became
vendor of the property to Nikoboulos and Euergos who immediately entered into
the following agreement with Pantainetos (section 5):

TOV ytvfOLMEVOV

TOKOV Tq

LeO0a (TvvO7)Kas,

ev adl

apyvpity,
7

ErTreKa

TE
ure fJOCo(Tr

EKxaTOv

/ur-Oovora8' ov7roS trap' qlSv

SpaxL&WvTov p,b77Vbs

qv yeypap,.u.evrq

Kat Xvos

rovrT

IaCUrTOV.

Kat T0OE-

Trap' r]uCOv ('v TV

p7TY?XpOVy.

The basic problem in connection with this or any other 1rpar^ cE XV`'ettransaction is that of the ownership of the property sold to secure the loan. Meletopoulos,as
we have seen,1 maintains, in opposition to the traditional view, that the ownership
remained with the debtor. This interpretation runs counter to the language used in
the oration under discussion. In the Greek just quoted, the terminology of a regular
lease is employed. Unless words have no meaning, a man (Pantainetos) would not
be described as lessee of property of which he still retained the ownership. In section
7 we read that Euergos, when Pantainetos did not abide by the terms of the contract,
took possession of Ta eavrov. In section 9 Nikoboulos says: o5rog (Pantainetos)
Finally in section 29 we find
the statement: t'crOwo-a/mev
(Nikoboulos and Euergos) -ovrc
(Pantainetos)
view that,
confirm
the
These
Ta lreT?Ep'
accepted
generally
passages certainly
9letg.
since the rpa&r e7c Xv`co-ewas in form a real sale, the ownership of the property offered
E/r(Ora-f-O9'VipITepov

Ov TO Epyao-T'pLOV

Kal

TavSpa6oba.

as security was transferred immediately to the vendee (creditor). This conclusion is
strengthened by evidence contained on a later page of this same speech. In sections
30 and 31 we learn that Nikoboulos and Euergos, at the urgent request of Pantainetos,
sold the property to certain other men on the same terms as those upon which they
had bought it from Mnesikles. Although the property was worth about twice as much
as the 105 minas which Pantainetos owed to Nikoboulos and Euergos, it is stated caterovTOv
gorically that Pantainetos himself could not sell it. ovSetkyap ijOEXEv8E'XEcoOat
---r'
,T av KaOdaraf
KarTO~&
(Pantainetos) E'xcw
IrparT pa
(Pantainetos) IrparTpa
.col SpaxJr v et8Ko jdav; Why would no one accept Pantainetos as vendor? Certainly
the reason must be that, since Pantainetos had already sold the property 4ErTXvo-E
for 105 minas, the ownership of the ergasterion and the slaves had been transferred
to his creditors. This explains why Pantainetos was so anxious that Nikoboulos and
11See

above,pp. 143-144.
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Euergos should sell the property to the other men. These men, who clearly were
" partners " of Pantainetos, by paying 105 minas to Nikoboulos and Euergos, became
owners. They then allowed Pantainetos to sell the property outright for three talents
and 2600 drachmas and from this sum we can be certain that they received considerably more than their original investment of 105 minas.
So far the evidence from the Against Pantainetos confirms the traditional view
that in a TrpacreS
nmXAvtEthe ownership of the security was transferred at once to the
creditor. It should be remarkedthat Meletopoulos ignores the passages just discussed.
He does, however, seize upon certain statements in this speech which, if considered
by themselves, could be interpreted according to his theory. These statements,
consequently,must occupy our immediateattention.
In sections 7 and 11-16 we hear of other creditors of Pantainetos besides Nikoboulos and Euergos. They claimed that they also had lent money to Pantainetos on
the security of the ergasterion and the slaves. These creditors were probably fictitious
ones-agents of Pantainetos (cf. 39 and 48)-, but the important point for us is
that nowhere does Nikoboulos explicitly say that it was a legal impossibility for
creditors other than himself and Euergos to have a claim on the security.12 Meletopoulos 13 believes that he has proof here of his contention that property could be
sold ErmT
XAvr-Eto various creditors in succession up to the full value of the security.
Nikoboulos and Euergos accordingly had a claim on the ergasterion and the slaves
only to the amount of 105 minas, while the oo-c 1rXetovoga'ov served as security for
the other creditors.
The references to these creditors are too confused and brief to lead to a certain
explanation of their status, whether real or fictitious. One assumption which Meletopoulos makes, however, seems to be unwarranted. He assumes that these creditors,
like Nikoboulos and Euergos, were creditors in a iTpaXcrtq
6T
Xvo-e contract. Why
could they not have been hypothecary creditors? The fact that they refused to buy
off the claims of Nikoboulos and Euergos by paying them 105 minas unless Nikoboulos
and his partner would become vendors of the property to them certainly seems to
imply that they wished to strengthen their position. Could this not mean that they
wanted to change their status from that of hypothecary creditors to that of 7rpao-Lt EI
XAi~V
creditors?
Since it is impossible to know whether these creditors were real ones or only
fictitious ones joined in a conspiracy with Pantainetos, it would be mere idle speculation to try to reconstruct in detail their claims-legitimate or imaginary-to the
security. It is obvious, however, that these men were of great nuisance value to
Pantainetos and a potential menace to Nikoboulos and Euergos. They could have

Possibly the legal impossibility is implied in the statement (section 12) that Mnesikles warranted their title to the property: KaI rov Mv-icauAXeovsfeflatovvro~s tv.
13pp. 44-47.
12
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pretended that their claim had priority and that Nikoboulos and Euergos had been
duped into lending money on property already encumbered. Since this could have led
to a troublesome law suit for Nikoboulos and his associate, it is not surprising that
they were glad to recover their money by selling the property as Pantainetos wished.
It is more important for our purposes to show that the same piece of property could
be encumberedby both a hypothec and a 'Trpar' erT XtvOrE,interpreted according to
the traditional view rather than that of Meletopoulos. If this can be done, we shall
have one possible way of giving a juridical explanation to those elusive statements in
the Against Pantainetos concerning the additional creditors. Meletopoulos' thesis
can hardly be maintained without the support of the evidence derived from these
creditors, for, as we have already seen, the other pertinent passages in the oration all
corroborate the traditional interpretation.
To demonstrate that the same property could serve as security according to both
a hypothec and a rTpaotigEr Xvo-et,we must turn to an analysis of a very interesting
Poletai record of the year 367/6 which was recently published by Miss Margaret
Crosby.14The first half of this inscription, which alone is of importanceto us, records
the confiscation and public sale of the house of Theosebes (the son of Theophilos),
who had been convicted of sacrilege. Several claims against the house, which were
all recognized, are listed. The three liens which concern us are as follows: (1) the
house was mortgaged (lVroKeLrai) to Smikythos for 150 drachmas (lines 14-15; 3839); (2) the father Theophilos had incurred an obligation of 100 drachmas to the
ME8ovr&8iv
and had offered the house as security according to a
KOWOPv 4paTEpcov
contract which apparently was a wrpao-u E=r Xva-E15 (lines 16-25); (3) the father
for 24 drachmas and had
Theophilos had also become indebted to a KOWLVV
opyewvvcov
sold the house ~E Xvo-rEto secure that debt (lines 30-35).
The fact that the house was sold EcmXvcoetboth to the phratry of the Medontidai
at first glance would seem to corroborateMeletopoulos'thesis.
and to a KOWlOV
OOpycVwV

A reasonableexplanation of these negotiations, however, in accordancewith the tradiof this inscriptionI havebeengreatly
Hesperia,X, 1941,pp. 14-27. In the interpretation
for the views
He shouldnotbe heldresponsible
withA. E. Raubitschek.
aidedby manydiscussions
advocated
here,however.
14

The phratryjustifiesits claim with these words: aroSouevo (to the phratry) 47v oiK'tavTraVT7v
cannotrefer to an outrightsale
the a&roso,Uyvo
Sincethephratryis claiming100drachmas,
?eoW,kiov.
15

by Theophilos, for in that case it could only be a question of money owed to Theophilos. It is clear
that Theophilos was debtor to the phratry. Despite the strangeness of the expression, Miss Crosby
trt
AXvore.The nearest parallels to the
is certainly correct in recognizing the transaction as a 7rpa'cS
language employed here, with which I am familiar, are to be found in Syll.3, 1200 (Amorgos) :
XriAvceL (see above, Chapter IV, pp. 71-72) and in the
ares8oTo NuopaTo - - - KrTaLoxVTL--famous Register of Sales of Immovables from Tenos, I.G., XII, 5, no. 872, line 121: (v olxta Kai
TOX0Wpov)& a&ruoSwKe WKOS 'AOrwvaSet
8Savetgo'Evo 7trap''AO7rva8ov(the transaction recorded here is a
the idea of 8avetto'/evos must be understood. Compare
in
our
e7rt
inscription
AXvUEL).
Presumably
7rpoaM
also the &a7rEoro Xv-tlua in the parchment from Doura-Europos; see below, pp. 164-165.
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tainly
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to the previously mentioned phratry. Presumably, then, the 100 and the 24 drachmas
were componentsof the same loan, granted by the organization as a whole and by one
of its constituent parts either simultaneously or successively."6 Such an assumption
is surely more reasonable than to think of the small sum of 24 drachmas as forming
a completely independentloan.
It is of the utmost importance to ascertain which of the three liens on the house
constituted the first mortgage. Meletopoulos17 unhesitatingly says that the house
was sold E7riXtvE? by the father Theophilos and then subsequently was mortgaged
(VrEKETro)
by the son Theosebes. If he could prove that this was the actual order of
the liens, he would strengthen his thesis tremendously. Unfortunately for his theory,
however, it is stated at the beginning of the inscription that the house was registered
for public sale ToW7riTXELovoaiLa 71 VIOKELTatI/uKV0cot
HF 8paXji%v. It is
TELOpao-kt:
hard to believe that the contract given this prominent position in a public document
did not have the prior claim. Certainly the loans of 100 and 24 drachmas furnished

by the phratry and the orgeones according to a trpaos'trhXEviore,

which are recorded

later in the inscription, must be recognized as secondary claims.
General considerations lead inevitably to the same conclusion. Suppose for a

moment that the first loan was secured by a rTpa^o Eric Xv0Et and that Meletopoulos'

conception of that institution is correct. What satisfactory reason can be given to
explain why the son at a later time obtained a further loan under a different kind of
contract? According to Meletopoulos'thesis it would have been natural for the vrpa-^L
E7rTXvo-reto continue to serve as the means for securing additional loans. Or are we
to believe that the hypothec and the 7rpacR- mrXv-ae&
were so similar in nature that
they were used interchangeably? In that case, it is difficult to understand, as was
remarkedabove,18why almost identical contracts were characterizedby such different
names.
The evidence of the inscription seems to be unmistakable. The hypothec held by
Smikythos was the first lien on the house. If we approach the document from this
point of view-and if we reason according to the traditional interpretation of the
nature of the wrpaonrcrt XicrEt-, I believe it is possible to explain satisfactorily how
a house, which had already been encumberedwith a hypothec, could subsequently be

sold Er Xv'o-rE
to other creditors.
The transactions recorded in this inscription probably should be reconstructed as
16For simultaneousloans,and
supplementaryloans grantedby the same creditor,see below pp.

154-156. One wonders whether the sums recorded in this inscription-particularly the 24 drachmascould represent dues, fines, etc. owed by Theophilos to the phratry and the orgeones.
17
Pp. 64-66.
18P. 144.
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follows: Theophilos first borrowed 150 drachmas from Smikythos and gave him a
mortgage (hypothec)19 for that amount on the house. Some time later Theophilos
again was in need of money. He turned to his fellow phrateres and orgeones and was
XoweLto guarantee the
offered 124 drachmas, provided he would sell the house emTr
that
demanded
associations
the
that
is
loan. It noteworthy
type of security which was
safest for the creditor and most exacting on the debtor. Presumably they considered
Theophilos a bad risk; possibly rumors about his son's conduct were beginning to
circulate. Since Smikythos already held a first mortgage on the house, obviously his
consent to this " sale " of the security was necessary. As soon as the permission was
granted, the phratry and the orgeones lent the 124 drachmas to Theophilos and in
accordancewith the terms of the contract became owners of the house which was sold
as security. As owners they naturally assumed the obligation to Smikythos; to put it
in different words, their loan to Theophilos in fact amounted to 274 drachmas. If
the family of Theophilos was in a precarious position, Smikythos must have been
pleased to have the associations become responsible for his loan of 150 drachmas.
Some time afterwards Theophilos died and his son Theosebes was convicted of
sacrilege. Thereupon the state proceeded to confiscate his property which, since
nothing else is listed in the inscription, presumablyconsisted of the house alone. This
house, however, had passed into the ownership of the phratry and the orgeones through
the vrpo-&emf XVcTEttransaction. By what right, then, did the state confiscate property
to which Theosebes no longer had title? The answer, I think, is obvious. Since Theosebes, through conviction and exile, had forfeited his legal personality, all rights
pertaining to that personality devolvedupon the state. Consequently,the state acquired
the right to redeem the property which had been offered as security. The redemption
was carried out by means of the sale of the house. After the creditors had been
"
satisfied, any surplus which remained belonged legally to the state, the " heir of
Theosebes.
If Theosebes had not been convicted of sacrilege and if his property had not been
confiscated, the procedure which would have been followed in these transactions can
be reconstructed with considerable certainty. To redeem his house, Theosebes presumably would have had to pay 274 drachmas to the phratry and the orgeones, since
they naturally would not have relinquished title to the house until they had received,
in addition to their loan of 124 drachmas, also the 150 drachmas for which they were
obligated to Smikythos. If Theosebes could not redeem the house within the time
specified in the contract, then the phratry and the orgeones would have obtained
absolute ownership of the property. As we have seen, they had become debtors to
Smikythos in the matter of the hypothec at the same time that they became creditors
19 Since the other two liens are described as 7rpaact

cL

it seems certain that the
Xvo-t
i.OceLTa

(lines 14-15) refers to a hypothec.
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to Theophilos. Concerning the settlement of their debt to Smikythos, the arrangement
probablywas that they should pay him after Theophilos or his heir had redeemed the
house, or, in case redemption did not occur, after they had acquired absolute ownership of the property. In this latter event they could have sold the house, if necessary,
to procure the 150 drachmas which were due to Smikythos.
From this inscription, therefore, we learn that a man who had borrowed on a
hypothec could, with the consent of the hypothecary creditor, contract a further loan
on the same security by means of a Trpaa&r
cEr XVcO'e.A prerequisite for this second
loan naturally was that the value of the security exceed that of the prior debt. Since
the creditor in a Trpaxtq e7T Xv' Et became owner of the security, obviously he assumed

the obligation to
the
latter the
or. From
creditview
hypothecpoint
ary the
transaction signified merely a change in the person of the debtor. The borrower, of
course, could redeem the security only by repayment of both loans to the vendee in
the 7Tpao- OertXiOE contract. It is unlikely that this method of making a second loan
was common.20If the security was of sufficientvalue, the hypothecarydebtor probably
was accustomed to procure a further loan by offering a second mortgage (hypothec)

It will be noticed that an explanation similar to the one justthe
given for
transactions
recorded in the Poletai inscription could also be given for the episode of the other creditors in the
speech Against Pantainetos, 12 (see above, pp. 149-150). Their version of the transactions may have
been somewhat to this effect. Pantainetos had borrowed money from them and given them a mortgage (hypothec) on the ergasterion and the slaves. Subsequently (with or without their knowledge)
he obtained an additional loan by selling this property erl AXva'e. Since the security was worth more
than the 105 minas for which sum Nikoboulos and Euergos had purchased the property, the
" hypothecary creditors " now claimed it was
necessary for the vendees to settle their prior claim.
Thus these " hypothecary creditors " looked to the creditors in the 7rpamcs brt Xvaot for payment just
as Smikythos, the hypothecary creditor in the Poletai inscription, looked for payment to the phratry
and the orgeones, the vendees in that particular 7rpaats r XvcE
transaction.
Av
It is interesting to note that this reconstruction could give a somewhat different meaning to a
variant reading adopted by Meletopoulos from the one he advocates. In Against Pantainetos, 27,
Meletopoulos accepts the reading of mss. F. Q. D., belonging to Familia Quarta of the manuscripts
20

of Demosthenes:

aAX' alpe(ows

nUo (Nikoboulos)

8oC'EoTr?0 EXcLV,
V
KTrraaaOat,

vKO/fitaaarOa

Ta
rUaLVTOV,

Other manuscripts, probably correctly, omit KrTaacOat.
c
In this triple choice
offered to Nikoboulos, Meletopoulos (pp. 44-47) maintains there is support for his theory that at
the establishment of a Trpaiv irt Xi'vetcontract the ownership of the property was not transferred
to the creditor. Nikoboulos could (1) continue in possession until the expiration of the contract,
(2) become owner by paying to Pantainetos or his creditors the difference between the real value
of the property sold irn XAvaeand his own claim of 105 minas, or (3) accept 105 minas in satisfaction of his claim. If we assume, however, that the other creditors were hypothecary ones, the
triple choice could be interpreted as follows: Nikoboulos could (1) continue in possession until
the expiration of the contract at which time he (or Pantainetos) would have to settle the claim
of the hypothecary creditors, (2) acquire unencumbered ownership, er Xv'au, by paying off the
claim of the hypothecary creditors, or (3) accept 105 minas from the hypothecary creditors and
leave them as the only creditors of Pantainetos.
Kotu'aoa0at.
ELAo'pyvv
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on the 6o-y AEXiovog
aetov.21 If he could borrow additional funds only by means of a
'
Xpasem XwEt, the natural inference is that the lender was suspicious of his financial
status and consequentlyinsisted on the most rigorous form of security available.
In the discussion of this Poletai inscription it was argued that the loans of 100
and 24 drachmas granted by the phratry and the orgeones were either simultaneous
loans or sums lent successively by what could be considered the same creditor. In this
connection it is necessary to consider certain horos mortgage stones on which it is
recorded that the same property was sold brc Ximoetto more than one vendee.22 At
first glance we would seem to have here definite confirmation of Meletopoulos' contention that a piece of property could be successively sold EIrsXivret up to its full value.
Closer analysis, however, shows that such a conclusion need not be drawn and, if the
preceding arguments against Meletopoulos' thesis are sound, in fact, should not be
drawn. In some of these inscriptions it is stated that several creditors shared in the
same loan; e. g., a farm sold er XwirEto A and B for 1000 drachmas. Here clearly
two men in partnership simultaneously lent the money and hence there is no question
of a second mortgage. On other inscriptions the sums lent by individuals or groups
of individuals or associations are listed separately. Unfortunately no infallible clue
is offered as to whether the loans were made simultaneously or successively. If the
latter alternative could be proved to be the correct one, then it would seem necessary
to accept Meletopoulos' conception of the rpao- egt Xivo-E. If, however, the several
sums recorded were constituent parts of the same general loan-i. e., the debtor had
borrowed these various sums simultaneously-, then, presumably, all the creditors
were of the first rank and we are not faced with the problem of second and third
mortgages. It seems to me that this explanation is far more reasonable than the
alternative one unless we are willing to admit, as Meletopoulos apparently implicitly
does, that the rrp&atoe7r XvrEand the hypothec were really identical institutions. The
evidence from the stones themselves strongly favors my conclusion, for it seems clear
that the record of the various loans was inscribed all at once, and not on different
occasions, as would have been the case if the loans had been made successively. An
illustration of a simultaneous loan, it will be remembered,is provided by the speech
Against Pantainetos. In section 4 we are informed that Nikoboulos lent 45 minas
and Euergos one talent to Pantainetos who furnished security for the total loan of
the ergasterion and 30 slaves. If a horos had
105 minas by selling to them &EXVoE&
it
loan
been erected to publicize this
presumablywould have read: opog EpyacrrvpitovKal
21Cf. Hitzig, pp.

121-129;Beauchet,III, pp. 298-304; Lipsius,p. 700. See above,ChapterIV,

pp. 94-95.

E. g., I.G., 112, 2692, 2693, 2695, 2701, 2705, 2723-2725, 2753. See above, Chapter I, No.
21; Chapter II, Nos. 15, 17; and p. 40, No. 12. I have been able to examine squeezes or photographs, or both, of all these inscriptions except I.G., 112, 2695, 2701, 2724, and 2725. For a
discussion of I.G., II2, 2693, 2697, 2735, see above, Chapter III, pp. 46-47.
22
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Et Xvro-etNLKo,8ov'X9tXXXXrF Evepycoi T,
avSpairoSov 1rE7rpapEAvwv

a wording which,

mutatis mutandis, is similar to that recordedon I.G., II2, 2705.
No satisfactory evidence is available as to the procedure followed in loans
involving several creditors if the debtor did not redeem the security by the specified
time. Various alternatives must have been open to the creditors who, if we accept
the traditional view of the grpa&rteIL XAc-E as seems necessary, now became absolute
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owners. They could manage the property jointly, or one creditor could buy up the
shares of the others. If the security had been a farm, possibly each creditor could
take as his own a part of the land proportionate to his contribution to the loan.
Probably it was most common for the security to be sold and for each creditor to
receive his proper share of the proceeds. Since by the terms of the original contract
the debtor had sold the security to his creditors, there is no reason to believe that he
was entitled to recover any surplus over the value of the combined loan which might
have resulted from the sale of the property. The surplus, if any, presumably was
divided proportionately among the creditors in accordance with the size of their
respective loans.
The investigation of the traditional view and Meletopoulos' thesis on the fundamental nature of the rpa&rio
grt

XAvoEis now completed. Although few conclusions on

matters of Athenian private law are as certain as one could wish, it seems to me that
on the basis of present evidence there is little doubt that the traditional interpretationis
the correct one. Meletopoulos has raised some questions which may be difficult to
answer with complete satisfaction, but on the other hand he has neglected to consider
various types of evidence in the sources which are very damaging to his thesis. Above
all, he apparently has failed to realize that the wpaa&s c Xv5cr&,as he envisages it, is
practically identical with the hypothec, and that this identity in turn makes it almost
impossible to conceive of any evolution in the Athenian institution of real security.
The conclusion seems justified, then, that the ownership of property sold Er XvO-etwas
transferred immediately to the creditor-purchaserand that, consequently, such property could not be subjected to a second mortgage.23 This last statement, however,
should not be taken to mean that the vendee himself could not lend additional funds
to the vendor. I see no reason to exclude the possibility that on occasions the creditor,
28Cf. Beauchet, III,
pp. 297-298. I.G., II2, 2701, is not evidence against this statement. For
the various interpretations of this puzzling horos mortgage stone see the bibliography given by
Kirchner. The security consists of a farm and a house. The two creditors recorded for the ~rpacrm
erl Xv'retcontract were presumably simultaneous vendees. At the end of the inscription there is
- -.
added- Kai ro1r'ta
epavuTaZ
Possibly in the contract, to which reference is made in the
inscription, there was a specific statement as to what part of the security was included in the
7rpac eMrXvet transaction. In that event, the crw 7rXdovosaetov could have been classified as aroTrOLZa.
Possibly, as has been frequently suggested (e.g. Beauchet, ibid.), the security offered by the
v
AU'tI.
&rOTLau/a would have become effective only after the redemption of the property sold c
The most honest verdict on this inscription is: non liquet (see Chapter V, pp. 104-105).
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if the value of the security greatly exceeded that of his original loan, might have
been willing to supplement that loan.24 Such considerate creditors were probably
uncommon. Consequently, from the debtor's point of view, one of the great disXvo-e was that property which had been sold EIrT XvcrEt,no
advantages of the TpaxrOEmr&
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matter how great its value, could not serve as security for a further loan contracted
with another creditor. This characteristic of the7rpa-cr'
ir& XvciE,as we saw above,25
was certainly one of the reasons for the developmentof the civil hypothec, a contract
which permitted the establishment of second and third mortgages.
The ownership acquired by the creditor, naturally, was provisional, for he was
obligated to restore the property in good condition to the debtor if he redeemed it
within the stipulated time. As owner, the creditor could take possession of the
mortgaged property if he so desired. In the early days of the institution this probably
was the normal procedure. When the creditor had possession, the usufruct of the
security took the place of interest on the loan.26 Since the transaction was in form a
sale, presumablythe vendee enjoyed all the revenues accruing from the security even
though their value might have greatly exceeded the amount which would have been
provided by interest at normal rates on the loan. In those cases where the security
consisted of movables it was hazardous for the creditor to forego possession, since
the debtor might attempt to abscondwith the mortgaged property. As we saw above,27
Apatourios, who had been left in possession of the mortgaged ship and slaves, tried
to depart surreptitiously from Athens with them.
'
The rpacrs

r

XVcvE&
contract was usually concerned with real property, since

movables serving as security were generally classified as eveXvpa 28 and passed immediately into the possession of the creditor. In the course of time, as the Athenians grew
This is the most natural explanation of I.G., II2, 2693 (see above, Chapter III, p. 46) and of
I.G., XII, 8, 19 (Lemnos); cf. Lipsius, p. 704, note 102. Lending additional money on the same
security was not pure altruism on the part of the creditor, of course, for the interest he received
was calculated not on the value of the security but on the amount of the loan; cf. Demosthenes,
XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 5; see below, p. 157.
25 See above,
Chapter IV, pp. 93-94.
26 Cf.
Hitzig, p. 75; Beauchet, III, p. 242. This statement, logical in itself, is confirmed by
Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 10. Nikoboulos and Euergos had lent 105 minas to
Pantainetos under a rpac&u crt Av'rctcontract on the security of an ergasterion and 30 slaves, which
remained in the possession of the debtor. When the debtor (Pantainetos) failed to pay the
interest due, Euergos in the absence of his partner seized possession of the security. On his return,
Nikoboulos was faced with two possible courses of action: X yap KOLVOWVetV ECSe Tr, epyaata' Kac Twv
24

TW
E2rtcLeXEtWV
Eivepyp,

\

Xp\c7

avr

TOVTOV Tov

Evepyov

xecv, Kat TpOS eKetvov raXtv ja&vcWatv ypa?etv xa\

av,uf/loXatov 7rotelaOat.One alternative open to Nikoboulos, therefore, was to obtain the return on his

investment in the form of usufruct.
27
See above p. 145.
28
See above, Chapter IV, pp. 61-62. The security recorded on the horoi, naturally, was always in
the form of real property. By the very nature of things most movables could not have been posted
with horos stones.
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more familiar with the employment of immovables as security, it became customary
for the creditor, who acquired the ownership of the security through the very nature
of the 7rpa&o5Ert Xvo-E&
transaction, to allow the debtor to retain actual possession.29
In such cases the creditor (vendee) would lease the mortgaged property to the debtor
(vendor). The procedure is well described in a passage in Demosthenes' speech
Against Pantainetos, 5, (cf. 29), where the creditor who had lent 105 minas says:
ptcrOovTaU 8 ov5ro 7rapp7)oCOV

TOV yLyvo/Jevov

Tov /JLk7vobEKaYTOV. Kal TtLOe.LE0a cvvOr)Kac,

TOKOVTO) apyvp)p,
e'v

alt

Tvre

Ka EKaCTrov
8paXI,(Sv

7iv
1 TE
-,0crEa-0c)cr
yeypaoLev:)

Kat 'WIT
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It is important to observe that it is specifically
stated here that the rent correspondedto the interest on the loan, in this case 12%.3?
The fact that the rent was not calculated on the value of the security, which might
be greatly in excess of the amount of the loan,31shows clearly that the Athenians, by
this time at least, thought of the irpao-tc Em Xvo-ei not as a sale but as a loan on real
security.32 This aspect of the contract is well characterized by William Wyse in the
following words:3 "Though the transaction was in form and effect a sale, in the
intention of the parties it was a loan on real security, and was sometimes described by
language applicablein strictness only to hypothec."
In Athenian sources no information is given concerning the various clauses contained in a spaser Er'TXwasvcontract beyond what is stated in the passage just quoted.34
It seems certain, however, that, if the debtor who retained possession of the security
did not fulfill the terms of the contract, the creditor had the right to take possession.

TOVTO)

rap' ripcV vtv rVw PfTTO xpovc.

In the speech Against Pantainetos, we are told that when the debtor Pantainetos did

not pay the interest or abide by the contract in other respects, one of the creditors,
Euergos, proceeded to take possession of the ergasterion and the slaves which were
serving as security (7). It is true that subsequently Pantainetos brought suit against
Euergos and received damages to the aniount of two talents (8; 46), but it appears
that the question at issue was not Euergos' right to seize possession, but the violence
and irregularity with which he was accused of carrying out the seizure.35
29

See above, Chapter IV, p. 93.
In an inscription from Amorgos, Syll.3, 1200, certain properties were sold eri Xv'ct for 5000
drachmas. The debtor, who retained possession, owed an annual rent (1Lo&T0a)
of 500 drachmas,
i.e., 10%.
31
Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 12.
32 Cf. Hitzig, p. 74; Beauchet, III, pp. 240-241.
33 Note on
Isaeus, V, On the Estate of Dikaiogenes, 21 (p. 431).
34
Such contracts are frequently mentioned in the 7rpa&cs ei7r' AVat horoi dating after 316/5. See
above, Chapter III, pp. 53-54. For evidence from non-Athenian sources, see below, pp. 163-166.
85 Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 6; 26; 45. If it had been illegal to take
possession under the circumstances, it is unlikely that the speaker would have emphasized so frankly
as he did in section 14 that he and Euergos were in possession. The speaker states boldly (8; 45)
that Euergos was the victim of false charges, but he never considers it necessary to defend the act
of taking possession.
30
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When the debtor, as lessee, remained in possession of the property which he had
XoEL, it was desirable that there be some means of notifying a third party
sold Vmr
of the existence of the lien. Otherwise money might unwittingly have been lent on
property which was already encumbered. The setting up of an appropriate horos
mortgage inscription was the regular method of publicizing such a lien.35 In Demosthenes' speech Against Pantainetos no reference is made to a horos, but it is probably
safe to assume that one was placed somewhere on the ergasterion which had been
offered as security. In the mining region of Attica several mortgage horoi have
been discovered, which, with a change in the name of the creditor and in the sum
involved, would record perfectly the contract existing between Pantainetos and his
creditors Nikoboulos and Euergos. I.G., II2, 2747, for example, reads as follows:
9eot | opos EpyacrlrTptov Kat av Spa7ro8aw 7rElrpa,pEvwov e7ri XvoEt ?i?ecovt AlwveZT.

The creditor, as I have tried to prove in the first part of this chapter, was owner
of the security for the duration of the contract. Did this ownership confer on him
the right to alienate the property? If the debtor gave his consent, the answer to this
question is in the affirmative. The debtor Pantainetos, for example, begged Nikoboulos
to sell the security to another creditor.37 The new creditor, presumably, succeeded
EIrmXv?E&contract with Pantainetos just as NikoNikoboulos as vendee in a rps
boulos had succeeded Mnesikles.38It is more difficult, however, to decide whether the
security could be alienated without the consent of the debtor-obviously with the
understanding that the new creditor would be bound by the redemption clause. This
problem has been answered both affirmatively and negatively,39but on the basis of
available evidence it is probably wiser to suspend judgment. Even though it may
be impossible to ascertain the regulations prescribed by law on this subject, it seems
permissible to assume that on occasions clauses, granting or denying to the creditor
the right to alienate the security, were included in the contract. In any event, if there
was a change in creditors, the debtor had to be notified immediately so as to know to
whom to pay the rent and from whom to redeem the security, if he could procure the
necessary funds. The horos mortgage stone also had to be altered, at least to the
extent of substituting the name of the new creditor,40or an entirely new inscription
might be erected.
As the name of the contract implies, the debtor had the right to redeem the
"
propertywhich he had sold " as security. The most definite statement on this subject
36

87

See above, Chapter III, p. 51 and note 41.

Demosthenes,XXXVII, Against Pantainetos,14-16; 29-30.

88Ibid., 5; 49.
89Affirmatively, Beauchet, III, pp. 242-245; Lipsius, pp. 703-704; negatively, Hitzig, pp. 75-77.
Too many other factors are involved in the transactions described in [Demosthenes], XXXIII,
Against Apatourios, 10-12, to enable any certain conclusions on this problem to be drawn.
40 In I.G., II2, 2689, the name of the former creditor in a rpaivs ert XvaEt
contract was erased and
the name of the new creditor was written in the erasure.
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is to be found in the agreement made by the creditors Nikoboulos and Euergos with
the debtorPantainetosquotedabove (p. 157)-XV(r-L TOVTrO)rap' 7J/tv E'v TLVLp7Tr
Xp6vo.41No evidence is available in Athenian sources concerning the usual duration
of the " specifiedtime," and it can only be assumed that ordinarily a date was included
in the contract beyond which redemption was not possible. Presumably redemption
could occur at any time before this date,42but it is necessary to believe that the contract
would have contained special stipulations on this point. The need for such clauses is
obvious. If the debtor remained in possession of the mortgaged property, we have
seen that he was obligated to pay rent which was equivalent to interest on the loan.
This rent was probably paid either monthly, semi-annually, or annually.43 Consequently, each contract must have included a clause stating that, when the debtor
redeemedthe security, he should pay also the proportionatepart of the rent which was
still due at the time of redemption. In those cases where the creditor took possession,
having the usufruct in lieu of interest on the loan, it is also necessary to assume that
the contracts contained regulations concerning the time of redemption and necessary
compensations. Otherwise preposteroussituations would have frequently arisen where
the possessing creditor, for example, after taking great pains and making large
expenditures to assure a good crop, would have lost all the fruits of his labors because
the debtor chose to redeem the land just before the advent of the harvest season.
Although in a irpao-' &7r Xvo-Econtract the right of redemption ordinarily had
to be exercised within a certain specified time, it may be asked whether in certain
cases a permanentright of redemptionwas not granted to the debtor. Hitzig44 maintains that in those transactions where the debtor remained in possession of the security
as a rent paying tenant, it was possible for him to have ein stdndiges Einlosungsrecht.
Lipsius,45without adducing adequate evidence, categorically denies such a possibility.
Despite Lipsius' objection, I see no sound reason for rejecting Hitzig's suggestion.
In such a contract the creditor would have been thinking in terms of a long range
capital investment rather than of the speedy recovery of his loan. Naturally, if the
debtor defaulted in the rents, the creditor, as owner, must have been able to take
41 Cf.

[Demosthenes], XXXIII, Against Apatourios, 8.
In Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 54-55, no. 18 (see above, Chapter II, Nos. 7 and 14), B. D. Meritt
published a horos mortgage stone which testifies to a speedy redemption. On the top half of the
stone there is recorded for the year 309/8 the sale of a house rt Xv'ac
A
for 700 drachmas. This
inscription was erased, and on the lower half of the stone it is recorded that the same (presumably)
house was offered in the following year as apotimema for a dowry. It seems clear, therefore, that
in the space of a year or a little more the debtor had sold a house rmXvuat, redeemed it, and then
subsequently used the same property as security for another purpose.
43 Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 5; rent
probably paid monthly. For semiannual and annual payments of rent in ordinary leases, see above, Chapter V, pp. 111-112 and
note 78.
44 P.
80.
45 P. 703, note 99.
42
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possession of the security. Except for the redemptionclause, this compact would have
been similar to the long term leases of which there are several specimens from Athens.46
Perhaps it may be better to qualify Hitzig's proposal by assuming that the right of
redemptionwas subject to a statute of limitations. Unfortunately, although considerable information is available on various statutes of limitations at Athens,47none of this
ert XvoEc.
material applies to the prpaaoto exercise his right of redemption, the repurchase
the
was
able
When
debtor
price was the same as the value of the original loan. This was only natural since the
creditor had already received his interest, from the usufruct if he himself had taken
possession, or in the form of rent if the debtor had remained in possession. Since in
the original transaction the ownership of the property had passed to the creditor, a
formal resale was probablynecessary to effect the reversion of the title to the property
to the erstwhile debtor.48 If the creditor refused to restore the security or returned
it in damaged condition, apparently the debtor could institute a SLKcru vOKVVOKw,v
rapaf,aorewoand possibly also a 8$KY//Xdgac, against him.49
If at the time of the maturity of the loan the debtor did not exercise his right
of redemption, the creditor became unqualified owner of the property.50 There was
no obligation on his part to return to the debtor the difference between the value of
in those cases where the
the security and the amount of the loan (ra v'irEpEXovTa)
former exceeded the latter. Conversely, if the security had not covered the loan comfrom the debtor. Such
pletely, the creditor could not collect the balance (r6 \XXE?irov)
regulations were entirely in conformity with the nature of the transaction which was
46 E. g., I.G., II2,2492, lease for forty years; I.G., II2, 2496, lease ed rov arravTa
Xpovov.
47J. F. Charles,Statutesof Limitationsat Athens,Dissertation,Chicago,1938. In the Encyclo-

paediaBritannica,11thed., article,Mortgage,the accountof the Welsh mortgagebearsan interesting resemblanceto the Athenian 7rpaacsr T Av'Xae." A Welsh mortgageis one in which an estate
is conveyedto a creditor,who takes the rents and profits in lieu of interest and without account,
the estate being redeemableat any time on paymentof the principal. Any form of property,with
few exceptions,may be mortgaged."Another similar contractis the Scottish form of mortgage
known as an "absolute disposition with back-bond,"describedby W. H. Buckler and D. M.
Robinson,A.J.A. XVI, 1912, p. 64; cf. D. M. Robinson, Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 17. In this
Scottish form, the statuteof limitationsfor redemptionof the propertyis forty years.
48 The famous
Registerof Sales of Immovablesfrom Tenos (I.G., XII, 5, 872, lines 120-121)
shows that in that island,at least, in the Hellenisticperiodit was customaryto recordofficiallythe
contract. It will be noticed
redemptionof propertywhichhad servedas securityin a 7rpans 7rt XAvaet
that the repurchase price is the same as the amount of the original loan.

7rap' 'AOvdaSov 'A

LtOov ?ecoraT ov,

ov

KvpLOS 'Ava-eeoo

WCKOso()K1`WVO3S
?pV?tOS
'AOrvd8ov ?eerLda8?s, crplaTo rq.v oiK.av xKa TO

rO
KOS 'AOtavd8et
v ev 'EXeLOva'L paXzWv &pyvplovXtAlwv rTepaKOcowV, a a'e&oTe
8W
8aVeLt/eVOSTrap'
4-5; 49,
In
Pantainetos,
XXXVII,
Demosthenes,
Against
XlAtXa Kalt
SpaXlas.
'AOfvda8ov
repaKOatas
Mnesikles and his associates, the creditors in a 7rpa.Crs r[ XV(?Lcontract, are repaid in full when they

LXp o

receive 105 minas, the amount of their original loan.
49 Cf. Hitzig, pp. 105-107; Beauchet, III, pp. 246-248; Lipsius, p. 704.
50The same procedure presumably would have been followed if the maturity date of a loan
was fixed only by a statute of limitations.
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in form a sale.61Since the security was often of greater value than the loan, the debtor
naturally made every effort to prevent it from passing into the absolute ownership of
the creditor. Before the maturity of the loan, therefore, the debtor, if unable to make
repayment,would attempt to find another purchaserfor the propertyand, if successful,
he could thereby reimburse his creditor. This transaction, then, consisted merely of
contract. A
substituting one purchaser (creditor) for another in a wrpa&o- EIT XAvcae
good illustration of this procedure is furnished by the conduct of the debtor Pantainetos. When he could not repay to Mnesikles the 105 minas which had come due,
he persuaded Nikoboulos and Euergos to buy for that sum the ergasterion and the
to Mnesikles. Mnesikles thus recovered his loan,
slaves which had been sold cir X1v0EL
creditors to Pantainetos in this renewal of
became
his
and
and Nikoboulos
partner
the rTpa`c Er XvreLcontract.52
The srpa&crLcrt XVcrE,as was maintained above,53was the commonest method in
the fourth century of contracting a loan for which real property served as security.
It is clear, however, from a small number of inscriptions that the transaction could
also occasionally be associated with an orphan's property or with a dowry. I.G., II2,
aevo
2658, for example, reads as follows: opo,s Xto pio TE7rTpa
Tr\IXvo'e sra[l8i KaXX&:
-crpa-ro H -. The creditor is a mral-a

minor-;

undoubtedly he was an orphan, for

otherwise the father would have been recorded as creditor (vendee). Have we here,
then, a document similar in purpose to those discussed in Chapter V which publicized

oLKov? It will be rememthe security (apotimema) offered to guarantee a ig.rtotoo-gs
OtKOV
bered that in the ito-Ocoo-is
the lessee, before he was allowed to lease the orphan's

property, had to furnish security which in the eyes of the assessors was adequate to
protect the orphan's interests.54 Could this security also take the form of arpao-isEi
OLKOV
and the
It is obvious that this inscription did not record both a uoi-Ocou-&S

granting of a loan to the lessee, for, if the lessee had borrowed 100 + drachmas from
a farm
X
the orphan (i.e., his guardian) by selling
a as security, that security
would have guaranteed the loan and not the orphan's estate. A possible explanation

of this strange document might be that, for reasons unknown, the lessee agreed to
turn over to the orphan as security pE Xvo-eL the ownership of a farm equal in value
to the orphan's estate. Since one of the main purposes of the ,.toc-Owo-itotKOV was to

relieve the guardian of the responsibility of administering the orphan's property,55it is
probable that the lessee would have retained possession of the security. The interest
51Cf. Hitzig, pp. 77-78; Beauchet,III, pp. 249-252; Lipsius,p. 704. This is the point of view

against which, as was seen above (pp. 143-144), Meletopoulos argues-unsuccessfully, I believe.
52
Demosthenes, XXXVII, Against Pantainetos, 4-5; 49. See above pp. 146-148.
53
See Chapter IV, pp. 91-94; cf. also p. 142 above.
54See Chapter V, pp. 101-105.
55See Chapter V, pp. 97, 110 and note 69.
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or rent which he paid according to this fictitious 7rpao-s e Xire, therefore, would
have been the same as he had agreed to pay at the time of the leasing under the supervision of the archon. Why the lessee should have consented to provide security in
this manner rather than by means of the usual apotimemais a mystery, but the orphan
through his ownership of the property offered as security would have received the
maximum protection.56
Another interpretation of this inscription is to recognize in it a case where the
guardian had decided to administer the orphan's property personally rather than to
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otKov. According to this explanation we can assume that the
resort to the t^kwrwo-ut

guardian lent 100 + drachmas of the orphan's cash to the borrower who as security
A guardian was obligated to put his ward's capital to work,57
sold a farm e't Xvo-erE.
and by this transaction the loan would bring in interest, if the debtor remained in possession, and usufruct, if the guardian took possession. To protect the orphan's
interests and to keep accounts straight, naturally the orphan was consideredas creditor
-hence the iratSi on the horos stone.
A small group of inscriptions 5 links the 'rp&ao- e'r Xvr-etwith the dowry. I.G.,

II2 2681, which will serve to illustrate this type of horos mortgage notice, reads as

follows: [h]opos X(P)pom\e7rpapEvoEVi Xvj [-r]Ge E1VV8&KEfI rpo [&]KKO5XP.

In Chapter

VI we learned that it was customary for security (apotimema) to be offered either by
the husband to guarantee the return of his wife's dowry in certain circumstances or
by the father to guarantee the future payment of the dowry. It has generally been
assumed 5 that the inscriptions under discussion refer to contracts concernedwith one
or the other of these transactions. It is clear, however, that in these documents the
usual type of loan secured by a irp&otrem iVEt was not recorded. It would be absurd
to maintain either that the husbandguaranteed the restitution of the dowry, if the need
should arise, by borrowing money from his wife (i. e., from himself) or that the
father guaranteed the future payment of the dowry by borrowing money from his
daughter (i. e., from her husband and his son-in-law).
These documentscan be explained satisfactorily, I believe, if we recognize in them
a sort of legal fiction. The transaction referred to in the inscription quoted above,
then, can be reconstructed somewhat as follows: At the time of the marriage of his
daughter, Euthydike, the father and the husband agreed on a dowry of a certain sum.
The father, however, did not have that amount in cash, but he owned a farm of comparable value. Normally under such circumstances, he would have offered this farm
as security (apotimema) for his debt in the matter of the unpaid dowry. For reasons
56Cf. Beauchet, II, p. 254.
57
Lysias, XXXII, Against Diogeiton, 23; Demosthenes, XXVII, Against Aphobos, I, 60-61;
Isaeus, XI, On the Estate of Hagnias, 39.
58I.G., II2, 2681-2683. See also above, Chapter I, Nos. 12 and 25; Chapter II, Nos. 22
(possibly) and 25.
59See the references cited in the commentary on I.G., II2, 2681.
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which will probably always remain unknown, this particular father (or possibly the
husband) preferred that the security should take the form of a 7rpao-L&ETM XvOTE
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contract, but naturally no loan was involved in this transaction. The farm accordingly
was transferred to the ownership of Euthydike. The interest which was due on a
postponeddowry 6owas paid in one of two ways. If the father remained in possession
of the farm, he paid interest at
the
contract, while, if the husband
and wife took possession, they had the usufruct in lieu of interest. By the terms of
the contract the father hadto right to
theredeem the farm. This he could do by paying
the full amount of the dowry promised. If within the time allotted for redemptionthe
father was unable to pay the dowry which had been agreed upon, the unqualified
an
ownership of the farm would pass to Euthydike
d, her present kyrios.
In the farm, therefore, they would receive property fully equal in value to the dopwry
which had been promised at the time of the marriage. The father, presumably,would
make every effort to pay the dowry in cash within the specified time so as to be able
to redeemthe farm and thus prevent the land from passing into the absolute ownership
of another family.61
Three important documents which are concerned with the drpabr^er avo-Ef have

purposely been omitted from the previous discussion, because they are non-Athenian
and subsequent in date to the period of our inquiry. Consequently, in dealing with
them one is faced with the probably unanswerable problem as to what extent they
reflect classical Athenian usage. Because of their intrinsic interest, however, it will
be worth while to comment briefly on them.
The first document is the famous mortgage inscription recorded on the wall of
the temple of Artemis at Sardis which was publishedwith an excellent commentaryby
W. H. Buckler and D. M. Robinson.62In this inscription, unfortunately partly fragmentary, there is made available for the first time a 5rpacr E XvocE&
contract as disfrom
a
mere
horos
notice.
The
document
was inscribed on the temple wall
tinguished
in the neighborhood of 200 B.C., but the transaction referred to very probably should
be dated some fifty years earlier.63 We learn that a certain Mnesimachos, who had

60 See
Chapter VI, p. 119.
61See Chapter VI, p. 118. Since in the case under discussion the land itself
became the dowry,
if the father was unable to redeem, presumably it was subject to return if the marriage was
dissolved; see Chapter VI, p. 135.
It is improbable that we should recognize the husband as the dotal debtor in any of these
inscriptions, for it is unreasonable to believe that he would have relinquished title to property for
an obligation which would exist only if the marriage was dissolved. The suggestion that the
AXV'J was made by the husband after the dissolution of the marriage as guarantee for
7rpacs e7c
a later return of the dowry is also unlikely, for in such circumstances, presumably, the property
would have been sold eri Xv'act,not to the woman, but to the kyrios to whom she was returning.
62AJ.A., XVI, 1912, pp. 11-82. Sardis, VII, Greek and Latin
Inscriptions, Part I, W. H.
Buckler and David M. Robinson, Leyden, 1932, pp. 1-7.
63
Sardis, VII, Part I, pp. 5-6.
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received a grant of lands from Antigonos (Antigonos I?), had borrowed 1325 gold
staters from Artemis. Unable to repay when the loan was called, he sold his lands,
subject to redemption,to the goddess. The terms of the contract into which he entered
teem with problems for the modern investigator, but the following conclusions, I
believe, can safely be drawn.64The right of redemptionwas forfeited unless effected
by a certain date. This date was apparentlygiven in the missing part of the inscription.
If the debtor failed to warrantthe creditor's title or violated the contract in any way,
he lost all claim to the security andtoalso
the had to pay to the temple 2650 gold staters
(i. e., he was bound by the stipulatio duplae). While the temple authorities could make
what improvements they wished on the land they held in provisory ownership, the
cost of which was ultimately to be born by the debtor before he could redeem the
property, the debtor apparently had no redress for whatever damage might be done
to the estates. At the time of redemptionthe debtor must pay whatever proportion of
the revenues of the lands was still due to Artemis.
Such a contract, binding a temple and the holder of large estates, some of which
were subject
re to call by the king, is obviously an unreliable guide for the interpretation of fourth century Athenian private transactions. The time limit for redemption
and the clauses concerned withhe debtor's obligation before redemption to reimburse Artemis for her expenditures on the land and for the proportionof the revenues
which had accrued are in accord with the general description of the 7rpaao- ErmXtoe

which has been given above. It seems clear, however, that the temple, having Mnesimachos at its mercy when he was unable to repay the original loan, had struck a hard
bargain with him. In fourth century Athens it is probable that the creditor was held
responsible for damage done to the security. Furthermore, there is no ground to
believe that the debtor was subject to a warranty clause according to which he could
be inflicted not only with the poena dupli but also with forfeiture of the security.65
The second document is the parchment discovered at Doura-Europos in 1923.66
This parchment-the oldest extant Greek one-is part of a page from the municipal
register in which sales, mortgages, etc. were recorded. Consequently, we do not find
64

Compare Buckler and Robinson, A.J.A., XVI, 1912, pp. 60-65.
Athens there is evidence for the poena dupli in connection with bottomry loans ([Demosthenes], LVI, Against Dionysodoros, 19-20), but, so far as I know, there is none to associate that
penalty with mortgages. State debtors, of course, were subject to the poena dupli (Aristotle, Ath.
Const., 48, 1; 54, 2). In sales, if the purchaser was evicted, the vendor apparently was liable only
to the restitution of the price and to payment of damages; see Wyse, pp. 435-437 (note to Oration
V, 22). On the subject of the stipulatio duplae, see M. Lecrivain, " Peines et Stipulations du
Double et de 1' Hemiolion dans le Droit Grec," Memoires de L' Academie des Sciences, Inscriptions,
et Belles-Lettres de Toulouse, Ser. IX, vol. 7, 1895, pp. 302-315.
66 Franz Cumont, Fouilles de Doura-Europos (1922-23), Paris, 1926, pp. 286-296. The document was first published by Cumont in Rev. de Phil., XLVIII, 1924, pp. 97-111. Cf. Pringsheim,
p. 107, note 2. The restorations suggested by P. M. Meyer, Savigny-Stiftung, XLVI, 1926, p. 339,
I believe, are improbable.
65 In
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here as in the Sardis inscription the complete contract, but only a summary of its
main points. The gist of the document can be summarizedas follows: X bought some
real property from Aristonax for 120 drachmas Kal ~Er&fl&ovTO Wo-ov. The purchase
price was paid to Amynandros (a banker?) for the account of Aristonax (Emr Trt
'Apo-rrwvaKro9--oVoIart) according to a contract made in the month Panemos of
the year 117, Seleucid era (July 195 B.C.). This sum will be repaid [roo-ovrov&aro8oO a-?TU?]by Aristonax in the year 123. The next line (6), as restored by the editor
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reads: [&re'Ttoe TqV 9e1KOcrTV ? et aj]raT7Ow

Kat

KqpVKEiOv-

airSoTo Xvct/j.a KaTa TOv

v [OLOV---].

reveals that this transaction was a 7rpCor eT AVCr-e,
Although the 7rESoroXvxrq.La
the mutilated condition of the parchment makes the interpretation of certain matters
difficult. In the first part of the document it is stated that the purchase price was
120 drachmas Kal&Er.LTUov
is equal to the purchase price, we
rTbtLov. Since the r=rTrtiov
have here another instance of the stipulatio duplae (8~&rXrX
rTt).
Ordinarily this
penalty was imposed upon the vendor if the vendee was evicted from his ownership.67
In this case Cumont 68 argues: " Ici, au contraire, ajoutee au prix d'achat, elle parait
devoir garantir le vendeur contre un refus de lui restituer la terre au terme fixe ou
contre des dommages qu'aurait causes au bien-fonds le proprietaire temporaire." The
suggestion is interesting, but, considering the cramped style of the summary, I do not
see how it can be proved. Line 6 (quoted above) is obscure. Cumont's translation 69
is: " [L' acheteur a paye le soixantieme (?) pour] les droits (de mutation) et le

salaire du heraut. II a vendu a remere suivant la loi . . . ." Cumont says 70 that a
new phrase begins with a,rIeoro as is shown by the fact that the alpha is a little larger

and is preceded by a small blank space. Presumably he means, therefore, that with
the subject changes, for it is obviously absurd to speak of the purchaser as
selling. But who is the subject of [areor-e] ? Cumont thinks it is the purchaser, but

iace'Soro

it should be noted that the last person mentioned in the preceding line is the vendor,
who is also the subject of a7r$oro. Consequently, unless the custodian of records
made his summary of the transaction hopelessly confusing, it seems logical to assume
that in this case the vendor paid the property transfer tax and the herald's fee.71 The
Kara rov v[o,uov - -]-are
Xv1-rqua

words-asE8oro
67

significant. Presumably some such

See note 65.

68
Fouilles,
69

p. 291; Rev. de Phil., XLVIII, 1924, p. 106.
Fouilles, p. 296; Rev. de Phil., XLVIII, 1924, p. 110.
70
Fouilles, p. 294; Rev. de Phil., XLVIII, 1924, p. 109.
71
Cumont, Fouilles, p. 294, note 2 (== Rev. de Phil., XLVIII, 1924, p. 109, note 3), quotes
from L. Mitteis-U. Wilcken, Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, Leipzig-Berlin,
rrv KaOqrKovraav
1912, I, 2, no. 340, line 12: KcaU
('EtKoar7v)

Kat K?)pVKELOV
T

ravrOs (XiAL)orTTv. In this

document the purchaser is the one who pays, but the papyrus is concerned with an auction conducted
by the government; procedure in a private transaction may have been quite different. Why should
a creditor consent to such expenditures ?
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expression as rqS ITroXE is to be restored. We have here a forcible reminder that it is
hazardous to generalize about points of Greek law. Doura-Europos, for example, may
which were peculiar to
have had certain regulations concerning the vrpaa-vEr Xv10E&
herself. Thus, although a period of six years seems a reasonable time within which
redemption must be effected, it certainly cannot be argued that six years was the
rule at Athens.72
The third document comes from Serra Orlando near the town of Aidone in
Sicily and is to be dated probably in the first century B.C.73The first three preserved
lines only need concern us. They read:
[XPipov (?) Katr] aETO/Ecva7T[aVra]
[E] Ti XvcEt-XvracrOca8'Evc[avr(3]
[) ?]fjaFpvi)

A'iovos cZL/[EV]

It is here stated that the debtor must redeem in a year or in six months. The significance of the two dates allowed for redemption is plausibly explained by the editors
as follows (p. 140): "Tamen conici potest debitori concessum esse ut post diem r7s
Xvorewo
ventum in semestre solvat, quod nisi faciat in commissum cadat." This " condicio suspensiva," then, would be similar to the " grace period " allowed in the paying
of a modern insurance premium. The short period of time within which redemption
had to be effected and the delay in payment which was granted throw interesting light
contract as a whole, but once again it cannot be argued that
&i XV,o-Et
on the Trp&ro-t
this first century Sicilian practice affords any evidence for fourth century Athenian
procedure.
Compare the warning about generalizing on the Graeco-Egyptian mortgage, L. Mitteis-U.
Wilcken, op. cit., II, 1, p. 133.
73 V. Arangio-Ruiz, and A. Olivieri, Inscriptiones Graecae Siciliae et Infimae Italiae ad Ius
Pertinentes, Milan, 1925, pp. 139-142, no. 17.
72
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In the preceding chapters I have discussed at considerable length the different
forms of mortgage which were in use among the Athenians of the fourth and third
centuries. One conclusion which emerged from the investigation was that the contract
known as irpa&o-aEmr Xvo-Ewas the earliest transaction in Athens according to which
real property could serve as security for a loan.' To complete these studies on the
Athenian system of mortgage, it obviously is essential to try to ascertain when the
institution of irpacr&' ET XvtOewas first adopted by the Athenians. The task is a
difficult one because of the inadequacy of the evidence. In order to simplify the discussion as much as possible, this chapter will be divided into two parts. In Section I
the evidence for the use of the mortgage contract in the fifth century will be examined,
and an attempt will bn made to date its first adoption by the Athenians. In Section II
the reason for the apparent late appearance of the mortgage transaction in Athens
will be sought. This search, which will necessitate an investigation into the Athenian
system of land tenure, will lead to the unorthodox conclusion that Attic land did not
become alienable-thereby making mortgage possible-until late in the fifth century.
I

In Chapter III attention was called to the fact that in the opinion of almost all
scholars none of the extant Attic horos mortgage stones antedated the fourth century.2
Certainly there is no reference to them in fifth century authors. The lack of evidence
for the use of horoi in the fifth century, of course, does not preclude the existence of
mortgages in Athens at that time, but the absence of any trace or mention of these
stones is unquestionablystrange. We are not justified in assuming that the mortgage
contract was in use, therefore, until all the evidence has been examined.
Scholars 3 in general have maintained that fifth century Athenians were familiar
with the mortgage transaction and the evidence they cite is the famous inscription'4
dealing with the formation of the Second Athenian Confederacy, dated in the archonship of Nausinikos, 378/7. In lines 25-31 of this decree the Athenians promise to
return to the states which join the alliance ra EyKT?7,/Lara-both private and publicpossessed by the Athenians in the territories of their new allies. The

EyKT7/.laTa

1 See Chapter IV, pp. 91-93; Chapter VII,
pp. 155-156.
See above, Chapter III, pp. 48-50.
3 E. g., Beauchet, III, p. 195; Lipsius, p. 696.
4I.G., II2, 43; Tod, vol. II, no. 123.
2
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not " cleruchies "-there were no cleruchies in allied territory at this date 5-, but in
promising to restore to the allies these Athenian-owned lands, the Athenians were
presumablygiving assurance that there would be no revival of the system which had
been so unpopularin the precedingcentury. Since this clause apparentlywas composed
with the fifth century in mind, it is argued that in the provision running from lines
35 to 46 there is also a reference to the period of the Athenian Empire. It is stated
in these lines that from the archonshipof Nausinikos it shall not be lawful-'AO'qvaikv
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E'v T[a]Z& TcO
IY\Knr'OLarOa&
o-yrV1laXov XpCopatl/i1VTEOlKLav/?TE X'(Ppov .L?TE
.r7OEVZy
T?
PL v7TE
V7Tro0?Epvt tkr)TeaAXXWL
Irpap \Ivt
TPOITI t .L?0evi'. From the year 378/7, therefore,

no Athenian was to be allowed to acquire real property in allied territory through
purchase, foreclosure on a mortgage, or in any other way. The emphasis on the date
certainly suggests that prior to the archonship of Nausinikos it had been possible to
acquire property in any of the ways now forbidden. This may imply that it was
customary for the Athenians to deal in mortgages in the period of their empire, but
it should not be considered as proof. It is quite possible that the Athenians adopted
the system of lending money on the security of real property at some time, let us say,
between 404 and 377. And furthermore, it should be emphasizedthat, even if it could
be demonstratedthat the Athenians played the role of mortgagees in allied or subject
territory in the fifth century, no sure conclusions can be drawn from their practices
abroad as to their practices in Attica itself. This inscription, therefore, is fragile
testimony on which to base a dogmatic statement. More reliable evidence is needed
before it can be confidently asserted that fifth century Attic land could be subjected
to mortgages.
In this effort to discover the date of the adoption of the mortgage contract in
Athens, the best method of procedure, I believe, will be to go from the known to the
unknown. Fourth century literature and inscriptions, of course, abound in references
to mortgages. As we work backwards, a definite reference to a mortgage transaction
can be found in the closing years of the fifth century. Isocrates' speech, XXI, Against
Euthynous,6 is to be dated probably in 403 B.C. and it deals with the period of the
Thirty Tyrants. In section 2 it is stated: 8e8tw (Nicias) ra rWapovrarrpaytara rrnv
P,EVo&K&av felO77KE.

For the years 404-403, therefore, there is unequivocal evidence

for the mortgage contract in Athens.
Lysias' speech, XXXII, Against Diogeiton, also deserves consideration. It was
composed in 400 B.C.,and the events alluded to in it extend back to 409 at least. In
section 15, according to the reading which is now universally accepted, it is stated:

amEOrvfve

(the mother)

The manuscripts give

'8avorv
eyyEtov

eKaTov

Jvac

or eyyovs.

eYe7EL (T
KEKOP.LJ&OLEVOV

TOKY

SeSavaETa-Evav.

Naber's suggestion, 'yyWp, may be correct.

Diodorus, XV, 29, 8, of course, is inaccurate when he speaks of restoring the cleruchies to
their former owners.
6 See above,
Chapter IV, p. 73 and note 56.
5
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It has its parallels some two generations later in the yyeiCOvTOK&V and oi Eyy`LOO TOKOL
of [Demosthenes'] oration, XXXIV, Against Phormio, 23. If Naber's emendation is
accepted, then this passage of Lysias preserves a reference to a mortgage, for eyyeik
ET TrOK) must be translated as " at interest on land," i. e., on the security of real
property. Although editors may be justified in adopting this emendation, I am not
completely convinced that Eyyvovgis an impossible reading. The word E'yyvog,when
used substantively, is a common synonym for eyyvyqrTn. Possibly in the passage under
consideration the word is used adjectivally, meaning " secured." Thus, following the
manuscript reading, the sentence in Lysias could be translated as follows: " and she
declared that he had recovered 100 minas lent on security at interest." Since the
reference here could be to movable security or to a surety rather than to security in
the form of immovables, it seems prudent to classify this passage of Lysias as a
possible, but not a certain, allusion to a mortgage.
Is there any evidence for mortgages in Athens before the last decade of the
fifth century? Aristophanes would seem to be a likely source for references to the
plight of harried mortgagors. A careful search of his comedies, however, disclosed
not a single reference to a mortgage. On this matter of security, the Clouds, naturally,
is particularly instructive. As is well known, Strepsiades had fallen heavily into debt
because of Pheidippides'passion for horses. The father and son had borrowed money
from Pasias and Amynias, twelve minas from the former and three from the latter,7
but not a word is said about the offering of any security. Strepsiades never expresses
alarm that his creditors will foreclose on any real property which he had mortgaged
for the loans. His worries are concerned with the coming of the new month and the
payment of the interest which will be due then (lines 17-18). He states his fears
very clearly in the following two passages. In the first (lines 33-35), while addressing
his sleeping son, he says:
\ \

O
&Ax

K

X

0Tr KCl

/
oX 3,
EX'A
?4nAFKaS
v

9
E/.LE

3

Y

EK TC)V E/?CV,

8LKaa (f)AXl)Ka XaT?EPO

TOKOV

ao'wv.
EvEXvpaocreoa0acL

Subsequentlyhe explains to Socrates why he wishes to learn to speak (lines 240-241 ) :
vlro yap TOKcOV
Tore v-Ko0Xvraowrov
XpT7O-V
ayoLua,t 4Epo/uLat, Ta xpp7/ar' eveXvpaldolLaL.

In neither of these passages is there any reference to foreclosure on mortgaged
property.8 Strepsiades is only afraid that his creditors, if they do not receive their
7Clouds,21; 31; 1224;1267-1270.
mentionedby Strepsiadesrefer presumablyto actions broughtby creditorswhose

8 The S'cal

loans were not protected by security. For such suits which could be brought against the debtor
at the maturity of the loan, see Beauchet, IV, pp. 240-243.
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interest or principal, may seize on some of his movables by eveXvpao-ta as compensation for the money due them.9 The two scenes with the creditors 10are even more
explicit in revealing that Strepsiades and Pheidippides had mortgaged no property
when they borrowed from them. Both Pasias and Amynias are worried about the
loans they had made. Amynias in desperation is ready to be satisfied with just the
payment of the interest (lines 1285-6). Certainly if the creditors held as security real
property which had been mortgaged to them for the loans, they would not have been
so helpless in their relations with their debtors. It is clear, therefore, that neither
Strepsiades nor his son had borrowed on a mortgage; in fact it is unlikely that they
had offered security of any sort, for, if they had given some movables as security
(EvExvpa), which would have passed into the possession of the lenders when the loans
were first made, it is more than strange that neither they nor the creditors make
any allusions to them.1
When we turn from Aristophanes to the fragments of the Old Comedy at
Athens,12two passages can be mentioned which are probably allusions to mortgages.
9 Cf. scholia on Clouds, 34 and 241 (Diibner). A parallel to Strepsiades' situation can be found
in Athenaeus' account of Lysias' speech against Aeschines the Socratic (XIII, 611f-612c). The
speaker in Lysias' oration states that Aeschines, who had borrowed at interest from two creditors,
came to him and i8?ZTop 7rEpL8ElV avrov Sta rovS To'KovS (K TwV OVTWV EKTCreaovra. Since no reference is

made to security,presumablyAeschineshad offerednone for the loan. The creditors,accordingly,
in orderto obtainthe equivalentof the interestdue them, were threateningto seize on his property
by means of eveXvpao(a.The speakeragreed to aid Aeschines with a loan. The account of this
transactionis enlightening.Athenaeussummarizesthe speaker'scomplaintand proceedingsagainst
Aeschines as follows:

KaL oTt VTrepqr)p?pos EyeVYTOyvoJo
U&)s&aveaTO,
i(s OVTe TOKOV5 OVTE TapXaZov aTE8Sov,
oKETrr7
KaTa8tKacrO~,E
Kat
aVrov
wUs
7'veXvpaforLr
aTtcy/xaTLa. Once again, apparently,no
8LKac7TrqptovEprq?7Iiv

securityhad been offered. Consequently,when the debtorwas delinquent,the speaker (creditor)
obtaineda court decisionagainstAeschinesand then, in order to reimbursehimself for the money
and eveXvpaaia,
see above,ChapterIV, note 4.
due, had recourseto eveXvpaoia
againsthim. For evexvpa
Although there is no suggestion of the use of real property as security in these excerpts of
Athenaeus from Lysias' oration against Aeschines the Socratic, it seems clear from an entry in
Harpocration--A( TLKTOV
Xwpiov-that at the time of that speech the mortgage contract was known.

See below,p. 171.
10Clouds, 1213-1302.
11In the other plays of Aristophanesthere are no allusionsto mortgages,althoughthere are
occasionalreferencesto lendingmoneyat interestand to the use of ivexvpa as movablesecurity. E. g.,
in the Thesmophoriazusae, 843-845, there is talk of lending money at interest, but not a word is
said about security; in the Ecclesiazusae, 753-755, and in Plutus, 450-451, there are references to

evexvpa-movables-usedas security.
Fragment 54 of Antiphon the Sophist (Hermann Diels, Die Fragmenteder Vorsokratiker,
5th ed., Berlin, 1935, vol. II, pp. 361-362) containsthe story of the suspiciouswealthy man who

rather than lend a sum of money at interest hid it somewhere. When this money was subsequently

stolen, he greatly bewailedhis folly. It is strange that there is no reference to security in this
anecdote. If the practice of securing a loan by a mortgage had been current at the time, one would
expect that the man wishing to borrow would have tried to persuade the reluctant rich man by

offeringsecurityin the form of real property.
12 T. Kock, C.A.F., vol. I; vol. III, Adespota,
pp. 397-418; 469-683; D. L. Page, GreekLiterary
Papyri, vol. I, Loeb Edition, 1942, pp. 194-226.
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As fragment 333 of Kratinos, Kock (pp. 110-111) quotes the relevant lines from the
scholia on Lucian, Zeus Tragoidos, 48, concerning a certain wealthy and debauched
The passage reads: el 8e o-TtyZartav aea v KparTvos KiccopZ(8oed evaa T&v
KaTraXpeov.The scholiast 1 then explains that mortgaged property was inscribed as
encumbered and adds: OGev KaL MEvavSpo5 acrrT&KrOV
xWptov eOGEL XeyEw To ave7rt8aVEWrTOV.
Kock shows very clearly that the Kallias referred to is Kallias minor who was
Kallias.
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born probably between the years 455 and 450.14 Unfortunately it is not known in
which comedy of Kratinos this denunciation of Kallias occurred, but since Kallias at
the time presumably was an adult and since Kratinos died about the year 420,15it is
probablysafe to date the reference to the period between 430 and 420.

Have we then in the word o-rtyuariav an allusion to a mortgagor? The scholiast
obviously thought so, as is clear from his reference to Menander. If there was no
other evidence on the subject than that to be found in a comic poet writing over a
century later, I do not believe that we could be certain that in Kratinos' a-rtyuaTriavwe
should recognize a man who had encumbered his real property. There is other more
contemporary evidence, however. Under the heading Ao-TtKrov XCwptov,
Harpocration

writes:

TO /?

8aveLcTrTSOTav yap
VITOKELiFEVOV

VTOKE7)Tca, etC0ev

6 SavEtcraq avro

TOVTO

S&aypacLJLT.aWv
EITOVTWV
T) XWpti. TO8 aVTOKaf E7TotKtagytvera&-Avcrtag v rcT
8qxoviv
,rpb, Ai(r-Xivrv rTv JcoKparTKOV.If Lysias could speak of an unencumbered estate as
aa-TtKTov, it is probably correct to understand the Or-TypaTav in Kratinos as meaning
one who had branded his estate, i. e., a mortgagor. It seems, then, that we have an
almost certain reference to the use of the mortgage contract in Athens in the first
decade of the great Peloponnesian War.l5a
If the fragment of Kratinos refers to a mortgage, the second passage which we
must consider loses some of its significance, from the chronological point of view at
least, for it almost surely belongs to a somewhat later period. This second fragment
is so interesting, however, that it deserves attention. I do not think that it has ever
been properly understood, and I suspect that it may contribute to an understanding of
the status of the mortgage contract in Athens in the last decades of the fifth century.
The passage in question is a fragment of Pherekrates which, as given by Kock,"6
reads as follows:
v
rp
otK7av
ovx op6a
Trv IIovXvriclovo KEL?Vp7)VV7TWr/oXov;
13C.

Jacobitz, p. 186.
See Swoboda in R.E., s.v. Kallias (3), p. 1618. Cf. The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 1949,
s.v. Callias (3), p. 157.
15W. Schmid, Die Griechische Literatur zur Zeit der
Attischen Hegemonie nach dem Eingreifen
der Sophistik, 1946, p. 70 (Miiller und Otto, Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, VII Abt., I.
Teil, 4. Band, 2. Halfte, 1. Abschnitt.)
14

15a Elsewhere

in the fifth century comic poets the word

aTLy/uaras

has its literal meaning-a

branded person, a runaway slave; cf. Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 331; Hermippos, fragment 63, line
19 (Kock, I, p. 243); Eupolis, fragments 159, line 14, and 276, line 2 (Kock, I, pp. 301 and 333).
16
C.A.F., I, p. 161, No. 58.
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This quotation has been preserved in two places. Photius,17 under the heading
vrof3,oXov,says:V1TrOKLe/eEVOV rpoSSdaveWov Ka& TOKOV, the quotation follows. It should
be noted that the manuscript of Photius hasHoXvriavog andv't6/oXXov, notviio'3,oXov.

Eustathius,18while commenting on words compounded with /0oX7and '806Xosays:
EKELiEV

KaCvTo/8Xokov

8aveLov
KEtLEvOV vTpOS

0
ov

vLOVVTO Trapa

VOILUKOtl,

KaC TOKOV, ECTE aypo

aXXa

ELTEOTLKO

TO

v7ro,/E,?3X7EfLVo qyovv VroaXAAXo
rT. eEpEKpacT?7): the quota-

Kai

EtTE

tion follows. Eustathius, likewise, writes IloXvrtiovog rather than the Attic form
preferred by Kock.
IlovXvrTivos,o9and he hasv7r6f3oXov rather than thevr~W'/3oXov
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The readingviic/,oXov comes from a suggestion made by Porson 20 on Pollux,
e
Ka( vir6o1oXov.Porson writes: " Valde suspicor
8E vTr6xpeco Xoplov XEyeo
quod et metrum postulat in Pherecrate Eustathii p. 1405, 22.
legendumv7ra4,3oXov,
III, 85--r-

T'i)v IoXuvrT/vo5

c ^ 20a ' \
OVKopas
otK.av
Tr.v

/

KE?/fLEVnV Vrw,8oXov;

licet is aliter, ut videtur, censeat." Certainly in the Pherekrates fragment, if the lines
have been divided properlyas seems assured, Porson was justified in readingV'VraS/oXov,
forv7r/3oXov is metrically impossible there. Whether the change should also be made
in Pollux is another matter.
The wordv7'r6/3oXov
obviously was extremely rare. If we accept the manuscript
readings, it occurs in Pollux and in later lexicographers and commentators-Photius,
the Etymologicon Magnum, and Eustathius. These sources all assign to it the meaning
"mortgaged." There is no other evidence for its occurrence in the classical period in
this or in any other sense, but in Byzantine times the term was used in connection with
the dowry to designate the irpoyal.uaia 8opea.2'
Was there such a word as v'rW,/oXov?Eustathius, although writing vTOf,oXov in

the Pherekrates fragment, believed there was, for, after the lines quoted above he
Ca
m
b
d
812,
, g, Ed,
oRicardi
Porsoeni
dyersria,
E=r 6f3oXqiJakpTOKW. TOVTO .LEVTO, OVK aiTO T7S /3oX)'
Ka't &XOVVTroVrOKE?IUEVOV
XXaEK TOV063oXov.This definition is very questionable,because, although

gives a different derivation for

1

2
p.
TOV/3OOV,

Eustathius
for
the
he
the
from
one
tr64,8oXov,
gives
r/3oXov

Lexicon, II, p. 245 (S. A. Naber, 1865).
Odysseam, 1405, 21-25; cf. 1406, 43-44.
19 Cf. Andocides, I, On the Mysteries, 12 and 14; Isocrates, XVI, De Bigis, 6.
20
Ricardi Porsoni, Adversaria, Cambridge, England, 1812, p. 295.
2aOVK Opa-Porson's spelling.
21
Du Cange, Glossarium ad Scriptores Mediae et Infimae Graecitatis, pp. 1642-1643, s.v.
'Yro'foAos;
YIIOBOAON;H. Stephanus, Thesaurus Graecae Linguae, vol. VIII, s.v. ['Y7rWoAoosX]
E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods. It is to this usage that
ov0 Aovov ro 7rapa vot,LKos - -.
Eustathius refers when, in the passage quoted above, he says: v7ro/3oXov
17

18 Commentarii in
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meaning assigned to the two words is basically the same.22The important thing about
Eustathius' sentence, however, is that he was aware of a word vSW6/3oXov
and that he
and
connected it with 680oX60 not with the verb /dXXeLv.
Scholars have universally accepted the reading vWrd,3oXov
in the line of Pherekrates and then, without hesitation, have assigned the meaning of vir6o8oXovto it.23
The word vircS8oXov,however, surely cannot be derived from v1ro,SaXXEtv.Eustathius,
as we have just seen, links it with 6o8oX6o.This seems plausible enough, but I think
we may well wonder by what reasoning a word, whose basic component is 6f8oX6k,
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can be assumed to mean " mortgaged."
For metrical reasons it seems certain that Pherekrates must have said vr6o7,oXov.
The problem, therefore, is to try to discover the meaning of this &Tra XEyoIpEVOV.
An
investigation of the situation which probably motivated the two lines preserved in the
fragment will, I believe, offer a solution.
In the year 415, just before the departure of the Sicilian expedition, there
occurred the notorious mutilation of the Hermae and also the parodying of the
Eleusinian Mysteries by Alcibiades and his friends.24 According to Isocrates and
Pausanias the Mysteries were celebrated in the house of Poulytion.25 Plutarch 26
states that the rites were performed in Alcibiades' own house. This seeming inconsistency is easily explained when one realizes that these parodies occurred on more
than one occasion. Andocides enumerates four informations which were lodged concerning these celebrations of the Mysteries. In the first the scene was given as
Poulytion's house, in the second no place is mentioned, while in the third and fourth
the parodies were said to have taken place in the houses of Charmides and Pherekles
respectively.27In order to interpret the fragment of Pherekrates under discussion, it
is naturally important to know what role Poulytion played in these matters. Busolt,
who believed that tir6c)SoXovmeant mortgaged, made the following statement: " Da
das Haus verpfandet war, so erklart es sich, dass Pulytion selbst nicht zu den
22

Eustathius, when defining v7ro3,oAXov,
hardly could have had Pherekrates in mind as a source
since just a line or two above he had quoted the poet as saying v{ro'/oXov. Hence I do not think it
can be argued that when interpreting i,rwp/oXovas V7rOKELIVOV lc o,8oXt/ait' TOKw he derived the notion
of " mortgaged " from the participle KEt1lEvqv used by Pherekrates. The simple verb KcZOcat,to the
best of my knowledge, is never used, like the compound wroKxectat,in the sense of " mortgaged."
It would be interesting to know where Eustathius ran across the word {vir/foXov.Possibly, if
the suggestion made below (pp. 175-176) is correct that Wrf,l/oXov
is a pun for irodSoAXov,
the pun may
have been repeated elsewhere in late fifth century writings no longer extant.
23 E. g., G. Busolt, Griechische Geschichte, Gotha,
1904, III, 2, p. 1293, note 1; V. Ehrenberg,
The People of Aristophanes, 2nd edition, Oxford, 1951, p. 242.
24
Thucydides, VI, 27-28.
25
Isocrates, XVI, De Bigis, 6; PausaniaiasI, 2, 5. Cf. Pap. Oxyrh., III, 1903, no. 411, p. 33,
lines 25-28 (brief Life of Alcibiades dating from the Roman period).
26
Alcibiades, 22 3.
27
On the Mysteries, 12-17.
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Angezeigten gehorte." 28 This is a rather odd remark, for, even if Poulytion had mortgaged his house, it does not follow that he had lost possession of it unless we are to
Xv'oetaccording to which the mortgagee had taken possession
think of a Trparc-emrt
himself. The fact that Poulytion is not mentioned among those denounced is not so
strange when one remembersthat only for the first two informations does Andocides
give lists of the accused,29although admittedly it is surprising that his name is not
included in the first list which enumerated those who had participated in the ceremonies at his own house. There can be little doubt, however, that Poulytion's property
was confiscated along with that of the others who were convicted. Plutarch o3 preserves the wording of the impeachment (EtcrayyEXta)which Thessalos, son of Kimon,
brought against Alcibiades for mimicking the Mysteries in his own house and in this
indictment Poulytion is mentioned as the torch-bearer. Since Poulytion was grouped
with Alcibiades in the impeachmentas a participant in the parodies, and since on one
occasion, at least, the Mysteries were mocked in his own house, it is hard to believe
that he was not also accused and convicted.
It seems clear then that Poulytion was a friend of Alcibiades and that, because
of his connection with the profanation of the Mysteries, his property was confiscated
along with that of the others who had been involved in these parodies. It should
further be noted that Poulytion's house was an unusually elegant one. This is a safe
inference to draw from the remarks in the pseudo-Platonic Eryxias, 394, c and d,
400 b, where it is implied that Poulytion's house was a byword for luxury.
With this backgroundin mind, it is now time to turn to Pherekrates. It is agreed
that he was a slightly older contemporaryof Aristophanes.31The only certain date in
his career is that his comedy, Oi 'Ayptot,was performed in the archonship of Aristion,
421/0.82 From fragment 155 33 of his works it is evident that he was hostile to
Alcibiades. The date of the 'Iwos, the comedy from which the fragment under consideration is taken, is unknown, but in view of the notoriety which Poulytion and his
house acquired as a result of the Mysteries scandal, it seems almost a certainty that
the play cannot be dated before 415.33' What then is the meaning of those eight
words28
See above,note 23.
29On the Mysteries,13; 15. I.G., I2, 325-334,the recordsof the Poletai on the selling of the
confiscatedpropertyof the Hermokopidai,retain too few names to be of value in this connection.
See also Hesperia,III, 1934, pp. 47-49; V, 1936, pp. 382-386; VII, 1938, pp. 81-82; VIII, 1939,
pp. 69-76; XII, 1943, p. 31, note 65; XVII, 1948, pp. 34-35; and S.E.G., X, 237-242.
30Alcibiades,22, 3; compare19, 1. Busolthimself, op. cit., p. 1318,note 3, admitsthat Plutarch
preservesan officialdocument: " Der Wortlautder Eisangelie-, offenbarnach Krateros."
31
A. and M. Croiset,Histoirede la LitteratureGrecque,Paris, 1899, III, pp. 482-483.

Athenaeus, V, 218, d.
33Kock, C.A.F., I, p. 194.

52

83aA. K6rte, in R.E., s.v. Pherekrates,p. 1987, who, incorrectlyI believe,acceptsthe meaning
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I have suggested above how difficultit is to justify the meaning of " mortgaged"
for the word v'rw~/,oXov.Furthermore, if the play is to be dated in 415 or later, it is
hard to understand why a comic poet could think of nothing more biting to say about
a notorious house than that it was mortgaged. Even if one insists on dating this play
before 415, which seems unlikely, it may legitimately be asked why the poet used
such an outlandish word as vw7r,3oXov
idea of "mortgaged rather than
to express the
some more standard term like VTOKEqEV'V.
If, however, the assumption is correct that
the 'Io6 appearedafter the affair of the Mysteries, a more appropriateinterpretation
can be offered for these two lines of Pherekrates. Poulytion, the sacrilegious friend
of the hated Alcibiades, had met with a deserved fate, and his magnificent mansion had
been confiscated and sold. It is reasonable to believe that when the Poletai auctioned
off this property, it was sold for a great deal less than its intrinsic value. The purchasing of an object cheaplyt atauctions is a common occurrence,and in this particular
case superstitious fears may well have affected the bidding. Many a god-fearing
Athenian might have hesitated to buy a house pollutedthrough desecration of Demeter
and Kore. If this line of reasoning is approximately correct, then it is possible to
paraphrase the words of Pherekrates somewhat as follows: don't you see that
magnificent house of Poulytion lying there, worth about an obol-i. e., sold for a
song? The comic poet presumably coined the expression to fit the occasion. He took
the word 6o0X0o and combined with it vro, which in composition so commonly has a
diminutive or qualifying effect.34 The initial omicron of 6o,8oXowas lengthened as in
etc.
Swl/3oXov,rpt6i,okov, itzwfl36Xoov,ErTco,sEXta,
This interpretation cannot be claimed as certain, but, at least, it has the virtues
of taking into consideration the probable derivation of the word vrad%SoXov,
of giving
point to the words of Pherekrates, and of conforming to what is known of Poulytion.
I suspect, moreover, that a play on words is also involved in the expression v7rcaBoXov.
We saw above35 that the a-rtypariav of fragment 333 of Kratinos almost surely
referred to a mortgagor. Some sort of mortgage transaction, therefore, was known
to the Athenians at the time of the production of the 'Ivm6. We have also seen that
according to the manuscripts of Pollux the Athenians at some time used the word
vir63oXovin the sense of " mortgaged." Since in the fourth century, when documentatt7rOKCi.&EvOV ir

oao&tWa

TOKw( for 6w/3oAov,

thinks that the 'Iwvo'swas probably produced in 415

before the occasionof the Mysteriesscandal.
84 E. g., viroqa/l/A.o,{Vno'KtwoS, oveltowetc. Paul Geissler,Chronologieder AltattischenKomodie,
Berlin, 1925 (Philologische Untersuchungen,Heft 30), pp. 52-53, believes that the house of
Poulytion had been confiscated, but he seems to have been unaware of the problems posed by the
words v7rWp8oAov
and {ro'foXov; at least, he makes no reference to them.
35P. 171.
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tion is abundant, that word never occurs, it is reasonable to infer that it was a word
which was current in the late fifth century. Thus it seems probablethat Pherekrates,
when he inserted the term v7r(0'3oXov,not only coined a new word, but also indulged
in a pun.
To the best of my knowledge there is no other evidence from fifth century Athens
which can be interpretedas a reference or an allusion to a mortgage.36 When mention
36

Possibly fragments 152-153 of Eupolis (Kock, C.A.F., I, p. 299) should be mentioned. They
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read:
7TrOVKXfkXT'aauKovvra0es.
O`g vvv aypov\ Kal lrpolarTa Ka\ /3oi.

The simple verb rTLevatcan on occasions mean " to mortgage," but in view of fragment 149OeV E'KaTOVSpaX!as.
Se7rvov
A. olvov Os rTepav
.vwav.-

B. ISov'.

it seems more reasonable to assign the same meaning to 0es in both fragments-namely, "put
down," " reckon". See Kock's commentary on fragment 149 where he gives various instances of
the use of TrOevatin this sense. If, however, one insists on understanding We9in fragments 152-153
as signifying " mortgage," then it must be stated that the fifth century comic poets provide a third
reference to the mortgage contract-this one from the year 422/421, the date of Eupolis' Kolakes
(Athenaeus, V, 218b).
Franz Hampl, Hermes, LXXIII, 1938, pp. 474-477, recognizes evidence for the mortgage
contract in I.G., I2, 40/41. This inscription consists of several decrees passed by the Athenians
concerning Hestiaia (cf. S.E.G., X, pp. 24-25, no. 37). Our concern is with lines 1-12 of no. 40
which contain provisions for regulating questions of disputed land possession; the date presumably
is 446/5 or shortly thereafter. Hiller von Gaertringen, Gittinger Nachrichten, phil.-hist. Klasse,
1921, pp. 62-68, had assumed that the disputes were between the Athenian cleruchs and the native
Hestiaians, but M. Cary, J.H.S., XLV, 1925, pp. 246-248, has proved conclusively that this interpretation is wrong. He pointed out, among other things, that the ancient sources state very explicitly
that the Hestiaians were driven out en masse to make room for the Athenian settlers. Cary suggested
that the disputes lay between two groups of Athenian settlers who went to Hestiaia at different times.
The result was that the first detachment encroached on lands which had been assigned to the second
is rejected by Hampl. His
group. This explanation, which is attractive despite certain difficulties,
"
Ich
follows:
as
vermute, dass die behandelte
interpretation is summarized in his final sentence
Hestiaia
Muster-fuiir
attischem
festsetzte, dass ein Mann, den ein
Bestimmung-sicherlich nach
oder jedenfalls von einem
Grundstiick
seinem
von
einer
anderer auf Grund
erfolgten Pfindung
hernach noch
und
an
Gericht
das
sich
k6nnen
zu
vertreiben
gegebenenfalls
desselben
Teil
glaubte,
an den Rat in Hestiaia als Appellationsinstanz wenden und ausserdem versuchen konnte, den
The
Glaubiger durch Abgabe von Vieh umzustimmen." This interpretation can safely be rejected.
those
and
words
the
plausibly
preserved
inscription, to be sure, is very fragmentary, but among
restored there is not a single one that is customarily employed when mortgage matters are under
consideration. It is unthinkable that in an official document the mortgagor and the mortgagee should
be termed O6 XavvoE/Avos and o6 Xavvwv,respectively. Again, even in the fourth century the plight of
the delinquent mortgagor was hard and presumably in the fifth century, if the mortgage contract
was practiced at Athens, his rights would have been protected even less. It is universally true,
I believe, that the mortgage contract in its early stages always favors the interests of the creditor
is permitted to
(see above, Chapter IV, p. 90). The very fact that in this document the ?Xavvo'tEvos
to persuade
mention
to
Hestiaia-not
in
Boule
the
to
then
attempting
and
courts
the
to
first
appeal
'
from
driven
-t
et
vots
being
11-12)-before
[t
(lines
otr[t]
ht'r[7rot]
?X]avvovTa
/oorv]
(?) ro[v
I
rules
and
contracts
do
with
to
mortgage
the land is sure evidence that this inscription has nothing
of foreclosure.
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is made of security, the security is always in the form of movables-veXvpa.37 In
view of the abundant literary and epigraphical material from the fifth century, it is
certainly strange that throughout that whole period there are only three or four
allusions to the mortgage contract and that these allusions all date from the last

quarter of the century. If the transaction had been in common usage, it is hard to
understand why so few traces of it have survived. In this connection one other observation may be in order. For the last decade of the fifth century we have evidence for
the employmentof the regular fourth century legal language in reference to mortgages
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both in Isocrates and also in Lysias, if the reading eyyEL' Er

TOKq)

is accepted.88 In

Kratinos and Pherekrates, however, the allusions to mortgage are expressed strangely
--rry,ariav
and v7ra,T3oXov,
which, we have seen, was probably a pun on the word
Comic
poets, naturally, were not writing precise legal documents, but the
Vr6OS/oXov.
use of these unusual words might suggest the possibility that there was no regular
expression as yet to describe a new transaction which was being introduced in the
troubledyears of the PeloponnesianWar.
II

The absence of any evidence for the existence of the mortgage contract in Athens
prior to the last quarter of the fifth century is curious. The silence of the sources
on the transaction, of course, is not proof that it was not in use, but, on the other
hand, its prevalence should not be taken for granted merely because of certain preconceived notions about the fifth century Athenian way of life. Our task, therefore,
is to try to discover a satisfactory reason for the total lack of evidence for the use of
real property as security at Athens before the time of the Peloponnesian War. Before
we begin this investigation, the following fundamental fact about the nature of the
mortgage transaction must be emphasized, for this fact will determine the lines of the
ensuing discussion. The fully developed mortgage contract, according to which the
creditor on non-payment of the debt due can foreclose on and become owner of the
real property which had served as security, cannot exist unless real estate is alienable.
It is obvious, therefore, that we must investigate the Athenian system of land tenure,
for, if Attic land was ever inalienable as I believe can successfully be demonstrated,
mortgage was impossible until the removal of that restriction from the land. Once
the land became alienable, however, its employment as security must have followed
rapidly. Consequently, if we can discover the approximate date when Attic land
becamealienable,we shall also have found the date of the introductionof the mortgage
contract at Athens.
37
Cf. above, note 11. In Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae, 567, and in fragment 484 (Kock, C.A.F.,
I, p. 516), there are references to seizure of evexvpafor non-payment of debts; cf. Antiphon, VI,
On the Choreutes, 11.
38
See above, pp. 168-169.
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As every student of Greek history knows, the system of land tenure in early
Attica is a problem which has exercised the learning and ingenuity of scholars for
generations. For our purposes the essential question can be phrased thus: In early
times did a man individually own his land-his KX?rpog-or was it owned jointly by
the family which in one sense had only the usufruct of the soil since it really belonged
equally to both ancestors and posterity? The contradictory answers to this question
are well illustrated by the remarks of two distinguished scholars. Wilamowitz 39
writes: " Wir haben keinerlei iiberlieferung fiber die entstehung des privatbesitzes
an grund und boden in Attika, und es wird kaum danach gefragt. und doch deutet
alles darauf hin, dass dieser erst spat entstanden ist-." More positively Heinrich
Swoboda 40 maintains the opposite point of view: "Wie man auch diese alteren
Zustande beurteilen mag, Eines ist ganz gewiss, dass das Privateigentum bei den
Griechen von hohem Alter ist und der Fortbestand von Geschlechts-oderFamilieneigentum bis auf Solon als ganz ausgeschlossen erscheint." Despite the vehemence of
Swoboda's convictions, scholarly opinion has definitelyturned in the opposite direction.
The view which is now decidedly in the ascendancy is well demonstrated by WV.J.
Woodhouse's excellent-if strangely worded-book,4' a work to which frequent
reference will be made below. Swoboda's arguments, as regards Attica at least, lose
force largely because he relies so heavily on non-Attic evidence.42It cannot be empha39Aristoteles und Athen, Berlin, 1893, II, p. 47.

Beitraigezur griechischen Rechtsgeschichte," Savigny-Stiftung, XXVI, 1905, p. 241. J. H.
"On
Solon's System of Property-Classes," Mnem., IV Ser., III, 1950, pp. 1-11, subscribes to
Thiel,
this view; see especially, p. 3.
41Solon the Liberator, A Study of the Agrarian Problem in Attika in the Seventh Century,
Oxford, 1938. It is not necessary here to enter into a discussion of the vast literature which has
grown up around the subject of land tenure in early Greece. Sufficient references can be found
in the bibliography at the end of Woodhouse's book.
42 From non-Attic sources evidence can be adduced for both sides of the argument. Hesiod,
40"

Works and Days, 341, exhorts Perses to be devout toward the gods 0fp'p\XWov wv KXVpov,t.-' rov
This seems to be clear evidence that in Askra in the eighth or ninth century land was
Trev WaAAo.

alienable, and it was accepted in this sense by Swoboda, op. cit., p. 241. Other scholars, however,
have questioned this interpretation. For example, P. Guiraud, La Propriete Fonci&re en Grece,
Paris, 1893, p. 101, speaks of " ce temoignage unique et douteux," and W. Vollgraff, Mnem., L,
1922, p. 217, note 1, argues that this line is not evidence for the abolition of family ownership in
Boeotia-" poterat enim venditio fieri inter agnatos vel gentiles." For an understanding of the
passage it is necessary to remember that Hesiod's father had migrated to Askra from Aeolian
Kyme (lines 635-640). He was a poor man and presumably on arriving OiCvpj viKIpy he cleared a
homestead for himself and his sons in the WoxarTa.Consequently it is highly questionable whether
from Hesiod's words any conclusions can be drawn concerning the status of " family estates" in
contemporary Boeotia. To use this passage as evidence for conditions in pre-Solonian Athens is
obviously hazardous (compare the pertinent remarks of Woodhouse, op. cit., pp. 86-87). Further
evidence for the alienability of land in early times may be discernible in a fragment of Theophrastos
[Stobaeus, Flor., XLIV, 20 (Hense); 22 (Meineke) ], where it is stated that Charondas (towards
the middle of the seventh century?) established regulations for sales-apparently of both movables
and immovables-(cf. M. Miihl, Klio, XXII, 1928, pp. 116-117). Once again, however, it may
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sized too often that in the study of Greek institutions data from one state have no
value per se for the interpretation of institutions even in a neighboring state. What
justification, for example, can there possibly be for the drawing of conclusions about
pre-Solonian Attica from the customs prevalent in Boeotia-or rather in Askra-in
Hesiod's time or from the laws that applied to Gortyn in far-away Crete?
The study of the system of land tenure in early Attica perforce must begin with
the career of Solon, for once Solon appears on the scene we have as guides not only
his own words, but also the accounts of Aristotle and Plutarch, disappointing as they
are in so many respects. How, then, was land held at the time when Solon undertook
his program of reform? Was it owned by the individual, to do with as he saw fit,
or was it held by the family with an obligation, whether legal, customary, or religious
-or with all these sanctions combined-, not to alienate it? One fact immediately
presents itself which points to the acceptance of the second of these alternatives.
Aristotle states that until the time of Solon all loans were secured on the debtor's
person and that the most democratic of Solon's acts was to prohibit this custom of
personal security.48 Certainly the most obvious explanation for this exclusive use of
personal security is that his own person was the only form of security which the debtor

be asked what bearing laws which were in force in Katana and other Greek colonies have on
conditions in seventh century Attica. Colonists, presumably, deliberately altered many restrictions
and customs which they had found irksome in the mother country. Again, the Gortynian Code,
now usually dated in the middle of the fifth century, reveals that mortgage (and hence the right to
alienate real property) was permitted under certain circumstances to the Gortynians (VI, 1-45;
IX, 1-24). Gortyn, however, is not Athens. It might be remarked, moreover, that backward as
Crete was she was more advanced than Athens in certain legal ideas. The regulations concerning
heiresses (VII, 15-IX, 24), for example, were more liberal than those which prevailed even in
fourth century Athens.
For examples of the inalienability of land, the case o.f Sparta is too well known to require
comment. Further information is offered by Aristotle in his Politics. In II, 7, 4 (1266 b), he
writes: Kac rap' XAoLas CaTn v61oOS 0S KOAV'E KTaarot yr^v OTro0V ova&tav
av /3ovX1rTairTS,
otWolS SE Kal mv

Vr(Aetv ol vopot KxWVOV'lV, Woowep ev AOKxpoZS VO/LOS TarT
L/ q rAeZtv, eav xIqV sfavepav carvXtLav oe& avJ'u/,8ep/Kvlav,
eT 8oeTOuVS aAatovs
8e
Kat Trepl A.eVau8ao8qLOOTLKqV
AXV9Ev
KXApovv 8ota,'teLv
0TLo`ef A,v
'Tv
(Troro
'oAkLTeav
. . .). It should be noted that the restrictions on alienability of land mentioned in this passage
avTwv

were still in force in Aristotle's time. Referring to Philolaos (early seventh century? Cf. J.
Schmidt in R.E., s.v. Philolaos [3]), Aristotle says, II, 12, 7 (1274 b): xKrvav /eV ovV 8La T7V TroLavrr'v

atrtav irapa Tols ?7//oaLOts,vooO9T7r,

KaXovcrtv

'avTrotqcevETo

CeKeVOI VOfLOV1sOCTLKOVg' KaL TOVT E(rTLtVItoU

tAoAXaos
TLVWV
KCatrpt rT
reptrT'akAXX
vrr

CKCVOV VeVO/OeTr{vov,

o
orS aptlos

7rat8oTroLas, ovs
ag,orTal

TWV

KXApwv.Again in VI, 4, 5 (1319 a) it is stated: (v 8e TO yE apIXatov ev .roXXAAtsrToXA vEvopofeT7rfLevov
Aev ceEtvaLTOV 7TrpTOV3oKXApov' acTT 8e Kat Ov e'yovatv 'O6vXov(earlierthan Lycurgus, Pausanias,
78 7roXe
V, 4, 5) vo,uovelvat rotTOVrVTr 8vvduevos, TO IAr 8avetgetv elS Tt rJepos 7r5 v7rapXovov,s EcKaroT y7s). The only

general conclusion that can be drawn from such passages is that in early times in most-if not in
all-Greek states family land was inalienable and that by Aristotle's time this restriction had widely
been abolished. As evidence for the system of land tenure in pre-Solonian Attica, however, these
passages are of no value.
43Ath. Const., 2, 2: Kal o Bavetajpol iraaLv rit rolts rowuaoiv
AEV
,laav ,AeXpt o'XkwvoS. 9, 1: V7pW7TOV

Kal /eyTaov v TO /

Savetetv

erT TOtS crwaaatv. (See also 4, 5; 6, 1).

Compare Plutarch, Solon, 15, 3.
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could furni'sh. What else can this mean than that he was unable to encumber his land
because of its inalienability? It can hardly be doubted, as will be shown below, that
the creditor frequently was more interested in gaining possession of the debtor's land
than of his person, but the system of land tenure apparently prevented him from
receiving real property as security for the loan. If a man were able to mortgageand consequentlyto alienate-his real property, why would he offer his own person as
security and thus, because of the contemporary conditions, run the almost certain
risk of falling into slavery ?
The conclusion that Attic land was inalienable at least until Solon's time can be
reached by another line of reasoning. In the Attic Orators, as we shall see below,
abundant evidence is preserved that even in the fourth century there were elaborate
regulations concerning intestate succession and various restrictions on testamentary
rights. The aim of all these provisions was, of course, to keep the real property in the
family or at least in the genos. These fourth century conditions certainly must be
interpretedas a survival from the days when land was the common possession of the
genos and subsequently of the restricted family. Since Solon was the first man to
grant the so-called right of testament to the Athenians 44 and since, until his reforms,
all security was personal, it is only logical to see in the fourth century regulations
about inheritance a survival of a custom-namely, the inalienability of land-which
endured down to the time of Solon himself.45
44

Plutarch, Solon, 21, 2-3.
45There are two statements in the sources which do not conform with the point of view
advocated above. In the description of the Draconian Constitution (Aristotle, Ath. Const., 4, 2),
it is said that the nine archons and the treasurers were elected from those possessing ova'av- - - ovx
XaTrrToSCKa utvwv Aev0e'pav, and the generals and hipparchs from those having ovalav -OVK
not
to
and
real
refers
to
context
this
in
If
ovaria
just
'XcarTov X0CIKaCTov ?V$?V
property
iEve'pav.
that
evidence
is
there
be
unencumbered
must
the
that
in
the
then
property
movables,
stipulation
the mortgage contract was in use at the time; hence land was alienable. It is now universally agreed,
however, that this Draconian Constitution is an oligarchic forgery dating from the close of the fifth
(see most recently,
century. Consequently it is valueless as evidence for pre-Solonian conditions
"
"
de
XLII, 1940, pp.
Pretendue
la
'Constitution
R.E.A.,
sur
Dracon,'
P. Cloche, Remarques
to the hypothesis
valid
more
a
afford
to
seems
at
first
statement
other
The
objection
glance
64-73).
that land was inalienable. In Aristotle, Ath. Const., 6, and in Plutarch, Solon, 15, 6-7 (cf. Praecepta
Gerendae Reipublicae, 807 E), the famous story has been preserved of how Solon was duped by his
friends when he was contemplating the Seisachtheia. According to the story Solon notified some
of his friends that he was planning to cancel debts. Thereupon they borrowed considerable sums of
money and bought up large tracts of land with the result that when the cancellation of debts
occurred they became wealthy.

According to Aristotle this was the origin of the term 7raXaL0rXAovrot

ascribed to certain families, and Plutarch says that these men were subsequently called XpeWKomnSaL.
This story has all the earmarks of an anecdote; it should be noted that Plutarch begins his account
with the word XE,ycrat, and that Aristotle gives the two interpretations which were current with
the opposing political parties. On analysis the story has elements of great improbability. It is hard
to believe that in those critical times, when no one knew what sort of revolution might occur,
certain yvoptLtzotborrowed large sums of money from other yvwpL/tot (?) on the security of their own
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Woodhouse summarizes the state of the problem so excellently that it seems
desirable to quote almost in full the pertinent paragraph. He writes: 4 " Naturally,
it is out of the question that we should be called upon to stand and deliver chapter
and verse in proof of the legal inalienability of family estate, for Attika, previous to
Solon's time. It is indeed not susceptible of direct proof in so many words referable
to some primitive legal Code. We are necessarily confined to reasonable inference
If the
from such fragments of practice and statement as have survived ....
hypothesis fits well all the known facts, and elucidates incidentallyperplexing problems
the solution of which was not contemplatedin its framing, it is on all fours with the
hypotheses of physical science; for science also has no other criterion of truth than
just this same comprehensivenessand coherence. Fragmentary as is the evidence, it
is sufficient to allow us to assert that the entire congeries of estates in Attika was
historically simply a number of 'allotments,' that at some time or other had been
officiallydistributed in perpetuity to the citizen households. What legal sanctions were
in operation in early days to prevent alienation, or whether there ever had been any
definite sanctions at all, we cannot say. To part with family estate was one of the
things that were ' not done;' the group feeling was against it, let alone the fact that
in the earliest times tenure of allotment was also a man's title to citizenship."
The belief that land in Attica was inalienable before Solon must be supported
by a satisfactory explanation for those famous lines of Solon in which he says that
he had liberatedthe earth, formerly enslaved, by destroying the Opol. The verses run:47
O ravr av ev
lVKX17pOVOV
Orv,ul,.apTpo7)
,7r)qp ieytcrT7 Sat.uovcov 'OXvuirtcov
'T OTE
apto-ra, Jr' uE'XaLva,T Eyco
opovs aveLXov iroXXaX t7reTrr^yora,

ov
TrporOlev 8oVXs

cora,

vvv EXEVOEpa.

persons. Unquestionably all sorts of rumors were in circulation as to Solon's intentions; this
uncertainty is revealed in his own verses and is mentioned by Aristotle (Ath. Const., 11, 2). Under
such conditions would not the wealthy have been suspicious of ywv`ptlOLtwho were anxious to borrow
themselves have feared to offer their own persons as security?
heavily, and would not these -yv'ptuoL
It is reasonable to suspect the hands of the Atthidographers in the formation of this unlikely tale.
These local historians, as is well known, were greatly interested in giving aetiological explanations
of obscure customs, rites, words, etc. This anecdote may well be the result of their attempts to
explain such words as

7raXato'7rAovTro

and

xpeoKo07rSat.

The political writing of the end of the fifth

century also may have been partly responsible for the invention or development of this legend
(cf. G. Busolt, Griechische Geschichte, II2, pp. 41-43, note 2, and Schoeffer in R.E., s.v. Chreokopidai, pp. 2447-2448).

Whatever the origin of the terms 7raXatIorXovrotand XPEwKo7r8SaL
may have

been, it would be hazardous, to say the least, to regard this improbable story as evidence for the
system of land tenure in Attica in Solon's time.
46
Op. cit., p. 81, quoted in part also by N. Lewis, A.J.P., LXII, 1941, p. 146, note 12.
47

Aristotle,Ath. Const.,12, 4.
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Woodhouse 48 is certainly correct when he maintains that these opot had not been set
up to advertize the outright sale of the lands concerned, for by no stretch of the
imagination can one associate the idea of enslavement with a legitimate sale. Were
these horoi boundary stones? Obviously they could not have been stones delimiting
the holdings of the peasants, for then the destroying of these markers would have
been the last thing that Solon would have undertaken. Also, how could stones
delimiting a man's plot be described as enslaving it? 49 By these horoi was Solon
referring to stones which the nobles set up as they extended their domains by encroaching on the lands of the helpless peasants? This suggestion has something in its favor,
possibly, but the fundamental idea then, would seem to be highhanded robbery rather
than enslavement. Presumably Solon knew what he was talking about and he was
careful to emphasize and contrast SovXevova-aand eXevOepa.These horoi clearly were

connected with the enslavement of black Earth, and a natural explanation is that they
gave notification of the fact that the land somehow was encumbered, i. e., enslaved.
But how can inalienable land be encumbered? Woodhouse's interpretation of the
status of the land in Attica when Solon undertookhis reforms is probablywell known,
but it will be necessary for our purposes to summarize the main points of his thesis.
This summary will be based on the excellent article of N. Lewis 50 in which, while
accepting the core of Woodhouse's arguments, he has made certain acute and necessary
improvementsand simplifications.
In the course of the seventh century the production of olives and wine 50afor
export had supplanted cereal growing as the most profitable forms of agriculture in
Attica. Orchards and vineyards, however, belonged to " long future " husbandry,
a type of farming beyond the reach of the peasants who lacked the capital to tide them
over the years until the trees and vines should become fruitful. Since the increasing
use of money and the expansion of commerce were having a deleterious effect on the
local prices of cereals, the small farmer was experiencing ever greater difficulty in
maintaining himself on his little plot. The nobles, on the other hand, with idle capital
to invest were anxious to acquire more land which could be converted into orchards
and vineyards. How was this land to be obtained as long as the principle of inalienability remainedin force ? The answer lies in what was probablythe typical procedure
in a loan. The harried peasant, in need of money, would borrow from a wealthy man,
offering the only security that was possible-his person. When the loan became due
Op. cit., pp. 75-77.
Cf. Woodhouse,op. cit., p. 99.
50 " Solon's
AgrarianLegislation,"A.J.P., LXII, 1941, pp. 144-156.
50aSince Solon allowed oil alone of the productsof the soil to be exported (Plutarch, Solon,
24, 1), and since the cult of Dionysos was greatly fosteredby Peisistratos,the intensivecultivation
of the vine in Attica possiblyshouldbe attributedto the tyrant. See G. B. Grundy,Thucydidesand
the History of his Age, vol. I, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1948, p. 120. Plutarch'sstatement,however,makes
it clear that olive culturewas widespreadin Attica by the beginningof the sixth century.
48

49
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and the debtor was unable to refund the money, the creditor was entitled to seize
him as a slave. Frequently, however, it must have happenedthat the creditor was more
desirous of acquiring the debtor's land than his person, and it goes without saying
that the peasant would go to almost any length to avoid enslavement. To meet this
situation a method was invented-undoubtedly by the land-grabbing nobles-which
satisfied them and presumablywas agreeable to the peasants. This device was really a
legal fiction and, to use fourth century parlance, can be termed sale subject to
redemption-erpaorir XAv'o-E.In the seventh century it can be assumed that it worked
as follows. The insolvent debtor, on the day of the maturity of the loan, was confronted with two possibilities: either he could pass into slavery or as an alternative
to this he could transfer the possession of his land to his creditor. The debtor, who
retained a right of redemption, would remain on the land as a rent paying tenant.
This scheme satisfied all the necessary require
nts off
the
times. The prohibition
against alienating land was not violated because the peasant-now a hektemorremained on his ancestral plot with the right of redemption, to which, in keeping
with the legal fiction, no time limit was assigned. The creditor, agaii in conformity
with the fiction, did not become outright owner of the land, but he had what he most
wanted-more acres which, if he desired, he could force his tenants to convert to
olive andvine
debtorthe
ving.egrowAnd
escaped the horrors of slavery and
fing.And finallyt
remained on the land of his fathers. Presumably the threat of enslavement still hung
over the debtor's head-especially if his payments of rent fell into arrears-, but,
if the creditor resorted to personal execution, he would lose his hold on the land which,
by the principles of inalienability, would revert to the debtor's nearest of kin.
The arguments which are summarized above admittedly form only a theory, but,
if the fact of the inalienability of land in pre-Solonian times is accepted, as in my
opinion is necessary, this hypothesis offers the most satisfactory explanation of Solon's
description of the land as enslaved and of Aristotle's statement 51 that all the land
was in the control of a few. This, then, was the status of the land to which the horoi
mentioned by Solon bore testimony, and certainly Solon's use of the word " enslaved "
seems not only natural but also justified to describe land so encumbered. It should be
"
emphasized that this Trpao-t ert Xvret " was fundamentally different from the fourth
51

Ath. Const., 2, 2 (cf. 4, 5):

ira,o-a
8sC

yr

8c' 6Xiywv Xv. Is this phraseology a deliberate attempt

to avoidtheconnotation
of ownership
?
Theexplanation
of the landsystemin Solon'stimegivenby L. C. Stecchiniin a recentbook-

'A0rfvaiwv IloXtrea, The Constitutions of the Athenians by the Old Oligarch and 'by Aristotle, The
Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1950-can be mentioned and dismissed. In a note (pp. 99-100) on
Aristotle, Ath. Const., 2, he maintains that the clients were newcomers [?] who "had to buy the
land from the old settlers " according to the contract of misthosis. " Essentially the misthosis is a
sale of a plot of land on credit." (sic) As evidence he refers to the later uC'0wats otKov (see Chapter
" Solon further improved the condition of
V, above)- a contract which he misunderstands....
the debtors by establishing that the restitution [ ?] of the land should be considered equivalent to

full payment

(a`roTrtpa)

[sic] and free the clients from all further obligations."
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century contract which was discussed in the preceding chapter. That contract,
although in form a sale through which qualifiedownership passed to the creditor, was
in intent and in fact a form of real security. The seventh century " 7rpraa e,r Xvo-e"
had no element of security in it. It was purely a legal fiction, devised to circumvent
the inalienablestatus of land and thereby offering the insolvent debtor an alternative
to enslavement. It was a device owing its existence to the particular conditions of
the seventh and early sixth centuries.52
that
nonse
of these horoi, immortalizedby Solon, has
noneof
It has often puzzled scholars that
survived-at least recognizably-to the present. So many explanations can be offered
for their disappearancethat a few remarks on the subject will be adequate. If wooden
horoi had been used in the seventh century, naturally they would have disintegrated
in the course of time. A reasonablepossibility is that, when Solon by cancelling debts
restored their lands to the people, he with the enthusiastic cooperation of the former
hektemors literally smashed those stones which had been the signs of the land's
enslavement. One may also question whether it is necessary to assume that Solon's
horoi were inscribed in a fashion similar to the mortgage stones of the fourth century
and later. Those stones were notices of certain contracts which had been made. In
the seventh century, however, it is hardly correct to speak of a contract. The creditor,
at his pleasure, merely received the use of some land rather than the body of a slave.
It is difficult to imagine just what words would have been inscribed on the stones.
There is also the problem of how extensive was the knowledge of writing in the
seventh century. It seems to me quite probablethat these horoi, like so many boundary
stones, were uninscribed, or that perhaps they bore merely some characteristic sign
or mark-possibly painted rather than inscribed-which had the necessary connotation for the people of those times. If this were the case, then, even if some of the
stones had survived the ages, there would be no way to identify them.
After Solon's Seisachtheia there is no further reference to the enslavement of
which
the land. Two centuries pass before there is evidence for the irpacrtqe' X1A5E&

It may be thought that an objection to this theory is contained in those verses of Solon
which immediately follow his description of the destruction of the horoi (Aristotle, Ath. Const.,
12, 4). In these lines Solon speaks of men sold abroad, whom he restored to their native land, and
of slaves at home, whom he set free. Since it has been maintained above that according to a
tenants of their creditors, it may well be
"%rpa&c &r xvcw " insolvent debtors became rent paying
Two answers, I believe, can be given
Solon.
to
restored
slaves
debt
those
by
liberty
were
who
asked
vat" may not have begun to operate
rt
to this question. (1) The legal fiction of the " 7rpaatsn
until late in the seventh century. Consequently, at the time of Solon's measures many debt slaves,
whether in Attica or sold abroad, were probably still alive. (2) Although Aristotle says that all
the land was in the control of a few, this statement can reasonably be suspected of exaggeration.
Presumably some of the nobles-i. e., those lending money-, when their debtors defaulted, preferred to seize them as debt slaves rather than to have them as rent paying tenants. The hypothesis
advanced in the text above, naturally, can hope to explain only the main trend in creditor-debtor
relations in the seventh century. Variations from this main trend may have been frequent.
52
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in the fourth century was such a common form of real security. The fact that there
are no traces of this new type of 1rpacrs em Xvo-etprior to the fourth century, of course,

does not prove that it was not in use until then, but it is reasonable to assume that
no method of " selling " with right of redemptionwas employed for a long while after
Solon's reforms. Solon by his cancellation of debts had foiled the efforts of the
nobles to .circumvent the inalienability of the soil through a " irpa&t

rmiX,Ao-EL."Pre-
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sumably this device was in such bad odor that for many, many years no recourse was
had to it. We are completely in the dark concerning the type of security for loans
which was employedin the post-Solonian period.53All we know is that Solon abolished
security on the debtor's person, and that his restoration of their lands to the debtors,
his efforts to promote industry in Athens, and Peisistratos' concern for the peasants
undoubtedlyimproved the lot of the small farmer.
If land was still inalienableat the time of the Seisachtheia, when and how was it
delivered from this restriction? It is almost universally believed by those who accept
its inalienability at the time of Solon's reforms that its liberation developed rapidly
in the years following these measures, and the chief cause for this liberation is usually
assigned to Solon's testamentary law.54 A recent statement of this point of view is to
be found in N. Lewis' article,55to which reference has already been made. His
exposition, in which he quotes freely from Woodhouse, is interesting and, since it
propounds an interpretation which I believe is totally erroneous, it will be helpful to
the ensuing discussion to quote from it at some length. Lewis writes: " But he
(Solon) also permitted a man without sons to bequeath his property, and thus 'made
property the personal possessions of their owners.' Whether or not 'we should

53There is no evidence whatsoever for the use of real
property as security. Possibly, as in the
fifth century, loans were sometimes guaranteed by sureties (eyymvrai) or by movable security
(evexvpa). See above, notes 9 and 11, and Chapter IV, note 108.
64 Plutarch, Solon, 21, 2. It would be pointless to give bibliographical references for this statement, since this point of view, or slight variations thereof, will be found in almost every work on
early Athenian history. The great book of Gustave Glotz, La Solidarite de la Famille dans le
Droit criminel en Grece, Paris, 1904, may be cited as an example. The title of the pertinent chapter
-" Solon et l'Affranchissement de la Propriete," pp. 325-349, especially pp. 342-349-reveals the
point of view. Some distinguished scholars have been guilty of very loose reasoning in this matter
of the liberation of the land. Take, for example, the following sentences from Beauchet, III, p. 67:
" Dans
tous les cas, apres Solon, la vente de la terre est entierement libre et ne depend que de la
seule volonte du proprietaire. Ni la loi, ni les moeurs n'exigent que la famille soit preablement
consultee au sujet de la vente que veut faire un de ses membres, ni qu'elle ait a donner une
autorisation quelconque. Le contrat devint meme une operation si aisee et si frequente que Xenophon
nous montre des speculateurs atheniens passant leur vie a acheter et a vendre des terres." No one
will deny that this was the case when Xenophon wrote his Oeconomicus, but to span the gulf of
two centuries from Solon to Xenophon in three sentences is a rather questionable method of studying the Athenian system of land tenure.
55
Op. cit., pp. 155-156. The quotes within quotes represent Lewis' quotations from Woodhouse, except for the first one which is from Plutarch, Solon, 21, 2.
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properly regard that enactment as but a single element in a whole body of simiar
legislation,' Solon here took the first step toward making land legally alienable and
permitting the aristocracy to acquire estates in outright ownership, not merely in
possessory right. .. . ' Timidly at first, but with increasing frequency as time went
on, the old taboo or interdiction was transgressed, so that family estate before very
long became fully commercialized,and passed from hand to hand without at any rate
any restraint of law.' As Woodhouse justly remarks, it is now that the true mortgage
-and, we might add, the true sale-develops as a legal instrument. . . . It is true
that 'from that monstrous evil, the evil of latifundia, Attic agrarian history, thanks
primarily to Solon, continued free.' But that was not because Solon set the small
landholder and farmer on such a secure economic basis that he would not part with
his land; it was because his laws on inheritance assured the constant division of large
'Solon did not declare illegal the giving of security for loan; he
estates. ...
declared illegal only a particular type of security. So far as his own action and regulations went, there was nothing whatever in them to prevent every newly liberated
farm in Attika from being next day mortgaged up to the hilt and falling ultimately
once more into the hands of noble capitalists.' "
If Solon's testamentary law was so potent that over night it could change land
which had always been inalienable into land that could be " mortgaged up to the hilt,"
it certainly deserves to be regarded as one of the world's most astonishing laws. What
was this law, then ? Plutarch 56 gives the following account: EV8oKKL/zqc8E Kav rw 1Tep&
SLa0r]K(JJvvo6 p,I
Kal

Tporepov

TOV OlKOV KaralT,eveEv,

yap

6

8E

OVK eqr)v,
X

,ovXerai

acXXev
T5

rT yevet

eITTpesa5

TOv
el

TEOV7gKOTO1

Lr7 atr

s

Ta
E8EL XpTO

elev

aur,

Sova&

aTa
ra

ETquIO-E /.acXXoY Kal xaplp avaycK71, Kal Ta Xpq/.ara Kq/caraT
4otxiav re Ovyyevetag
TCOvEXOVTWP
EToL7a-ev. Plutarch's language clearly reflects the conditions of his own
avrov,

times.57 Not only are two key words, which should characterize 7rat8LZe, omitted,
yv'ra-totand appeve,, but also it seems rather absurd to assign to Solon such senti56 Solon,

Lewis,
CXOVTWv
21, 2. Concerning the final clause-Kat ra XpfluaTa KT7-TaTa TWV
CTroflaev-,
that
Plutarch
and
reveals
is
Plutarch's
remarks:
note
"
(or
p.
very
precise,
46,
wording
155,
cit.,
op.
his source) understood that land in pre-Solonian Attica was held under a system of family tenure and
could not pass out of the family: before Solon's law the kleros was something of which its holder
If Plutarch
enjoyed only the use (xpOma),thereafter it became his private possession (Kxrtia)."
intended to make this neat distinction, the word Xp/AaTrawas well chosen, but, as the subsequent
discussion will show, he was mistaken if by the word KrT7ara he meant land privately owned-i. e.,
land that could be alienated at will. It is doubtful, moreover, if Plutarch was writing so precisely,
for a few lines above he speaks of Ta Xp11TJra'Kai rTv otKov (cf. Plutarch, Alcibiades, 8, 2, for the
same combination of words). The word Xp',uara in this context presumably refers to movables,
since o&toswas regularly used to describe property in general (see above, Chapter V, p. 97, note 11).
The problem now under consideration, however, is concerned with immovables, not movables.
"
57
Compare Louis Gernet, La Creation du Testament. Observations sur une Loi de Solon,"
R.E.G., XXXIII, 1920, pp. 123-168; 249-290, especially p. 133. In the ensuing discussion on
testaments I am much indebted to this excellent article.
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mental motives for the creation of the will. For more official language, we should
turn to the fourth century orators in whose writings numerous references to this law
are preserved.58In Isaeus, for example, we have the following statement about Solon's
59
, 3 avSpe?s, KOLVONaITaW KeTa&t, eYelvat ra eavrov
testamentary law:
Ororo-t 06 vo
8LaOe'rOatc, Eav
l7

7iraSeg

3co-&yv7o-ot

eav
O
L
appeve%,

i apa pavELg

) viro yqpwg O

8o OaAXXor&

TroevV Tr' vo1w wrapavocv
8aO^raL. In another place 60 there is added the important
'
clause--rcos av eOekrrt. The passage runs: '0 yap
8appaI84,vXey?EEEtva
voyaov
&taOEGeOatircog av EOE'X r~T ra' avrov, eav

uirL7raZla& yvqov9

KaTaXiMT appevac.
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Thus Solon's law stated that a man, if he had no legitimate sons, could bequeath
his property as he pleased, provided he was not mentally disqualified or the victim
of some sort of coercion. Before maintaining that this proves that property became
alienable, however, it is necessary to examine how this testamentary right was put
into execution. The following passage from Isaeus 6 is very illuminating: Kat juo rov
voLkov avrov
appEvE

avayvwO,

yv7roFYo.
3crOTL

0

KEXEVEvLra
eauvroi3^
keZVal

taO&at

ZT(A) av

Efl

Ea

V TSe

a TOVTO
EO)KEV OVT"w, Op&v
X vpe
~0 yap vooOErT7 PE,
TOrvvooV
ovcrav Trqsep7/Luag KaL TapatvfXv
TOV /fov TogS araratT(AV

ILOV71VTavrr7v KaTa/vyy7)v

At8orowv ovv rwv vocwov avrc)
avOpvarwLv,TO e ivau 7rorowraOaL SvrTva av /3ov\)vrac.
Troiel-Oa&8aa Tr elvaL airaLSa, E.e TroeiLrat,OVK ev a8&OKaL, 3SavSpes, ypdfa5, /ueXcov
aTroOv r-KeWv,
o rtLve rv 1roXLrv, ovS' aorOevcov'aXX' vyLaLvwv, EV4povvV, cE
a&'Ep aXXo

vowv 7roLtrcqapevo, ela-yEp po
e l<e TOJvS
.ov
eL' TrapovTwv TO1TV, Kal TOe v
paTEpag
Kaa
e;L
We
have
here
a straightforward statement
ToVS
opyecPva.
eyypa'OeL

orTa ,Le

that even

down to the fourth century the procedure in making a will, if there were no legitimate
sons, was to adopt as an heir vTLvaav 3,ov)6XvraL.This identity between the testamentary act and the act of adoption is emphasizedeven more strongly in the following
sentence:

"2 OrT Ie'v oiv

8te'Oero

Kai ETroUFo-aroeU 4pov&v,

efov avrq,

acTooeueKTraF v1iv.

This same identity between making a will and adopting an heir and also the desirability
of the adoption occurring inter vivos rather than per testamentum are stressed in
another of Isaeus' speeches.63 From this and other similar evidence which could be
cited, it is impossible not to accept Gernet's conclusions that the testamentary law as
58

Gernet, op. cit., p. 123, note 4, lists various references to this law.
On the Estate of Philoktemon, 9.
Isaeus, III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 68. In [Demosthenes] XLVI, Against Stephanos II,
14, a fuller version of the law is given. It is relegated here to a footnote because of the uncertainty
59
VI,
60

concerning the authenticity of laws and decrees quoted in various orations.

The clause wrare - --

is obscure, but the rest of the passage is in agreement with various statements made
the
o/ pV TrerOi7TO,
throughout
speeches of Isaeus and Demosthenes. It reads: Oot
aOTT E
aretreLv
r
Taa
aavrov
aca
o
av
5oXov
&v
rvaat atvl
apxrv,
rKaYaGOaL, orT
?7r7fTr
wloet4 x,v
Y 7eaXV,
7 rtles )a0 yV7^0ao&
c7rtStcraacrat

u
appeves, av p.r ptAvtwvr! y7rpw 7 c/papUmKov
7 vooov ewvKa, fr yvvaLKt.7TreLOLvo,

v

Mr' avdvyKq

61
62

) ITO

o TOVT(oV TOV 7rapavoov,

8ealOV KaTaThaI)O9E.

II, On the Estate of Menekles, 13-14; cf. 44-45.
Isaeus, VI, On the Estate of Philoktemon, 10.

88VII,

On the Estate of Apollodoros, 1-4.
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propoundedby Solon granted the right, if there were no legitimate sons, to adopt an
heir and that this adoption occurred inter vivos. Even in the fourth century adoption
inter vizos was considered preferable to testamentary adoption as can be inferred
from the passages just quoted or cited and from the fact that testamentary adoption
unlike adoption inter vivos did not confer seizin.6
The regulations concerning heiresses (e KX-qpot)show still more clearly that
to Solon the right to make a will meant the right to adopt an heir. This is evident
from the following two passages of Isaeus: 65 (1) oVre yap SaOerOac ovre8ovvatovSevl
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r/
ovSev k'eorT Tm EavrovXavevrcovOvya'epcov,eav
ry puEvirarpt avTr7, eL Tralteo
KEXEVEtyap 6 vo0oos orvv ravras

appevEg
KvplOV

/urLeyevovTo,
Eivat

KaraXktrrwv
reXEa.
yv71craoa
OVK

av e-rav avEv rav

(2) Ka'
&
8aOEOa&cr0a'

Trdeavrov. On these
8ovvat, EavTr) 80ovX1TraL,

passages Wyse 66 remarks, " According to Isaeus' paraphraseof the clause relating to

daughters . . . , for which he is our only authority, the power of testation conceded

to an Athenian citizen, whose only legitimate children were daughters, was limited
to the appointment of their husbands and the distribution of the estate, and did not
include the right of leaving legacies to servants or friends or for other purposes."
He should have added also " and adopting their husbands," for, as is well known, the
purpose of all Athenian legislation on heiresses was to insure that the property which
devolved upon them should not pass beyond the circle of specifiedrelatives.67If a man
without legitimate sons could bequeath his property only through the medium of
adoption, it can be confidently stated that, if he had only legitimate daughters, the
sole means by which he could use his right of testation was through that same method
of adoption-which in this case meant adopting the husbands. Consequently, I do not
see how any objection can be lodged against Gernet's statement 68 that Solon was the
author of two complementaryregulations: " II a permis a celui qui n'avait ni fils ni
fille de se choisir un heritier, qu'il adoptait; il a permis 'a celui qui n'avait qu' une
fille de choisir a cette fille un mari, qu' il adoptait."
It is clear then that Solon's testamentary law gave the testator the right to adopt
an heir and that one of the main purposes was to prevent the extinction of a household. This aim is so well expressed in one of Isaeus' speeches 69that the passage
deserves to be quoted in full: IldvTre yap ot rTXEvrT-reW/,UEXXovre,
lrpovotav sroowvrat
64

L. Gernet, op. cit., pp. 125-128;257.
III, On the Estate of Pyrrhos, 42 (cf. 68) ; X, On the Estate of Aristarchos, 13.
66 The
Speeches of Isaeus, p. 325 (note to Isaeus III, 42). Wyse does not believe that these
regulations were rigorously enforced in the fourth century, but he accepts them for the sixth and
apparently the fifth centuries.
67 For a detailed discussion of the
problems concerning the epikleros, see Beauchet, I, pp.
398-487.
65

68

Op. cit., p. 154.

69

VII, On the Estate of Apollodoros, 30. Cf. II, On the Estate of Menekles, 46; [Demosthenes], XLIII, Against Makartatos, 11-12.
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It is also very evident that another fundamental purpose of this testamentary
right through the medium of adoption was to keep the property in the testator's
family (as, of course, was the purpose of the laws concerning intestate succession).70
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This important point is well exemplified by the following passage: 71 O yap rov oXcowvo
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This statement makes it clear that the adopted son did not " own " the property
for which he was selected as heir. He was, as it were, an intermediary, and his
function was to beget a son who, by a legal fiction, was considered to be carrying on
the adopter's family-as he actually was if his father had married the adopter's
daughter. If this adoptedheir failed to beget a son, then he himself could not bequeath
the property through adoption, but on his death the property devolved according to the
rules of intestate succession on the relatives of the original adopter. In conformity
with these regulations for maintaining the property in the original family, the adopted
heir, if he returned to the family of his own father, lost all legal claim to the property
of his adoptive father.72
According to Solon's law, therefore, the testamentary right was exercised through
the medium of adoption. In the early years of the fourth century Isocrates bore testi-

mony to this fact very eloquentlyin the following words:73 avcov 8"'cT

Kat

Ty) vo',w

&)vF7)V KatTCaL8ag
Kat/3ovX?vcarao0a
eUcTTroti7aar-Oat
7reptrTv
Vlr.LETp(EJv
f/o7fFEtvKaO' ov SieTTEa

70
For intestate succession, see [Demosthenes], XLIII, Against Makartatos, 51-52; Isaeus, IV,
On the Estate of Nikostratos, 15-16; VII, On the Estate of Apollodoros, 20, and Wyse's note to
this last passage, op. cit., p. 565.
71
[Demosthenes], XLIV, Against Leochares, 67-68; cf. 63.
72
[Demosthenes], LVIII, Against Theokrines, 31. The law seems certain, even if in the fourth
century it was sometimes violated. See R. Dareste, Les Plaidoyers Civils de Demosthene, Paris,
1875, II, p. 140, note 26. According to Harpocration, p. 228, 4-7, the adopted heir could return
to his original family only if he had left a legitimate son in the family of his adoptive father:

"OTt OF 7rOL7Tol 7rai8?s e7TaveXGEtvel's Tov 7raTpwov OLKOV OVK Crav KVpLOL, Cl p.L arc&uasyvflaovw
OZ,
O.K TOrvrotrtlapievov, 'AVT4V EIrLTpOKrtKw Kara KaXarwparov Kal .XOWV(V Kca NouOv.'

73XIX, Aiginetikos, 49.

KaraXr0Loev ev

Although this speech was delivered in Aegina, it is clear from
sections 50-51 that these remarks refer to Athenian law also.
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It was not
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until later in the fourth century or more probably not until the Hellenistic Age that
testaments without dEairoFla-tscame into existence.74 Thus, throughout the whole
period with which we are concerned in this discussion a man could bequeath his
property only by adopting an heir.
Gernet 5 emphasizes that Solon's testamentary law was not created ex nihilo.
He quotes the following pertinent observation of Gustav Glotz:76 "I1 y a des choses
qui n'ont pas d' inventeur. Le premier testament fut fait par un moribond qui recommanda de marier sa fille unique au fils de son frere." Gernet shows that before Solon
it was probably possible for a man to adopt an heir provided he could obtain the
consent of his near kinsmen and possibly of a wider range of relatives. The great
innovation of Solon was that he freed the appointment of an heir from dependence
on the agreement of the family. Solon's law read that a man, if he had no legitimate
sons, could select his heir- wco av TugeWeq. Thus Solon did give freedom of choice
to the individual in the matter of an heir,77but, since the heir was always adopted,
thereby becoming a member of his adoptive father's family, there was nothing in
Solon's law-for centuries the fundamental law on testation-which permitted the
alienation of the land beyond the family.
Miss Freeman in her book on Solon has realized very clearly the true significance
of Solon's testamentary law. Some of her remarks 78 are so excellent that they may be
appropriately quoted as a summary to the above discussion. " The real purpose of
the legislator, however, was far more in accordance with tribal morality, and far
less ' modern,' than Plutarch supposes; it was to prevent the dying-out of the family.
. . . Thus there is no question of individual freedom to dispose of property. The
property is not to pass out of the family; the chosen heir receives it only as a member
of the family; he has no real rights over it, and cannot bequeath it where he will; if
he produces a son, that son is looked upon as continuing the line of the first testator,
and on this understanding he obtains the property. If the first adopted heir has no
son, then the line is considered to have died out, and the property, after being held in
trust by him as raiser-up of seed to his benefactor, returns to that benefactor's
kinsmen."
It should now be clear, I believe, that Solon did not permit the conveyance of land
out of the hands of the family. If, then, Solon was not responsible for the alienability
L. Gernet, op. cit., p. 260 and note 1.
cit., pp. 155-159.
76
Solidarite de la Famille, p. 343.
77 Gernet, op. cit., pp. 139-143, collects the instances of adoption from the fourth century. As
might be expected, the evidence shows that, despite the freedom of choice, the testator almost
invariably chose a relative-usually a close one-for his heir.
78 Kathleen
Freeman, The Work and Life of Solon, Cardiff, 1926, pp. 115-116.
74

75 0p.
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of Attic land, as is so confidently stated,79when did the Athenians obtain the right
to dispose of land beyond the family group? The question is easier to ask than to
answer. The sources for the history of Athens in the sixth century are notoriously
scanty and from them no information relevant to this problem can be gleaned. It is
known, of course, that Peisistratos was interested in the welfare of the small farmers,
and presumablyhe aided them by distributing among them some of the estates confiscated from his exiled opponents and possibly, also, sections of state land.80 Such
information, however, has no more bearing on the subject of land tenure than the fact
that Kallias, alone of all the Athenians, dared to purchase ra Xpqjtara of the banished
Peisistratos when they were auctioned off vimIT.
TO0ov
8spoo-tov.8t The truth is that, for
the whole post-Solonian sixth century, there is no evidence for any change in the
Athenian system of land tenure.
The source material for the first half of the fifth century is much more abundant,
even if it is disappointing in many respects. Certainly Herodotus, who digresses on
every subject under the sun, ought to furnish some information on the subject of
land. A search of Herodotus, however, revealed only one reference to the purchase of
land, and this was not a private transaction. About 500 B.C. the citizens of Apollonia
on the Ionian Gulf, in obedience to certain oracles, bought two K sijpoLand an OtK,1p
from their owners and presented them to Euenios in compensation for the fact that
they had previously blinded him.82This story, referring to a Greek colony, Apollonia,
and to the purchase of land by the state, obviously yields no information on the subject
of the Athenian system of land tenure.
Plutarch, in his life of Themistocles, devotes a chapter to the aT7roOey/iaTaof
Themistocles. Among them there is included the following anecdote (18, 5): 18&o 8E

T&l EV TraOrt /3o8VXo.LeVO elvat

c
x)ptoV

,.LEV

7&7rpaTOXKWV EKEXeVE K)pvTTElV,

OTL Kat

yWova

EX. Since the implication is that Themistocles was already famous, the story
xp(rroTov
presumably alludes to a period after 480 B.C. If this is an authentic saying of
Themistocles, then we seem to have here a clear reference to the selling of land in
Attica by a private citizen.83 Apophthegms of this sort, however, both in ancient and
79

See above, pp. 185-186.

80 G.

327-330.
81

Glotz, Histoire Grecque, Paris, 1925, I, p. 449; Busolt, Griechische Geschichte, II2,

pp.

Herodotus, VI, 121, 2.

82

Herodotus IX, 94.
83
It would be interesting to know in what words the " original" version of this apophthegm
was couched. The version given by Stobaeus, IIepiXpo-,ro'7rTO, 30 (Meineke, vol. II, p. 45), has
7rwXwvrather than Plutarch's 7rtrpacKwv.
Certain verbs of " selling" (in the present day meaning)
were also commonly used in the sense of " to let," " to rent," at least, in reference to mines and
taxes. E.g., Mines, I.G., II2, 1589, line 2, arESovro; Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 16, line 40, wrpaWr;
Aristotle, Ath. Const., 47, 2, 7rWXovot, rpaOevra, 7r7rpapteva. Taxes, Andocides, I, Mysteries, 133,
Aeschines, I, Against Timarchos, 119, 7rXAel;cf. Aristotle, Ath. Const., 47, 2. It is just
7rpaOedo"q;

conceivable, then, that the " original " statement, if it referred to Themistocles at all, meant " when
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moderntimes commonlybecomepart of the tradition concerning famous men, whether
uttered by them or not. This particular apophthegm, moreover, Plutarch himself
apparently thought might be appropriateto Cato. In Pseudo-Plutarch, Moralia, Ex
Commentariis in Hesiodum, 29 (VII, p. 67 [Bernardakis]), there is the following
T' dya0bospEy'oveap.' AeiKvOcr TOVTO
entry: ' 'Ocro-ov
HlXovrapXo5. Oc/Lo-roKXEayap
7) Karova TtrTpac-KovTa
Tov aypov
rfo-tv

XEyEtv oOT ayaOov 'EXEcyeLTova.

Since the author
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says, " Plutarch shows this, for he says . . . ," the most logical explanation of this
passage is that he had found in Plutarch's Commentaryon Hesiod the statement that
"Themistocles or Cato, when selling the field, said that it had a good neighbor." If
Plutarch, when writing his commentary on Hesiod, could not decide whether to allot
this saying to a Greek or to a Roman, one may well question the accuracy of its
ascription to the Greek in the Life of Themistocles. It would clearly be rash, therefore,
to insist that this apophthegm records a historical fact, but, since it contains the only
reference which I could find to the sale of private land in Attica prior to the Peloponnesian War, it must be kept in mind as we proceed with this investigation.
The next mention of what might imply a transfer of real property refers to a
period about 50 years later than the one alluded to in Plutarch. Thucydides reports
that, when Archidamus was about to invade Attica in 431, Pericles feared lest the
Spartan king, out of friendship to him or in order to arouse antagonism against him,
might spare his estates while ravaging the lands of others. Consequently Pericles
told the Athenian assembly o - - - - ro 8E a'ypoV roOVeav'rov Kat o&Ktag7v apap')7
87rj)JacCOrtVol iroX/uoc (i-TEp Kal Ta T&v aXXCO, a4ik7rlLv avrc 87(LocLa ElvaL Kal tLr77/FLav
ol v7roflav Kar&rarvTa yityve-crat. Plutarch gives a similar account, but other later

sources state that Pericles actually carried out what in Thucydides and Plutarch he
merely promised to do in case his property was spared.84This passage of Thucydides
raises the questions whether the language signifies the outright transfer of ownership
from Pericles to the state and whether such a conveyance of land should be considered
evidence for the alienability of real property. Since the giving of land to the state
is certainly in a different category from the transfer of land between two private
citizens, it would be hazardous to use the former transaction as evidence for the system
of land tenure under which Athenians lived at the time. If a suggestion made by
Poppo,85however, is accepted,the difficultyin interpreting this passage of Thucydides
is removed. Poppo writes: " Non possessionem fundorum, sed usum et fructum, seu
"
renting," a verb being employed which Plutarch quite naturally understood to mean when selling."
The remark about the good neighbor, obviously, would have been equally appropriate to the
renting or to the selling of a field.

II, 13, 1. Plutarch, Pericles, 33, 2: (Pericles) 7rpoetrE T,o 'Avcatots - - - Polyaenus, I, 36, 2: eXapLcraao T7f 7TOXe T7 V 'yv,
orL Tr7 7roet Kat 1/v XopcLvKat TaS E7rav?ts5 e7rl'totottv.
Trov
aypovs
118:
EKeKTrrTO.
XLVI,
Aristides,
p.
O00V,V
i4tet Tr roXAe. Justin, III, 7, 9: agros ipsos dono
84Thucydides,

rei publicae dederat.
85E. F. Poppo, Thucydides, Pars III, Conmmentarii,vol. II, Leipzig, 1834, p. 54.
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proventum illius anni et reliquorum, quibus bellum gereretur." This suggestion is
very plausible, since it is hard to understand why Pericles should have chosen to
pauperize himself and his sons 88 by an outright gift of his estates to the city when he
could have achieved the same purpose of diverting suspicion from himself by merely
granting to the people the usufruct of his lands for the duration of the period in
which suspicion might be directed against him. Beyond the fact, therefore, that the
historian believed that Pericles could transfer the usufruct of his property to the
state-and possibly even the ownership-, no further deduction can safely be drawn
from this passage concerning the alienation of private land.87
There is a passage in a speech of Andocides, IV, Against Alcibiades, 15, which
also should not be consideredevidence for the alienability of Attic land. This oration,
which contains both accurate and also distorted and exaggerated denunciationsagainst
Alcibiades, has recently been shown to be an authentic document, whether by Andocides or not, dating from the year 416/15 rather than a fourth century rhetorical
exercise as previously maintained.88In sections 13-14 the story is told of Alcibiades'
marriage to Hipparete, the daughter of Hipponikos and the sister of Kallias, of the
granting of a dowry of ten talents, and of the subsequent exaction, after the death
of Hipponikos in 422,89of another ten talents. According to the speaker, Alcibiades
was not satisfied with this, but (15): 90aoXXa
Kat XaOpatov Odvarov E7re/3oXEvovEKaXXta,
86

Plutarch, Pericles, 36, 1.
Is there anything significant in the fact that Thucydides used the verb adfcevaL
rather than some
such verb as 8Sovam? Professor A. C. Johnson suggested to me a possible parallel in the use of
the expression ev ade4aety0 in Ptolemaic Egypt. According to U. Wilcken (L. Mitteis und U.
Wilcken, Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, I, 1, p. 271), land in Ptolemaic Egypt
fell into two comprehensive categories, king's land, worked directly by the crown, and "die ev
ae4aEe
yi0, die von der Krone anderen zur Bewirtschaftung ' iiberlassen' ist, ohne dass dadurch das
Eigentumsrecht des K6nigs beeintrachtigt wird." In the Ev qo;afc y7, then, the king retained
ultimate ownership of the land just as, according to Poppo's suggestion, Pericles was not relinquishing the ownership of his estates when he offered (aqetvat) them to the people. Was there a certain
technical meaning to d4tevaL, which escaped Plutarch, Polyaenus and Justin, but which caused
Aristides to keep in the form j4ict the same verb used by Thucydides ?
A passage in Pericles' speech to the Athenians in 432 (Thucydides, I, 143, 5) possibly deserves
mention. Pericles, after telling the Athenians not to go out to meet the Peloponnesians but to have
confidence in their fleet, advised them not to mourn for oitKIv Kat yrs but for rTv coF/AaTWovov yap
87

TadS roTvS avSpas,

aXX' ot

avSApeS raTra KTwrvra.

If land was alienable at this time, then, of course,

might connote, inter alia, the acquisition of private land by purchase. This ethical topos,
however, certainly means nothing more than that possessions are not masters of men, but men, of
possessions; cf. the list of similar topoi collected by Poppo, op. cit., note to Thucydides, VII, 77, 7.
Consequently, I do not believe that this topos can be used as evidence for the status of Attic land
on the eve of the Peloponnesian War.
88A. E. Raubitschek, T.A.P.A., LXXIX, 1948,
pp. 191-210.
89
Jean Hatzfeld, Alcibiade. rtude sur l'histoire d'Athenes a la fin du Ve siecle, Paris,
1940, p. 24.
90Cf. the similar version in
Plutarch, Alcibiades, 8, 2.
KTrOVTat
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is statement that Alcibiades planned the death of Kallias is
th
roXotro.Although
probably slanderous, we may well ask how the speaker could hope to gain credence
for his charge that Alcibiades expected to gain possession of Kallias' property by
causing his death. Even an Alcibiades could not acquire any estate he wanted merely
by having its owner murdered. The answer to this question is suggested by the fact
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that the author speaks of the o1KOt of Hipponikos, not of Kallias. According to the
laws on intestate succession,9 if Kallias died childless, his property would devolve upon

the descendants of his father-first upon his (Kallias') brothers and then, if there
were no brothers, upon his sisters. Since Hipparete, Alcibiades' wife, and Kallias
were the only legitimate childrenof Hipponikos,92it is obvious why the death of Kallias
would have been financially profitable to Alcibiades.9' Thus Alcibiades would have
obtainedcontrol of Kallias' estate, not because land was alienable,but as a consequence
of the laws on intestate succession.
Since Alcibiades' schemes would automaticallybe thwarted as soon as an heir was
born to Kallias, it was Kallias' task to make provisions for that period until a child
should be born. Accordingly he proclaimed that, if he should die childless, his
property would be given to the people. The granting of land to the state, as was
maintained in the discussion of the Thucydides passage just above, can hardly be
considered as evidence for its alienability. In this particular case, if one wishes, it is
possible to think in terms of a sort of legal fiction. In essence, what Kallias did was

I"[Demosthenes],

XLIII, Against Makartatos, 51-52; Isaeus, VII, On the Estate of Apolloto this passage, pp. 564-565).
note
20
doros,
(see Wyse's
92
a son named Hermogenes (Plato, Kratylos, 391 b and c; Xenophon,
had
also
Hipponikos
Apology, 2), but it seems certain that he was not an Athenian citizen; i.e., he was a bastard.
Plato, ibid., says that he was not sEyxpa,T-r7wv wrarpwov, and in two passages of Xenophon where

the references surely are to this Hermogenes (Memorabilia, II, 10, 2-6; Symposium, III, 14), his
poverty is explicitly or implicitly mentioned. See W. Petersen, Quaestiones de Historia Gentium
Atticarum, Schleswig, 1880, p. 46; Swoboda in R.E., s.v. Hipponikos (3), p. 1909.
It is sometimes erroneously stated-e. g., Greece and Rome, VIII, 1938, p. 24-that Hipponikos
had another daughter, the husband of Theodoros and the mother of the orator Isocrates. The
reference cited-Isocrates, XVI, De Bigis, 31 (353a)-however, is concerned with Hipparete.
This mistake can be traced back at least as far as the Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography
and Mythology, edited by William Smith, London, 1867, s.v. Callias and Hipponicus (5. Hipponicus
III), vol. I, p. 567. The mother of Isocrates was Hedyto (B0o;

IcroKparov~,

line 2, Bude Ed., vol. I,

p. XXXIII), and there is no evidence to connect her with the family of Hipponikos.
93Since Kallias, when his father Hipponikos died, was already an adult, it is improbable that,
in the event of his death, Hipparete would have been considered an epikleros (cf. Beauchet, I,
p. 421). Even if some Isaeus might have argued that she should be so classified, it is reasonable
to assume that the speaker either did not realize this possibility or was confident that his audience
would not be aware of it, or that he meant to suggest that Alcibiades somehow would manipulate
the laws concerning epikleroi to his own advantage.
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to adopt the state as a temporary heir until another heir should appear in the person
of his own child.
At this point it may be desirable, for the sake of completeness, to make a few
remarks concerning the evidence on the status of real property contained in the
Memorabilia, Oeconomicus,and Symposium of Xenophon. It is generally agreed that
these works were all composed at some period subsequent to ca. 385 when Xenophon,
an exile from Athens, was living at Skillos in Elis. Their dramatic dates, however, are
earlier, and thus the question arises as to how accurately they reflect the times of their
supposed settings. The Memorabilia need not detain us, for the several references
to the selling and buying of real estate 94 in this treatise, whose general dramatic date
is 404 B.C. and the years immediately preceding,95are in accord with other evidence
for the same period. In the Oeconomicus there is one passage (XX, 22-26) which
deserves comment. In it Ischomachus tells Socrates how he and his father used to
buy uncultivated farms, improve them, and then sell them for a profit. The setting
for the Oeconomicusis Athens, but this work is clearly based on Xenophon's farming
experience in Elis. In fact, it can be said that Ischomachusis really Xenophon himself.
Since Xenophon was born about 430,96 the buying and selling of farms by Ischomachus

and his father, if we wish to consider this passage autobiographical,presumablyshould
be assigned to the last decadeof the fifth century. Certainly there were many neglected
farms in Attica at that time as a result of the depredations of war, and speculation in
them may have been common. It is legitimate to suspect, however, that Xenophon's
account may have been somewhat-or largely-colored by his subsequent experiences
with economic conditions in the early fourth century.
The Symposium, whose dramatic date is the summer of 421,97contains only one
passage (IV, 31) which concerns our investigation. In it Charmides says: wv
Oe,Teto

rT&JvvlTEpopi)V

oTrEpop/aLKal ra Eyyeta ov Kap7rov^at Kat Ta

EK T7r)So&KtaSg rEpaTat.

.. . In the words, 'ra ekyyeta ov KapiTov,at,

Paoli, as we saw in an earlier chapter,98
recognizes a reference to a mortgage. A literal translation, " I am not reaping (enjoying revenues from) my lands," need signify nothing more than that Charmides'
lands-his orchards and vineyards-had been so devastated by the war that they no
longer were a source of profit to him. If, however, it seems preferable to consider these
words as alluding to a mortgage, and if no anachronism is involved, then this passage
94
E.g., I, VI, 11; II, IV, 2; IV, VII, 2.
VII, 2, andII, VIII, 1, referto 404 B.C. I, VI, 15, conversations
betweenSocratesand

95 II,

Antiphon the Sophist.
96 Oxford Classical Dictionary, 1949, s.v. Xenophon, p. 962; A. and M. Croiset, Histoire de la
Litterature Grecque, vol. IV, p. 340.
7 Athenaeus, V, 216 d, assigns the dramatic date of the Symposium to the
archonshipof
Aristion, 421/0.
98 Chapter IV, p. 78.
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merely confirms what we learned above from the fragment of Kratinos 99-namely,
that mortgage, and hence the alienation of land, was probably possible in the first
decade of the Peloponnesianwar.100
For the last decade of the fifth century there is unequivocal evidence that the
buying, selling, and mortgaging of real property were practiced at Athens. Not only
does Isocrates in the passage which was quoted above 101 mention the mortgaging of
a house in the year 404/403, but Lysias 102 also, in a speech which alludes to events
in the period from ca. 409 to 400, refers to the possibility of buying land in the

It will be helpful, after this lengthy discussion, to recapitulate the evidence which
has been presented in this chapter. For the final decade of the fifth century down to
the overthrow of the Thirty Tyrants two unambiguous references to the alienability
of real estate have been preserved, one concerning mortgage and the other, the
purchase of land. For the preceding twenty years there are apparentlytwo references
to mortgage-the strangely worded allusions in the comic poets Pherekrates and
Kratios Certain passages in Xenophon mentioning the conveyance of immovables
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alienable in Themistocles' generation, of course, but that thesis can hardly be proved
by means of such an apophthegm.
Strange as it may seem, there appear to be no references to mortgage and to
the alienability of land (with the questionableexception just mentioned) for the period
before the PeloponnesianWar and only a few such references for the remainderof the
fifth century. In view of this situation, what conclusions should be drawn regarding
the system of land tenure prevalent at Athens in the period under consideration? To
maintain that neither mortgage nor transfer of real property was possible in Athens
before the Peloponnesian War because there is no evidence for such transactions
would be to make an extreme use of the argumentum ex silentio. On the other hand, it
is equally objectionableto insist, without evidence, on their prevalencejust to satisfy a
pre-conceivedpicture of Athens in that period. It is true that the epigraphical sources
for the fifth century, although considerable, are slight when compared with those for
the fourth and subsequentcenturies, but certainly an abundantliterary output has been
preserved from the former period. This body of literature, to be sure, was concerned
with subjects which gave slight occasion for mentioning prosaic matters like mortgages and property transfers. Is there anything suggestive in thihischoice of subject
matter in fifth century literature? The speeches of Isaeus and the private orations of
Demosthenes are replete with references to mortgages and property transfers. The
reason, of course, is obvious. In the fourth century these transactions were common
and hence there was a need for speeches in connection with the inevitable
it igation
which arose. In the fifth century there were no comparablespeeches. The main reason
for this lack naturally, was that oratory did not really begin its long career until the
middle of this century. Is it completely fanciful, however, to suggest that one reason
why forensic oratory flourished more in the fourth than in the fifth century is that
for a large part of the fifth century there were no such transactions as mortgages
and conveyances of property and, consequently,there was no need for speeches similar
to t
he
wfourth
century orators subsequently produced? Certainly Antiphon and Andocides, so far as we can judge from their extant speeches and from
the fragments and titles ascribed to them,'04were not concerned with the type of
business contractswhich occupiedso much of the ingenuity of Isaeus and Demosthenes.
104

Among the fragments of Antiphon (J. G. Baiter and H. Sauppe, Oratores Attici, Pars II,
but nothing can be ascertained
Zurich, 1850), nos. IV and V (p. 139) bear the title of 'E7rlTPO7rTLKO',
about their content; no. VII, 1 (p. 139) informs us that: avrTl8o Tov alro8cEo/ela St?0&,U0aetrev
'AvTUw'V Cv TW77rposTrv KaXAiov (fvSCLtv,but there is no way to know what was sold. According to
the examples cited in Liddell and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon (New Edition, 1925-1940), B, 3,
" sell," refers to the sale of movables. On no. XII (p. 141),
8tateuREaOal, when used in the sense of
IIPOS NLKOKXEa7repi Jpwv, Sauppe remarks: " Haec oratio videtur in causa publica habita esse et ad
metationem urbis pertinuisse." K. J. Maidment, in the Loeb edition of Minor Attic Orators, I,
p. 299, suggests that "the dispute related to the delimitation of mine-workings leased from the
state at Laurium." The word apyvpoKorcZtovin XII, 1, would seem to support this suggestion. The
other fragments afford no reason to believe that the speeches to which they belonged were concerned
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The unrestricted right to alienate land, as was remarked above,105must have
preceded the fully developed mortgage contract, although the use of immovables as
a man was permitted to dispose of
one
security probably came into practice rapidly
his real property. For our purposes, then, it will be sufficiently accurate to think of
the two transactions as appearing almost simultaneously. Once again we must ask the
question-when did land in Attica becomealienable? Since there seems to be no specific
evidence on this fundamental question, we must seek the answer by reasoning from
probabilities, unsatisfactory as that method may be. It should be remembered that
we do not know that the Athenians ever had a written law forbidding them to alienate
real property beyond the family group. The prohibition may have been in the form of
an unwritten law-an ancestral custom-which for centuries could have been just as
potent in its effects as any statute recorded in writing. In any event, whether the
prohibitionconsisted of custom or law, one reasonableapproach in this effort to find a
solution for the problemis to search for that period, or for those periods, in Athenian
history when conditions were conducive to the annulment of this law or the neglect
of the custom. Some national upheaval or disaster would seem to be a logical cause
for the breaking away from the shackles of an outmoded custom or taboo. The
reforms of Solon might seem to be such an upheaval, but, we have seen,106his testamentary law, contrary to widespread opinion, did not enable a man to dispose of his
fines of the family. Land apparently remained inalienable
on
property beyond the
after Solon, and, so far as the evidence goes, its status may have remained unchanged
throughout the rest of the sixth century.
In the years 480 and 479 the Persian army overran Attica, and twice Athens and
Attica were thoroughly ravaged.107When, after Plataea, the Athenians returned to
their devastated country and started to rebuild their shattered homes, the status of
property must have been in tremendous confusion. All the ancient sources are in
agreement that the Persian invasions were a turning point in Athenian history, but
characteristically they have little or nothing to say on any economic transformation
which may have ensued. This double pillaging of Attica, however, with its consequent
destruction of property 108 might well have been the shock necessary to force the
Athenians to discard-in part, at least,-their old restriction on the alienability of
with property transfers or mortgages. The same statement holds true for the four fragments of
Andocides. Since none of Lysias' speeches apparently antedated 403 B.C. (R. C. Jebb, The Attic
Orators, 2nd ed., London, 1893, I, p. 150) they are largely irrelevant to the present discussion (but
see above, note 102).
105 P.

177.
106Pp. 185-190.

Herodotus, VIII, 50-53; IX, 13.
vivid comment on the extent of this destruction is given by Thucydides, II, 16, 1. While
describing the reluctance of the Athenians to leave their farms and move to the city in 431, he adds
107

108 A

as a special reason for their grievance- XAwq

Te KaU apTL dveiXo-TE

Tras

KaTaTKevas pr&a Ta MVSLica.
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land. If the chaos of the post-invasion period is the time at which the Athenians began
to free themselves from the old taboo, then the passage from Plutarch's Themistocles
quoted above 109would be the first reference to this fundamental change which had
occurred in Athenian social and economic life. So far as I can see there is no way to
prove or disprove that real property in Attica became alienable at this time, but certainly the upheavals of 480 and 479 might have been sufficient cause for effecting so
radical a transformation.110
During the Pentekontaetia the Athenians were confronted with various crises
which could have tended to undermine long standing customs and beliefs. It was not
until the period of the great Peloponnesian War, however, that Athens was afflicted
by conditions which shook, inter alia, her social and economic life to its very foundations. I do not think that adequate emphasis has ever been placed on the effects that
this war must have had on ideas on property. In 431 the Athenians, at the advice of
Pericles, moved from the country districts to the city itself, carrying with them as
many of their movables as possible.11' Year after year the Peloponnesians invaded
Attica and destroyed whatever fell in their way. Commenting on the destruction of
as'
property, Thucydides 112 remarks that the Athenians--Xwvroiv-ro, o pev o7,o0 OT&
kXao-o-'wov

Kal rovrwv,
ol 8e SvvaTolt KXad KnTTrJTa
Kara
EcTTEppTro
IroXvreXVcrKaTaO'Keval5arotXWXEKO6reT.
To the confusion

op,uoWLEvo

r7v

Xwpav

created by
the recurring enemy raids, the plague, which raged in Athens in 430 and 429 and
recrudescedin 427, made a staggering contribution. It has been estimated th ird
of the Athehenian
population perished fromtheh pestilence."1 Whole families, including
even distant relatives, must have been wiped out, with the result that various
properties may have been left without any legitimate surviving claimants. Furthermore, there must have been many Athenians, despondent at the ruin of their lands
and houses, despairing of the future, who would have been only too glad to resign all
OiKOS/Uoua&9 Te

Ka&

109Pp. 191-192.

110We are told by Aristotle, Ath. Const., 24, 1, that in the early days of the Delian League
Aristides advised the Athenians-KaTapavTas (K Twv aypwv oiKetv ev T7 aOTre. These few words throw
no light on our problem, for there is no way to determine whether Aristides meant the farms to
be entirely deserted or whether he had in mind that certain members of each family should still
remain on the land. If he intended that they should sell their lots before moving to the city, it is
strange that Aristotle

did not use a less vague word than

KaTa/,3avra.

How were these people

housed when they came to Athens? Did they own houses there, did they rent dwellings, did the
State help in furnishing accommodations, or were they able to buy plots and build for themselves?
It seems to me that these few words illustrate only too well how abysmally ignorant we are on many
fundamental matters concerning Athenian private life.
111Thucydides II, 13, 2; 14, 1; 16-17. It is
interesting to note that there is no reference to
the purchase of houses in the city by any of the incoming country people. Were there no war
profiteers in Athens ?
112
II, 65, 2; cf. 59, 1.
113Thucydides III, 87; Diodorus, XII, 58, 2. Compare G. Glotz, Histoire Grecque,
II, p. 628.
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their rights to their real estate in exchange for movables which they hoped to enjoy
in the little time that fate might still allot them to live. In view of the ghastly conditions which prevailed at Athens in the years following 431, it was only natural that
many an old custom and belief was discarded. Thucydides describes in unforgettable
words the collapse of Athenian morality and the neglect and contempt with which old
laws and beliefs were treated. After speaking of the abandonment of the former
burial rites, he writes:
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I XEt 7rt rXov avopias rTO
Hprov re 7)p~e Ka es raAXXaro-Xc
paov yap E6roX/aTrL a rTporepovad7reKpviTrerop KaO9rjoov7v TroLeWv,
ayXtO-,rpoov
v6aormqBa.
opovreE rav rE evoaiL6OV(ov
T1v ,LeuTa/o0Xrlv
Kat alvf)m&oWOVTh0rKOVTrCV
Kat TwrvovOv IrpOTEpov
KEKrT1EVWV,

114

EVOV5 &ETaKEiVw V EXVv7'V.
Ta

Tre craara

et0TEraxEtag rasg eTavpe-ets
Kal

ra

Kat Irpob

6o,oiwo

o rTeprvov
Kal, TO .Lev

xpqltara
r7,yov/LEvoL.
7F,tovv ToLtcErOat, ecq)zepa
ovJESL
Kaa)
Tw o6avTt
7Tpo0v/Los
, ao7)tov voV.L,v el TpV ETr avro
7Tpoo-TaXalTa)rCpelv
eX9elv ocaL0apro?ETraL oT 8s 18or Trer'ov TravTaxoOev re Es avro KepoaXEov, ToVro Kai KaXoV
Kat xpr-lI,Lo KaTreOTr7.
Oecv oE
&o'0 jo
avOptrcov vo16oq ovoelS aretpy,e, rO Ile KpWOVTreS
r daroXXvp1E,evovs, rv
Ev 6poiP Kat o-E/3ELv Kat p.r EKTOv ravras opav
a E
E a,LapTr/aTrcov
OV8EtS EXTilCV

T7v 7non)

P/Xpt

KaTEiKLc.EVV)

TOV OiK7)/
yevecKOaL U 3ovT

iroXv oE /LeLx)
ELKO Eltvat TOV /3Lov TL
JrpTv e.LITEO-EV

av rrv rL.Us)piav

7)V
(74cbWvEITLKpeiLao-07)-vat,

avTLoo0al,

a7roXavovat.

In these lines Thucydides is not trying to enumeratethe former customs and laws
which fell into abeyance because of the agonizing strain under which the Athenians
were living. He is merely describing in general terms a great break with the past-a
momentous transition in the Athenian way of life. Is it not possible to suspect that
in this transition the regulations concerning the tenure of real property also played
a part? It is not necessary to think that the people through the proper legislative
machinery rescinded one law on the system of land tenure and substituted another.
The process could have been much simpler, much more natural. Because of the
harrowing conditions in which they were living and because of the uncertainties of the
future, some Athenians could have been driven, step by step, to that state of mind in
which they were willing, despite age old custom, to dispose of real property, from
which they no longer hoped to derive any advantage, in return for movable wealth
which they might hope to enjoy in the grim present. Thus the change from the inalienable to the alienable status of land would not have been caused by any specific statutory
act, but would have been brought to pass, as precedent followed precedent, over a
number of years.
It is impossible,of course, to trace step by step the means by which this liberation
of the land could have beeneffected. Since the rwpGWS cmXAiv(E, however, was apparently
the earliest method of employing real property as security adoptedby the Athenians,115
114
115

II, 53.
See above, Chapter IV, pp. 91-92; Chapter VII, pp. 155-156.
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it is reasonable to suspect that some sort of legal fiction-inspired possibly by dim
memories of pre-Solonian times-may have played a part in removing the restriction
on the alienability of land. To illustrate what may have happened, it will be useful
to describe an imaginary-but probable-situation. A peasant and his family seek
refuge within the long walls. Despondent over the pillaging of his farm by the
Spartans, terrified by the ravages of the plague, the poor man wants to enjoy life
while he can. He needs money, but in the eyes of anyone with money to lend he is a
hopelessly bad risk. Finally someone who is optimistic about the future-possibly one
of the lucky few who have recovered from the scourge-agrees to give him money
if he will " sell " his farm-naturally with the understanding that there will be an
unlimited time for redemption. The peasant acquiesces-of what use is his land to
him now? Time passes; the peasant, his immediate family, and even his distant
kinsmen all succumbto the plague. What possibility now is there of redemption? For
all practical purposes the sale EIrtXre, has become an outright sale. On the other
hand, another peasant, who likewise has " borrowed " on his land, is more fortunate.
He survives until times are better and succeeds in redeeming his property. These two
cases, of course, are purely imaginary. No chapter and verse can be cited to support
them. The reality, however, may not have been far different, and in the negotiations
of these two fictitious peasants and their " creditors " there may reside a hint as to
how outright sale of real property and the fully developedmortgage contract of irpa&cr
eirt XAv could have grown out of a transaction which owed its origin to the exigencies
of the times.
This suggestion that Attic land did not become alienable until the period of the
Peloponnesian War is completely unorthodox, but it is in agreement both with what
the sources say and what they do not say. From the time of Solon until the fragment
of Kratinos, belonging to the years 430 to 420, there apparently is no evidence for
the sale or mortgaging of land except the apophthegmascribed to Themistocles (or to
Cato) by Plutarch. This may well be apocryphal or it may be an authentic anecdote
to illustrate how that untrammelled spirit flouted convention."16If we divest ourselves of conceptions derived from the fourth century, the supposition that land in
Attica was inalienable for at least the first seventy years of the fifth century will be
found, I believe, to conform completelyto what is really known of that period. Despite
the Delian League and the growth of empire, the Athenians remained primarily a
conservative and agrarian people until the Peloponnesian War forced them to make
various changes in their way of life. Thucydides 117himself tells us that until 431 the
majority of the citizens still lived in the country districts and he emphasizes the grief
which they experienced at abandoning their farms, the ancestral shrines, and all the
beloved associations of their rural life. These peasants were so passionately devoted
118 For another
possible interpretation, see below, note 126.
117II, 14; 16.
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to their land and to the customs of their fathers that one can hardly imagine them
selling or mortgaging their farms even if there had been no restrictions on alienation.
Can one picture a Dikaiopolis or a Strepsiades parting with his few acres?
From 431 on, however, everything conspired to lessen the importance of land
and to increase the significance of movable wealth. Thousands of peasants were
confined in the city where they suffered the anguish of the plague. For long periods
they were separated from their farms which were subject to systematic devastation
at the hands of the enemy. Many of these peasants had to seek a new livelihood. They
became familiar with the methods of commercial law which had been developing
under the aegis of the empire.'18The bottomry loan, in which ship or cargo, or both,
served as security, presumably had come into use."9 Loans secured by movablesevEXvpa-were probably common.120In this milieu it would not be surprising if the
attitude towards movables began to exercise considerable influence on the attitude
towards immovables-especially when many a former peasant must have sorrowfully
wondered whether his land would ever again be of much use to him.
As the Peloponnesian War dragged on, three other factors may have contributed
to the weakening of the almost religious feeling for the land-the selling of confiscated
theand
extensive conby the State,
property, the granting of the right of 'Ko
ferring of citizenship on loyal friends of Athens. From early times it had been customary at Athens to confiscate the property of persons convicted as enemies to the
State and to society.12' Unfortunately many problems concerning the confiscatory
procedurein this early period are obscure.'22For example, it is not known whether it
was common practice to seize a man's entire property-both movable and immovable-, and it is also uncertain whether the property was usually sold.123The houses
Cf. the decree of ca. 450, setting forth the procedure to be followed in the settlement of
commercial disputes between Athenians and Phaselites (Tod, vol. I2, no. 32).
118

"9 On the maritime
loan,see U. E. Paoli,Studi,pp.9-137.
See above,ChapterIV, pp. 61-62 and note 4.

120

121 See the statement
in the scholiato Aristophanes,
Lysistrata,273 (Rutherford),concerning
metedout to Isagorasand his followerswhomCleomeneshad failedto establish
the punishment

in power:

'A9O-vaot

Ta'

olKta

KarTe Kaiav

Kat rTa

ovOrtas

ESfl/lev(av,

avrwv

8e

Ovarov

el'J/r7oravro

basedon an old law of Solon (Andocides,
410 B.C.,probably
Cf. also the decreeof Demophantos,
I, On theMysteries,95-98).
122 For a generaldiscussion
see G. Glotz,La Solidaritede la Famille,pp. 515of confiscation,
s.v. Demioprata,
in
et
E.
D.d.A.,
pp.63-66.
539; Caillemer, Daremberg Saglio,
123 The onlyreferences
to the saleof confiscated
propertyin thisearlyperiodwithwhichI am

familiar are Herodotus, VI, 121, 2-Kallias purchasing ra Xp /aTa of the exiled Peisistratos-, and
'ra KTrfLaTa of anyone who tries to destroy the democracy(decree of Demophantos; see note 121). The words ,xp',uara and KTrM7aTadenote movables more
often than immovables. What meaning should be assigned to them is these two passages? It is
interesting to note that Demosthenes, XX, Against Leptines, 115, distinguishes between 7y and
XPp,uatraand that Lysias, XII, Against Eratosthenes, 83, when speaking of the confiscation of real

Andocides,I, Mysteries,97-selling

property, carefully says ra xlpylaara ra' klavepd.
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of the condemned were sometimes demolished124-an act which presumably symbolized the eradication of the accursed family. The land, if confiscated, may often
have been added to the State domain, to be used- as the government saw fit. The
estate which the city gave as dowry to the granddaughter of Aristogeiton very probably was assigned from lands which had been confiscated at some earlier time.125As
we shall see below, there is no unequivocal evidence for the sale of confiscated land
before the year 414/413. If it was ever sold, as, of course, is possible, an interesting
problem arises. Would such land, when purchased, belong in the same category as
family estate, which, according to our interpretation, could not be alienated? Land
thus acquired might well have been regarded differently from the family lot of the
purchaser, in the first generation, at least. If a distinction was made, then possibly
the principle of inalienability may not have applied to this newly acquired property.
Because of the lack of evidence no certain conclusion can be reached on this subject,
but the suggestion can be offered that the first steps towards alienation of land in
Attica may have begun with the sale by private citizens of confiscated land which they
had bought from the State.126
For the major part of the fifth century we are ill-informed on the subject of
confiscation.127With the passions unleashed by the Peloponnesian war, however, it is
not surprising that the cases of confiscation multiplied greatly. It is sufficient to
mention the fate which befell those convicted in the scandals of the mutilation of
the Hermae and the parodying of the Eleusinian Mysteries, the leaders in the
oligarchic revolution of 411, the unfortunate generals at Arginusae, and the victims
of the Thirty Tyrants.128From the Poletai records which have been preserved in part
for the year 414/413 we learn that the property-both movable and immovable-of

See note 121 above, and also [Plutarch], Lives of the Ten Orators, Antiphon, 834 A.
Plutarch, Aristides, 27, 4. The estate given by the city to Lysimachus, son of Aristides
(ibid., 27, 1), we learn from Demosthenes, XX, Against Leptines, 115, was in Euboea. See A. E.
Raubitschek, Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 32-33. Demosthenes adds the remark: TOT,
pr v yap v 7rX1t
Kat xprpAdrTWV.
274mV Kat yrs 776OpEl
Is this a reference to land owned only throughout the empire or
could it refer also to state owned land in Attica itself ? On the donation of the farm of Peisander,
confiscated in 411, see below, p. 205.
126 It is possible that the
field, mentioned in the apophthegm in Plutarch, Themistocles, 18, 5
if
it
above,
pp.
191-192),
(see
really was sold by Themistocles, had been acquired by him through the
purchase of confiscated land.
127 One would
expect to glean some information on the procedure followed in the confiscation
of property from the famous case of the outlawing of Themistocles. Unfortunately, Plutarch
(Themistocles, 25, 3) merely states that the government obtained either 80 or 100 talents from the
of Themistocles. Are we to understand ra Xp7Iara as comprising both real and movable
Xprp/aTa
property? Plutarch's language is more easily understood as referring to movables: TwV 8 Xp,/araTWV
Sta rwv 1tXOwv
EVovaXTwvKal
aVTM 7roXa uIeV 7'EKKaa7TrVTa
ets 'Atvav ErXXet'
TrwvSe favpv yv
Ea o
TO ArLocrtLov-. It is noteworthy that there is no suggestion in Plutarch (ibid., 32, 1-2) that his sons
and daughters, who subsequently lived in Athens, suffered from destitution.
128 For references to the
sources, see Glotz, Solidarite de la Famille, pp. 520-521.
124

125
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Alcibiades and his associates was confiscated and sold.1" Is there any significance in
the fact that this inscription is the first official record of the sale of confiscated
property which is extant, or should the lack of similar documents from an earlier
period be ascribed merely to the chances of archaeology? Whatever the answer to
this question may be, it is certain that in the years following 415 many confiscated
estates were either sold by the government or donated to persons who had deserved
well of the city. This large amount of land which was thus placed on the open market
with the full knowledge of the whole citizen body must have made a deep impression,
and may well have acceleratedthe tendency to transgress the principleof inalienability
which we have been tracing.
The granting by the State of the right of e"yK"cnoto foreign benefactors of
Athens may have been another factor which contributed to the breakdown of the old
system of the inalienability of family land. From the fourth century and later
numerous inscriptions have been preserved which record the conferment of this
privilege, but from the fifth century only about six such documents are extant.130The
two earliest of these inscriptions can be assigned to the year 424/423, but they and
the others with one exception are too fragmentary to lead to any certain conclusions
regarding the procedure followed in the granting of eyKT70o-. The inscription from
the year 409 (Tod, no. 86), however, is instructive. It records the conferring of
various honors, including Athenian citizenship, upon Thrasyboulos of Kalydon, the
I
principalassassin of Phrynichos, and the granting to him of [rTO/e]pos TOyLvO^.Lev
other
Certain
slain
of
the
of
share
the
a
oligarch.
property
(lines 24-25) -presumably

men were honoredas benefactors[Kat

EyKnrqr]]V

y7rrE8)o]V Kal oKLa%, Kat otKr' |tv 'AO'vr-o-t(lines

eIvat avros Jp4repi 'AO,vaLot, [Ka&
30-32). How was this privilege of

eyKrc/o-&,
put into execution? Did the foreigners so honored buy land in the open

market or was it donated to them by the State? If the former alternative is correct,
then the granting of '7yKrTcrToin itself presupposes the alienability of land, and by an
argumentum ex silentio one could maintain that the reason why there is no mention

I.G., I2, 325-334. For the fragments which have been published subsequently, see above,
note 29.
130
I.G., II2, 8, line 18, now dated 424/3; see S.E.G., X, 83. S.E.G., X, 84 (I.G., I2, 70), lines
11-12 (restored), 424/3; cf. S.E.G., X, 114. S.E.G., X, 91 (I.G., I2, 83), line 22, 421/0. I.G., II2,
174 b, line 3 (restored), now dated ca. 412; see S.E.G., X, 115. I.G., I2, 106, line 7 (restored), ca.
411-408. I.G., I2, 110, lines 30-31 (= Tod, vol. I2, no. 86), 410/9. S.E.G., X, 81 (I.G., I2, 68/69),
line 7 (restored), now dated 424/3, if the rqstoration is correct, refers to ?yKT7rYTLin the cities of
the empire rather than at Athens; see B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 105-115.
It should be noted that the two earliest of these inscriptions are dated in 424/3 and that they
all (except I.G., I2, 106) also record grants of proxenia and euergesia. In this connection an
interesting observation can be made. For the period from ca. 450-425 there is evidence for the
frequent granting of proxenia and/or euergesia; e. g., S.E.G., X, 19, 20, 23, 33, 52-54, 73, 76, 79.
Since none of these inscriptions refers to 3r,lKTr-aS, the conclusion seems justified that the conferring
of that privilege was either unknown or very rare before 424/3.
129
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of cyK"C0o before 424 is that prior to that date land was still inalienable. In the case
under consideration,however, it seems certain that the second alternative is the proper
one-namely, that the city made a gift of land to the men whom it was honoring.
Lysias 131 informs us that Apollodoros of Megara received as a gift from the people
the confiscated farm of Peisander. Since Apollodoros had assisted in the slaying of
Phrynichos,132it is clear that he must have received the farm on the occasion when
the privilege of E'yKrqTtr,
was conferred upon him.'83 Consequently the men listed in
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our inscription as recipients of the right of EyKT7crotVundoubtedly were presented with

land from the confiscatedproperty of the slain or exiled oligarchs. It seems legitimate
to conclude, therefore, that in the late fifth century the honor of lyKro-Vl was accompanied by an actual donation of land. This privilege, accordingly, was not dependent
on the alienability of land. Land so acquired, however, could hardly have been in the
same category as the plots which had belonged to Athenian families for generations.
It is not surprising, then, that Apollodoros sold the farm of Peisander which had
been presented to him and that in the course of a few years this parcel of land was
sold again.134Thus the selling of land which had been originally acquired through
the conferment of the right of EyKKqo-t supplied the Athenians with still another
precedent for transgressing the old rules concerning the inalienability of land.
The last factor contributing to the breakdown of the old Athenian system of
inalienable family land which we must consider is the extensive conferring of citizenship throughout the Peloponnesian War on loyal friends of Athens. It is sufficient to

mention the Plataean survivors in 427,135the Samians in 405,136 and possibly the slaves

who volunteered to fight at Arginusae in the preceding year.1'37As citizens, enrolled
in demes and tribes, these new Athenians must have automatically obtained the right
to own land. It is true that subsequently (in 421) the Athenians settled the Plataeans
at Skione 18 and that the Samians intended to continue living in Samos, but some of
the Samians must have decided to reside in Athens, and after Aegospotami the
181 VII,
132

133

On the Olive-Stump, 4.
Lysias, XIII, Against Agoratos, 71; Lycurgus, Against Leokrates, 112.
In the inscription under discussion (Tod, no. 86), lines 38-47, there is a reference to a

previous decree which had honored Apollodoros.

honors conferred.
134

The right of

yKT?rnts

must have been among the

See note 131.

135See G. Busolt,Griechische
Geschichte,
III, 2, p. 1038,note2.

Tod, vol. I2, no. 96; cf. Busolt, op. cit., III, 2, pp. 1625-1626.
See Busolt, op. cit., III, 2, pp. 1590-1591, note 2. These slaves were liberated and apparently
were sent to Skione to live in sympolity with the Plataeans. After the battle of Aegospotami the
inhabitants of Skione-i. e., the Plataeans and the former slaves-returned to Athens (G. Glotz,
Histoire Grecque, II, p. 755). To the best of my knowledge there is no evidence about the status
of these manumitted slaves after their return, but under the circumstances is it not probable that
the Athenians were obliged to recognize them as citizens?
138 Thucydides, V, 32, 1.
136

137
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Plataeans returned to Athens.139Their presence and their unquestionable right and
desire to acquire real estate must have seriously shaken the already tottering principles
of the inalienability of land. In this connection a neglected passage in Plato's Laws
(V, 740e-741a) should be considered-a passage which, I believe, confirms the
argument of this chapter. After discussing various methods for preventing his
proposed State from exceeding the desired 5040 households, he comments as follows
on the causes which might lead to a diminution of the citizen body: eav rT'aVKat
EXarroV 8e
rovvavrTov
EIEXO',qTore Kv'Wa KaTaKXve/wLOV 4Epov VOcOWV, 7) 'TOX4,LWVf0opa,
OXV ro
TO'

TrEaypLevov

adpt0,uovf8'

opbavias

TOXTrag apEL,3aAXXEV
XeayertcuSvvaroT ,3UaXeorGat.

yEvcovwvrat,EKOvra5 LtEvouv8e

v6Or 1TraLSEaTe7rat8evpLevoV%,
VvLyKP7)8e ov8e 0os elvas
the most natural causes for a decrease in population,
are
of
and
wars, course,
Plagues
but is it not probable that Plato, while writing these lines, was thinking of the great
Athenian plague and the PeloponnesiannWar in particular? When he says that his
State, although depleted in numbers, should not voluntarily admit new citizens who
had been reared under a vodrj TaL&ia, is it not reasonable to suspect that he had in

mind what Athens in a similar situation had formerly done when, largely because of
avayic, she admitted Plataeans, Samians, and possibly even some slaves to her citizen
fold? Plato then goes on to say (741 b) that in his ideal State the buying and selling
of the family lots will be prohibited-in other words, that family land will be inalienable. Is it not legitimate-or even necessary-, therefore, to assume that the lines
quoted above contain a clear allusion to the undermining of the old Athenian system
of inalienable family land tenure which had been caused by the Peloponnesian War,
the plague, and the admission of new citizens ?
The conclusion, then, to which this chapter and this study as a whole lead is that
theoof the Peloponnesian War. The
land in Attica did not become alienable until the time
universally accepted view that the alienability of land and the introduction of the
mortgage contract were the natural results of Solon's reforms has not a shred of
evidence in its support. It is possible that the shock of the Persian Wars began the
undermining of the old system of land tenure and that the removing of the restriction
on alienability was a gradual process which continued throughout the century.'40It is
much more probable, however, in the light of evidence currently available,141that the
139

See note 137.

Woodhouse, op. cit., pp. 84-85, expresses this point of view very clearly, but on p. 206 (cf.
p. 205) he states that as a result of Solon's reforms there was nothing "to prevent every newly
liberated farm in Attika from being next day mortgaged up to the hilt." See above, p. 186.
141
Despite my efforts not to overlook any evidence, I may, of course, have failed to recognize
in the extant sources certain material from which it might be inferred that fifth century Attic land
was alienable. The discovery also of a new inscription or a new papyrus literary fragment may
weaken or overthrow my contention. Even if it could be proved, however, that legally Attic land
was alienable throughout the fifth century, the argument of this chapter, I believe, would still be
valid in so far as it would show that in fact land was practically never alienated until the Peloponnesian War and the plague effected a revolution in the Athenian way of life.
140
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Athenians remainedtrue to their ancestral, conservative, and religious attitude towards
family land until the terrific impact of the Peloponnesian War and especially of the
plague effected inexorably a great change in the Athenian way of life. The Peloponnesian War was a period of tremendous transition in Athenian history. Fourth century Athens, not only politically, but also socially, economically, and spiritually, was
a very different place from the city of the preceding century. Scholars who rely on
fourth century evidence and on data gleaned from other Greek states to reconstruct
the earlier period, despite their erudition, succeed only in putting fifth century Athens
completelyout of focus. Thucydides knew well that he was living in a transitional age.
Not only in
the
onn
Athenian morality quoted
plagussage
above,'42but throughout his whole history he bears eloquent testimony to the fact that
the old order of things in Athens was giving way to the new. In this general collapse
of the old order the time-honored attitude towards family land probably succumbed.
As a result of a concatenation of circumstances, some of which have been suggested
above,143land became subject to sale and to mortgage. This liberation of the land
from the taboo on alienability did not occur
ourover night as a result of some statutory
act. It was achieved almost imperceptiblyas precedent followed precedent. The pious
and the conservative probably stoutly resisted the change. It may not be fanciful to
detect a reflection of their contempt for a man who would encumber his ancestral

land in the term

o-rtLypaLTa

employed by Kratinos.'44 Despite all opposition, however,

the practice of selling and mortgaging real property gradually increased.145These
procedures, presumably, were recognized and systematized in the codification of the
laws which ws completedafter the downfall of the Thirty Tyrants. With the coming
of the fourth century, therefore, a new chapter in the history of Attic land begins.
If the interpretation of the Athenian system of land tenure propounded in this
chapter is correct, it will be necessary to revise our ideas on many aspects of the
social, economic, and legal life of the Athenians in the sixth and fifth centuries. At
this time, however, two brief observations will be sufficient. The contrast between
Sparta and Athens has always, and properly, been emphasized by authors both
ancient 146 and modern. Part of the difference between the two states was believed
to be the result of their respective systems of land tenure, for, as is well known, the
kleroi belonging to the Spartiates remained inalienable until sometime in the first
142

P. 200.

143'Two

other factors which must have contributed to the breakdown of the old land system
should be mentioned: the terrible Athenian losses in Sicily and the return of thousands of cleruchs
etc. to Athens after Aegospotami (cf. G. Glotz, Histoire Grecque, II, p. 755).
144 See above, p. 171.
145It is possible, therefore, that a few of the horos
mortgage stones might date from the latter
years of the fifth century. See above, Chapter III, note 40.
146
Cf. the famous speech of the Corinthian delegates at Sparta in 432 (Thucydides, I, 70).
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half of the fourth century.147In opposition to this generally accepted opinion, the
argument set forth in the preceding pages suggests that the attitudes of the Athenians
and Spartans towards family land-at least so far as its inalienability was concerned
-were basically the same until the period of the Peloponnesian War. Consequently,
an interval of only some two generations, or less, may have separatedthe abandonment
of the principle of the inalienability of land by the two so fundamentally different
states.
The second observation has reference to Plato. He devoutly believed and repeatedly advocated that family land should never be diminished or alienated.148In his
theories on the State, Plato, of course, was greatly influencedby Sparta, or rather by
the myth of Sparta which various doctrinaires like himself had created. If the conclusions reached in this chapter are correct, however, it is clear that for his ideas on
land Plato could have been indebted not only to Sparta but also to his own Athens
where the principle of the inalienability of family land, which he so eloquently
preached,may have been abandonedonly in the days of his childhood.
147
W. H. Porter, "The Antecedentsof the Spartan Revolutionof 243 B.C.," Hermathena,
XLIX, 1935, pp. 1-15, argues very plausiblythat it was the loss of Messenia in 370 which led
to the collapseof the old Spartanland system.
148
E.g., Laws, V, 740-741; IX, 855 a; 877 d-878 b; XI, 923 a.
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